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Abstract

Background: Data science offers an unparalleled opportunity to identify new insights into many aspects of human life with
recent advances in health care. Using data science in digital health raises significant challenges regarding data privacy, transparency,
and trustworthiness. Recent regulations enforce the need for a clear legal basis for collecting, processing, and sharing data, for
example, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (2016) and the United Kingdom’s Data Protection Act (2018).
For health care providers, legal use of the electronic health record (EHR) is permitted only in clinical care cases. Any other use
of the data requires thoughtful considerations of the legal context and direct patient consent. Identifiable personal and sensitive
information must be sufficiently anonymized. Raw data are commonly anonymized to be used for research purposes, with risk
assessment for reidentification and utility. Although health care organizations have internal policies defined for information
governance, there is a significant lack of practical tools and intuitive guidance about the use of data for research and modeling.
Off-the-shelf data anonymization tools are developed frequently, but privacy-related functionalities are often incomparable with
regard to use in different problem domains. In addition, tools to support measuring the risk of the anonymized data with regard
to reidentification against the usefulness of the data exist, but there are question marks over their efficacy.

Objective: In this systematic literature mapping study, we aim to alleviate the aforementioned issues by reviewing the landscape
of data anonymization for digital health care.

Methods: We used Google Scholar, Web of Science, Elsevier Scopus, and PubMed to retrieve academic studies published in
English up to June 2020. Noteworthy gray literature was also used to initialize the search. We focused on review questions
covering 5 bottom-up aspects: basic anonymization operations, privacy models, reidentification risk and usability metrics,
off-the-shelf anonymization tools, and the lawful basis for EHR data anonymization.

Results: We identified 239 eligible studies, of which 60 were chosen for general background information; 16 were selected for
7 basic anonymization operations; 104 covered 72 conventional and machine learning–based privacy models; four and 19 papers
included seven and 15 metrics, respectively, for measuring the reidentification risk and degree of usability; and 36 explored 20
data anonymization software tools. In addition, we also evaluated the practical feasibility of performing anonymization on EHR
data with reference to their usability in medical decision-making. Furthermore, we summarized the lawful basis for delivering
guidance on practical EHR data anonymization.

Conclusions: This systematic literature mapping study indicates that anonymization of EHR data is theoretically achievable;
yet, it requires more research efforts in practical implementations to balance privacy preservation and usability to ensure more
reliable health care applications.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e29871)   doi:10.2196/29871
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Introduction

Background
Digital health [1] encompasses several distinct domains,
including but not limited to automatic visual diagnostic systems
[2], medical image segmentation [3], continuous patient
monitoring [4], clinical data–driven decision support systems
[5-7], connected biometric sensors [8,9], and
expert-knowledge–based consultations [10,11] using personal
electronic health records (EHRs) [12-14]. Of late, pervasive
health care has become the central topic, attracting intensive
attention and interest from academia [2-4], industry [5,10,11],
and the general health care sector [13-15]. Developments
achieved in the industry [5] and the health care sector [12-14,16]
reveal the huge potential of data science in health care because
of the common availability of medical patient data for secondary
use (secondary use, also dubbed as reuse, of health care data
refers to the use of data for a different purpose than the one for
which the data were originally collected). However, such
potential could be hindered by legitimate concerns over privacy
[17].

The United Kingdom’s Human Rights Act 1998 defines privacy
as “everyone has the right to respect for [their] private and
family life, [their] home and [their] correspondence” in Article
8 [18]. However, it is difficult to explicitly define true privacy
because of the discrepancies among target problems, for
example, human-action recognition from videos [19],
camera-pose estimation from images [20], and next-word
prediction from articles [21]. In general, privacy can be treated
as any personally identifiable information [22,23]. In the context
of digital health care, the secondary use of patients’ clinical data
requires both the data controller (responsible for determining
the purpose for which, and the means by which, health care data
are processed) and data processor (responsible for processing
health care data on behalf of the data controller) to comply with
the lawful basis and gain direct consent from the data owner
[24]. Recently, privacy invasion became an increasing concern
in digital health care [25-28]. In 2014, the UK charity
Samaritans (ie, data processor) released the app Radar [29] to
identify potential distress and suicidality using the words and
phrases of approximately 2 million Twitter (ie, data controller)
users (ie, data owners). This app raised severe concerns among
Twitter users, including those with a history of mental health
issues, and thus it was pulled within weeks [26]. In 2015, the
Royal Free London National Health Service (NHS) Foundation
Trust (ie, data controller) shared 1.6 million complete and
identifiable medical records of patients (ie, data owners) with
DeepMind Technologies (Alphabet Inc; ie, data processor) to
support further testing of the app Stream in assisting the
detection of acute kidney injury [30]. This collaboration came
under fire [27] for the inappropriate sharing of confidential
patient data [24,31] and failure to comply with the United
Kingdom’s Data Protection Act (DPA), as was ruled [32] by
the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO), which cited
missing patient consent as well as lack of detailed purpose of

use, research ethics approval, and the necessary process
transparency [25]. Thus, a prerequisite for secondary use of
clinical patient data is to guarantee patient privacy through data
anonymization [33]. This is supported by legislation established
in different countries that states that secondary use of clinical
patient data is permitted if, and only if, the exchanged
information is sufficiently anonymized in advance to prevent
any possible future association with the data owners (ie, patients)
[28,34]. For instance, researchers from academia pointed out
the importance of patient-specific health data, which became
the impetus for updating the United States’ Health Information
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) in 2003 [35,36].

On January 30, 2020, a declaration [37] by the World Health
Organization named the COVID-19 [38] outbreak a Public
Health Emergency of International Concern. At present (as of
April 18, 2021), there are a total of 140,835,884 and 4,385,938
confirmed cases and 3,013,111 and 150,419 deaths, respectively,
throughout the world [39] and the United Kingdom [40]. As
COVID-19 spread to every inhabitable continent within weeks
[41], data science research relating to digital health care through
large-scale data collection [42,43] and crowdsourcing [44,45]
has been highly recommended to curb the ongoing pandemic,
including virus tracing [46,47] and contact tracing [48,49].
Public concern with respect to privacy has significantly
increased amid the COVID-19 pandemic [50,51]. For instance,
mobile apps have been adopted to make contact tracing and
notification instantaneous upon case confirmation [52,53], for
example, the latest NHS COVID-19 app [54]. This is typically
achieved by storing a temporary record of proximity events
among individuals and thus immediately alerting users of recent
close contact with diagnosed cases and prompting them to
self-isolate. These apps have been placed under public scrutiny
over issues of data protection and privacy [48].

Currently, the lack of more intuitive guidance and a deeper
understanding of how to feasibly anonymize personally
identifiable information in EHRs (it should be noted that data
from wearables, smart home sensors, pictures, videos, and audio
files, as well as the combination of EHR and social media data,
are out of the scope of this study) while ensuring an acceptable
approach for both patients and the public leave the data
controller and data processor susceptible to breaches of privacy.
Although several diligent survey papers [55-58] have been
published to ensure privacy protection and suppress disclosure
risk in data anonymization, sensitive information still cannot
be thoroughly anonymized by reducing the risk of
reidentification while still retaining the usefulness of the
anonymized data—the curse of anonymization (Figure 1).
Concretely, the gaps in the existing survey studies are four-fold:
(1) there does not exist a single data anonymization survey that
considers lawful aspects such as the European Union’s General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) as well as the DPA, ICO,
and health care provider regulations; (2) most existing survey
studies do not focus on digital health care; (3) the existing
privacy models are usually incomparable (particularly for the
values of parameters) and have been proposed for different
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problem domains; and (4) the most recent trends of privacy
model–based and machine learning–based data anonymization
tools have not been summarized with adequate discussions in
terms of their advantages and disadvantages. Motivated by these

observations, we aim to deliver a clear picture of the landscape
of lawful data anonymization while mitigating its curse in
pervasive health care.

Figure 1. The curse of anonymization. Blue hue indicates an increase in data anonymity, which, in turn, reveals the decrease in usability of the
anonymized data, very likely reaching minimum usability before reaching full anonymization (red hue).

A Brief Overview of the Problem Domain

Private Data and Their Categorization
In line with the updated scope of the GDPR and its associated
Article 9 [59,60], private (ie, personal) data are defined as any
direct or indirect information related to an identified or
identifiable natural person. In general, based on the definition
and categorization presented in chapter 10 of Guide to the
De-Identification of Personal Health Information by El Emam
[61], there are 5 types of data: relational data, transactional data,
sequential data, trajectory data, and graph data. In addition,
inspired by the survey study by Zigomitros et al [62], we also
included image data because an EHR is essentially a 2D data
matrix and thus could be viewed as a 2D image and anonymized
using statistical and computer vision techniques.

Relational data [62] are the most common type of data. This
category usually contains a fixed number of variables (ie,
columns) and data records (ie, rows). Each data record usually
pertains to a single patient, with that patient appearing only
once in the data set. Typical relational data in health care can
include clinical data in a disease or population registry.
Transactional data [63] have a variable number of columns for
each record. For instance, a data set of follow-up appointments
from a hospital may consist of a set of prescription drugs that
were prescribed to patients, and different patients may have a
different number of transactions (ie, appointments) and
prescribed drugs in each transaction. Sequential data [64] are
similar to transactional data, but there is an order to the items
in each record. For instance, a data set containing Brachytherapy

planning time would be considered sequential data because
some items appear before others. Sequential data can also be
termed relational-transactional data. Trajectory data [65]
combine sequential data with location information. For instance,
data on the movement of patients would have location and
timestamp information. Trajectory data can also be termed
geolocational data. Graph data [66] encapsulate the relationships
among objects using techniques from graph theory. For instance,
data showing telephone calling, emailing, or instant messaging
patterns between patients and general practitioners (GPs) could
be represented as a graph, with patients and GPs being
represented as nodes and a call between a given patient and
their GP represented as an edge between their respective nodes.
Graph data are also commonly used in social media [67]. Image
data, as tabular medical records (ie, EHRs), can be treated as a
grayscale image in 2D space. It should be noted that, in this
study, the term image data does not refer to medical images
such as computed tomography scans.

Types of Identifiers
How the attributes are handled during the anonymization process
depends on their categorization [61]. All attributes contained
in a table X are usually grouped into 4 types: direct identifying
attributes I, indirect identifying attributes (ie, quasi-identifiers
[QIs]) Q, sensitive attributes S, and other attributes O [61]. Refer
to Multimedia Appendix 1 for the mathematical symbols and
definitions used throughout this study.

Direct identifiers I, which are also termed direct identifying
attributes, provide explicit links to data subjects and can be used
to directly identify patients [68]. In practice, one or more direct
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identifying attributes can be assigned to uniquely identify a
patient, either by themselves or in conjunction with other
information sources. Typical examples of the former case
include NHS number, national insurance number, biometric
residence permit number, and email address. Suppose there are
2 patients with the same full name within a single NHS
foundation trust, the attribute full name cannot be a direct
identifier by itself. However, a combination of full name and
living address will be a direct identifier.

Indirect identifiers Q, or QIs, are identifiers that, when used
with background knowledge of patients in the anonymized data
set, can be used to reidentify a patient record with a high
probability. Note that if someone, say, an adversary, does not
have background knowledge of patients at hand, then this
attribute cannot be deemed a QI. In addition, a common choice
of QI also considers the analytical utility of the attribute. That
is, a QI is usually useful for data analysis, whereas a direct

identifier is not [61]. Typical QIs include gender, date of birth,
postcode, and ethnic origin.

Sensitive attributes S are not useful with respect to the
determination of the patient’s identity; yet, they contain sensitive
health-related information about patients, such as clinical drug
dosage. Other attributes O represent variables that are not
considered sensitive and would be difficult for an adversary to
use for reidentification.

Among the 4 categories of identifiers, it is particularly difficult
to differentiate between direct identifiers I and QIs Q In general,
there are 3 determination rules used for this purpose [61], which
are depicted in Figure 2: (1) an attribute can be either I or Q if
it can be known by an adversary as background knowledge; (2)
an attribute must be treated as Q if it is useful for data analysis
and as I otherwise; and (3) an attribute should be specified as I
if it can uniquely identify an individual.

Figure 2. Logical flow of distinguishing direct identifiers I from quasi-identifiers Q. F: false; T: true.

In Multimedia Appendix 2 [69,70], we summarize the features
that are commonly listed as direct and indirect identifiers by
health care bodies [71] that guide, inform, and legislate medical
data release. All listed features may lead to personal information
disclosure, and the list is by no means exhaustive. As more
varied health care data are released and explored, more
identifiers will be added to the lists of those featured in common
data attack strategies, such as those in the studies by
Hrynaszkiewicz et al [69] and Tucker et al [70], 18 HIPAA
identifiers [72], and policies published by the NHS [73] and its
foundation trusts, for example, Kernow [74] and Solent [75].

Data Anonymization Versus Data Pseudonymization
Given the definition in Recital 26 [76] of the most recent GDPR
update, data anonymization (the term is common in Europe,
whereas deidentification is more commonly used in North
America) is a useful tool for sharing personal data while
preserving privacy. Anonymization can be achieved by changing
identifiers through removal, substitution, distortion,
generalization, or aggregation. In contrast, data
pseudonymization is a data management and deidentification
procedure by which personally identifiable information fields
within a data record are replaced by one or more artificial
identifiers or pseudonyms.
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It should be noted therefore that the relationship between data
anonymization and pseudonymization techniques is
characterized as follows:

• Anonymized data are not identifiable, whereas
pseudonymized data are identifiable.

• Pseudonymized data remain personal based on Recital 26
of the GDPR and the conclusion [77] provided by the ICO.

• Solving the problem of data anonymization necessarily
means solving pseudonymization.

Concretely, given an anonymization function A and raw data
X, we have the anonymized data X’=A(X) such that there does
not exist another function R that reidentifies the raw data X
from the anonymized data X’, that is, R(X’)=R(A(X))=X. If
such a function does exist, this is pseudonymization. The
difference between these 2 operations can be generalized as
follows: X→X’ for anonymization and X→X’.

In a real-world scenario, efficient data anonymization is
challenging because it is usually problem dependent (ie,
solutions vary across problem domains) and requires substantial
domain expertise (eg, to specify the direct and indirect identifiers
present in raw data) and effort (eg, user involvement in
specifying the privacy model before the data anonymization
process). Fundamentally, it is very challenging and nontrivial
to define what true anonymization is or, equivalently, to
determine whether the raw data have been adequately
anonymized (as well as to agree upon the definition of adequate
anonymization). In practice, as visualized in Figure 1, we
observe that as the level of data anonymity increases, the
usability of the anonymized data decreases and very likely
reaches minimum usability before reaching full anonymization.
This fact combined with the need for more accurate models in
health care provides sufficient motivation for continued research
into methods of data anonymization. For this study, we believe
that how anonymization is defined is problem dependent. We
reiterate that there is no clear-cut line between pseudonymization
and anonymization because even anonymized data can
practically have different reidentification risks [78,79]
(depending on the type of anonymization performed).

Aims of the Study

Objectives
To minimize bias and deliver up-to-date studies related to data
anonymization for health care, we organized this survey in a
systematic literature mapping (SLM) manner. In general, there
are 2 main approaches to conduct literature reviews: systematic
literature review (SLR) and SLM [80-82]. SLRs aim to identify,
classify, and evaluate results to respond to a specific review
question (RQ), whereas SLMs seek to investigate multiple RQs.
In addition, SLRs synthesize evidence and consider the strength
of such evidence [83], whereas an SLM provides an overview
of a research area by reviewing the topics that have been covered
in the literature [84]. Concretely, we combined high-quality
systematic review studies—provided in the Cochrane Database
of Systematic Reviews [85], Manchester; Centre for Reviews
and Dissemination [86], York; and Health Technology
Assessment [87], National Institute for Health Research—to

explain this work explicitly and concisely with respect to the
validity, applicability, and implication of the results.

Our overall objective is to alleviate the issues introduced toward
the end of the previous section by reviewing the landscape of
data anonymization for digital health care to benefit practitioners
aiming to achieve appropriate trade-offs in leveraging the
reidentification risk and usability of anonymized health care
data. In other words, we evaluate the evidence regarding the
effectiveness and practicality of data anonymization operations,
models, and tools in secondary care from the perspective of data
processors.

Defining RQs
The aims of the study are to evaluate the potential of preserving
privacy using data anonymization techniques in secondary care.
Concretely, we, as data processors, are highly motivated to
investigate the best possible way of anonymizing real-world
EHRs by leveraging the privacy and usability concerns
visualized in Figure 1. Therefore, our RQs were defined as
follows:

• RQ 1: Do best practices exist for the anonymization of
realistic EHR data?

• RQ 2: What are the most frequently applied data
anonymization operations, and how can these operations
be applied?

• RQ 3: What are the existing conventional and machine
learning–based privacy models for measuring the level of
anonymity? Are they practically useful in handling
real-world health care data? Are there any new trends?

• RQ 4: What metrics could be adopted to measure the
reidentification risk and usability of the anonymized data?

• RQ 5: What are the off-the-shelf data anonymization tools
based on conventional privacy models and machine
learning?

The knowledge generated from this SLM, especially the answer
to our driving question, RQ 1, will build on the study’s evidence
on the future of the development of data anonymization toolkits
for data processors such as the companies and organizations in
which they are situated. The evidence gained may also
contribute to our understanding of how data anonymization
tools are implemented and their applicability to anonymizing
real-world health care data. Finally, we intend to identify the
major facilitators and barriers to data anonymization in
secondary care in relation to reidentification risk and utility.

Methods

Research Design

Data Sources and Search Strategy
In keeping with our RQs, we built up our search strategy using
keywords and indexing terms and Boolean operators; the former
refers to the general terms used when searching, and the latter
represents the restrictions on these terms. Example keywords
and indexing terms used included domain-specific terms such
as healthcare, digital health, digital healthcare, health
monitoring, and eHealth; problem-specific terms such as data
anonymization, anonymizer, de-identification,
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privacy-preserving, and data protection; data-specific terms
such as electronic medical records, electronic health records
(EHR), DICOM/CT images, and videos; disease-specific terms
such as brain tumor, cervical cancer, breast cancer, and
diabetes; organization-specific terms such as NHS, ICO, NIHR,
and MRC; and law-specific terms such as DPA, GDPR, and
HIPAA. Example Boolean operators are AND and OR. Next, to
avoid bias and ensure reliability, 2 researchers (ZZ and MW)
used Google Scholar, Web of Science, Elsevier Scopus, and
PubMed for searching academic studies up to June 2020; these
services were used because they encompass a wide spectrum
of databases such as IEEE Xplore, SpringerLink, ACM Digital
Library, Elsevier Science Direct, arXiv, The BMJ, Lancet, and
the New England Journal of Medicine. In addition, to maximize
search coverage, we conducted forward and backward snowball
sampling [88] (snowball sampling refers to using the reference
list of a selected paper [backward snowballing] or the citations
of a selected paper [forward snowballing]) on the selected
studies. In particular, because gray literature is an important
source of SLRs and SLMs [89] and they play a primary role in
health care [90,91], gray literature was used to initialize our
search in this study. Concretely, preprints from
non–peer-reviewed electronic archives (eg, arXiv) or early-stage
research were examined and distinguished in the follow-up
study selection phase.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Articles were eligible for inclusion based on the criteria defined
in Textbox 1. ZZ and MW assessed articles independently for
inclusion eligibility. Inclusion is relatively straightforward in
comparison with exclusion which can be more sweeping.
Therefore, further clarification regarding some of the exclusion
criteria is required. For instance, without Experiment section
denotes that the article does not report on any evaluation of the
ideas it contains using real-word clinical data sets. Insights not
suitable for EU/UK indicates observations delivered by articles
that treat personally identifiable data as a commercial
commodity, as is the practice in, for example, the United States
[92]. Preprints (tier 2 gray literature [93]) were carefully
considered for selection in line with the inclusion and exclusion
criteria summarized in Textbox 1. For duplicate articles (eg, a
conference article that extended to a journal paper or a preprint
paper accepted by either a conference or a journal), including
those with a different title but essentially the same content, we
only retained the publication with the highest quality to avoid
double counting. To this end, we preferred to retain the article
published by the journal with the highest impact factor. In the
worst case, none of the duplicates would have been selected if
they were all conference papers because this would have been
a breach of research ethics.

Textbox 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for article selection.

Inclusion criteria

• Related to anonymization or privacy-preserving techniques

• Related to privacy-preserving techniques in health care

• Presented privacy concerns in health care

• Proposed methods for privacy preservation in electronic health records

• Proposed methods for using private information, for example, biometric data

• Proposed methods partially related to protected health care

Exclusion criteria

• Written in language other than English

• Without Abstract or Experiment section

• About other health care issues, for example, clinical trials

• Insights not suitable for European Union or United Kingdom

• Out of our research scope

• Duplicate articles (case dependent)

Article Selection Phases
Article selection (Figure 3) consisted of 5 phases: (1) initially,
we searched Google Scholar, Web of Science, Elsevier Scopus,
and PubMed; (2) next, we applied the inclusion-exclusion
criteria to the returned results from the initial search, including
the qualifying preprints; (3) we then read the included articles
and removed the irrelevant articles; (4) next, we conducted

forward and backward snowball sampling on highly related
articles; (5) finally, we double-checked the excluded articles
and added relevant ones. In addition, we used the GL+D
Checker mechanism shown in Figure 3, which refers to a
combination of a Gray Literature Checker and a Duplicates
Checker, each of which could also be used separately, depending
on the situation.
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Figure 3. Systematic literature mapping process for articles. GL+D: gray literature and duplicates.

Data Anonymization Toolkit Selection Phases
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the phases
involved in selecting data anonymization software tools are
difficult because of the limited tools available in the existing
studies. Thus, the initially included tools were selected from
the qualified articles without considering whether their source
code was publicly accessible, maintainable, and extensible. The
only criterion was whether the tool could be downloaded and
executed. Furthermore, to guarantee that the selection process
was less biased, we decided that in each of the 2 (ie, privacy
model–based and machine learning–based) categories of
privacy-preserving software tools, the number of tools chosen
from outside of the selected articles would be no more than 30%
of the total.

Conduct of the Study

Qualified Articles
In keeping with the five-phase article selection strategy
described in the previous section, ZZ and MW independently
selected articles for eligibility in phase 2. Articles were moved

forward to the Article reading phase or excluded after a full
agreement was reached. In addition, NAM served as an arbitrator
for any unresolved disagreement. The selection process was
conducted using 3 consecutive steps: (1) the title and abstract
of each article were screened for relevance; (2) full article
contents were reviewed for those without certainty for inclusion;
and (3) forward and backward snowballing was applied to the
remaining articles to maximize search coverage. The full
reference list of the included articles and the related systematic
review or mapping studies were also screened by hand for
additional articles. There were a total of 13 preprints among the
192 selected articles (Figure 4) after phase 1. Before beginning
phase 2, by applying the Gray Literature Checker mechanism,
we observed that 4 of the 13 preprints had been successfully
published in either peer-reviewed conferences [94-96] or
journals [97]. Next, the Duplicates Checker was applied
consecutively to remove their preprint versions. Using the same
process in each phase, we accumulated a total of 239 articles
to include in this SLM study, including 9 preprints. Details of
the 239 selected research articles are grouped in categorical
order and chronological order in Table 1 and Figure 5,
respectively.

Figure 4. Number of selected articles during the study selection process.

Table 1. An overview of the 239 selected research articles grouped in categorical order.

Selected research articles, n (%)Category

60 (25.1)Background knowledge

16 (6.7)Data anonymization operations

104 (43.5)Privacy models

4 (1.7)Risk metrics

19 (7.9)Utility metrics

36 (15.1)Data anonymization tools
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Figure 5. An overview of the 239 selected research articles grouped in chronological order.

Qualified Software Tools
In accordance with the strategy of selecting qualified
privacy-preserving software tools described in the previous
section, there were 5 out of a total of 15 privacy model–based
data anonymization tools that were not derived from the
qualified (ie, selected) articles. Of these 5 tools, 3 (Amnesia,
OpenAIRE; Anonimatron, realrolfje; and Anonymizer, Divante
Ltd) were obtained by searching GitHub [98], and the remaining
2 (OpenPseudonymiser, Julia Hippisley-Cox and NLM-Scrubber
from the US National Library of Medicine) were found through
Google Search. Of the 5 machine learning–based tools, only
one (CrypTen, Facebook Inc) was obtained from GitHub.

Results

Four Categories
To add structure to this SLM, we grouped the results of the
reviewed articles into four categories: Basic Data Anonymization
Operations (for RQ 2), Level of Anonymity Guarantees and
Evaluations (for RQ 3), Disclosure Risk Assessments and
Usability Measurements (for RQ 4), and Existing Privacy
Model–Based Data Anonymization Tools, Existing Machine
Learning–Based Data Anonymization Tools, and Legal
Framework Support (for RQ 5). RQ 1, as the leading RQ, is
answered in Results Summary for RQs.

Basic Data Anonymization Operations

Perturbation
This technique is implemented by modifying the original data
in a nonstatistically significant fashion. As described in the code
of practice [99] provided by the ICO, the alteration of values
within the data set should decrease the vulnerability of that data
set to data linkage. The benefit of this method is that it
anonymizes the raw data while guaranteeing that the statistical
usefulness of the data remains unchanged. On this basis, the

possible drawback of such a method is the accuracy of the
anonymized data.

This technique can be achieved through, for instance,
microaggregation [100], data swapping [101] (equivalent to
permutation [102]), rank swapping [103]), postrandomization
[104], adding noise [105], and resampling [106], all of which
are described, with real-world health care examples to explain
each operation, in Multimedia Appendix 3 [100,101,104-109].
For microaggregation, an observed value is replaced with the
average value calculated over a small group of units. The units
belonging to the same group are represented by the same value
in the anonymized data. This operation can be applied
independently to a single variable or to a set of variables with
the original column or columns removed. For data swapping,
the data records are altered through the switching of variable
values across pairs of records in a fraction of the raw data.
Equivalently, permutation rearranges the values (either randomly
or systematically) and is useful where mapping to alternate
configurations of alphanumeric values is problematic or
redundant. To this end, the raw data can be efficiently perturbed
by permuting the sensitive attribute and the value of a similar
record. This operation not only guarantees the statistical
significance of the anonymized data but also reduces the risk
of the record-wise reidentification. For postrandomization,
categorical variables are perturbed based on a prescribed
probability mechanism such as a Markov matrix. For raw
numerical data with low variance, adding noise, that is, adding
a random value, is commonly adopted. Alternatively, resampling
is also frequently used on raw numerical data by drawing
repeated samples from the original data.

Generalization
Generalization [107] relies on an observable attribute having
an underlying hierarchy. This is an example of such a typical
hierarchy:

Full postcode → street → city or town → county (optional) →
country
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with a possible instance being as follows:

DH1 3LE → South Road → Durham → UK

and

DH → Durham → UK

Typically, generalization is used to reduce the specificity of the
data and thereby the probability of information disclosure. Given
the examples above, the degree of generalization is fully
controlled by the granularity defined in the hierarchy.

Suppression
Suppression [110] refers to local suppression in data
anonymization research. This is usually achieved by replacing
the observed value of one or more variables with missing or NA
or -. This method helps to address problems where rows would
be dropped because of the difficulty of successfully applying
perturbation or other generalization methods to guarantee their
inclusion in the anonymized data set. By suppressing categorical
values that render the rows identifiable, useful data from those
rows will not be lost. This method can only be used when the
raw data are varied enough that they prevent the suppressed
value from being inferred.

Data Masking
Data masking [108] is a technique frequently used for creating
a structurally similar yet inauthentic version of the raw data.
This technique helps to protect the original sensitive data while
providing a functional substitute and should be used in settings
in which the original raw data are not required.

Differential Privacy
Differential privacy (DP) [109] aims to help organizations better
understand the requirements of end users by maximizing the
accuracy of search queries while minimizing the probability of
identifying personal data information. This is achieved in
practice by performing techniques such as data filtering, adaptive
sampling, adding noise by fuzzifying certain features, and
analyzing or blocking intrusive queries. Essentially, a DP
algorithm updates values, leaving some intact while replacing
others such that a potential attacker is unable to determine
whether a value is fake or genuine. For details about practical

DP and related techniques, please refer to section 1.4 of
Multimedia Appendix 4 [57,66,111-165].

Homomorphic Encryption
Homomorphic encryption (HE) [166] is a technique that enables
calculations to be performed on encrypted data directly, without
the need to decrypt the data. The drawbacks of such a method
are slow execution speeds. To the best of our knowledge, and
in accordance with the definitions used in this paper, a technique
that uses an encryption method cannot be treated as
anonymization. The presence of the key makes the data
theoretically reversible and therefore constitutes data
pseudonymization. A well-known extension of HE is termed
additive HE, which supports secure addition of numbers given
only the encrypted data [167].

Compressive Privacy
Compressive privacy (CP) [168] is a technique that proposes
to perform privatization by mapping the original data into space
with a lower dimension. This is usually achieved by extracting
the key features required for the machine learning model before
sending the data to the cloud server. To this end, data owners
(eg, NHS trusts and authorized companies) have control over
privacy [169]. Alternatively, this technique could be performed
before applying the chosen privacy models. Essentially, CP can
be treated as a dimensionality reduction technique that also
preserves privacy. Privacy models related to CP are presented
in the following section.

Level of Anonymity Guarantees and Evaluations

Measurement and Evaluation

Two Models

The objective of satisfying different levels of anonymity is
usually achieved through 2 consecutive steps: measurement and
evaluation. The former refers to the use of either conventional
or machine learning–based privacy models to perform data
anonymization, and the latter is the process of evaluating the
reidentification risk and degree of usability of the anonymized
data. The anonymization operations are usually adopted by
conventional privacy models or machine-learning–based models.
Figure 6 provides a way to quickly locate content of interest.
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Figure 6. Categorizations of measurements and evaluations for achieving different levels of anonymity. ML: machine learning; RT: relational-transactional
privacy model.

Conventional Privacy Models

The attributes contained in a table are usually divided into direct
identifiers I, QIs Q, and sensitive identifiers S. The direct
identifiers I are usually removed at the very beginning stage of
data anonymization. Thus, a table X required to be anonymized
is denoted as X(S, Q).

Given a class of records G in a table X, we want to create a
single equivalent group C using a function A such that C=A(G)
or C’=A(C). The monotonicity property of privacy models is
defined for a single equivalent group C or class of records G.
This property is required by several models for the purpose of
refining the level of anonymization of C. This property is also
useful for manipulating anonymized data by converting it into
coarse-grained classes with equivalent classes (ie, a set of
anonymized data records that share the same Q). This is a simple
and computationally inexpensive solution. However, it would

be inefficient, particularly in a case where the anonymized data
are released to several organizations, each of which has a
different minimum acceptable degree of anonymity. To this
end, it is always a good practice to first perform the
anonymization and then generate multiple coarser versions of
the data, rather than performing separate anonymization for
each organization [170].

During the process of data anonymization, interpretable and
realistically feasible measurements (ie, privacy models [171])
should be considered to measure the level of anonymity of the
anonymized data. The off-the-shelf privacy models (summarized
as part of Figure 7) are usually independent of any data
deanonymization attack and measure the privacy level using
features of the anonymized data. One step further, 35
conventional privacy models were investigated to support data
with the types grouped into 5 categories (Table 2).
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Figure 7. General pipeline for existing privacy model–based data anonymization tools. F: false; T: true.
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Table 2. A summary of privacy models for relational electronic health record data with respect to parameter interval and degree of privacy of data.

ReferencesPrivacy levelParameter intervalSection in Multimedia
Appendix 4

Privacy modelCategory

Relational

[111-117,172,173]High[1, |X|]1.1κ-anonymity

[114,174]α: low, k: highα ∈ [0, 1], k ∈ [0, +∞]1.1.1(α, k)-anonymity

[112,175]Low[1, |X|]1.1.2k-map

[176]High[0, +∞]1.1.3m-invariance

[57,118,177]High[0, +∞]1.1.4(k, e)-anonymity

[178,179]Highk ∈ [0, +∞], g ∈ [0, 1]1.1.5(k, g)-anonymity

[180]High[0, +∞]1.1.6Multirelational k-anonymity

[181,182]LowN/Aa1.1.7Strict average risk

[119]High[0, +∞]1.2l-diversity

[120]Highl ∈ [0, +∞], θ ∈ [0, 1]1.2.1l+-diversity

[121,122]Low[0, +∞]1.3t-closeness

[123]Lowt ∈ [0, +∞], ε ∈ [0, +∞]1.3.1Stochastic t-closeness

[124]High[0, +∞]1.3.2(c, t)-isolation

[125]High[0, +∞]1.3.3β-Likeness and enhanced β-
likeness

[109]Low[0, +∞]1.4Differential privacy

[126-131]High[0, +∞]1.4.1(k, ε)-anonymity

[132-137]ε: low, δ: lowε ∈ [0, +∞], δ ∈ [0,
+∞]

1.4.2(ε, δ)-anonymity

[118]ε: high, m: highε ∈ [0, 1], m ∈ [1, +∞]1.4.3(ε, m)-anonymity

[138]Low[0, +∞]1.4.4Distributed differential priva-
cy

[139]ε: low, δ: lowε ∈ [0, +∞], δ ∈ [0,
+∞]

1.4.5Distributional differential pri-
vacy

[140]Low[0, +∞]1.4.6d-χ-privacy

[183]ε: low, δ: lowε ∈ [0, +∞], δ ∈ [0,
+∞]

1.4.7Joint differential privacy

[141]Low[0, 1]1.5.1(X, Y)-anonymity

[142]High[0, 1]1.5.2Normalized variance

[143]High[0, +∞]1.5.3δ-disclosure privacy

[144,145]Low[0, 1]1.5.4(d,y)-privacy

[57,146]Low[0, 1]1.5.5δ-presence

[79,147-151]N/AN/A1.5.6 or 1.5.7Population and sample
Uniqueness

[152]N/AN/A1.5.8Profitability

[153]N/AN/A2km-anonymityTransactional

[154]N/AN/A3(k, km)-anonymityRelational-transactional

Graph

[155-158]N/AN/A4.1k-degree

[156]N/AN/A4.2k2 degree

[157,159,160]N/AN/A4.3k-automorphism

[66,161,162]N/AN/A4.4(k, l)-anonymity
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ReferencesPrivacy levelParameter intervalSection in Multimedia
Appendix 4

Privacy modelCategory

[163]N/AN/A5Historical k-anonymityGeolocational

aN/A: not applicable.

Machine Learning–Based Privacy Models

Two Categories

In light of machine learning and its derived subset, deep
learning, there has been an upsurge of interest in machine
learning– or deep learning–based privacy models for
anonymizing patient or general data; we explore these
approaches in this section. We divided related machine
learning–based privacy models into 2 categories in accordance
with the type of data used: raw or synthetic. Of late, the use of
synthetic data has become more popular because these generated
data are both anonymous and realistic; therefore, consent from
data owners is not required [184]. The data in this category can
be generated using techniques such as generative adversarial
networks (GANs) [185] and usually do not have the risk of
reidentification; thus, research works concentrate on improving
the utility of synthetic data.

Models for Raw Data

In the study by D’Acquisto and Naldi [186], conventional
principal component analysis (PCA) was used to anonymize
sensitive data sets to achieve anonymization-utility trade-offs,
that is, maximize both the information loss and utility. Different
from its use in reducing the dimension of the data, where the
smallest principal components are removed, PCA was instead
adopted to remove the largest principal components before data
projection. To measure the usefulness of the data anonymized
through PCA, several utility metrics were presented; these are
discussed in detail in Multimedia Appendix 5
[117,172,186-213]. In the domain of data anonymization, the
first work using PCA is termed as differentially private PCA
[214]. This technique explores the trade-off between the privacy
and utility of low-rank data representations by guaranteeing
DP. The study by Dwork et al [215] suggested that noise be
added directly to the covariance matrix before projection in
PCA.

Many similar PCA techniques rely on results derived from
random matrix theory [216-219]. To reduce the computational
cost of the privacy model, additive HE was used for PCA with
a single data user [217], where the rank of PCA with an
unknown distribution could be adaptively estimated to achieve
(  ,   )-DP [218]. More recently, the concept of collaborative
learning (or shared machine learning) [94,97,220] became very
popular in data anonymization. That is, the data collected from
multiple parties are collectively used to improve the performance
of model training while protecting individual data owners from
any information disclosure. For instance, both HE and secret
sharing were adopted in privacy-preserving PCA [219] for
horizontally partitioned data, that is, data sets share the same
feature space but different sample space. In that work, HE could
be substituted with secure multiparty computation (SMPC)
[221] for industrial use (more details are provided in SMPC
Frameworks under Results).

Despite the great success achieved by PCA and its variants in
data anonymization, traditional clustering algorithms have also
been adopted to deal with the same problem;   -means [222],
fuzzy c-means [223,224], Gaussian mixture model [225,226],
spectral clustering [227,228], affinity propagation [229], and
density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise
[230,231] are some of the algorithms that have been used for
data anonymization. Most recently, anonymization solutions
were proposed for privacy-preserving visual tasks in color
images. For instance, the conventional   -nearest neighbor
algorithm was combined with DP [232] for privacy-preserving
face attribute recognition and person reidentification.
Homomorphic convolution was proposed by combining HE
and secret sharing [233] for visual object detection, and
adversarial perturbation was devised to prevent disclosure of
biometric information in finger-selfie images [234].

Models for Synthetic Data

In the study by Choi et al [95], GANs were adopted to generate
realistic synthetic patient records (medical GAN [medGAN];
[235]) by learning the distribution of real-world multilabel
discrete EHRs. Concretely, medGAN was proposed to generate
multilabel discrete patient records through the combination of
an autoencoder and a GAN. Such a network supports the
generation of both binary and numeric variables (ie, medical
codes such as diagnosis, medication, and procedure codes) and
the arrangement of records in a matrix format where each row
corresponds to a patient and each column represents a specific
medical code. The study by Baowaly et al [236] extended the
original medGAN by using both Wasserstein GANs with
gradient penalty [237] and boundary-seeking GANs [96] to
speed up model convergence and stability. In addition, GANs
have also been used for segmenting medical images (ie, brain
magnetic resonance imaging scans) while coping with privacy
protection and data set imbalances [238]. In other words, GANs
have proven their potential in data augmentation for imbalanced
data sets and data anonymization for privacy preservation. A
conditional GAN framework— anonymization through data
synthesis-GAN [239]—was proposed to generate synthetic data
while minimizing patient identifiability, which is based on the
probability of reidentification given the combination of all data
of any individual patient. In addition, DP has also been used in
conjunction with GANs to generate synthetic EHRs [240-243];
most of these models were summarized in a recent survey [244].
On the basis of the CP technique introduced in the previous
section, the study by Tseng and Wu [245] presented compressive
privacy generative adversarial network to provide a data-driven
local privatization scheme for creating compressed
representations with lower dimensions for cloud services while
removing sensitive information from raw images. Most recently,
the conditional identity anonymization GAN [246] was proposed
for image and video anonymization based on conditional GANs
[247]. Concretely, conditional identity anonymization GAN
supports the removal of identifiable information such as
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characteristics of human faces and bodies while guaranteeing
the quality (granularity) of the generated images and videos.

Disclosure Risk Assessments
Given the conventional and machine learning–based privacy
models, a disclosure risk assessment is usually conducted to
measure the reidentification risk of the anonymized EHR data.
In practice, risk values from different combinations of privacy
models could be used when deciding which version of the
anonymized data should be used for data analysis and possible

machine learning tasks such as EHR classification with respect
to treatment planning or distance recurrence identification.

Concretely, there are 3 major types of disclosure that may occur
during the process of data anonymization: identity, attribute,
and membership disclosure (Table 3). For practical guidance,
we have provided a comparative summary in Multimedia
Appendix 6 [248-251] of most of the 35 conventional privacy
models investigated (in terms of parameter value ranges and
privacy levels).

Table 3. Categorization of data reidentification risk metrics for electronic health record data.

ReferenceSection in Multimedia Appendix 6Disclosure type and metric

Identity

N/Aa1Average risk

N/A1Overall risk

[125]1β-Likeness

[248]2Distance-linked disclosure

Attribute

[249]2Probabilistic linkage disclosure

[250]2Interval disclosure

[251]3Log-linear modelsMembership

aN/A: not applicable.

Usability Measurements
The metrics used for measuring the usefulness of the
anonymized data can be treated as an on-demand component
of a data anonymization system. We revisit the proposed
quantitative metrics in this section, although this important
indicator is usually not fully covered in the off-the-shelf privacy

model–based data anonymization tools. In addition, qualitative
metrics are not covered in this study. This is due to the varied
objectives of different data anonymization activities, including
the evaluation of anonymization quality that is performed by
health care professionals. Table 4 lists the selected data usability
metrics and the type of data for which they are suitable.

Table 4. Categorization of data usability metrics.

ReferencesSection in Multimedia Appendix 5Data type and metric

Numerical and categorical

[172,187-189]1.1Information loss and its variants

[190]1.2Privacy gain

[191]1.3Discernibility

[117]1.4Average equivalence class size

[192,193]1.5Matrix norm

[194]1.6Correlation

[195,196]1.7Divergence

Imagea

[197-200]2.1Mean squared error and its variants

[201-206]2.2Peak signal-to-noise ratio

[207,208]2.3Structural similarity index

aAny type of raw and anonymized electronic health record data that can be converted into an image.
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Existing Privacy Model–Based Data Anonymization
Tools
In this section, several off-the-shelf data anonymization tools
based on conventional privacy models and operations are
detailed. These tools are commonly adopted for anonymizing
tabular data. It should be noted that EHRs are usually organized

in the tabular data format and that the real difficulties of
anonymizing tabular data lie in the inherent bias and
presumption of the availability of limited forecast-linkable data.
Therefore, we investigated 14 data anonymization toolboxes,
all of which share a similar workflow (summarized in Figure 8
and compared in Table 5 and Table 6). Functionally similar
toolboxes are introduced together below.
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Figure 8. Overall results of the systematic literature mapping study. This mapping consists of four contextually consecutive parts (from bottom to top):
basic anonymization operations, existing privacy models, metrics proposed to measure re-identification risk and degree of usability of the anonymized
data, and off-the-shelf data anonymization software tools. ADS-GAN: anonymization through data synthesis using generative adversarial networks;
AP: affinity propagation; BL: β-Likeness; CIAGAN: conditional identity anonymization generative adversarial network; CPGAN: compressive privacy
generative adversarial network; DBSCAN: density-based spatial clustering of apps with noise; DP: differential privacy; DPPCA: differentially private
principal component analysis; FCM: fuzzy c-means; G: graph; GAN: generative adversarial network; GL: geolocational; GMM: Gaussian mixture
model; HE: homomorphic encryption; IL: information loss; ILPG: ratio of information loss to privacy gain; KA: k-Anonymity; kNN+DP: k-nearest
neighbor+differential privacy; LD: l-Diversity; medGAN: medical generative adversarial network; ML: machine learning; PCA: principal component
analysis; PG: privacy gain; PPPCA: privacy-preserving principal component analysis; R: relational; RT: relational-transactional; SC: spectral clustering;
T: transactional; TC: t-Closeness.
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Table 5. Comparison of the off-the-shelf privacy model–based data anonymization tools in terms of available development options, anonymization
functionality and risk metrics.

Risk as-
sessment

Anonymiza-
tion

Development supportLast releaseTool

Programming
language

Cross-plat-
form

ExtensibilityPublic

APIa
Open
source

✓✓Java✓✓✓✓bNovember 2019ARX

✓Java✓✓✓✓October 2019Amnesia

✓Java✓✓✓✓August 2019μ-ANTc

Java✓✓✓✓August 2019Anonimatron

✓C++✓June 2019SECRETAd

✓✓R✓Poorly support-
ed

✓✓May 2019sdcMicro

Ruby✓April 2019Aircloak Insights

Perl✓April 2019NLMe Scrubber

Ruby✓✓✓✓March 2019Anonymizer

✓R✓✓✓✓February 2019Shiny Anonymizer

✓✓C++March 2018μ-ARGUS

✓Java✓Poorly support-
ed

✓April 2010UTDf Toolbox

Java✓✓November 2011OpenPseudonymiser

✓Java✓2009TIAMATg

Poorly
supported

✓C++✓Poorly support-
ed

✓2009Cornell Toolkit

aAPI: application programming interface.
bFeature present.
cμ-ANT: microaggregation-based anonymization tool.
dSECRETA: System for Evaluating and Comparing RElational and Transaction Anonymization.
eNLM: National Library of Medicine.
fUTD: University of Texas at Dallas.
gTIAMAT: Tool for Interactive Analysis of Microdata Anonymization Techniques.
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Table 6. Comparison of the off-the-shelf privacy model–based data anonymization tools with respect to the supported privacy models.

Privacy modelsLast re-
lease

Tool

(k,

km)-anonymi-
ty

km-anonymi-
ty

(ε, δ)-
anonymi-
ty

(k, ε)-
anonymi-
ty

(k,
g)-anonymi-
ty

k-mapδ-pres-
ence

t-close-
ness

l-diversi-
ty

k-anonymi-
ty

✓✓✓✓✓✓aNovem-
ber 2019

ARX

✓October
2019

Amnesia

✓✓August
2019

μ-ANTb

August
2019

Anonimatron

✓✓✓June
2019

SECRETAc

✓✓May
2019

sdcMicro

April
2019

Aircloak Insights

April
2019

NLMd Scrubber

March
2019

Anonymizer

February
2019

Shiny Anonymizer

✓March
2018

μ-ARGUS

✓✓✓April
2010

UTDe Toolbox

Novem-
ber 2011

OpenPseudonymiser

✓✓✓2009TIAMATf

✓✓2009Cornell Toolkit

aFeature present.
bμ-ANT: microaggregation-based anonymization tool.
cSECRETA: System for Evaluating and Comparing RElational and Transaction Anonymization.
dNLM: National Library of Medicine.
eUTD: University of Texas at Dallas.
fTIAMAT: Tool for Interactive Analysis of Microdata Anonymization Techniques.

Amnesia [252] supports 2 privacy models, km-anonymity and
k-anonymity; the former is used for set-valued and relational-set
data sets, and the latter is used for tabular data. Amnesia does
not support any reidentification risk assessment; the authors
claim that there is no risk associated with the anonymized data
set because every query on the anonymized attributes will return
at least k records.

Anonimatron [253] state that it has been GDPR-compliant since
2010. It supports working with several databases out of the box.
It can also be used with text files. The software conducts
search-and-replace tasks based on custom rules and as such is
merely a pseudonymization tool; however, it is extensible
because of its open-source nature.

ARX [164,181,254] was originally developed for biomedical
data anonymization. In terms of conventional privacy models,
ARX mainly supports 6 additional privacy models: (1) strict
average risk, (2) population uniqueness, (3) sample uniqueness,
(4) δ-disclosure privacy, (5) β-likeness, and (6) profitability.
The population uniqueness can be measured using 4 different
models described in the studies by Pitman [148], Zayataz [149],
Chen and McNulty [150], and Dankar et al [255]. For
t-closeness, there are 3 different variants for categorical and
numeric data. The profitability privacy model is a game-theoretic
model used to conduct cost-benefit analysis and maximize the
monetary gains of the data publisher [152]. ARX is open source
[256] and supports data of high dimensionality. It is available
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as a library to be integrated into custom projects or as an
installable graphical user interface tool. Similar to ARX, the
microaggregation-based anonymization tool (μ-ANT) [257] is
also open source [258] and extensible. μ-ANT supports 2 privacy

models, km-anonymity and k-anonymity, as well as t-closeness
[122]. With respect to usability measurements, μ-ANT supports
both information loss and sum of the squared errors. However,
μ-ANT does not support functions for filling the missing
attribute values (this requires manual data preprocessing, instead,
either by removal or filling with average values) or metrics to
evaluate the reidentification risk of the anonymized data.

sdcMicro [259] supports 2 privacy models (k-anonymity and
l-diversity) in conjunction with recoding, suppression,
postrandomization method (PRAM; which works on categorical
data and is usually treated as encompassing noise addition, data
suppression, and data recoding. Specifically, each value of a
categorical attribute is mapped to a different value in accordance
with a prescribed Markov matrix, that is, PRAM matrix), noise
addition, and microaggregation. Apart from these functions,
this tool also supports the measurement of reidentification risk.
As a tool similar to sdcMicro, μ-ARGUS [260] has been
implemented in multiple programming languages. It supports
anonymization of both microdata and tabular data. It is packaged
as disclosure control software and includes k-anonymity,
recoding (generalization), suppression, PRAM, noise, and
microaggregation. Compared with sdcMicro and μ-ARGUS,
both University of Texas at Dallas Toolbox [261] and Tool for
Interactive Analysis of Microdata Anonymization Techniques
[262] support 3 privacy models but lack a risk-assessment
module. In addition, University of Texas at Dallas Toolbox was
compared with ARX in the study by Prasser et al [263] because
of their similar automated anonymization processes and
perspectives (in both, the data set is treated as population data,
describing one individual per record). In this comparison, ARX
showed better performance with respect to execution times and
measured data utility.

SECRETA (System for Evaluating and Comparing RElational
and Transaction Anonymization) [264] handles 3 categories of
data: relational data, transactional data, and
relational-transactional data, which are respectively supported

by k-anonymity and its variants, km-anonymity and (k,

km)-anonymity. For relational data sets, SECRETA supports
various schemes for data generalization, including full-domain
generalization, subtree generalization, and multidimensional

generalization. For transactional data, it supports km-anonymity
using hierarchy-based generalization and constraint-based
generalization. For measuring the risk of reidentification, the
standalone Identification of Privacy Vulnerabilities toolkit [265]
is used.

Aircloak Insights [266,267] can be deemed a data
pseudonymization tool because it does not tackle any task of
data anonymization. Concretely, by investigating 2 research
studies [266,267], we argue that Aircloak Insights is focused
more on data protection than on data anonymization. Aircloak
Insights comes with a Diffix backend [267], which is essentially
a middleware proxy to add noise to user queries for database
access in an encrypted fashion. This is also inconsistent with

what the authors announced on their official website: “Our
privacy-preserving analytics solution uses patented and proven
data anonymization that provides GDPR-compliant and
high-fidelity insights” [268]. Nevertheless, a number of
summarized attacks [267] may be used for validating the
efficiency and efficacy of the data anonymization toolbox
associated with the Aircloak pipeline.

National Library of Medicine-Scrubber [269] is an
anonymization software tool that is specifically designed for
coping with unstructured clinical text data. As such, k-anonymity
is not applicable. Privacy is achieved by applying the HIPAA
Safe Harbor model. National Library of Medicine-Scrubber
treats text data anonymization as a process of eliminating a
specific set of identifiers from the data, and the level of
anonymization depends on the comprehensiveness of the
identifier lookup data source. In addition, the reidentification
risk measurement is not considered in this tool because the
authors think that there is no established measure for
reidentification of the patient from an anonymized text
document.

OpenPseudonymiser [270] and ShinyAnonymizer [271] are
very similar: both conduct data encryption only, although they
have been specifically designed for medical data. As they only
perform data encryption, they are not adequate for data
anonymization. Concretely, they support a number of hashing
functions (eg, MD5 and SHA512) and encryption algorithms
(eg, data encryption standard and advanced encryption standard).
Although they support several fundamental data anonymization
operations (eg, removing information, suppression,
generalization, and bottom and top coding), they do not
implement any of the operations in line with privacy models.
In addition, they do not provide tools for calculating the risk of
reidentification or the measurement of data utility. Similarly,
Anonymizer [272] was introduced as a universal tool to create
anonymized databases. This tool replaces all data in the given
database with anonymized random data where the unique,
alphanumeric values are generated by the MD5 hashing function.
To this end, the anonymized data might be less useful in view
of the authors’ announcement [273]: “There is no way to keep
nonanonymized rows in a table”; thus, this software tool is
useful for database randomization rather than anonymization.

The Cornell Toolkit [274] supports l-diversity and t-closeness
with flexible parameter configurations. Although the software
supports the ability to display the disclosure risk of
reidentification of the original tabular data, the method or
methods used for implementing the risk measurement have not
been introduced in either the paper [274] or in the documentation
on the web [275], leaving this software with a low degree of
explainability and, hence, trustworthiness.

Existing Machine Learning–Based Data
Anonymization Tools

Two Classes
Recently, in response to the GDPR and DPA regulations, efforts
were made by the machine learning and cryptography
communities to develop privacy-preserving machine learning
methods. We define privacy-preserving methods as any machine
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learning method or tool that has been designed with data privacy
as a fundamental concept (usually in the form of data
encryption) and that can typically be divided into 2 classes:

those that use SMPC and those that use fully HE (FHE). All
the investigated machine learning–based data anonymization
tools are compared in Table 7.

Table 7. Comparison of existing machine learning–based data anonymization tools. The Largest model tested column reports the number of parameters
in the largest model shown in the respective tool’s original paper (when reported); CrypTFlow has been shown to work efficiently on much larger
machine learning models than the other available privacy-preserving machine learning tools.

Development supportUsability measure-
ment

Reidentification
risk assessment

Encryption methodsTool

Largest model
tested

Malicious
security

Supports
training

Federated
learning

Differential
privacy

FHEbSMPCa

N/Ad✓✓cCrypTen

419,720✓✓✓✓TF Encrypted

N/A✓✓✓✓PySyft

65×106✓✓CrypTFlow

421,098✓CHET

aSMPC: secure multiparty computation.
bFHE: fully homomorphic encryption.
cFeature present.
dN/A: not applicable.

SMPC Frameworks
SMPC involves a problem in which n parties, each with their
own private input x1, x2,..., xn where party i has access to input
xi (and only xi), wish to compute some function f(x1, x2,..., xn)
without revealing any information about their private data [276]
to the other parties. Most SMPC frameworks assume the parties
to be semihonest: under this scheme we assume that malicious
parties still follow the set protocol (although they may work
together to attempt to extract private information). The current
state-of-the-art framework for SMPC is SPDZ [277], and it is
upon this framework that many SMPC-based machine learning
libraries are built. This allows data owners to keep their data
private and also allows for the machine learning model to be
hidden. However, it does require at least three trusted,
noncolluding parties or servers to work together to provide the
highest level of protection; this can mean it is difficult to
implement in practice. There are also significant overheads with
this method; not only do SPDZ algorithms necessarily take
longer to compute (because of cryptographic overhead), but
there is also a significant amount of communication that needs
to take place among all participating parties. This results in
SMPC machine learning models running approximately 46
times slower than plaintext variants [278], meaning that it is
impractical to use such models with large and complex data
sets.

There are several different practical implementations of this
type of protocol, although none are ready for use in production
environments. CrypTen [279] is a library that supports
privacy-preserving machine learning with PyTorch. CrypTen
currently supports SMPC (although support for other methods
such as FHE is in development) by providing SMPC-encrypted
versions of tensors and many PyTorch functions; it also includes
a tool for encrypting a pre-existing PyTorch model. Although
CrypTen supports many of PyTorch’s existing functions, it still

has certain limitations. Most notably, it does not currently
support graphics processing unit computation, which
significantly hinders its ability to be used in conjunction with
large, complex models. TensorFlow (TF) Encrypted [280] is a
similar framework for the TF open-source software library for
machine learning that also supports SMPC through the SPDZ
framework. TF Encrypted also includes support for federated
learning (which allows the training of machine learning models
to be distributed over many devices without each device needing
to reveal its private data) and HE.

PySyft [278] is a more general framework than CrypTen or TF
Encrypted because it supports multiple machine learning
libraries (including TF and PyTorch) and multiple privacy
methods. As part of this, it features SMPC-based machine
learning, much like CrypTen and TF Encrypted, but also allows
for additional layers of security to be incorporated into the model
such as DP and federated learning. It is also possible to use TF
Encrypted as the provider for TF-based encryption using PySyft,
allowing for tighter integration between the 2 libraries. Similar
to CrypTen and TF Encrypted, PySyft is a high-level library
that attempts to make it easy for machine learning researchers
to transition to build privacy-preserving models. However,
PySyft should currently only be used as a research tool because
many of its underlying protocols are not secure enough to be
used with confidence.

CrypTFlow [281] differs from the aforementioned libraries in
that it is a compiler for TF models rather than a programming
interface. CrypTFlow takes a TF model as an input and outputs
code that can run under an SMPC model. An advantage that
CrypTFlow has over CrypTen, TF Encrypted, and PySyft is
that, as part of its compilation process, CrypTFlow performs a
number of optimization steps that in the other libraries would
have to be done by hand or cannot be performed at all. For
example, when converting floating-point numbers to a
fixed-precision representation (which is necessary because
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SMPC works inside a finite field), CrypTFlow chooses the
smallest precision level that will match the classification
accuracy of floating-point code. This, along with the other
optimizations performed during the compilation process, means
that it is possible to (efficiently) run much larger models in
CrypTFlow than may be possible in other libraries. The possible
real-world impact of CrypTFlow has been shown by running 2
networks designed for predicting lung disease from chest x-rays
[282] and diabetic retinopathy [283] from retinal images. It is
also possible to use CrypTFlow in conjunction with secure
enclaves such as Software Guard Extension 41 (Intel
Corporation) to work within the stricter malicious security
assumptions; this is stricter than assuming semihonest parties
because malicious parties may deviate from the defined protocol.
The provision of malicious security means that CrypTFlow is
more suitable for use in environments where extreme caution
must be taken with the data set being used. Similar to CrypTen,
the main issue with CrypTFlow is that it currently does not
support the training of machine learning models because it is
difficult to use the graphics processing unit in such a setting,
meaning that there is still the need to be able to process plaintext
data during the training process, which is not compatible with
many of the scenarios where one may want to use
privacy-preserving machine learning techniques.

An example of how SMPC protocols and SMPC-supporting
machine learning libraries can be used is shown in the study by
Hong et al [284], which used TF Encrypted to train a classifier
on 2 genomic data sets, each containing a large number of
features (12,634 and 17,814 features per sample), to detect
tumors as part of the iDASH challenge. This task had an
additional challenge because the 2 data sets were heavily
imbalanced, but common countermeasures to this are difficult
to implement in an SMPC framework. For example, resampling
is commonly used to overcome this, but because the labels are
private in SMPC, this is impossible. To overcome the imbalance,
the weighting of samples in the loss function was adjusted to
place a higher emphasis on those from the minority class. The
study’s best results had an accuracy of 69.48%, which is close
to the classifier trained on the plaintext data, which showed an
accuracy of 70%. This demonstrates that it is possible to train
machine learning models on encrypted data; the study also noted
that the TF Encrypted framework is easy to use for anyone
familiar with TF, meaning that privacy-preserving machine
learning is accessible to experts from both machine learning
and cryptography fields.

CrypTen, TF Encrypted, and PySyft all have the advantage that
they work closely with commonly used machine learning
libraries (PyTorch, TF, and both PyTorch and TF, respectively),
meaning that there is less of a learning curve required to make
the existing models privacy preserving compared with tools
such as CrypTFlow. This ease of use comes at the cost of
efficiency, however, because more complex tools such as
CrypTFlow are able to work at a lower level and perform more
optimizations, allowing larger models to be encrypted.

Fully HE
HE is a type of encryption wherein the result of computations
on the encrypted data, when decrypted, mirror the result of the

same computations carried out on the plaintext data.
Specifically, FHE is an encryption protocol that supports any
computation on the ciphertext. Attempts have been made to
apply FHE to machine learning [285,286]. Traditionally, because
of the significant computational overhead required to run FHE
computations, these models were trained in plaintext data; for
example, it took 570 seconds to evaluate CryptoNet on the
Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology data
set [285]. It is only recently that we have been able to train a
full classification model using FHE computations [36]. The
main benefit of FHE over SMPC is that it does not require
multiple and separate trusted parties; the models can be trained
and run on encrypted data by a single entity. This makes FHE
a more promising prospect than SMPC for problems involving
data that are too sensitive to be entrusted to multiple parties (or
in situations where multiple trusted parties may not be
available).

Applying FHE to privacy-preserving machine learning is a
relatively new area of research, and thus there are few tools that
tie the 2 concepts together, with most research focusing on
specific model implementations rather than on creating a general
framework for FHE machine learning. One such tool, however,
is CHET [287]. CHET is an optimizing compiler that takes a
tensor circuit as an input and outputs an executable that can
then be run with HE libraries such as Simple Encrypted
Arithmetic Library (Microsoft Research) [288] or Homomorphic
Encryption for Arithmetic of Approximate Numbers [289]. This
automates many of the laborious processes (eg, encryption
parameter setting) that are required when creating circuits that
work with FHE libraries; these processes also require FHE
domain knowledge, which we cannot expect many machine
learning experts to possess. Hence, the use of CHET can result
in more efficient FHE models. For example, the authors of
CHET claim that it reduces the running time for analyzing a
particular medical image model (provided by their industry
partners) from 18 hours (the original, unoptimized FHE model)
to just 5 minutes. However, despite CHET using numerous
optimizing methods during its compilation phase, the resulting
encrypted models are still restrictively slow (when compared
with their nonencrypted counterparts). Not only does this mean
it is only practical to use CHET with smaller models, but it also
means that it is impractical to train a model using CHET. It is
also important to consider whether FHE provides a level of
security and privacy that is high enough for the task at hand;
some current regulations argue that encryption is a form of
pseudonymization rather than anonymization [290] because it
is possible to decrypt encrypted data.

Legal Framework Support
Although general data protection laws such as GDPR and DPA
and health care–specific guidelines have been proposed for a
while, data anonymization practitioners still demand a combined
and intuitive reference list to check. In this discussion, we
tentatively construct a policy base by collecting and sorting the
available guidance provided by 4 lawful aspects in an effort to
benefit future intelligent data anonymization for health care.

The policy base was constructed by considering the
documentation provided in accordance with legal frameworks
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and guidelines proposed by government-accountable institutions,
that is, the GDPR, particularly Article 5 [291]; the DPA [292];
the ICO (mainly based on the code of practice); and the NHS
(with documents published in 2013 [293], 2015 [294], 2017
[75], 2019 [74,295], and 2021 [296,297]). Fundamentally, any
organization (eg, the NHS or a UK company) that holds personal
identifiable information is required to register with the ICO,
and subsequently perform possible data anonymization followed
by a reidentification risk assessment to evaluate the effectiveness
of the anonymized data in line with the DPA (the UK
implementation of the GDPR). In the case where the NHS or a
UK company realizes that a data breach has occurred, it is
required to report this to the ICO. In addition, the ICO provides

guidance to help the NHS or UK companies to better understand
the lawful basis for processing sensitive information. Recently,
the ICO [298] and the European Data Protection Board [299]
published their statements on the processing of personal
identifiable data in coping with the COVID-19 outbreak.

From the NHS perspective, pseudonyms should be used on a
one-off and consistent basis. In terms of the best practice
recommendations, they recommend adopting cryptographic
hash functions (eg, MD5, SHA-1, and SHA-2) to create a
fixed-length hash. We argue that the encrypted data might be
less useful for possible later data analysis and explainability
research. We summarize the suggestions provided by the 4
aforementioned entities in Textbox 2.
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Textbox 2. Guidance provided by 4 lawful aspects.

General Data Protection Regulation

• Accuracy

• Accountability

• Storage limitation

• Purpose limitation

• Data minimization

• Purpose limitation

• Lawfulness, fairness, and transparency

Data Protection Act

• Notify any personal data breach

• Settle system interruption or restoration

• Implement disclosure-risk measures

• Define legal basis for data processing

• Establish precise details of any processing

• Prevent unauthorized processing and inference

• Conduct data protection impact assessment

• Test anonymization effectiveness through reidentification

• No intent, threaten, or damage to cause in reidentification

• Ensure data integrity when malfunctions occur

Information Commissioner’s Office

• Remove high-risk records

• Remove high-risk attribute

• Use average value of each group

• Use the week to replace the exact date

• Swap values of attributes with high risk

• Use partial postcode instead of full address

• Define a threshold and suppress the minority

• Probabilistically perturb categorical attributes

• Aggregate multiple variables into new classes

• Use city instead of postcode and house number, street

• Recode specific values into less-specific range

• Use secret key to link back (data owner only)

• Add noise to numerical data with low variations

National Health Service

• Round off the totals

• Swap data attributes

• Use identifier ranges

• Mask part of the data

• Use age rather than date of birth

• Change the sort sequence

• Use the first part of the postcode

• Remove direct identifiers (National Health Service number)
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Risk assessment of indirect identifiers•

• Provide only a sample of the population

• Provide range banding rather than exact data

• If aggregate totals less than 5, use pseudonyms

Results Summary for RQs
Here we present the results of the 5 defined RQs (Textbox 3)
and, in the next section, discuss 3 open questions in real-world

EHR data anonymization. The overall results of this SLM study
are summarized in Figure 7.

Textbox 3. Review questions.

• Review question (RQ) 1: Do best practices exist for the anonymization of realistic electronic health record (EHR) data?

• As the leading question of this systematic literature mapping study, we answer this question by exploring the answers to the other 4 RQs.
It is theoretically feasible but practically challenging. On the basis of the answers to the remaining 4 questions, theoretical operations, privacy
models, reidentification risk, and usability measurements are sufficient. Despite this, anonymization is practically difficult mainly because
of 2 reasons: (1) the knowledge gap between health care professionals and privacy law (usually requiring huge collaborative efforts by
clinical science, law, and data science), although we have summarized all lawful bases in the following subsection; and (2) automatic
anonymization of EHR data is nontrivial and very case dependent.

• RQ 2: What are the most frequently applied data anonymization operations, and how can these operations be applied?

• We investigated 7 categories of basic data anonymization operations in 16 articles, most of which are summarized in Multimedia Appendix
3. Apart from their fundamental uses, they can also be incorporated into the data anonymization process in both conventional and machine
learning–based privacy models.

• RQ 3: What are the existing conventional and machine learning–based privacy models for measuring the level of anonymity? Are they practically
useful in handling real-world health care data? Are there any new trends?

• We presented 40 conventional (a taxonomy for relational data is summarized as part of Figure 7) privacy models and 32 machine learning–based
privacy models from a total of 104 articles (summarized as part of Table 1). From this, we have observed that combinations of a deep learning
architecture and one or more data anonymization operations have become a trend, particularly techniques based on (conditional-) generative
adversarial networks. We have also realized that despite the increasing number of publications from the computer vision community, they
rarely use real-world sensitive medical data. For the applicability of existing privacy models, we present an ablation study (Multimedia
Appendix 7 [181,300-303]) using publicly accessible EHRs in the next subsection as part of the discussion.

• RQ 4: What metrics could be adopted to measure the reidentification risk and usability of the anonymized data?

• We investigated 7 (from 4 articles) and 15 (from 19 articles) metrics to quantify the risk of reidentification and degree of usability of the
anonymized data. Measuring reidentification risk requires a pair of raw and anonymized data records in which the original data are treated
as an object of reference and compared with the anonymized data in terms of statistical difference. Such a difference may not sufficiently
reveal the true risk of reidentification. To further investigate this issue, we combined the privacy models for discussing the trade-offs between
these 2 privacy aspects. In contrast, more usability metrics were proposed because of the wider availability of performance indicators.

• RQ 5: What are the off-the-shelf data anonymization tools based on conventional privacy models and machine learning?

• We investigated and compared 19 data anonymization tools (reported in 36 articles), of which 15 are based on privacy models (compared
in Tables 5 and 6), whereas the remaining 5 (compared in Table 7) rely on privacy-preserving machine learning (with issues summarized
in the next subsection). However, there does not exist any off-the-shelf data anonymization tool that truly supports the current legal frameworks
such as the General Data Protection Regulation and Data Protection Act to dispel the doubts and concerns of data owners (we filled this gap
as well).

Discussion

Privacy-Usability Trade-offs and Practical Feasibility
The most important question to consider when data
anonymization is required in the health care sector is the choice
between the level of privacy and degree of usability. In Table
2, we listed parameter interval, which enables specific privacy
model or models to be more practically configurable. The
privacy level indicates the possible degree of privacy that can
be achieved by each privacy model, where separate levels are

provided for some variant models such as (α, k)-anonymity,
stochastic t-closeness, and (ε, m)-anonymity. This problem can
also be viewed as a trade-off between the risk of reidentification
and data usability and can be quantified using specific methods
[304-306].

It should be noted that the privacy models, reidentification risk
measurements, and data usability metrics reviewed in this study
are relatively easy to understand, with equations provided along
with adequate descriptions. However, these concepts are difficult
to deploy in real-world data anonymization tools. Even given
the intensive investigations summarized above, the utility of
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the anonymized data may not be easily measurable through a
number of proposed metrics of reidentification risk and utility
metrics.

Given this discrepancy observed from the ablation study we
conducted (Multimedia Appendix 7), it is worth considering
the problem domain when quantifying the reidentification risk
as well as the utility of the anonymized data, although we
summarized the existing measures in the previous section.
Overall, the trade-offs between reidentification risk and usability
are practically feasible yet problem dependent.

Issues of Privacy-Preserving Machine Learning
SMPC and FHE share some disadvantages. They both use
encryption methods that work over finite fields, and thus they
cannot natively work with floating-point numbers. All practical
implementations instead use a fixed-precision representation,
but this adds computational overhead, and the level of precision
used can affect the accuracy of the results.

Another important issue is that of the trade-off between
interpretability and privacy [307] which, where
privacy-preserving machine learning is concerned, is highly
skewed toward privacy; encrypted models are, because of their
very nature, entirely black-box models. This is not only an issue
in the health care field, where the explainability of machine
learning models is an important issue [308], but also arguably
in any machine learning application because of the GDPR’s
“right to an explanation” [309].

Encrypted, trained models are also still vulnerable to
reverse-engineering attacks (regardless of the encryption method
used) [278]; for example, a malicious user could use the outputs
of a model to run a membership attack (ie, infer from the results
of a model whether the input was from a member of the training
set). Currently, the only known way to overcome this is to apply
DP principles to the model, which adds yet another layer of
complexity to the process. There are signs that existing libraries
are starting to combat the possibility of such attacks by
providing easy methods to apply DP to encrypted models; see,
for example, the DP techniques available in PySyft in the SMPC
Frameworks section above.

It is also important to remember that, as noted previously, any
type of encryption is regarded as a form of pseudonymization

rather than anonymization because the encrypted data can be
decrypted by anyone with access to the encryption key.
However, we note that much of the current guidance on viewing
encryption techniques as anonymization or pseudonymization
is ambiguous; for example, ICO guidance [290] suggests that
encrypted data is classified as anonymized data so long as the
party responsible for the encryption of the personal data is not
also responsible for the processing of the encrypted data
(because then the party processing the data would not be in
possession of the encryption key and would therefore be unable
to reverse the encryption). As such, it is important to carefully
consider whether privacy-preserving machine learning
techniques fully satisfy the requirements set out in law. For
instance, tools that also include other privacy techniques, such
as PySyft, may be more useful in situations where true
anonymization is required.

Overall, privacy-preserving machine learning is a promising
area of research, although more work needs to be undertaken
to ensure that such methods are ready for use in industrial
applications; many of the tools currently available are only
suitable for research rather than practical application. There
also needs to be some consideration over which
privacy-preserving methods best suit the needs of the
application. SMPC currently offers a more viable approach than
FHE because of its ability to run (and, more importantly, train)
larger models, although the need to have multiple trusted parties
may mean that it is seen as less secure than FHE. Meanwhile,
FHE for privacy-preserving machine learning is still an
emerging field, and it is encouraging to see research being
undertaken by both the machine learning and cryptographic
communities to improve the practicality of FHE methods by
improving the running time of encrypted models and reducing
the level of cryptographic knowledge needed to create efficient,
encrypted models using FHE.

Conclusions
In this SLM study, we presented a comprehensive overview of
data anonymization research for health care by investigating
both conventional and emerging privacy-preserving techniques.
Given the results and the discussions regarding the 5 proposed
RQs, privacy-preserving data anonymization for health care is
a promising domain, although more studies are required to be
conducted to ensure more reliable industrial applications.
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Abstract

Background: Extraction of line-of-therapy (LOT) information from electronic health record and claims data is essential for
determining longitudinal changes in systemic anticancer therapy in real-world clinical settings.

Objective: The aim of this retrospective cohort analysis is to validate and refine our previously described open-source LOT
algorithm by comparing the output of the algorithm with results obtained through blinded manual chart review.

Methods: We used structured electronic health record data and clinical documents to identify 500 adult patients treated for
metastatic non–small cell lung cancer with systemic anticancer therapy from 2011 to mid-2018; we assigned patients to training
(n=350) and test (n=150) cohorts, randomly divided proportional to the overall ratio of simple:complex cases (n=254:246). Simple
cases were patients who received one LOT and no maintenance therapy; complex cases were patients who received more than
one LOT and/or maintenance therapy. Algorithmic changes were performed using the training cohort data, after which the refined
algorithm was evaluated against the test cohort.

Results: For simple cases, 16 instances of discordance between the LOT algorithm and chart review prerefinement were reduced
to 8 instances postrefinement; in the test cohort, there was no discordance between algorithm and chart review. For complex
cases, algorithm refinement reduced the discordance from 68 to 62 instances, with 37 instances in the test cohort. The percentage
agreement between LOT algorithm output and chart review for patients who received one LOT was 89% prerefinement, 93%
postrefinement, and 93% for the test cohort, whereas the likelihood of precise matching between algorithm output and chart
review decreased with an increasing number of unique regimens. Several areas of discordance that arose from differing definitions
of LOTs and maintenance therapy could not be objectively resolved because of a lack of precise definitions in the medical
literature.

Conclusions: Our findings identify common sources of discordance between the LOT algorithm and clinician documentation,
providing the possibility of targeted algorithm refinement.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e29017)   doi:10.2196/29017

KEYWORDS

automated algorithm; line of therapy; longitudinal changes; manual chart review; non–small cell lung cancer; systemic anticancer
therapy
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Introduction

Lung cancer is the most common cause of cancer-related deaths
worldwide [1], accounting for almost 2 million deaths annually
[2,3]. Non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) represents
approximately 85% of all lung cancer cases [4]. Treatment for
advanced NSCLC is increasingly based on molecular patterns,
including therapies that target mutations such as EGFR and
ALK genomic aberrations, as well as inhibitors of the
programmed death 1 (PD-1) pathway, particularly for patients
whose tumors have high levels of PD-ligand 1 expression [5].
Although survival for patients with advanced disease has
improved, the need for continued therapeutic advances and
research remains acute [4].

Cancer therapy is commonly classified into lines of therapy
(LOTs), each comprising one or more cycles of a single agent
or a combination systemic anticancer therapy (SACT) [6-8].
Extraction of LOT data from real-world transactional claims
and electronic health records (EHRs) is essential for determining
longitudinal SACT changes in real-world clinical care settings,
but it is challenging because LOT information is often not
clearly marked in structured data sets and therefore must be
interpreted through clinical notes [6,9]. Researchers and
clinicians use LOT information gathered retrospectively to
determine the effectiveness of SACT regimens, identify trends
in clinical practice patterns, identify eligible candidates for
cancer trials, and conduct quality assurance to help ensure that
patients receive optimal SACT [6,10,11]. Manual determination
of LOT information for large numbers of patients is time
consuming and often not feasible, prompting our own and
others’ searches for automated LOT algorithmic methods
[6,12-15].

The objective of this study is to validate and refine our
previously described open-source LOT algorithm [6] by
comparing the LOT algorithm output with results obtained
through independent blinded manual chart review.

Methods

Study Design, Patient Selection, and Data Extraction
After receiving approval from the Indiana University
Institutional Review Board, we conducted a retrospective cohort
analysis using structured EHR data and clinical documents from
the Indiana Network for Patient Care, one of the largest and
oldest health information exchanges in the United States [16-18].
The Indiana Network for Patient Care holds more than 13 billion
data elements from more than 100 separate health care entities,
including more than 130 million clinical documents providing
data on nearly 15 million patients.

To validate the LOT algorithm, we identified adult patients
treated for metastatic NSCLC with SACT and excluded patients
who had received any SACT commonly used for small cell lung
cancer, as described in Multimedia Appendix 1. To select the
study cohort, we used the first iteration of the LOT algorithm
to identify all the complex cases in the initial eligible population
because we wanted to oversample patients with complex
treatment sequences to train the algorithm. Complex cases were

defined as patients who had either a maintenance therapy or
more than one LOT, whereas simple cases were defined as those
with only one LOT and no maintenance therapy. The complex
cases were automatically selected for confirmation by chart
review, and then simple cases were randomly chosen to
complete the sample of 500 patients. The final determination
of simple versus complex cases was thus made via chart review
conducted by a physician (PRD).

Next, we extracted structured data commonly found in claims
data and required by the LOT algorithm, including patient
identifiers, SACT medications, and associated dates. For SACT
medications, we filtered the SACT drug list to those used to
treat metastatic NSCLC. The index date of the first-line (L1)
treatment in this study corresponded to the date of initial SACT
on or after recorded evidence of metastatic disease. For chart
review purposes, we extracted all available clinical notes after
the metastatic diagnosis date. In preparation for manual chart
review, these clinical notes were loaded into nDepth, the
Regenstrief natural language processing platform. This platform
provides an efficient means of reviewing documents and
capturing related information on a per-patient basis.

We then created a CSV file with patient identifier number,
administration start date, administration end date (for oral
drugs), and generic drug name as the column fields. This format
is the minimum information required for the LOT algorithm
input. Finally, we divided patients into a training cohort of 70%
(350/500) patients and a test cohort of 30% (150/500) patients,
using stratified sampling to keep the ratio of simple:complex
cases the same in both cohorts. All algorithmic changes were
performed using the training cohort data, after which the final
version of the algorithm was evaluated against the test cohort.

LOT Algorithm
Investigators at Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp have internally
developed automated business rules to identify LOT numbers,
treatment regimens, and maintenance treatment for patients with
cancer [6]. These rules consist of tumor-agnostic algorithmic
processes that extract LOT information from claims databases
or EHRs. Implemented as R (The R Foundation for Statistical
Computing) and Python (Python Software Foundation) code
routines, the LOT algorithm uses a modular design to facilitate
plug-and-play tumor-specific customization. The LOT algorithm
along with tumor-specific customizations is available as
open-source software through GitHub [19].

An overview of the LOT algorithm can be roughly understood
by breaking it down into the five basic modules depicted in
Figure 1: (1) the index date is defined as the date of the
metastatic NSCLC diagnosis; (2) the L1 first drug is defined as
the first SACT drug claim recorded at any time on or after the
index date; (3) the line regimen window is the time starting with
the L1 first drug and extending forward in time, typically for
28 days, to capture any other drugs administered in combination
with the first drug, and the resulting set of drugs defines that
LOT treatment regimen; (4) line advancement occurs if a new
drug not belonging to the treatment regimen is introduced; and
(5) line advancement also occurs if a drug is administered after
a long gap in therapy.
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Figure 1. Schematic depicting the five basic modules of a line-of-therapy (LOT) algorithm. L1: first-line therapy. Reprinted with permission from
Meng et al [6].

Within these modules, several parameters are available in the
code that allow the adjustment and introduction of special cases
and exceptions for the rules. Common adjustments relate to the
detection of maintenance therapy, checking for drug switches
early in a LOT, and adding exceptions to line advancement for
gaps in therapy or when certain drug classes are added or
substituted in a treatment regimen.

Blinded Manual Chart Review and Initial
(Prerefinement) Validation of NSCLC Output
Blinded to results generated from the LOT algorithm, a
physician (PRD) used the nDepth chart review functionality to
review clinical notes for patients with metastatic NSCLC. The
reviewer also had access to a spreadsheet that included the
individual SACT medication names and dates of administration
for each patient. The majority of detailed SACT LOT and
maintenance therapy descriptions came from outpatient
oncology notes. The reviewer extracted the following clinical
information for each patient: (1) the sequence of SACT LOT
and (2) maintenance therapy. He then formatted this information
in a spreadsheet format identical to the LOT algorithm output
to facilitate automated comparison.

For the initial (prerefinement) validation, we customized the
NSCLC LOT algorithm parameters using the previously
published criteria [6]. We then evaluated the output of the
NSCLC LOT algorithm and compared it with the findings from
chart review.

NSCLC LOT Algorithm Refinement and Subsequent
(Postrefinement) Validation
After completion of the blinded, automated initial comparison
between algorithm output and chart review for the patients in
the training cohort (n=350), we identified issues accounting for
any discordance between algorithm output and chart review.

To evaluate the areas of discordance, we separated the cases
into simple and complex categories. For each issue, we then
refined the LOT algorithm using close review of the initial
comparison results, iterative rerunning of the refined LOT
algorithm against the original chart review results, discussion
with internal experts, and targeted medical literature review.
Researchers from Merck Sharp & Dohme, Indiana University,
and Regenstrief reviewed the deidentified raw SACT data and
arbitrated the differences between algorithm output and chart
review through a series of meetings.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were calculated for demographic and LOT
characteristics, including means, SDs, ranges for continuous
variables, and counts and percentages for categorical variables.
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the Fisher exact
test, as appropriate, were used to compare demographic
characteristics and LOT counts between the training and test
cohorts.

Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) and the corresponding
95% CIs for the number of LOTs for each case based on the
LOT algorithm and chart review were calculated. Percentage
agreement and 95% CIs were calculated to compare the results
from the LOT algorithm with the chart review. Agreement was
defined as an exact match between the LOT algorithm output
and physician chart review in terms of LOT number, regimen
name, and maintenance therapy classification. Each LOT
comprised the treatment as well as any subsequent maintenance
therapy regimen.
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Results

Cohort Selection
We identified 11,223 patients with at least one diagnosis code
for lung cancer during the study period. Of these, 1461 patients
had metastatic lung cancer as defined by diagnosis codes,
metastatic criteria, and receipt of SACT 14 days before or any
time after the index date. Of these 1461 patients, 897 patients
also had NSCLC mentioned in unstructured patient notes.

To construct our final sample, the first iteration of the LOT
algorithm was run on the 897 eligible patients. All complex

cases who, according to the algorithm output, received more
than one LOT and/or maintenance therapy were automatically
selected for chart review. The chart review identified 246
patients as complex cases, and then 254 patients who had only
a single LOT and never received maintenance therapy (simple
cases) were randomly chosen to complete the sample of 500
patients. The 500 cases were then split into training and test
cohorts with the same ratios of simple:complex cases (Figure
2).

No significant differences in patient characteristics were found
between the training and test cohorts (Table 1).

Figure 2. Selection of 500 patients whose deidentified charts were included in the study. LOT: line of therapy; NSCLC: non–small cell lung cancer.
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Table 1. Patient demographic characteristics.

P valueTest cohort (n=150)Training cohort (n=350)All patients (N=500)Demographics

.85a67 (44.7)153 (43.7)220 (44.0)Female, n (%)

.16bAge (years)

63.3 (10.5)64.8 (10.7)64.3 (10.7)Mean (SD)

25-9034-9125-91Range

.95aRace,c n (%)

134 (89.9)308 (88.8)442 (89.1)White

14 (9.4)36 (10.4)50 (10.1)Black

1 (0.7)3 (0.9)4 (0.8)Asian

.49a1 (0.7)1 (0.3)2 (0.4)Hispanic, Latino, or other ethnicity

aFisher exact test comparing training and test cohorts.
bLinear model analysis of variance comparing training and test cohorts.
cNo information on race was available for 4 patients.

Blinded Manual Chart Review Findings
The distributions of LOT counts were similar between the
training and test cohorts, and simple and complex cases each
represented approximately half of the cases (Table 2).

A total of 55.1% (193/350) patients in the training cohort
received one LOT. An additional 29.4% (103/350) had two
LOTs, and 10.3% (36/350) had three LOTs. Most patients had
three or fewer LOTs during their treatment history, and 14.6%
(51/350) patients received maintenance therapy (Table 2).

Table 2. Blinded manual chart review findings for lines of therapy.

P valueTest cohort (n=150)Training cohort (n=350)All patients (N=500)Group

N/AbCase classification, n (%)a

76 (50.7)178 (50.9)254 (50.8)Simple cases

74 (49.3)172 (49.1)246 (49.2)Complex cases

.09dLOT,c n (%)

87 (58.0)193 (55.1)280 (56.0)1

41 (27.3)103 (29.4)144 (28.8)2

15 (10.0)36 (10.3)51 (10.2)3

3 (2.0)17 (4.9)20 (4.0)4

3 (2.0)0 (0.0)3 (0.6)5

1 (0.7)1 (0.3)2 (0.4)6

.89d23 (15.3)51 (14.6)74 (14.8)Maintenance therapy, n (%)

aBlinded manual chart review was used to identify simple cases as patients who received one line of therapy (LOT) and no maintenance therapy, and
complex cases as patients who received more than one LOT and/or maintenance therapy.
bN/A: not applicable.
cLOT: line of therapy.
dFisher exact test comparing training and test cohorts.

Training Cohort: NSCLC LOT Algorithm Refinement

Overview
The ICCs on the number of LOTs between the LOT algorithm
and chart review in the training cohort were 0.81 overall and

0.71 in the complex cases. The prerefinement agreement
between the LOT algorithm output and chart review was 91%
for the simple cases overall and 61% for the complex cases in
the training cohort (Table 3).
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Table 3. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) on number of lines of therapy (LOTs) and percentage agreement of non–small cell lung cancer LOT

algorithm output with manual chart review.a

Test cohort (n=150)Training cohort (n=350)Group

PostrefinementPrerefinement

0.90 (0.86-0.92)0.87 (0.84-0.89)0.81 (0.77-0.84)Overall,b ICCc (95% CI)

0.82 (0.73-0.88)0.75 (0.68-0.81)0.71 (0.63-0.78)Complex cases, ICC (95% CI)

Number of LOTs,d percentage agreement (95% CI)

93.1 (87.8-98.4)93.3 (89.7-96.8)88.6 (84.1-93.1)1 (train n=193, test n=87)

56.1 (40.9-71.3)72.8 (64.2-81.4)68.0 (58.9-77.0)2 (train n=103, test n=41)

53.3 (28.1-78.6)58.3 (42.2-74.4)58.3 (42.2-74.4)3 (train n=36, test n=15)

33.3 (0.0-86.7)23.5 (3.4-43.7)23.5 (3.4-43.7)4 (train n=17, test n=3)

———e5 (train n=0, test n=3)

———6 (train n=1, test n=1)

10095.5 (92.5-98.5)91.0 (86.8-95.2)Simple cases, overall

50.0 (38.6-61.4)64.0 (56.8-71.1)60.5 (53.2-67.8)Complex cases, overall

aSimple or complex designation and mutually exclusive groups based on the total number of lines of therapy according to the chart review.
bThe overall intraclass coefficients included data for simple cases, whereas simple cases were not evaluated separately because of low variability.
cICC: intraclass coefficient.
dLOT: line of therapy.
ePatient numbers for five and six LOTs were too few for analysis.

For the simple cases, we found that the majority of discordances
reflected the LOT not being advanced by chart review but being
advanced in the algorithm output because of the 120-day
gap-in-therapy rule (Table 4). A minor source of discordance
was a difference in the LOT name, specifically when an initial

drug was administered but then quickly dropped. Another minor
source of discordance involved the 28-day line regimen defining
window, that is, when a drug included in an LOT by chart
review was not captured in the algorithm output because it had
just missed the 28-day window.

Table 4. Reasons for discordance between the non–small cell lung cancer line-of-therapy algorithm and blinded chart review: numbers of cases.a

Test cohort (n=150)Training cohort (n=350)Reason for discordance

Nn (%)PostrefinementPrerefinement

Nn (%)Nn (%)

760 (0)1788 (4.5)17816 (9.0)Simple cases, total discordance

83 (38)169 (56)Gap-in-therapy window length

83 (38)163 (19)28-day line regimen window

81 (13)163 (19)Line name disagreement

81 (13)61 (6)Other

7637 (50.0)17262 (36)17268 (39.5)Complex cases, total discordance

3717 (46)6224 (39)6822 (32)Dropped drugs

378 (22)6213 (21)6814 (21)Maintenance therapy classification

376 (16)6212 (19)6812 (18)28-day line regimen window

372 (5)624 (6)689 (13)Gap-in-therapy window length

374 (11)629 (15)6811 (16)Other

aPercentages may not add up to 100 because of rounding.

For the complex cases, the most common source of discordance
resulted from dropped drugs, specifically cases when chart
review advanced the LOT after a drug in combination therapy
was dropped, but the algorithm did not (Table 4). For example,

combination therapy with pembrolizumab-carboplatin followed
by dropping carboplatin would trigger a new LOT of
pembrolizumab monotherapy by chart review but not in the
algorithm output.
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The second most common source of discordance occurred
because of differences in the identification of maintenance
therapy, such as the determination of maintenance therapy after
L1 regimens by chart review but not in algorithm output. Chart
review often labeled maintenance therapy beyond L1 and/or
with drugs outside the National Comprehensive Cancer Network
(NCCN) guidelines, whereas the algorithm identified
maintenance therapy in the L1 setting and using a drug list
defined by NCCN guidelines [20,21]. Another reason for
maintenance therapy discordance was whether the introduction
of a new drug constituted a switch maintenance therapy or a
new LOT. We did not attempt to resolve these discordances
because of the subjective nature of any decision defining which
method produced the true definition of maintenance therapy.

Discordances related to the 120-day gap-in-therapy window
and the 28-day regimen window were also relatively common
among the complex cases (Table 4).

Refinements Made to the NSCLC LOT Algorithm and
Results of Refinement
After reviewing the discordances between chart review findings
and LOT algorithm output for the training cohort, we used
descriptive statistics and plots to determine how to adjust the
discordant parameters and improve concordance when possible.
For example, we identified the need to increase the
gap-in-therapy window from 120 to 180 days by plotting the
gap between successive prescriptions, excluding several protein
kinase inhibitors as exceptions to the rule for gap-in-therapy
line advancement (these -tinib drugs target tumor mutations
such as EGFR and ALK genomic aberrations). In addition, we
added gemcitabine as a continuation maintenance therapy,
implemented the ability to advance the line if a drug in
combination therapy were dropped, and implemented the ability
to ignore drugs that were dropped during the 28-day line
regimen-defining window (Table 5).

Table 5. Line-of-therapy algorithm parameters for metastatic non–small cell lung cancer: prerefinement and postrefinement.

ParametersBasic modules

PostrefinementPrerefinement

On or after index datebOn or after index datebL1a first drug

≤28 days after first drug≤28 days after first drugLine regimen window

First instanceFirst instanceNew drug line advancement

Cisplatin ↔ carboplatin or paclitaxel ↔ albu-
min-bound paclitaxel substitution

Cisplatin ↔ carboplatin or paclitaxel ↔ albu-
min-bound paclitaxel substitution

Exceptions (allowed substitutions)

>180 days>120 daysGap in therapy window

Erlotinib, afatinib, brigatinib, crizotinib, cer-
itinib, alectinib, gefitinib, osimertinib

NoneExceptions (allowed gaps)

Additional modules

Maintenance therapy drugs

Bevacizumab, pemetrexed, atezolizumab,
gemcitabine

Bevacizumab, pemetrexed, atezolizumabContinuation maintenance

Pemetrexed, docetaxelPemetrexed, docetaxelSwitch maintenance

Optional flag (not implemented)eN/AdCombination dropped drugs to advance LOTc

Optional flag (not implemented)N/ADrug switch during initial regimen window

aL1: first line of therapy.
bIndex date defined as date of recorded metastatic non–small cell lung cancer diagnosis.
cLOT: line of therapy.
dN/A: not applicable.
eOption included in LOT to handle these cases but not used in this study.

Postrefinement agreement increased from 91% to 96% for the
simple cases overall and from 61% to 64% for the complex
cases, although improvements were limited to receipt of one or

two LOTs (Table 3; Figure 3). In addition, postrefinement ICCs
increased from 0.81 to 0.87 overall and 0.71 to 0.75 in the
complex cases after refinement.
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Figure 3. Results of applying the line-of-therapy algorithm to the training cohort postrefinement. NSCLC: non–small cell lung cancer.

After the LOT algorithm was refined, the total number of
discordant results was halved for the simple cases in the training
cohort, with the greatest decrease in discordance resulting from
the increase from 120 to 180 days in the gap-in-therapy window
(Table 4). For the complex cases in the training cohort,
discordant numbers decreased only from 68 prerefinement to
62 postrefinement, with most of the decrease resulting from the
change in the gap-in-therapy window. However, the number of

cases with dropped drugs increased, indicating that fixing one
issue can create other issues.

Test Cohort: Results for the NSCLC LOT Algorithm
The LOT algorithm was then run for the test cohort. For the
simple cases, the agreement between the chart review results
and algorithm output was 100% (Table 3), with no discordance
(Table 4). For the complex cases, agreement was 50% overall
and there were 37 instances of discordance, most commonly
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because of differences resulting from dropped drugs, a pattern
similar to that seen for the training cohort. The ICCs were 0.90
overall and 0.82 in the complex cases.

For patients who received one LOT, agreement was high and
improved slightly with algorithm refinement (89%
prerefinement, 93% postrefinement, 93% test cohort; Table 3).
We observed a large decrease in agreement for patients who
received more than one LOT.

Discussion

Principal Findings
We found an overall good alignment between our automated
method of LOT classification and blinded manual chart review.
As expected, the likelihood of precise matching between LOT
algorithm output and chart review regarding LOT and
maintenance therapy identification decreased with an increasing
number of unique SACT regimens. This finding is consistent
with the simple compounding of errors, that is, the chance of
at least one error being found in multiple LOTs is greater than
finding an error in a single LOT. On a per-LOT basis, the error
would presumably remain fairly constant.

For the purposes of our comparisons, we used manual chart
review as the gold standard. We improved the concordance
between the LOT algorithm and chart review by increasing the
gap-in-therapy window from 120 to 180 days. Concordance
was also improved by adding drug class exceptions for protein
kinase inhibitors to the gap-in-therapy rule and by adding
gemcitabine as a continuation maintenance candidate. Our study
notably contributes to the literature insofar as it identifies
common sources of discordance between an LOT algorithm
and clinician documentation, providing for the possibility of
targeted algorithm refinement.

Addressing Areas of Discordance
Our study is one of the first to validate and refine an open-source
LOT algorithm using manual chart review [22]. We note that
although there were other potential opportunities to improve
the percentage agreement between the algorithm and chart
review, we could not identify clear recommendations in the
medical literature or among experts to support modifications.
Three areas of discordance with the potential to improve
agreement included the following: (1) the decision whether to
advance the LOT if a drug in a combination regimen is dropped,
(2) whether a maintenance therapy could be classified as such
beyond the first-line setting, and (3) whether a new drug
administration during an LOT constitutes a line advancement
or switch maintenance therapy. Although we treated manual
chart review as the gold standard, clinical notes do not always
document SACT administration in strict accordance with the
definitions of LOT and maintenance therapy. Moreover,
clinicians may disagree on classifications, leaving room for
interpretation.

In the case of (1) whether to advance the line if a drug in a
combination regimen is dropped, particular drugs may be
dropped because of adverse events. Whether the remaining
drugs should be considered the original or a new SACT regimen
(LOT) is a subjective matter and may not be explicitly recorded

by the prescribing physician. In the case of issues (2) and (3),
NCCN guidelines specify that maintenance therapy is prescribed
in the first-line setting and that a prescribed set of drugs is
eligible for switch maintenance therapy for NSCLC [20,21].
However, these guidelines are not always followed, and
maintenance drugs can be prescribed in an atypical manner.
Moreover, maintenance therapy is often not recorded as such
in clinical notes.

These small apparent inconsistencies may reflect a lack of
precise definitions in LOT classification rules, or perhaps more
likely, that physicians are instead appropriately focused on
dynamically selecting optimal SACT regimens for their patients
rather than precisely categorizing LOT and maintenance therapy.
In addition, as shown in Tables 3 and 4 by complex cases not
improving as the LOT numbers increased, refinements to the
algorithm can create other inconsistencies when looking at the
entire record. For example, after postrefinement, the algorithm
agreed with chart review after exempting -tinib drugs from the
180-day rule but added an additional disagreement that resulted
from changing the discontinuation gap from 120 to 180 days.
Therefore, inconsistencies in physician LOT and maintenance
classification, as well as algorithmic edge cases, make it unlikely
that an automated LOT algorithm will achieve 100% alignment
with independent chart review. In recognition of these
unavoidable inconsistencies in LOT classification, we leave
many parts of the algorithm to be highly configurable based on
the specific use cases of researchers. We anticipate that other
groups will make other choices with respect to configuration
settings, but our study helps clarify the relative importance of
these configuration settings.

Our algorithm is adaptable for use with other cancers and other
cancer stages because of its modular design [6]. For example,
drug lists, treatment sequences, and temporal parameters, such
as the length of the gap between treatments, can be adjusted as
appropriate for other tumor types and stages.

Study Limitations
This study has some limitations. First, we did not consider the
length of oral drug administration. Oral drugs are often
prescribed with a preset supply, and because the last dose
administration is not typically recorded, extrapolation would
be needed to determine the length of administration. In this
study, our agreement metrics accounted for only the LOT
number and regimen, and not the LOT duration; therefore, we
considered only the first dose of oral drugs. We note also that
we purposely oversampled for complex cases; therefore, the
metrics reflect a distribution of patients that was not
representative of the overall distribution. For example, only
28% of our selected study population versus 60% of eligible
patients in the database received just one LOT without
maintenance therapy, our definition of a simple case. Therefore,
it is possible that single LOT metrics are under-represented.
Finally, it could have been helpful to have more than one
physician conducting the manual chart reviews, with an
additional independent physician to resolve any discrepancies
or disagreements.

Further research is needed on other data sets to determine if the
results and conclusions are generalizable. In addition,
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considerations such as detecting drug cycles and accounting for
drug-specific nuances may increase the robustness of the
algorithm. Further research on the appropriate metrics and
benchmarks may be needed to address issues such as error
compounding.

Conclusions
This study validates an EHR- and claims-based algorithm using
medical chart review. We have refined the algorithm,

highlighted areas of discordance, and noted the error
compounding on further lines, allowing a deeper understanding
of how the LOT algorithm may be used. We envision
contributions to different disease indications and areas. In
addition, common data set benchmarks, metrics, and increased
accessibility will contribute substantially toward the
development and adoption of this tool. Finally, a database of
specific business rules concerning individual drugs and other
nuanced behaviors will increase the robustness of the algorithm.
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Abstract

Background: Spontaneous reporting systems (SRSs) have been increasingly established to collect adverse drug events for
fostering adverse drug reaction (ADR) detection and analysis research. SRS data contain personal information, and so their
publication requires data anonymization to prevent the disclosure of individuals’ privacy. We have previously proposed a privacy
model called MS(k, θ*)-bounding and the associated MS-Anonymization algorithm to fulfill the anonymization of SRS data. In
the real world, the SRS data usually are released periodically (eg, FDA Adverse Event Reporting System [FAERS]) to accommodate
newly collected adverse drug events. Different anonymized releases of SRS data available to the attacker may thwart our
single-release-focus method, that is, MS(k, θ*)-bounding.

Objective: We investigate the privacy threat caused by periodical releases of SRS data and propose anonymization methods to
prevent the disclosure of personal privacy information while maintaining the utility of published data.

Methods: We identify potential attacks on periodical releases of SRS data, namely, BFL-attacks, mainly caused by follow-up
cases. We present a new privacy model called PPMS(k, θ*)-bounding, and propose the associated PPMS-Anonymization algorithm
and 2 improvements: PPMS+-Anonymization and PPMS++-Anonymization. Empirical evaluations were performed using 32
selected FAERS quarter data sets from 2004Q1 to 2011Q4. The performance of the proposed versions of PPMS-Anonymization
was inspected against MS-Anonymization from some aspects, including data distortion, measured by normalized information
loss; privacy risk of anonymized data, measured by dangerous identity ratio and dangerous sensitivity ratio; and data utility,
measured by the bias of signal counting and strength (proportional reporting ratio).

Results: The best version of PPMS-Anonymization, PPMS++-Anonymization, achieves nearly the same quality as
MS-Anonymization in both privacy protection and data utility. Overall, PPMS++-Anonymization ensures zero privacy risk on
record and attribute linkage, and exhibits 51%-78% and 59%-82% improvements on information loss over PPMS+-Anonymization
and PPMS-Anonymization, respectively, and significantly reduces the bias of ADR signal.

Conclusions: The proposed PPMS(k, θ*)-bounding model and PPMS-Anonymization algorithm are effective in anonymizing
SRS data sets in the periodical data publishing scenario, preventing the series of releases from disclosing personal sensitive
information caused by BFL-attacks while maintaining the data utility for ADR signal detection.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e28752)   doi:10.2196/28752
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adverse drug reaction; data anonymization; incremental data publishing; privacy preserving data publishing; spontaneous reporting
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Introduction

Motivation
Adverse drug reactions (ADRs) are undesirable side effects of
taking drugs. Before hitting the market, a new drug has to
undergo a series of clinical trials. Unfortunately, it is hard to
find all ADRs in the premarketing stage due to fewer volunteers.
Thus, an increasing number of countries have built spontaneous
reporting systems (SRSs) to collect adverse drug events (ADEs)
to monitor the safety of marketed drugs, such as the FDA
Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS) of the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) [1], the UK Yellow Card scheme
[2], and the MedEffect Canada [3]. Some countries even publish
their SRS data sets, for example, US FDA and MedEffect
Canada, to the public to facilitate ADR research.

SRS data are a kind of microdata containing personal health
information, such as diseases of the patients. Microdata, usually
represented in the form of tables of tuples [4], are composed of
explicit identifier (ID) that can uniquely identify each individual
(eg, SSN, name, phone number); quasi-identifier (QID) that can
be linked with external data to reidentify some of the individuals
(eg, sex, age, and ZIP code); sensitive attribute (SA) that contains
sensitive information, such as disease or salary; and non-SA
that falls into none of the above 3 categories. Publishing these
data sets would lead to privacy threats. A real case did occur in
Canada. A broadcaster successfully reidentified a 26-year-old
girl by linking MedEffect Canada and the publicly available
obituaries [5]. This case motivated the research by El Emam et
al [5], whose findings showed that the MedEffect Canada data
exhibit a high risk of identity disclosure.

Generally, simple removal of the identification attributes, such
as name, SSN, or phone, has been shown to fail to protect
individual privacy [6]. The adversary can still link published
data to external data (eg, voter list, through quasi-identification
attributes, such as gender, job, age, ZIP code). This calls for the

research topic, namely, privacy-preserving data publishing
(PPDP), which aims to anonymize raw data before publication.
In [7], we pointed out that none of traditional anonymization
methods (eg, k-anonymity [6], l-diversity [8]) is favorable for
SRS data sets due to characteristics such as multiple individual
records, multivalued SAs, and rare events. Later, we proposed
a privacy model called MS(k, θ*)-bounding [9] to anonymize
SRS data to prevent the disclosure of individual privacy. New
events arrive in SRSs continuously in the real world, so countries
such as the USA and Canada release SRS data sets periodically,
for example, every quarter, to handle this kind of dynamically
growing data sets (ie, periodical data publishing). Unfortunately,
MS(k, θ*)-anonymity is designed for a single static publishing
scenario, and is awkward to handle a series of published data
sets.

Usually, each ADE record in SRS data contains a CaseID to
trace the follow-ups of that event; all records with the same
CaseID, located within the same or different periods, refer to
the same event. Although someone may regard follow-ups as
duplicates of the original case, the situation is somewhat
different. Follow-up cases contain complement or correction of
the original case. Still, duplicate reports refer to the same case
submitted by different reporters, so were misrecorded with
different CaseIDs. Follow-ups are easily detected via CaseID,
but identifying actual duplicates is challenging, which should
be considered a data preprocessing issue. There has been some
research studies on detecting actual duplicates in SRS data
[10-12]. Most SRS systems such as FAERS, however, provide
no deduplication mechanism. We thus ignore this issue.
Unfortunately, CaseID provides a useful linkage for the
adversary across a series of anonymized data sets to exclude
records not belonging to the target, raising the risk of breaching
the target’s privacy. For illustration, let us consider 3
consecutive quarters of published SRS data sets in Table 1, each
of which satisfies 3-anonymity.
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Table 1. Three consecutive quarters of published spontaneous reporting system data sets, each satisfying 3-anonymity.

DiseaseAgeSexQuarter and CaseID

1

Flu[35-40]Male1

Flu[35-40]Male2

Fever[35-40]Male3

HIV[30-35]Female4

Flu[30-35]Female5

Diabetes[30-35]Female6

2

Flu[30-40]ANY1

HIV[30-40]ANY4

Diabetes[30-40]ANY7

Fever[30-35]Male8

Flu[30-35]Male9

Diabetes[30-35]Male10

HIV[30-35]Male11

Flu[30-35]Male12

3

Flu[30-35]Female13

Diabetes[30-35]Female14

Fever[30-35]Female15

Flu[30-35]Female16

Fever[30-35]Female17

Diabetes[30-35]Male7

Fever[30-35]Male8

HIV[30-35]Male18

Possible Scenarios

Scenario I
Suppose that the adversary learns that his/her neighbor Alice,
whose QID value is {Female, 32}, suffered from some ADR in
Q2. First, the adversary links to Table 1 (quarter 2) through the
QID of Alice, learning that the record of Alice is in the first
QID group (CaseIDs 1, 4, and 7). The adversary can then link
to the previously published SRS data through the candidate
CaseID set {1, 4, 7} and find the record with CaseID=1 and
Sex=Male in Table 1 (quarter 1). Because Alice is female, the
adversary can exclude CaseID 1 from the candidate CaseID set
{1, 4, 7}, changing Table 1 (quarter 2) to 2-anonymous and
lifting the confidence of the attacker to identify Alice.

Scenario II
Following the previous example, the adversary has known the
candidate CaseID set of Alice {4, 7}. The adversary can now
use this set to link to subsequently published SRS data and
observe a record whose CaseID is 7 in Table 1 (quarter 3).
Because the owner of that record is male, the adversary can

exclude CaseID 7 from the candidate CaseID set, concluding
that the CaseID of Alice in Table 1 (quarter 2) is 4.

Scenario III
Suppose that the adversary learns John’s QID value is {Male,
33} and the first time that John had an ADR is in Q3. This
means that the CaseID of John’s event is a “new CaseID” in
Q3 and shall not appear in any previously released data. First,
the adversary links to Quarter 3 and learns that the record of
John is within the second QID group (CaseIDs 7, 8, 18). The
adversary can then connect to the 2 previously published SRS
data sets through the candidate CaseID set of John {7, 8, 18},
observing 2 matching records whose CaseID are 7 and 8 in
Quarter 2. The CaseID of John is neither 7 nor 8, so the
adversary concludes that the CaseID of John is 18, ruining the
privacy protection embedded by 3-anonymity.

Background Knowledge and Related Work

Privacy Models for Microdata Publishing
Research on PPDP [4] aims to protect released microdata from
2 types of privacy attacks: record disclosure and attribute
disclosure.
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Record disclosure, also known as table linkage attack, refers
to the situation in which the individual identity of a specific
tuple that has been deidentified in the published data is
reidentified. Although it is hard to prevent table linkage attacks,
it is possible to reduce the possibility of identifying victims in
a published data. Achievement is the invention of k-anonymity
[6], which is the most influential privacy model that generalizes
the values of QID to ensure that each record in published data
contains at least k–1 other records with the same QID value.

Attribute disclosure, also known as attribute linkage attack,
refers to the situation in which attackers can infer an individual’s
sensitive information, even though they fail to perceive the exact
record of the victim. Unfortunately, k-anonymity is not able to
prevent attribute disclosure. Another renowned privacy model
called l-diversity [8] was thus proposed. The main idea of
l-diversity is to thwart the adversary’s belief on the probability
of the sensitive value by ensuring that each QID group contains
at least l “well-represented” sensitive values, that is, the
probability of inferring the sensitive value of the victim will be
at most 1/l.

Privacy Models for Incremental Data Publishing
Most real-world data are not static but dynamically changing,
which means that data cannot be published simultaneously but
have to be published incrementally [4]. Previously proposed
privacy models such as k-anonymity and l-diversity only focus
on single static data publishing, awkward to prevent privacy
disclosure in incremental data publishing. Contemporary privacy
models for incremental data publishing can be classified into
continuous or dynamic data publishing [4].

Continuous Data Publishing
This refers to the scenario in which all data collected so far have
to be published even if some of the data have been released
before. More precisely, suppose that the data holder had
previously collected a set of records D1 time stamped t1 and
published the anonymized version R1 of D1. After collecting a
new set of records D2 time stamped t2, the data holder will
publish R2 as an anonymized version of all records collected so
far, (ie, D1 ∪ D2). In general, the published release Ri (i≥1) shall
be an anonymized version of D1 ∪ D2 ∪ ... Di.

Byun et al [13] first identified the privacy threat under
continuous data publishing. They demonstrated possible
inference channels by comparing different l-diverse releases to
explore the sensitive values of victims. They later enhanced
their approach by considering both k-anonymity and l-diverse
called (k, c)-anonymous and exploring more types of adversarial
attacks named cross-version inferences [14].

Pei et al [15] illustrated that in the continuous data publishing
scenario, the adversary can infer some privacy information from
multiple releases that have been sanitized by k-anonymity. They
also proposed an effective method called “monotonic
incremental anonymization,” which would progressively and
consistently reduce the generalization granularity as the updates
arrive to maintain k-anonymity.

Fung et al [16] proposed a method to quantify the exact number
of records that can be “cracked” by comparing the series of

published k-anonymous data. The adversary can exclude the
cracked records from published data, making the published data
no longer satisfy k-anonymous. They also presented a privacy
model, called BCF-anonymity, to measure the anonymous
number in published data after excluding the cracked records,
and proposed an algorithm to anonymize published data
achieving BCF-anonymity.

Dynamic Data Publishing
This refers to the scenario in which the data holder can insert
records into or delete records, or perform both actions, from
raw data sets. Suppose that the data holder had collected an
initial set of records D1 in time t1 and published its anonymized
version R1. During the period [t1, t2), the data holder kept
collecting new records and inserted them into D1. Further, the
data holder might delete and update some records from D1,
finally obtaining the updated version D2 of D1 in t2. Then, the
published release R2 in t2 is an anonymized version of D2. In
general, a published release Ri in time ti shall be an anonymized
version of Di.

Xiao and Tao [17] identified a kind of privacy disclosure called
critical absence. The adversary can infer victims’ sensitive
information by comparing the series of published l-diverse data
in dynamic data publishing scenarios (only considered insertion
and deletion). They proposed a privacy model, called
m-invariance, to ensure the certain “invariance” of the
“signature” of QID groups, and an effective method called
counterfeited generalization to anonymize published data
achieving m-invariance.

Bu et al [18] noticed that some sensitive values would be
permanent, such as criminal record and some incurable diseases,
such as HIV. They showed that m-invariance is unable to prevent
privacy disclosure when permanent sensitive values are present.
Therefore, they proposed an anonymization approach, called
HD-composition [18], to limit the probability of linkage between
individuals and sensitive values not over a given threshold.

On observing m-invariance only considers data evolution caused
by insertion and deletion, Li and Zhou [19] further presented a
counterfeit generalization model named m-distinct to support
full data evolution (ie, insertion, update, and deletion).
Moreover, they observed that attribute updates are seldom
arbitrary, with some correlations often existing between the old
and the new values. Based on this observation, they assumed
that all updates on sensitive values are nonarbitrary. Therefore,
m-distinct applies the concept of the candidate update set, which
is a set of specific sensitive values that can be updated.

Following the work in [19], Anjum et al [20] further assumed
that the updates in fully dynamic data publishing are arbitrary,
meaning the old values of attributes may not correlate with the
new values. They presented a new kind of attack named τ-attack
by exploiting the “event list” of an individual. They also
proposed a method called τ-safety, an extension of m-invariance,
to solve the privacy disclosure caused by τ-attack.

He et al [21] presented a new type of attack named value
equivalence attack, which can exploit the partitioned structure
of published data, such as m-invariant releases, to obtain
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sensitive information of individuals. Once the adversary knows
the actual sensitive value of an individual, he/she can disclose
the sensitive information of the remaining individuals within
the same equivalence class. They proposed a graph-based
anonymization algorithm, which leverages a min-cut algorithm
to prevent the old “value association attack” and the new
“equivalence attack.”

Specifically, Bewong et al [22] focused on transactional data.
They proposed a new privacy model called serially preserving,
which requires the posterior probability of any sensitive term
to its corresponding population rate bounded by a given
threshold. A novel anonymization method (Sanony, which
counts on adding counterfeits) was presented to guarantee a
new published transactional data set satisfying the required
privacy model.

There is another scenario of nonstatic data publishing called
sequential data publishing. Different vertical projections of the
same table on different subsets of attributes are published
consecutively in this scenario. Anonymization models and
methods for this scenario were first studied in [23] and then
further investigated in [24] and [25].

In summary, no contemporary work notices the scenario of
periodical data publishing, and no work has been conducted for
SRS data anonymization, considering the privacy threat caused
by follow-up cases. In this paper, we investigate the privacy
threat caused by periodical releases of SRS data and propose
anonymization methods to prevent the disclosure of personal
privacy information while maintaining the utility of published
data.

Methods

Publishing Scenario and Privacy Attacks
We first introduce the periodical data publishing scenario and
present 3 kinds of privacy attacks for periodically published
SRS data sets satisfying MS(k, θ*)-bounding. We propose a
new privacy model, PPMS(k, θ*)-bounding, to protect published

SRS data sets from those attacks in the periodical data
publishing scenario. We also propose a corresponding
anonymization algorithm, namely PPMS-anonymization, that
incorporates 2 innovative strategies, NC-bounding and
QID-covering, to prevent the released data sets from privacy
attacks caused by follow-up key (ie, CaseID). Two extensions
of PPMS-anonymization, PPMS+-anonymization and
PPMS++-anonymization, are presented as well, which employ
more efficient techniques, including neglecting subsequent
coverings and grouping with new cases.

BFL-Attacks
Typical SRS data, such as FAERS, are usually published
periodically and contain follow-up cases, which can be
expressed as a new data publishing model named periodical
data publishing. Suppose that the data holder previously had
collected an initial set of records D1 in period [t0, t1) and
published R1 as an anonymized version of D1. After collecting
a new set of records D2 during period [t1, t2) the attacker wants
to anonymize and publish D2 at time t2. D2 may or may not
contain some follow-up cases in D1. Let R2 denote the
anonymized version of D2. In general, the release Ri published
at ti is an anonymized version of Di (i≥1). Note that for an
original case x, the life span of its follow-up cases in subsequent
releases is not continuous. That is, a follow-up observed in Di

may disappear in Di+1 but show up again in some later release
Di+j, for j>1. This makes the periodical publishing scenario
distinct from existing scenarios in the literature. First, unlike
the situation in dynamic data publishing, Di is a new set of
collections, rather than updated from Di–1. Besides, the existence
of follow-up cases is different from the assumption for
continuous data publishing (ie, all cases in Di should be kept in
all subsequent releases Dj, for j>i). A comparison of the
proposed periodical data publishing with dynamic data
publishing and sequential data publishing is summarized in
Multimedia Appendix 1 (also see Textbox 1).

Textbox 1. Definition 1: QID-cover.

Consider the QID values, q1 and q2, of 2 cases. We say q1 covers q2, denoted by q1 q2, if for every attribute a in QID, a(q1) is equal to or more
generalized than a(q2), where a(q) denotes the value of q in attribute a.

Backward-Attack (B-Attack)
Backward-Attack (B-attack) focuses on excluding records from
the specific release by exploiting some previous ones (Textbox
2). Scenario I is an example, which occurs when the QID value
of the old case differs from the background learned by the
attacker. As the QID values would have been generalized in all

published releases, the only way by which B-attack can succeed
is when the QID value of old CaseID fails to cover that of the
current CaseID. More precisely, for every target v, if in any
previous release there exists an old CaseID iold corresponding
to the candidate CaseID set of v such that the QID value of iold

does not cover the QID value of v, then iold would be excluded
from the candidate CaseID set of v.

Textbox 2. Definition 2: Backward-attack.

Consider a target v to be inferred by the attacker and an anonymized release Ri. Let qv and CI denote the QID value and the candidate CaseID set of
v in Ri, respectively, and U be the set of records in all previous releases {R1, R2, ..., Ri–1} whose CaseID is in CI. The B-attack will occur if there

exists a record r in U such that the QID value of r, qr, does not cover qv. The set of these excludable records is denoted by B.
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Forward-Attack (F-Attack)
Analogous to B-attack, Forward-Attack (F-attack) occurs when
the QID value of the following CaseID differs from the
background learned by the attacker (Textbox 3). That is, the
QID value of a following CaseID in some subsequent releases

fails to cover that of the current CaseID. An example is shown
in Scenario II. More precisely, for every target v, if in any
subsequent release there exists a following CaseID inew

corresponding to the candidate CaseID set of v such that the
QID value of inew does not cover the QID value of v, then inew

would be excluded from the candidate CaseID set of v.

Textbox 3. Definition 3: Forward-attack.

Consider a target v and an anonymized release Ri. Let qv and CI denote the QID value and the candidate CaseID set of v in Ri, respectively, and U be
the set of records in all subsequent releases {Ri+1, Ri+2, ..., Rc} whose CaseID is in CI. The F-attack will occur if there exists a record r in U such that

the QID value of r, qr, does not cover qv. The set of these excludable records is denoted by F.

Latest-Attack (L-Attack)
This attack is illustrated in Scenario III. In this example, the
attacker knows that the event for the target (John) first appears
in Quarter 3. It follows that John’s case (CaseID) is definitely

absent in all previously published releases. In general, for every
target v whose CaseID is first present in some release known
by the attacker, Latest Attack (L-attack) would occur if the
candidate CaseID set of v contains some old CaseIDs appearing
in previous releases (Textbox 4).

Textbox 4. Definition 4: Latest-attack.

Consider a target v. Suppose the attacker learns that the CaseID of v first appears in an anonymized release Ri. Let CI be the candidate CaseID set of
v in Ri. The L-attack will occur if there exists any case in CI whose CaseID appears in some previous releases. The set of these excludable records is
denoted by L.

Privacy Model PPMS(k, θ*)-bounding
To prevent BFL-attacks, we propose a new privacy model called
periodical-publishing multisensitive (k, θ*)-bounding,
abbreviated as PPMS(k, θ*)-bounding (Textboxes 5 and 6).

Textbox 5. Definition 5: Confidence.

Let s be a sensitive value in SA and an anonymized release Ri. Given a target v with QID value qv, we define the probability that v has sensitive value
s as conf(v → s), which is equal to σs(g)/|g|, where g denotes the QID group in Ri in which v resides and σs(g) is the number of cases in g that contains
s.

Textbox 6. Definition 6: PPMS(k, θ*)-bounding.

Let S={s1, s2, ..., sm} be the set of all possible sensitive values in SA and θ*=(θ1, θ2, ..., θm) be the probability thresholds specified by the data holder,
where 0≤θj≤1, for 1≤j≤m. We say a series of anonymized releases R1, R2, ..., Rn satisfies PPMS(k, θ*)-bounding if each Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, satisfies the
following:

1. For every individual v, the size of the candidate CaseID set CI of v in Ri excluding B, F, and L is no less than k, that is, |CI – (B∪F∪L)| ≥ k, and

2. The confidence to infer v having any sensitive value sj ∈ S is no larger than θj, that is, conf(v → sj) ≤ θj.

The privacy requirement of Definition 6(1) is to prevent record disclosure while Definition 6(2) is to prevent attribute disclosure. Our model adopts
nonuniform thresholds for different sensitive values because different values express different degrees of sensitivity in the real world. For example,
the disclosure of a patient with fever is far less sensitive than that of an individual with HIV.

Anonymization Algorithm

Overview
Our algorithm can be summarized as a greedy and clustering
approach to divide records into QID groups. Viewing each QID
group as a cluster, we adopted a clustering-based method [26]
to build QID groups, each of which starts from a randomly
chosen record and grows gradually by adding a solo record
exhibiting the best characteristic among all candidates. This

process repeats until the QID group satisfies the “k” requirement.
Finally, we generalize the QID values of all records within the
same cluster to the same value.

We adopted 2 metrics, information loss [26] (Textbox 7) and
privacy risk (PR) [9] (Textbox 8), to choose the best isolated
record. For each evolving QID group, the former favors the new
record contributing minimal impact to the data utility while the
latter quantifies the ratio of sensitive values within the QID
group to meet the privacy requirement in Definition 6(2).
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Textbox 7. Definition 7: Information loss.

Suppose the QID attributes can be separated to 2 different sets, numerical attributes {N1, N2, ..., Nm} and categorical attributes {C1, C2, ..., Cn}, and
each Ci is associated with a taxonomy tree Ti. Let g denote a QID group (or cluster). The information loss (IL) [26] of g is defined as follows:

where max(Ni) and min(Ni) denote the maximum and minimum values of attribute Ni in the whole data set, and max(Ni, g) and min(Ni, g) denote the
maximum and minimum values of attribute Ni in g. Notation |g| is the number of records in g, h(Cj) the height of the taxonomy tree Tj, and h(Cj, g)
is the height of the generalized value of Cj in g in taxonomy tree Tj.

To find a new record r to be included in g, we choose the one causing the least increase of information loss, which is measured by

ΔIL(g, r)=IL(g ∪ {r}) – IL(g) (2)

Then, the most feasible choice rbst is

rbst=argminr ΔIL(g, r) (3)

In addition, the inclusion of record r containing sensitive value s that appears in g would cause the ratio of s in g to be over θs. As we will derive in
Lemma 2, we have to keep the occurrence of s in g, denoted by σs(g), under a maximum threshold ηs(g) to prevent the confidence of inferring sensitive
value s in g from being larger than θs. We thus adopt the PRs introduced in [9].

When ηs(g∪{r}) ≥ σs(g∪{r}), a greater σs leads to a larger PRs. Therefore, Equation 4 favors the new record r whose sensitive values are relatively
rare in g. Because a record may contain more than 1 sensitive value, the PR caused by adding r into g can be defined as the summation of PRs over
all sensitive values.

Textbox 8. Definition 8: Privacy risk.

Let g denote a QID group (or cluster) during the execution of our anonymization algorithm. The PR [9] of adding a new record r into g is

where s ∈ Sr and Sr is the set of sensitive values contained in record r.

The value of summation of PRs may be zero, that is, all sensitive values in r are new to group g. An increment is thus added into PR(g, r) in Equation
5 to avoid zero PR. The smaller the PR caused by adding r into g, the more likely r will be chosen. If the inclusion of r makes the number of records
containing s in g more than the maximally allowed number, PR becomes infinite, so r will not be chosen. Finally, we refine ΔIL into ΔIL' as follows

ΔIL (g, r)=ΔIL(g, r) × PR(g, r) (6)

and the most feasible choice rbst is

rbst=argminr ΔIL'(g, r) (7)

Strategies Against BFL-Attacks
The NC-bounding strategy aims to maintain at least “k” new
CaseID records in each group after excluding all old CaseID
records. This is because all old CaseID records may become
excludable by exploiting the previous releases, such as B-attack
and L-attack. QID-covering is to generalize the QID value of
records to prevent them from being excluded by B-attack and
F-attack. NC-bounding allows the adversary to discover and
exclude records not belonging to the target, but enforces the
privacy requirement met by the remaining records.
QID-covering, by contrast, perplexes the adversary to find out
excludable records.

Strategy for L-Attack

Overview

Recall that L-attack occurs as the adversary knows the exact
published release to which the first ADE of the target v belongs.
Specifically, let this release be Ri. All old CaseIDs in target v’s

CI set in Ri refer to other targets, which are potentially excluded
by the attacker and so should be discounted from forming a
valid QID group, that is, the size of the QID group should be
at least k. For this reason, we use strategy NC-bounding.

Example 1

Consider the example in Scenario III. The target QID group
<Male, [30-35]> in Table 1 (quarter 3) contains 2 old CaseIDs
(ie, 7 and 8). We need to add 2 other records with new CaseIDs
to make Table 1 (quarter 3) invulnerable to L-attack. In this
case, all records in the QID group <Female, [30-35]> are new
cases and the size of <Female, [30-35]> is larger than k + 2. We
can choose any 2 of them (eg, 16 and 17) into <Male, [30-35]>
and generalize the QID values accordingly. In general, to defend
against L-attack, the number of new CaseID records in every
QID group needs to be no less than k.
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Strategy for B-Attack

Overview

Suppose the target v is in Ri. B-attack means the adversary can
link to R1, R2, ..., Ri–1 through the candidate CaseID set of v to
exclude those CaseIDs definitely not belonging to target v. Note
that all of the excludable CaseIDs in B-attack are old CaseIDs;
thus, the situation is the same as L-attack in which all of the old
CaseID records have a probability to be excluded. Therefore,
the NC-bounding strategy used to defend L-attack can also be
used to secure against B-attack. That is, the number of new
CaseID records in every QID group needs to be larger than or
equal to k in PPMS(k, θ*)-bounding. In this sense, L-attack is

similar to B-attack, because both of them exploit the previous
releases to find excludable CaseIDs. The main difference is that
the former needs to know whether the CaseID is old or not,
while the latter needs to compare the QID values to infer
whether the CaseID belongs to the target.

Example 2

Consider the example in Scenario I. Similar to the previous
example for L-attack, we have to include 2 records with new
CaseIDs, say 8 and 9, into the QID group containing old
CaseIDs 1 and 4 in Table 1 (quarter 2), that is, <ANY, [30-40]>,
and perform generalization accordingly. Table 2 (quarter 2)
shows the resulting anonymized table.

Table 2. The anonymized releases against BFL-attack for the example in Table 1.

DiseaseAgeSexQuarter and CaseID

2

Flu[30-35]Female13

Diabetes[30-35]Female14

Fever[30-35]Female15

Flu[30-40]ANY16

Fever[30-40]ANY17

Diabetes[30-40]ANY7

Fever[30-40]ANY8

HIV[30-40]ANY18

3

Flu[30-40]ANY1

HIV[30-40]ANY4

Diabetes[30-40]ANY7

Fever[30-40]ANY8

Flu[30-40]ANY9

Diabetes[30-35]Male10

HIV[30-35]Male11

Flu[30-35]Male12

Strategy for F-Attack

Overview

Suppose the target is in Ri. F-attack means that the adversary
can link to {Ri+1, Ri+2, ..., Rn} through the candidate CaseID set
of target and exclude the CaseIDs that are definitely not referring
to the target. Unlike BL-attacks, F-attack exploits the subsequent
releases. The NC-bounding strategy works for BL-attacks
because we can find out which CaseIDs are excludable in the
latest raw data set by using previous releases. Unfortunately,
because Ri+1, Ri+2, ..., Rn is not published yet, there is no way
to foresee which CaseIDs will be excluded in Ri by employing
F-attack, causing the NC-bounding strategy to be infeasible to
defend F-attack. By contrast, we know that the adversary can
exploit Ri to perform F-attack to exclude records in R1, R2, ...,
Ri–1. Therefore, the focus is to protect R1, R2, ..., Ri–1 from

F-attack through utilizing Ri. In other words, we have to consider
how to anonymize Di to Ri, making Ri non-exploitable for
performing F-attack on R1, R2, ..., Ri–1. By applying the same
strategy to all subsequent releases after Ri, that is, Ri+1, Ri+2, ...,
Rn, we protect Ri from F-attack.

Let OCi be the set of old CaseIDs present in at least one of the
previous releases R1, R2, ..., Ri–1. Consider a record r whose
CaseID is in OCi. Let O={r1, r2, ..., rp} refer to, as in previous
releases R1, R2, ..., Ri–1, the set of records that has the same
CaseID as that of r. To prevent F-attack, we have to ensure that

∀a ∈ QID, a(r) a(ri), for 1 ≥ i ≥ p.

That is, the QID value of r should cover that of all r’s previous
cases.
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Example 3

Consider the example in Scenario II. To prevent the table
published in Quarter 2 from F-attack, we have to generalize the
2 records, 7 and 8, in Quarter 3 to cover their corresponding
predecessors in Table 1 (quarter 2). This causes the QID value
of case 7 to become “ANY, [30-40]” and that of case 8 remains
unchanged. Because 7, 8, and 18 are in the same QID group,
we have to generalize their QID values into the same value, that
is, “ANY, [30-40]”. Finally, if L-attack is considered as well,
as demonstrated in Example 1, we have to include cases 16 and
17 and finally obtain the result in Table 2 (quarter 2).

Lemma 1 (Covering Transitivity)

Consider any 3 records, r1, r2, and r3, with the same CaseID in

3 anonymous releases Ri, Rj, and Rk, i<j<k. If qr1 qr2 and

qr2 qr3, then qr1 qr3.

Lemma 1 suggests an efficient approach for realizing QID
covering against F-attack. When we are anonymizing Di to Ri,
rather than checking all of the old CaseID records in the previous
releases, {R1, R2, ..., Ri–1}, we only have to search for, starting
from Ri–1 to R1, the latest release containing old CaseID records.
Once we find that release, we can stop checking the remaining
ones.

We next summarize how we can integrate these 2 strategies to
meet the privacy requirement in Definition 6(a).

Theorem 1

A release Ri anonymized by following strategies of NC-bounding
and QID covering satisfies the requirement of Definition 6(a).
For proof, please see Multimedia Appendix 2.

Strategy Against Attribute Disclosure

Overview

The privacy disclosure caused by BFL-attacks not only includes
record disclosure but also attribute disclosure. This is illustrated
with the following example.

Example 4

Consider the 3 consecutive quarters of the 3-anonymous release
in Table 1. Recall that in Scenario I the adversary can link to
Table 1 (quarter 3) through the QID value of Alice {Female,
32} and perceive the CI of Alice is {1, 4, 7}, inferring the
probability of Alice having any of {Flu, HIV, Diabetes} is 1/3.
After employing B-attack via Quarter 1, CI is reduced to {4,
7}, so the adversary’s confidence that Alice has HIV or diabetes
increases to 1/2. He/she can further exclude CaseID 7 from CI
by performing F-attack via Quarter 3 and be 100% sure that
Alice has HIV.

Now let us consider how to prevent the attribute disclosure
caused by BFL-attacks. The basic idea is to control the ratio of
sensitive values in each QID group to be no greater than the
specified threshold. Consider our proposed strategies against
BFL-attacks stated in the previous section. Let Sg={s1, s2, ...,
sp} denote the set of sensitive values in g and (θ1, θ2, ..., θp) the
corresponding threshold specified for Sg. We can derive the

following occurrence bound for each sensitive value within a
QID group g to meet the required threshold.

Lemma 2

For any sensitive value s∈Sg, the maximal number of cases in
g that contains s without breaking the associated threshold θs,
denoted by ηs(g), is

where |NC(g)| is the number of new CaseIDs in g. For proof,
please see Multimedia Appendix 3.

Algorithm PPMS-Anonymization
Multimedia Appendix 4 presents our algorithm
PPMS-Anonymization, which is composed of 3 stages. The
first stage aims at finding out old CaseID records and
generalizing their QID values in advance to achieve
QID-covering against F-attack. Because there may exist multiple
individual records [9] in ADE data sets, we follow the combined
record (or super record) concept in [9] to deal with this issue.
All records with the same CaseID are combined into a super
record before starting to form QID groups. Without this process,
the records with identical CaseIDs may be divided into different
QID groups, leading to more substantial deviation in the data
quality and perplexing the process of identifying duplicate
records while detecting ADR signals.

To find out old CaseID records in Di and generalize their QID
values in advance, we check previous releases Rpre from Ri–1 to
Ri–x (if i=1, Rpre=null). Because CaseID is used to trace an
event’s follow-ups, there is typically a life span of CaseID,
denoted by x. The generalization of old CaseID records aims at
achieving QID-covering against F-attack. Because of the
transitive property of QID value shown in Lemma 1, once we
discover an old CaseID record r' in any one of the previous
releases, we stop checking the remaining earlier releases by
using “break” (line 13 in Multimedia Appendix 4) to end the
“while loop” (line 8 in Multimedia Appendix 4).

The second stage shown in Multimedia Appendix 5 is activated
by calling the procedure Grouping, forming as many QID groups
satisfying PPMS(k, θ*)-bounding as possible. Each group begins
with a randomly chosen seed record, gradually growing by
adding a record with the least ΔIL' (defined in Equation 7) until
there are at least k new CaseID records to achieve the
NC-bounding strategy. The OldCaseNum function returns the
number of old CaseID records in a group. A new group then
begins with the new record most distinguished from the one
just added into the latest group. The above steps are repeated
until the remaining records fail to form a group, for example,
the number of new CaseID records is less than k or the ratio of
all sensitive values within the remaining records is higher than
the associated threshold (see line 10 in Multimedia Appendix
5).

The last stage is activated by calling the function Generalization
(Multimedia Appendix 6), which processes the remaining
ungrouped records by assigning each of them into the most
feasible group that produces the minimal ΔIL' to sustain the
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data utility and satisfy the privacy requirement. Next, the super
records will be split back to the original records (the group they
belong to remains unchanged). Finally, all records within the
same group are generalized into the same QID value to satisfy
PPMS(k, θ*)-bounding.

Algorithm PPMS+-Anonymization
In this section, we propose an improvement of our

PPMS-Anonymization algorithm: PPMS+-Anonymization. The
idea is to neglect the QID covering derived in Lemma 1.

Let r be a record in Di whose CaseID is c, qr the QID value of
r, and r1, r2, ..., rp be the older versions of r in the previous
releases R1, R2, ..., Ri–1. To prevent F-attack, we have to make

qr cover {qr1, qr2, ..., qrp}. Although we have exploited the
transitivity property in Lemma 1 to avoid checking out all of
the old CaseID records in releases R1, R2, ..., Ri–1, the QID value
suffers from accumulated generalization. That is, the later the

record r is published, the more information loss will be caused
by generalization. Fortunately, we can limit the accumulated
generalization by neglecting all subsequent QID coverings.

The fact is that some of the records protected by QID-covering
against F-attack still can be eliminated by BL-attacks. Following
the previous discussion, let r1 be the earliest record with
CaseID=c. Without loss of generality, assume r1 resides in R1.
Then clearly, c is a new case in R1, that is, c ∈ NC(R1), and will
be an old case in all subsequent releases, that is, c ∈ OC(Rj), 2
≤ j ≤ i–1. Remember that all old CaseIDs have the potential to

be excluded by BL-attacks. So even if we make qr cover {qr2,

qr3, ..., qri-1} to prevent {r2, r3, ..., ri-1} from being excluded by
F-attack, they can still be excluded by BL-attack. This means

that generalizing qr to cover {qr2, qr3, ..., qri-1} is useless. It

suffices to generalize qr to cover qr1. Figure 1 illustrates this
concept.

Figure 1. Idea illustration of neglecting subsequent coverings.

Multimedia Appendix 7 shows PPMS+-Anonymization, the
improved version of PPMS-Anonymization in Multimedia
Appendix 4 (lines 5-18). For the given record r, the modified
version seeks Ri–x to Ri–1 to find the earliest release in which r
occurs. Once we find out the earliest old CaseID record r', we
stop checking the remaining releases.

Algorithm PPMS++-Anonymization

Overview

In Multimedia Appendix 5, the procedure Grouping works by
picking and adding the record with the least ΔIL' into the group,
overlooking whether the record is a new or an old case in D'.
We observed that this mixture of new and old cases to form a
QID group would paralyze the discrimination of ΔIL in choosing
good candidate records, that is, Equation 7, and cause severe
information loss.

Suppose an old CaseID record r is picked as the seed to start a
new QID group g in the procedure Grouping. As an old case,
the QID value of r has already been generalized to cover its

earliest clone record r' in some previous release, meaning that

qr is as coarser as the group in which r' resides. Therefore, if
there exist some isolated records whose QID values are covered

by qr, then adding these records into g yields no increase in
information loss (ie, ΔIL=0). Although this does not affect the
information loss of group g, it does increase the information
loss of the selected record. And in this situation, the Grouping
procedure will randomly choose one from those isolated records,
disregarding different degrees of information loss brought to
these isolated records.

Example 5

Consider Table 3. We assume the age attribute has been
discretized following the taxonomy tree in Multimedia Appendix
8. The first 3 records form a group starting with the old case
record 1, while records 4, 5, and 6 are new cases. Adding any
of the 3 isolated records into this group yields no change in the
group information loss because all of their QID values are
covered by record 1. This makes no distinction in choosing the
isolated records, but record 6 is the best choice, which exhibits
the least data distortion after QID generalization.
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Table 3. An illustration of the problem of QID grouping starting with an old case.

DiseaseAgeSexQID group and isolated records

A forming QID group

FluNonadultANYCaseID 1

FluNonadultANYCaseID 2

FeverNonadultANYCaseID 3

Isolated records

FeverNewbornFemaleCaseID 4

FluPreschoolMaleCaseID 5

DiabetesAdolescentFemaleCaseID 6

To solve this problem, we avoid mixing new CaseID and old
CaseID records in forming QID groups. Instead, we separate
old CaseID records from D  before starting the procedure
Grouping, forming possible QID groups composed of only new
CaseID records. The set of old CaseID records and the remaining
new CaseID records are later dealt with by the function
Generalization. Multimedia Appendix 9 describes the
modification of Multimedia Appendix 4 to realize

PPMS++-Anonymization, an improvement of

PPMS+-Anonymization by grouping new cases first.

Results

Overview
We designed a series of experiments to examine the
effectiveness of our new method in anonymizing a series of
periodically released SRS data sets. The proposed
PPMS-Anonymization algorithm and its extensions,

PPMS+-Anonymization and PPMS++-Anonymization, were
compared with method MS-Anonymization. In this section, we
describe the details of each experiment, including the
experimental results and our observations.

Experimental Setup
The data used in our experiment consist of 32 quarterly
collections from FAERS, including 2004Q1 to 2011Q4. We
used attributes {Weight, Age, Gender} as QID, where Weight
is numerical while the other 2 are categorical, with drug
indication (INDI_PT) and drug reaction (PT) as SA. To view
Age as categorical, we adopted the age taxonomy defined in
MeSH [27] (Multimedia Appendix 8). Moreover, we discarded
records that have missing values in either QID or SA attributes.

We respectively performed MS-Anonymization [9] and 3
versions of PPMS-Anonymization, including the original version
of PPMS-Anonymization (PPMS), the improved version by

incorporating neglecting subsequent coverings (PPMS+), and
the advanced version by employing neglecting subsequent

coverings and grouping with new cases (PPMS++), to anonymize
the selected FAERS data sets, and computed the information
loss of 2 series of anonymized data sets. We then imitated the
behavior of the adversary, employing BFL-attacks to find out
all excludable CaseIDs in 2 series of anonymized data sets.

After that, we removed all excludable records, and evaluated
the risk of record and attribute disclosure of 2 series of
anonymized data sets.

We examined 2 aspects of anonymized data sets: information
loss and PR. The information loss of an anonymized data set is
measured by normalized information loss (NIL), meaning the
average IL (using Equation 1) for each attribute of each record.

where R is an anonymized data set, g is a QID-group,
GroupNum(R) denotes the number of QID groups in R, and
|QID| is the number of attributes in QID. This yields NIL ranging
in [0-1]; the larger the NIL is, the more serious is the information
loss.

We also used the 2 criteria in [9] to measure the privacy
disclosure, dangerous identity ratio (DIR) and dangerous
sensitivity ratio (DSR); the former measures the ratio of QID
groups that violate the privacy requirement for protecting record
identity, while the latter measures the ratio of QID groups that
explore sensitive values.

DIR(R)=DIGNum(R)/GroupNum(R) (10)

DSR(R)=DSGNum(R)/GroupNum(R) (11)

If the number of records in a QID group is less than the threshold
k, we say this group is a dangerous identity group (DIG).
DIGNum(R) denotes the number of DIGs in the anonymized
data set R. A QID group is a dangerous sensitivity group (DSG)
if it contains at least one unsafe sensitive value whose frequency
is higher than the associated threshold. DSGNum(R) denotes
the number of DSGs in R.

To observe the influence of 2 anonymization methods on the
strength of ADR signals, we chose from FDA MedWatch [28]
all significant ADR rules involving patient demographics such
as age or gender conditions and causing withdrawal or warning
of the drug. A detailed description of these ADR rules is
presented in Table 4. We used the proportional reporting ratio
(PRR) [29] description (Multimedia Appendix 10) to measure
the strength of ADR signals, which is used by the UK Yellow
Card database and UK Medicines and Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency (MHRA).
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Table 4. Selected adverse drug reaction rules from Food and Drug Administration MedWatch.

Withdrawn or warning yearMarked yearDemographic conditionDrug name and adverse reaction

Avandia

20101999Age>18• Myocardial infarction
• Death
• Cerebrovascular accident

Tysabri

20052004Age>18• Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy

Zelnorm

20072002Sex=Female• Cerebrovascular accident

Warfarin

20141940Age>60• Myocardial infarction

Revatio

20142008Age>18• Death

We considered 3 ways of setting θ*. First, we applied a uniform
setting on θ*, that is, all confidence thresholds of symptoms
were set to the same value (0.2 or 0.4). Then, we used a
frequency-based method to determine the threshold of each
symptom, which is based on the following idea: The more
frequently the symptom occurs, the less sensitive it is. For this
purpose, we calculated the average count of symptoms m and
the corresponding SD. Then we set the confidence thresholds
of symptoms whose occurrence is less than m – SD, between
m – SD and m + SD, and higher than m + SD to 0.2, 0.6, and 1,
respectively. Last, we adopted a level-wise confidence setting,
which is similar to the frequency setting but conforming to
well-recognized medical sensitive terms. All symptoms were
classified into 3 levels: high sensitive (θ=0.2), low sensitive
(θ=0.4), and nonsensitive (θ=1.0). For this purpose, we followed
the setting in [9], choosing the group of symptoms related to
AIDS: “Acquired immunodeficiency syndromes” in MedDRA
(Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities) as high sensitive,
2 groups called “Coughing and associated symptoms” and
“Allergies to foods, food additives, drugs and other chemicals”
as nonsensitive, and those not belonging to the above groups
as low sensitive.

Results on Anonymization Quality
This section will report the results on information loss and
privacy disclosure of MS-Anonymization and our proposed 3
versions of PPMS-Anonymization under 3 different settings of
θ*.

Uniform Confidence Setting
In this evaluation, we set a uniform threshold (θ*=0.2 and 0.4)
to each symptom, that is, the sensitivity of each symptom is the
same, and 2 settings of k (k=5, 10).

Information Loss

First, we evaluated the information loss. As per the results
shown in Figure 2A-D, the general trend is when θ* is lower,
the information loss is higher. It is because more records with
different sensitive values have to be grouped together to form
a valid QID group, so more generalization has to be performed.

Among the 3 versions of PPMS-Anonymization, PPMS++ leads

the rank, followed by PPMS+ and PPMS, with average

improvements of 51% and 59% for PPMS++ over PPMS+ and
PPMS, respectively, as θ*=0.2 and k=5, and reaching 78% and
82% for θ*=0.4 and k=10. We noticed that as θ*=0.2, some
anonymized data sets fail to meet the privacy requirement, that
is, 2006Q1, 2006Q2, 2007Q1, and 2010Q3. A further inspection
revealed that these data sets contain some highly frequent
symptoms. For example, there are 20,467 cases (without missing
values) in 2007Q1, and 3877 (18.94%) of them contain
“Diabetes Mellitus Non-Insulin-Dependent”. All methods fail
in this data set because the minimum bound of that symptom
should be 21.00% (3877/18,462, where 18,462 is the number
of new cases), so the privacy requirement of 20% cannot be
satisfied. In the data set 2010Q3, there are 12,727/56,550
(22.51%) cases containing “Smoking Cessation Therapy,” so
no method can meet the privacy requirement. (In 2006Q1 and
2006Q2, the symptom “Myocardial Infarction” is frequent.) In
general, the uniform threshold setting is not suitable, especially
when some sensitive values are persistent.
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Figure 2. Evaluation on information loss and privacy disclosure for Federal Drug Administration Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS) data
anonymized by different methods with uniform setting of θ*. DIR: dangerous identity ratio, DSG: dangerous sensitivity group, NIL: normalized
information loss, PPMS: periodical-publishing multisensitive.

Record Disclosure

Next, we compared the record disclosure caused by each
method. The results are shown in Figure 2E-H.
MS-Anonymization exhibits serious record disclosure. The
average DIRs for k=5 and 10 are 0.61 and 0.8, respectively,
meaning over half of QID groups are DIGs. Besides, the DIR
of MS-Anonymization increases as k is larger. This is because
a larger k leads to less number of groups and so a higher ratio
of groups containing old cases, increasing the risk of QID groups
becoming dangerous. It is noteworthy that the DIRs of 3 versions
of PPMS-Anonymization are all 0. The reason is that our method
guarantees free of record disclosure and the DIR metric is not
dependent on different settings of θ*.

Attribute Disclosure

Finally, we present the results on the DSR metric. The results
are shown in Figure 2I and J. MS-Anonymization yields very
high DSRs, 0.6 on average, for lower θ* values (θ=0.2). This
is because a lower θ is more likely to cause the number of
symptoms close to its maximal allowed number in the QID
groups, especially for high-frequent symptoms. Thus, the action
of excluding records is more likely to cause the violation of θ*

and so leads to relatively higher DSRs, such as 2006Q1, 2006Q2,
2007Q1, and 2010Q3. For example, the maximal symptom
frequencies in 2006Q4 and 2010Q1 are only 8.1% and 9.1%,
respectively, relatively smaller than θ*=0.2 or 0.4, so the DSRs
of these 2 releases are relatively lower than other releases. This
again demonstrates that the uniform threshold setting is not
feasible. The setting of k also influences the DSRs yielded by
MS-Anonymization. A larger k not only causes higher maximal
allowed numbers of symptoms in QID groups but also reduces
the change in the ratio of symptoms when some records are
excluded. Compared with MS-Anonymization, all 3 versions
of PPMS-Anonymization yield zero DSR value in all data sets,
except 2006Q1, 2006Q2, and 2007Q, showing our method can
protect data from attribute disclosure caused by BFL-attacks.

Frequency-Based Confidence Setting
Two different settings of k (5 or 10) are considered. The results
on DIR are omitted because they are similar to those generated
by uniform setting, that is, MS-Anonymization generates large
DIRs while our PPMS-Anonymization yields zero DIR.
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Information Loss

As shown in Figure 3A and B, the NILs generated by each
method are better than those under the uniform setting. It is not
surprising because this more flexible setting easily allows the

methods to choose the closer new record to be added during
QID group construction. Similar to those observed for the

uniform setting, PPMS++ significantly outperforms PPMS+ and
PPMS, yielding NILs less than 0.05 for k =5 and 0.15 for k =10.

Figure 3. Evaluation on information loss and privacy disclosure for Federal Drug Administration Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS) data
anonymized by different methods with frequency-based setting of θ*. DSR: dangerous sensitivity ratio, NIL: normalized information loss, PPMS:
periodical-publishing multisensitive.

Attribute Disclosure

As shown in Figure 3C and D, all data sets anonymized by
PPMS-Anonymization are free of attribute disclosure (ie, zero
DSR). The DSRs of MS-Anonymization are very small compared
with those in previous settings. It is because those DSGs in the
previous experiments are caused by high frequent symptoms,
whose thresholds, however, are set to 1 in this experiment. In
FAERS data, there are more than 20,000 different symptoms.
It is hard to determine a suitable threshold for each of them
without background knowledge. Therefore, the frequency-based
method is a convenient and reasonable way to deal with this

issue. This also demonstrates the value of allowing nonuniform
settings in our model.

Level-Wise Confidence Setting
Again, 2 different k (5 and 10) settings are considered, and for
the same reason, we omit the results on DIR.

Information Loss

Figure 4A and B shows that although PPMS and PPMS+ yield

more information loss than that by MS-Anonymization, PPMS++

behaves comparably to MS-Anonymization. The NILs are very
similar to those under the frequency-based setting.

Figure 4. Evaluation on information loss and privacy disclosure for Federal Drug Administration Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS) data
anonymized by different methods with level-wise setting of θ*. DSR: dangerous sensitivity ratio, NIL: normalized information loss, PPMS:
periodical-publishing multisensitive.

Attribute Disclosure

The results in Figure 4C and D show that all 3 versions of
PPMS-Anonymization cause no attribute disclosure (with zero
DSRs), but large DSRs are observed for MS-Anonymization.
We can see that the DSRs of MS-Anonymization in some
quarters are relatively higher, just similar to the results in Figure
2K and L and Figure 3C and D.

Influence on ADR Signals

Selected Signals
In this experiment, we inspected variation on the strength of
observed ADR signals shown in Table 4 between before and
after anonymization. Because some signals exhibit similar
performance, we only show 3 representatives with different
demographic conditions, that is, the signals related to Avandia,
Zelnorm, and Warfarin, which are shown as follows:

R1: Avandia, Age>18 → Myocardial infarction

R2: Zelnorm, Sex=Female → Cerebrovascular accident
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R3: Warfarin, Age>60 → Myocardial infarction

We calculated its occurrences, PRRs, and compared the values
with the original values for each signal. We omit the results for
uniform setting θ*=0.4 and level-wise setting because similar
results were observed for uniform setting θ*=0.2 and
frequency-based setting, respectively.

To highlight the impact of anonymization on rare events, we
set PRR=0 when a<3, where a denotes the number of reports

that satisfy the specific ADR rule. The threshold a≥3 follows
Evans et al [29], who investigated a group of newly marketed
drugs and suggested that the minimum criteria for a signal are
a≥3 and PRR>2.

The original count and PRR of these 3 rules are shown in Figure
5. Rule R1 is a signal with an extremely high occurrence and
significant strength, rule R2 is the one with the relatively small
occurrence and medium strength, while R3 represents medium
occurrence and relatively little strength.

Figure 5. The original counts and proportional reporting ratios (PRRs) of rules R1, R2, and R3.

Signal Occurrence Variation
We first evaluated the variation of signal occurrence (count)
caused by anonymization. The results are shown in Figure 6.
Notice that there is no result for several quarters (eg, 2007Q1,
2010Q3) under the uniform setting. The reason is the same as
that for information loss. Generally, the variation yielded by
frequency-based setting is much less than that by uniform
setting, and a larger k causes more missing counts. For signals
with extremely high occurrence like R1, the variation can be
substantial; for example, it reaches 180 for PPMS with k=10

and uniform confidence setting. In the same case, our PPMS++

exhibits outstanding performance, only causing variation of less
than 10. We also note that some quarters are suffering significant

count variation for rule R2 (Figure 6E-H). This is because the
taxonomy of Gender is relatively flat, composed of only 2 levels.
Once the gender of a report satisfying this rule is generalized,
it will become “Any” and increase the missing count of this
rule. For example, in Figure 6F, when k=10, 7 of 11 counts are
missing in 2007Q2 for PPMS. In fact, when k=10, the ratio of
reports with Gender=Any is at least 25% and 45% from 2010Q4

to 2011Q4 for PPMS+ and PPMS, respectively, which causes
serious bias on the count of ADR rule. By contrast, as shown
in Figure 6G and H, the frequency-based setting exhibits lower

missing count. The overall situation shows that PPMS++

significantly outperforms PPMS and PPMS+, and demonstrates
comparable results with MS-Anonymization.
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Figure 6. Variations in signal count for different anonymization methods under uniform and frequency-based settings of θ*. PPMS: periodical-publishing
multisensitive.

Signal Strength Variation
Figure 7 shows the results on the PRR difference. Similar to
that observed for occurrence variation, the frequency-based
setting yields more negligible PRR difference than that by
uniform setting. For rule R1 with enormous strength, the PRR
variation is significantly higher than those for rules R2 and R3.

The variations caused by PPMS and PPMS+ fluctuate seriously,
sometimes much higher, reaching 5 for k=10 and uniform setting

of θ*; PPMS++ exhibits relatively small variation under the
same situation. For rule R2 with attributes of flat taxonomy, we

observe a similar phenomenon. Specifically, a sharply significant
variation, reaching –14 (Figure 7E, F, and H), is observed in

2007Q4 for PPMS and PPMS+. This is because the a value for
computing PRR is less than 3. We observe that the original
count of this rule in 2007Q4 (Figure 5B) is 3 and its original
PRR (Figure 5E) is 13.39. This means that this rule is a rare
event with high strength. Any missing count of this rule causes
value a to be less than 3 and the PRR will become 0, invalidating
this rule. This situation demonstrates the impact of
generalization on rare but significant ADR rule, especially for
attributes with shallow generalization levels such as Gender,
which will hinder or delay the discovery of ADR signals.
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Figure 7. Variations in signal strength (proportional reporting ratio [PRR]) for different anonymization methods under uniform and frequency-based
settings of θ*. PPMS: periodical-publishing multisensitive.

Discussion

Principal Results
In this paper, we have introduced the periodical publishing
scenario usually adopted for publishing SRS data. We have
presented 3 kinds of attacks, BFL-attacks, which exploit the
CaseID of records to link the same cases in the series of releases
to crack the anonymization by excluding the nontargets to
improve the confidence to hit the record target or the sensitive
value.

To prevent the record and attribute disclosure caused by
BFL-attacks, we have presented a new model called PPMS(k,
θ*)-bounding. We have also proposed an algorithm called
PPMS-Anonymization to anonymize the raw SRS data set
achieving the privacy requirement of PPMS(k, θ*)-bounding.
Two enhancements of PPMS-Anonymization,

PPMS+-Anonymization and PPMS++-Anonymization, have also
been presented.

To evaluate the performance of our method, we conducted
several experiments with different settings on privacy threshold,
from 3 various aspects of evaluation, including information

loss, PR, and bias on signal strength. The results showed that
our proposed anonymization method, especially

PPMS++-Anonymization, can effectively prevent BFL-attacks
caused by follow-up cases across a series of SRS data sets,
guarantee the privacy requirement with controlled loss of data
utility, and maintain the usability of anonymized SRS data set
for ADR detection, especially for frequency-based threshold
setting and level-wise setting.

Limitations
Fostering the development of new detection methods and early
discovery of suspected ADR signals is the main driving force
for many organizations such as the US FDA to release their
SRS data sets to the public. By contrast, evaluating each
individual case safety report (ICSR) is necessary for
investigating hypothetical signals generated from the SRS data.
Unfortunately, due to national privacy regulations such as the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA)
Privacy Rule [30], some specified individual identifiers and
narrative were removed from the published FAERS data
(following the safe harbor method in Section 164.514 [30]). A
recent work [31] showed that the absence of personal details
would significantly affect the assessment of each ICSR. In this
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context, the published SRS data alone cannot fulfill the purpose
of ICSR evaluation. We endeavor to develop an effective
privacy protection method for the partially deidentified SRS
data (eg, FAERS) without sacrificing the data utility for
aggregative disproportionality analysis of suspected ADR
signals. How to protect the sharing and access of raw SRS data
containing all individually identifiable health information is
beyond the scope of this study. Instead, the SRS data
organization should provide advanced security schemes,
including technical or nontechnical [32], to ensure the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the protected health
information for authorized users, as enforced by the HIPPA
Security Rule [33], which requires a good threat analysis
modeling [34] before the system design.

Comparison With Prior Work
This paper is an extended version of our paper presented at
IEEE ICDE’17 [35]. Some new material has been added to
clarify the design of the proposed PPMS-Anonymization and
its improvement (PPMS+-Anonymization), including the design
of the function Generalization (Multimedia Appendix 6),
Multimedia Appendix 7, and Figure 1. A significantly more
efficient version, PPMS++-Anonymization, is proposed. A new
way of confidence threshold setting, level-wise setting, was
evaluated. Additional more ADR signals were inspected. All
experiments were reconducted to include the new version
(PPMS++-Anonymization). Overall, PPMS++-Anonymization
ensures zero PR on record and attribute linkage, while exhibits
51%-78% and 59%-82% improvements on information loss
over PPMS+-Anonymization and PPMS-Anonymization,
respectively, and significantly reduces the bias of ADR signal.
For example, under the frequency setting, the maximum count
bias and PRR bias were reduced from 56 to 3 and 13.4 to 0.1,
respectively.

Based on our work [35], Huang et al [36] proposed 2 new
attacks, MD-attack (Medicine Discontinuation attack) and
SS-attack (Substantial Symptom attack). MD-attack assumes
the attacker knew when the target stopped his/her treatment,

that is, the quarter in which the target’s follow-up record
discontinues, while SS-attack regards a QID group with a
substantial amount of adverse reactions risky. Both types of
attacks, however, suffer some actuality problems. First, the
authors overlooked the phenomenon that an individual’s
follow-up records may discontinue for some quarters and
reappear in the next quarter. This life span discontinuity of
follow-up cases is unpredictable and will thwart the justness of
MD-attack and the anonymization algorithm. The problem for
SS-attack is whether knowing someone having many adverse
reactions does cause a privacy breach, which needs more
convincing evidence. Besides, SS-attack is not related to
periodical releases of SRS data.

Conclusions
In summary, our PPMS(k, θ*)-bounding and
PPMS-Anonymization can anonymize SRS data sets in the
periodical data publishing scenario, preventing the series of
releases from the disclosure of sensitive personal information
caused by BFL-attacks.

The BFL-attacks caused by the existence of CaseID in SRS data
is not a particular case in health data. Other types of medical
data contain similar features, for example, electronic health
records, a digital version of a patient’s paper chart composed
of more private information than SRS data. As far as we know,
it contains an attribute called patient ID which is similar to
CaseID and so may be vulnerable to BFL-attacks. We will study
this shortly. Some more challenging extensions of this topic
include the study of incremental anonymization of data sets
published in a cloud environment [37,38] and handling a large
amount of missing values in SRS data [39]. Recently, the
emerging differential privacy [40-42] has been widely
recognized as a more rigorous privacy protection method [43].
Our recent work [44] on integrating differential privacy to
anonymize a single release of SRS data has shown promising
results. We are currently synergizing the differential privacy to
our PPMS(k, θ*)-bounding to yield a better protection scheme.
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Abstract

Background: Social media has become an established platform for individuals to discuss and debate various subjects, including
vaccination. With growing conversations on the web and less than desired maternal vaccination uptake rates, these conversations
could provide useful insights to inform future interventions. However, owing to the volume of web-based posts, manual annotation
and analysis are difficult and time consuming. Automated processes for this type of analysis, such as natural language processing,
have faced challenges in extracting complex stances such as attitudes toward vaccination from large amounts of text.

Objective: The aim of this study is to build upon recent advances in transposer-based machine learning methods and test whether
transformer-based machine learning could be used as a tool to assess the stance expressed in social media posts toward vaccination
during pregnancy.

Methods: A total of 16,604 tweets posted between November 1, 2018, and April 30, 2019, were selected using keyword searches
related to maternal vaccination. After excluding irrelevant tweets, the remaining tweets were coded by 3 individual researchers
into the categories Promotional, Discouraging, Ambiguous, and Neutral or No Stance. After creating a final data set of 2722
unique tweets, multiple machine learning techniques were trained on a part of this data set and then tested and compared with
the human annotators.

Results: We found the accuracy of the machine learning techniques to be 81.8% (F score=0.78) compared with the agreed score
among the 3 annotators. For comparison, the accuracies of the individual annotators compared with the final score were 83.3%,
77.9%, and 77.5%.

Conclusions: This study demonstrates that we are able to achieve close to the same accuracy in categorizing tweets using our
machine learning models as could be expected from a single human coder. The potential to use this automated process, which is
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reliable and accurate, could free valuable time and resources for conducting this analysis, in addition to informing potentially
effective and necessary interventions.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e29584)   doi:10.2196/29584

KEYWORDS

computer science; information technology; public health; health humanities; vaccines; machine learning

Introduction

Background
Although individuals have been found to share different
thoughts, questions, and concerns about vaccines on social
media [1], studies of the vaccine discourse on social media [2]
indicate that concerns, and indeed the sharing of misinformation
in particular, are amplified [3]. What is of concern is the number
of imprecise and inaccurate articles available with regard to
vaccinations.

Multiple studies have been conducted to monitor vaccination
discussions on social media [4-6]. Addressing misunderstandings
and inaccuracies as early as possible is vital to making sound
vaccine policies. However, there is currently insufficient
research on how to effectively categorize the nuances in the
perceptions of sentiment toward vaccines in the large volume
of vaccine data shared daily on social media. Being able to
monitor and understand the spread and traction of
misinformation in social media on a larger global scale is key
to mitigating the negative impact of such information.

Although the data retrieved from social and news media might
not be representative of the entire population, they provide a
snapshot of discussions and thoughts, and the trends observed
here are still thought to be of vital importance to understanding
emerging issues of concern as well as the link between
misinformation on news and social media platforms and the
effect of this misinformation on vaccination confidence and
uptake. To detect such trends, however, we need an in-depth
understanding of the content of these messages. Although
qualitative methods might provide this insight, the sheer volume
of news and social media content makes it difficult to apply
these methods to conversations among entire populations over
time. Machine learning and natural language processing (NLP)
have the potential to handle huge amounts of information.

However, concerns over accuracy, especially when dealing with
the complexity of the language used to express opinions about
vaccines, have prevented these methods from being very
effective.

Sentiment analysis in machine learning refers to the process of
automatically determining whether the author of a piece of text
is in favor of, against, or neutral toward the subject of the
statement. This is slightly different from stance detection, which
involves automatically determining the author’s attitude toward
a proposition or target [7]. Although sentiment analysis can
look only at the tone of a particular statement, stance detection
often refers to a target outside of the particular statement.

The author of a tweet could express a positive attitude toward
vaccination by expressing negativity toward people opposing
vaccines (for instance, so-called antivaxxers). This double
negation would then be interpreted as positive or promotional.
This could be referred to as the author’s sentiment toward
vaccination, but because sentiment is often used for referring
to the sentiment of the statement, we find it less confusing to
refer to this as the author’s stance toward vaccination. This
distinction is particularly important when studying an issue as
complex as vaccination because many texts often express strong
opinions about vaccination without addressing vaccines directly.
The distinction can be illustrated using the examples presented
in Table 1.

Historically, NLP has often focused on ordinary sentiment
analysis. This is technically a much easier task, but it is less
useful from a sociological point of view. In contrast to sentiment,
a person’s stance toward a target can be expressed using either
negative or positive language. People could, for instance, switch
from opposing abortion to promoting prolife without changing
their basic stance. In a sociological analysis, we would usually
be more interested in the stance that people have toward a topic
or target than the sentiment expressed in a particular statement.

Table 1. Difference between sentiment and stance.

Stance (target)Sentiment (subject)Text

Positive (vaccines)Positive (vaccines)Vaccines save lives

Positive (vaccines)Negative (antivaxxers)Antivaxxers kill people with their misinformation

Positive (vaccines)Positive (physician’s knowledge)Trust your doctor’s knowledge regarding vaccines

Negative (vaccines)Positive (antivaxxers)Antivaxxers tell the real truth about vaccines

Objective
The aim of this study is to look more deeply into attitudes
toward maternal vaccination and how well the task of detecting
stance in tweets can be accomplished by using multiple machine
learning methods. We attempt to quantify how accurately such

tweets can be categorized by trained annotators and how this
compares with newer machine learning methods.
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Methods

Overview
This research collected 16,605 Twitter messages (tweets)
published over 6 months between November 1, 2018, and April
30, 2019, from Meltwater [8], a media intelligence system. This
data set was collected and coded to complement a larger research
study on sentiments and experiences around maternal
vaccination across 15 countries (Australia, Brazil, Canada,
France, Germany, India, Italy, Mexico, Panama, South Africa,
South Korea, Spain, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and the
United States). Non-English tweets were translated into English
using Google Translate script (Alphabet Inc). Multimedia
Appendix 1 includes the search queries used in this study. Before
annotating, all usernames and links were replaced by a common
tag. This served two purposes: it preserved anonymity, and it
limited potential bias based on the coder’s interpretation of the
username. The target of the analysis should be to decipher what

the text is actually telling the reader about the writer’s stance
toward vaccination.

In this study, maternal vaccination typically refers to the
vaccines that are recommended by health authorities for
pregnant women.

Individual tweets were manually coded into stance categories
(Textbox 1). Stance was categorized across four sentiments
toward maternal vaccines: Promotional (in favor of maternal
vaccines), Ambiguous (uncertainty with mixed sentiment toward
maternal vaccines), Discouraging (against maternal vaccines),
and No stance (statements or facts about maternal vaccines that
do not reveal the author’s stance). Although it can be argued
that some of the categories can be ordered, we treated them as
nominal variables, not ordinal variables, in the analysis.
Therefore, a tweet stating that pregnant women should take the
tetanus vaccine but not the measles vaccine is considered a
promotional post in favor of maternal vaccines because it
encourages following the current health recommendations.

Textbox 1. Stance categorized across four sentiments toward maternal vaccines.

Stance categories and their definitions

• Promotional

• Posts communicate public health benefits or safety of maternal vaccination.

• Posts contain positive tones, supportive or encouraging toward maternal vaccination.

• Ambiguous

• Posts contain indecision and uncertainty on the risks or benefits of maternal vaccination, or they are ambiguous.

• Posts contain disapproving and approving information.

• Posts describe risks of not vaccinating during pregnancy.

• Posts refute claims that maternal vaccines are dangerous.

• Discouraging

• Posts contain negative attitudes toward, or arguments against maternal vaccines.

• Posts contain questions regarding effectiveness or safety or possibility of adverse reactions (eg, links to disability or autism).

• Posts discourage the use of recommended maternal vaccines.

• Neutral or no stance

• Posts contain no elements of uncertainty or promotional or negative content. These are often not sentiments expressed on the web but rather
statements that are devoid of emotion. This category includes factual posts pointing to articles on maternal vaccines (eg, Study on effectiveness
of maternal flu vaccine).

Cleaning the Data Set
After the initial annotating, the data set was cleaned for
duplicates and semiduplicates. Semiduplicates are tweets in
which a few characters differ but the meaning is unchanged. A
typical example is a retweeted post with the RT: prefix. Another
example is a tweet suffixed (by a user or bot) with a few random
characters to avoid being recognized (by Twitter detection
algorithms) as a mass posting. To detect semiduplicates, we
used a nonnormalized Levenshtein distance of less than 30 for
tweets with more than 130 characters. For shorter tweets, the
distance was scaled. The validity of the deduplication algorithm
was qualitatively evaluated by the annotators. We were aiming

for a greedy algorithm that identified too many semiduplicates
rather than too few. Although this could slightly affect the size
of the training set, it was considered to be of greater importance
to prevent tweets that looked too similar from being included
in both the training and test data sets. We have open sourced
the Python code that we developed for cleaning and removing
duplicates and made it available in our web-based GitHub
repository [9].

As the stance of the tweet should be determined solely based
on the content of the text, we deidentified usernames and URLs.
Apart from cleaning usernames and URLs, the aim was to ensure
that the input to the machine learning algorithm was exactly the
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same as that presented to the human annotators. In this respect,
this served to both preserve anonymity and limit potential bias
arising from the annotator’s interpretation of the usernames.
This also helped fulfill ethical responsibilities as well as the
European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation
guidelines. In all, 3 independent annotators screened all posts
for inclusion, excluding posts that were not about the vaccines
administered during pregnancy. The annotators also met to agree
on the final posts included in the analysis [10].

Deduplication was conducted after the first round of annotating,
and the annotators were then asked to recode any tweet for
which they had provided inconsistent annotating. For example,
there were instances where the same coder coded identical
tweets inconsistently. From the tweets that appeared only twice
in the material, we calculated a self-agreement score both for
include or exclude and for stance. This was done to illustrate
some of the potential challenges of manual annotating (Figure
1).

Figure 1. Screening and annotating procedure. DEV: development data set; I/E: include or exclude.

Bidirectional Encoder Representations From
Transformers
The main model was based on the newest (May 2019) Whole
Word Masking variant of Google’s Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (BERT) [11]. When
published in late 2018, the model demonstrated state-of-the-art
results on 11 NLP tasks, including the Stanford Question
Answering Dataset version 1.1 (The Stanford Natural Language
Processing Group) [12]. BERT is a bidirectional, contextual
encoder built on a network architecture called Transformer,
which is based solely on attention mechanisms [13]. The main
part of the training can be performed on unsupervised and

unlabeled text corpora such as Wikipedia, and the pretrained
weights [14] are trained solely on this general corpus.

We trained the model on a domain-specific corpus to expose
the model to the vocabulary that is typically used in vaccination
posts. We started creating domain-specific pretraining data by
downloading 5.9 million tweets acquired by keyword searches
related to vaccine and vaccination (Multimedia Appendix 2).
The set was downloaded from Meltwater and preprocessed in
the same way as the maternal vaccine tweets (ie, deduplication
and username or link anonymization). The BERT architecture
depends on carrying out unsupervised pretraining using a
technique called Masked Language Modeling and Next Sentence
Prediction. The latter method requires each text segment to have
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at least two sentences. Therefore, we filtered out all tweets that
did not satisfy this criterion, reducing the data set from 1.6
million to 1.1 million tweets. A later study by Liu et al [15]
pointed out that the Next Sentence Prediction task is not as
effective as expected and that it might be beneficial to train the
model only on the Masked Language Modeling task. As we
have such a large number of short texts, this would have
extended our data set. We refer to this data set as the
vaccine-tweet data set.

We tokenized the tweets using the BERT vocabulary and limited
the sequence length to 96 tokens. By limiting the sequence
length, we were able to increase the batch size, which is known
to have a positive effect on performance. Figure 2 shows the
sequence length of the downloaded tweets, showing that this
trimming would affect less than one in thousand tweets. Tweets
longer than 96 tokens were manually examined, confirming that
these were mainly repetitive sequences and that the trimming
did not affect the meaning (eg, a statement followed by strings
of varying lengths of repeated characters such as ...... or ????).
We have further addressed discourse distribution, labeling, and
word balance in the word corpus in the study by Martin et al
[10].

In addition, we acquired a data set with a total of 201,133
vaccine-related news articles from the Vaccine Confidence
Project (London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine) media
archive. The articles were collected by automated keyword
searches from several sources, including Google News,
HealthMap, and Meltwater. It is an extensive collection of
vaccine-related articles in English from both news media and
blogs. The search criteria have been developed over the years,
which is why they have varied slightly, but they are very similar
to the list presented in Multimedia Appendix 2. We refer to this
data set as the vaccine news data set. We chose not to pretrain
the model on a maternal vaccine–specific data set because we
wanted the encoder representations to also be used on other
vaccine-related topics. All pretraining was carried out using a
learning rate of 2e-5, a batch size of 216, and a maximum
sequence length of 96.

These domain-specific pretrained weights were the starting
points for the classification of the maternal vaccination tweets.
The manually classified maternal vaccination tweets were
preprocessed in the same way as the tweets in the vaccine-tweet
data set and then divided into training, development, and test
data sets in the ratio 60:20:20 (N=1633:545:544).

Figure 2. Number of tokens in each tweet (count per million tweets).

Fine-tuning
The pretraining of transposer models is a very slow process,
but when these pretrained weights are determined, the final
fine-tuning step is fast. To our knowledge, the best way of
comparing the various pretrained models is by comparing their

performances after fine-tuning. Figure 3 shows that the
fine-tuning did not improve performance after 15 epochs but
that there was considerable variance among the runs. For this
reason, all pretrained models were evaluated using an average
of 10 fine-tuned runs each at 15 epochs.
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To obtain a baseline score for comparative machine learning
models, various traditional and well-established networks were
trained. The aim was to use well-established networks with
known performance against standardized data sets for sentiment
and stance analysis. The benchmark architectures, the neural
network, and the long short-term memory (LSTM) networks
with and without Global Vectors for Word Representation
(GloVe; The Stanford Natural Language Processing Group)
word embeddings were all taken from Deep Learning With
Python by Chollet [16].

To verify that the neural network was able to solve other neural
network tasks, we tested the network structures on one of the

most basic NLP tasks: predicting positive and negative
sentiments in IMDb (Amazon, Inc) movie reviews [17].

The final domain-specific pretraining and fine-tuning were
carried out on a Cloud TPU (Tensor Processing Unit) v2-8 node
with 8 cores and 64 gibibytes memory and an estimated
performance of 180 teraflops (Google Cloud). Domain-specific
pretraining was carried out for 2 weeks, but, as shown in Figure
3, there were no measurable improvements after a few days of
running. Fine-tuning requires fewer computing resources and
is usually completed in a few minutes on this platform.

Figure 3. Data evaluation of pretraining accuracy.

Results

Overview
In total, 3 annotators individually coded 2722 tweets. Of these
2722 tweets, 1559 (57.27%) were coded identically, with a
Fleiss agreement score of κ=0.56. After meeting and discussing
the tweets that they disagreed on, the annotators agreed on the
annotating of all the remaining tweets. Although the annotators
agreed on a final category for every tweet, they also reported
that 6.83% (186/2722) of tweets “could be open to
interpretation.” Comparing the final agreed annotating after the
discussions with the annotators’ initial annotating, the accuracies
of the individual annotators were 83.3%, 77.9%, and 77.5%.
The accuracy of the machine learning model was also calculated
with regard to the final agreed annotating.

One of the basic neural networks for NLP consists of two fully
connected layers. For our data set, this only provided an
accuracy of 43.7%. Thus, the network was not able to obtain a
better result than simply predicting the overrepresented task
Promotional for all data points. Adding pretrained GloVe word
embeddings to this structure resulted in a slightly better
performance, with a maximum accuracy of 55.5% on the test
data set. However, both approaches overtrained after just a few
epochs with data sets of this size.

To evaluate the reason for this low accuracy, we tested the same
network on the IMDb data set, setting the same number of
training examples (N=1633). In this case, the network achieved
an accuracy of more than 80% even without the GloVe word
embeddings, showing that the low accuracy was related to the
difficulty of the maternal vaccine categorization.
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The modern LSTM model is a recurrent neural network with a
memory module. This model architecture was considered
state-of-the-art a couple of years ago. We were able to obtain
an accuracy of 63.1% here and can improve this to 65.5% by
adding pretrained GloVe word embeddings.

Main Research Target
Our main research target was to investigate whether
state-of-the-art NLP models could be improved by using the
BERT architecture. Using the original pretrained weights, we
achieved an average accuracy of 76.7% when fine-tuning for
15 epochs.

Starting from the original weights, the model weights were
pretrained on the larger vaccine news data set for 1 million

epochs. At various checkpoints (0 E, 250,000 E, 500,000 E,
750,000 E, and 1,000,000 E), the model was forked and then
trained on the smaller and more specific vaccine-tweet data set.

At each of the checkpoints, the network was fine-tuned on the
manually labeled tweets for 15 epochs, and the average of 10
runs is shown in Figure 4. Using pretraining on domain-specific
content, the accuracy reached a peak of approximately 79%
when training only on the vaccine news data set. However, by
training first on the vaccine news data set for 250,000 epochs
and then on the vaccine news data set for an additional 200,000
epochs, we were able to obtain an accuracy of 81.8%. For a
comparison of accuracies, see Table 2.

Figure 4. Average of pretraining accuracy.

Table 2. Accuracy comparisons.

F scoreAccuracy

0.7393960.795861Coder average

0.7962720.833211Coder 1: EK

0.7103560.775165Coder 2: SCM

0.7115590.779206Coder 3: SD and CD

0.4366970.436697Neural network: no embeddings

0.4578130.544954Neural network: GloVea word embeddings

0.5499970.631193LSTMb: no embeddings

0.5939420.655046LSTM+GloVe word embeddings

0.7188780.766972dBERTc: default weights

0.7758300.818349dBERT: domain-specific

aGloVe: Global Vectors for Word Representation.
bLSTM: long short-term memory.
cBERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers.
dThe final accuracy scores for the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers–based models are based on selecting the best network
from the results based on the results from the development data set. The reported numbers are from evaluating the training data set.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
The categories chosen in this study underwent several revisions
to ensure that they could be clearly understood. The annotators
were fluent English speakers with a postgraduate degree and
several years of work experience in the field.

Some of the nuances contained in the tweets meant that it was
difficult to categorize them as definitively one stance. Thus,
even when the same coder was asked to code a nearly identical
tweet at a later time, they chose the same code four out of five
times. After being given a second opportunity to code all
duplicate tweets that had inconsistencies, the annotators met
and discussed the categories that they disagreed on. The average
final accuracy was then 79.6%.

Ideally, the correct annotating should be the annotating that an
average of a large number of experienced annotators would
have chosen. Limiting the number of annotators to 3 resulted
in cases where all annotators by chance coded the same tweet
identically and erroneously and cases where none of the
annotators chose the categories that a larger number of
annotators would have chosen. It is therefore reasonable to
assume that the accuracy of 79.6% might be slightly optimistic
in terms of what can be expected from an average human coder,
even one who has long experience in the area.

The task of annotating is challenging because it is open for
interpretation, which is a challenge that NLP also struggles with.
Our tests showed that a simple neural network that had no
problem achieving an accuracy of more than 80% on an IMDb
movie review task was unable to predict anything better than
the most prevalent category when it was tested on maternal
vaccination tweets.

Unsurprisingly, LSTM networks perform better than ordinary
neural networks. Pretrained embeddings help in all cases. Using
GloVe word embeddings increases the accuracy. With the LSTM
network, we achieved an accuracy of 63.1% and improved this
to 65.5% by adding pretrained GloVe word embeddings.
However, LSTM networks still lag behind what could be
considered human accuracy.

In contrast, transformer-based architectures perform significantly
better. By using the pretrained openly available BERT weights,
we achieved an accuracy of 76.7%. This is approximately the
same level of accuracy achieved by the coder with the lowest
accuracy in this study.

Domain-specific pretraining also shows potential. Although
pretraining does require some computing power, it does not
require manual annotating, which could entail high costs in
terms of time and resources. It is also worth noting that we
deliberately trained the model only on general vaccine terms.
We did not perform optimizations specifically for the domain
of maternal vaccines. The main reason for this is that we wanted
weights that were transferable to other tasks in the field of
vaccines.

In our setting, the best result of 81.8% accuracy was achieved
after initial training on news articles about vaccines and then

training on vaccine-related tweets. This accuracy is better than
the average of the 3 annotators, even after the annotators had
carried out multiple annotatings of the same tweet and had been
given the opportunity to recode any inconsistencies.

In our opinion, it is doubtful that any individual coder would
achieve more than 90% accuracy on this task simply because
it is difficult, even with a much larger number of annotators, to
agree on an absolute categorization. There will always be tweets
that are open to interpretation, preventing a hard target of
absolute accuracy.

Limitations
We used a limited data set, especially for the tweet data set
containing only 1 million vaccine-related tweets. It is also
reasonable to assume that pretraining on a larger data set of
non–vaccine-specific tweets could have a positive effect because
the language of tweets is quite different from that of other texts.
Enlarging the data sets is an easy way of potentially increasing
the accuracy.

Although they are accurate, transformer-based models are
demanding to run to analyze large amounts of text. This could
be a challenge when used for monitoring purposes. However,
most likely, this is a problem that will lessen in the future.

After Google released BERT late in 2018, there have been
multiple general improvements made by Facebook, Microsoft,
and Google to the model’s transformer-based architecture to
improve the base models [15,18,19]. These have not been
implemented in this study. There is currently significant research
activity in the field, and it is reasonable to assume that
implementing these improvements in the base model and
restarting the domain-specific pretraining checkpoints would
lead to higher accuracy in our categorization.

Conclusions
Being able to categorize and understand the overall stance in
social media conversations about vaccinations, especially in
terms of identifying clusters of discouraging or ambiguous
conversations, will make it easier to spot activities that may
signal vaccine hesitancy or a decline in vaccine confidence with
greater speed and more accuracy. To manually, and continually,
monitor these conversations in today’s information society is
near impossible. In that respect, it has always been obvious that
NLP has huge potential because it can process an enormous
amount of textual information.

However, so far, NLP has only been able to solve very easy
tasks and is unable to handle the nuances in language related
to complicated issues (eg, attitudes toward vaccination). The
new advances in transformer-based models indicate that they
are about to become a useful tool in this area, opening up a new
area for social research.

We have demonstrated that with a training data set of
approximately 1600 tweets, we were able to obtain at least the
accuracy that should be expected of a trained human coder in
categorizing the stance of maternal vaccination discussions on
social media. Although there are benefits to increasing this
accuracy even more, the main research challenge is to reduce
the number of training samples. So far, this has been an
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underprioritized area of research and an area where we should
expect advances in the future. The real benefit from the
technology will first be apparent when we are able to do this
kind of categorization with only a few initial examples. Being

able to categorize text in large corpora gives us a new tool for
tracking and ultimately understanding vaccine stance and
sentiment.
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Abstract

Background: Since the creation of the problem-oriented medical record, the building of problem lists has been the focus of
many studies. To date, this issue is not well resolved, and building an appropriate contextualized problem list is still a challenge.

Objective: This paper aims to present the process of building a shared multipurpose common problem list at the Geneva
University Hospitals. This list aims to bridge the gap between clinicians’ language expressed in free text and secondary uses
requiring structured information.

Methods: We focused on the needs of clinicians by building a list of uniquely identified expressions to support their daily
activities. In the second stage, these expressions were connected to additional information to build a complex graph of information.
A list of 45,946 expressions manually extracted from clinical documents was manually curated and encoded in multiple semantic
dimensions, such as International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision; International Classification of Primary Care 2nd
edition; Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms; or dimensions dictated by specific usages, such as identifying
expressions specific to a domain, a gender, or an intervention. The list was progressively deployed for clinicians with an iterative
process of quality control, maintenance, and improvements, including the addition of new expressions or dimensions for specific
needs. The problem management of the electronic health record allowed the measurement and correction of encoding based on
real-world use.

Results: The list was deployed in production in January 2017 and was regularly updated and deployed in new divisions of the
hospital. Over 4 years, 684,102 problems were created using the list. The proportion of free-text entries decreased progressively
from 37.47% (8321/22,206) in December 2017 to 18.38% (4547/24,738) in December 2020. In the last version of the list, over
14 dimensions were mapped to expressions, among which 5 were international classifications and 8 were other classifications
for specific uses. The list became a central axis in the electronic health record, being used for many different purposes linked to
care, such as surgical planning or emergency wards, or in research, for various predictions using machine learning techniques.

Conclusions: This study breaks with common approaches primarily by focusing on real clinicians’ language when expressing
patients’ problems and secondarily by mapping whatever is required, including controlled vocabularies to answer specific needs.
This approach improves the quality of the expression of patients’ problems while allowing the building of as many structured
dimensions as needed to convey semantics according to specific contexts. The method is shown to be scalable, sustainable, and
efficient at hiding the complexity of semantics or the burden of constraint-structured problem list entry for clinicians. Ongoing
work is analyzing the impact of this approach on how clinicians express patients’ problems.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e29174)   doi:10.2196/29174
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Introduction

Background
The concept of a problem-oriented medical record is as old as
1968 [1]. One of the key elements of this approach is a list of
relevant problems, current or past, which are important for
understanding the patient’s condition. A problem can be
anything, complaints, symptoms, existing or previous conditions,
diagnosis, procedures, socioeconomic issues, etc. This list is
the corner stone of the clinician’s education and the patient
record. It is used from the first encounter, where it is named
chief complaint to drive clinical reasoning but increasingly to
support electronic decision support and diagnostic or care
pathways. With the widespread adoption of electronic health
records (EHRs) and since the Meaningful Use Act established
the problem list as a requirement for care facilities [2,3], it has
been the focus of much research and multiple improvements.
However, its digitization has brought new opportunities and
challenges. Problem lists vary in time and are influenced by the
conditions of the population a care facility deserves or the
specialties covered.

Creation and Evolution
The building of a problem list can be driven by free-text entries
made by clinicians or by the creation of a finite list of items
from which they can choose. Terms included in these premade
lists are often taken from existing terminology. Compared with
the use of free text, a premade list allows for more structured
data and easier secondary use [4-6]. The use of the Systematized
Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) [7,8]
for the problem list seems to provide good coverage [9-11]. In
2009, the Clinical Observations Recording and Encoding
Problem List Subset of SNOMED CT was created using data
from 8 institutions [12]. The terms extracted from those
institutions were mapped to the SNOMED CT concepts to create
a subset usable as a problem list. The current version contains
6565 SNOMED CT concepts. Other approaches have been
explored, such as the automatic generation of a patient’s problem
list using natural language processing and international
terminologies but with lists of less than 200 problems focused
on a clinical specialty [13-17]. When creating a problem list,
the equilibrium between a list representing what care
professionals need to express and an interoperable controlled
vocabulary is difficult to find [18].

Using terminology such as the International Classification of
Diseases, 10th revision (ICD-10) [19] as a source of expression
for a problem list can lead to multiple issues. A classification
is a partition of reality in a finite set of categories, resulting in
a phenomenon called residual aggregation or residual category.
For example, Other specified immunodeficiencies; Disorder of
pancreatic internal secretion, unspecified; or even Fracture of
unspecified phalanx of other finger exist in ICD-10 to cover all
concepts that do not fall in another category [20]. This type of
term is not suited for a problem list because it does not represent
problems that clinicians can reasonably enter.

Another challenge in using a classification as a source is based
on its organization, tightly connected to the intention, which
supported its development. For example, ICD-10 aims to

properly express causes of deaths and morbidity, the
International Classification of Primary Care, 2nd edition
(ICPC-2) [21] focuses on primary care problems, and the
Logical Observation Identifiers Names & Codes [22] covers
observations and laboratories. Thus, each of these have a specific
structure and a dedicated organization of their hierarchy to
answer the requirements of their use.

The problem list should be able to represent any of those
intentions, regardless of their future interpretations according
to specific classificatory intentions, and without restricting
elements to only one classification nor requiring clinicians to
know the organization of all of them. A hierarchy such as the
ICD-10 results in choices that will favor some dimensions over
others. As an example, there is no infectious disease chapter in
ICD-10, which seriously complicates the identification of
infectious diseases. As a consequence, our approach focuses on
using real-world clinicians’ expressions as the primary source
and then manually adding as many semantically meaningful
dimensions as needed.

Maintenance and updating of problem lists is also challenging.
For example, during the current pandemic, it was suddenly
required to add several new entries to express the specific
spectrum of COVID-19. Such rapid adaptations of the list must
be rapidly implemented and should not depend on the update
cycle of an international classification.

Using an efficient problem list requires considerable background
information. For example, the same problem can be addressed
several times. This is sometimes appropriate, such as repeated
fractures, and sometimes inappropriate, such as repeating at
each encounter that the patient has hypertension. Describing
the semantics properly facilitates and speeds up the work of
clinicians [23,24]. Semantic dimensions should support
recognition and reconciliation algorithms and different views
of the list, by specialty, organ, and severity, to name a few
[25,26] or to support graph-based, symbolic, machine learning,
or clustering algorithms to group concepts along a navigation
that answers the needs of clinicians, case managers, researchers,
etc [27].

Implementation and Adoption
Although the advantages of a well-maintained problem list are
clear, numerous issues have been raised in the way it should be
implemented. Engaging users to document a list of problems
for their patients in a complete and efficient manner is a
challenge. Clinicians in hospitals are under constant pressure,
and the effort to pivot from a free-text problem list to a dedicated
EHR module can be important. Factors such as gap reporting,
problem-oriented charting, or links to billing codes have shown
some positive impact on the completeness of the list documented
by clinicians [23,28]. In addition, training and education seem
to be key factors in adoption [29-31]. In 2016, Simons et al [32]
proposed a list of determinants for the successful implementation
of a problem-oriented medical record. It includes the
completeness, interoperability, usability, and training of staff.

In this paper, we aim to address the challenges of building and
implementing a shared, multipurpose common problem list at
Geneva University Hospitals (HUG) using an approach based
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on the clinician’s language and semantic dimension encoding.
The driving concepts of this work are that the content of the list
should be created with the care professionals to match their
needs and that the list should be mapped to terminologies to (1)
improve adoption, with metadata for completers and (2) for
secondary use of data [4,33]. After the description of the
building, implementation, and iterative improvements of the
list, an analysis of its use over 4 years is presented.

Methods

Approach
This approach focused on 2 goals. First, it allows clinicians to
express themselves freely with a list representing the language
used every day in clinical interactions and working with a
free-text completer rather than a constrained closed list. Second,
it allows the use of the list for multiple purposes in the hospital,
other than supporting the care activities of the clinicians. The
latter is performed by a back-office multidimensional extension
of metadata of free-text expressions.

Common List Creation
To represent the language of the clinicians, the starting point is
sentences expressing problems written by clinicians. The initial
list was created based on 2 sets of documents extracted from
the HUG’s data warehouse, one from the internal medicine
department and the other from the surgery department. Each
set was composed of 10,000 admission letters and 10,000
discharge summaries for a total of 40,000 documents. Every
natural language sentence in these documents was extracted
using automatic tools without further processing. Those
sentences were then manually selected if they represented a
potential candidate, curated for typos and grammatical
normalization such as plural or uppercase reserved for proper
names. The abbreviations have been expanded but kept. Rules
applied to build this list were inclusive, covering problems of
any type, including but not limited to medical, surgical,
socioeconomic, psychologic, logistic, etc. Synonymy is allowed,
so that multiple expressions expressing the same problem are
present, such as generalized pain and pain everywhere but
connected as synonyms. Every granularity is allowed as long
as the expression is used by clinicians. The only strict rule is
that an expression must be syntactically and morphologically
unique.

The list of expressions is improved based on 2 axes: vertical
(expressions) and horizontal (dimensions). Extensions of the
list require deployment in a specific clinical context, for
example, neurosurgery. In this case, discussion with clinicians
and analysis of their clinical documents allows us to build a set
of specific expressions for that context, which are added to the
common list before the deployment. Adjustments of the list are
also iteratively made based on use, aided by the fact that the
problem list management module is based on a syntactic
completer allowing clinicians to enter free text and then select
an expression if appropriate, or keep the original free text. The
modifications of the list, expressions, and activity state of
expressions are fully historicized based on use. Deletions are
usually forbidden, which happened only once after a one-year
evaluation of the impact of deleting entries: ensuring they had

never been used and the impact of their absence on tools such
as completers, parsers and colocations, word embedding, etc.

A monthly use analysis with all expressions chosen, by whom,
in which context and the potential free text added are used to
improve the list.

Semantic Dimensions

Overview
We considered a semantic dimension as any metadata added to
the list of expressions to improve its use for a specific purpose.
This purpose can be the completer functionalities, for example,
for ambiguous abbreviations (in French, TV can mean
tachycardie ventriculaire or toucher vaginal), or when the
expression is gender specific, such as all expressions relating
to prostata. Some dimensions are related to national
classifications, such as the Swiss Classification for Surgical
Interventions (CHOP) [34], or international classifications, such
as ICPC-2 or ICD-10, including their various versions (several
releases of ICD-10, for example). Finally, some are internal to
the organization, such as a specific identification for surgery
requiring a surgical theater, used for logistics and resource
management at HUG. Expressions can have no or several entries
in any specific dimension.

Encoding was performed by domain experts. For example, the
ICD-10 and CHOP classifications have been made by a coding
expert of the billing division of HUG, SNOMED CT encoding
by a physician, ICPC-2 encoding by an outpatient physician,
etc. Several dimensions, such as chronic or acute, gender
specificity, and syntactical dimensions, have been conducted
by medical students.

The dimensions described here are not exhaustive but
representative. The coding of the dimensions is a complex
activity, mostly toward maintaining global coherence. In this
work, the strategy is to have a clear definition of a dimension
and aim to reach the best quality of representation of that
dimension, regardless of the others except the expression itself.
The objective is that a specific expression that can be
represented in that dimension must be represented with the
highest precision possible for that dimension, respecting only
the rules specific to it. This strategy has several advantages. It
allows to keep the intention of the dimension to be coded at
best and allows the encoding work to be distributed among
several actors, domain experts, or students, according to their
competences specific to that dimension and their understanding
of the expression. Finally, a specific expression can be
understood differently and with a different granularity, according
to the perspective of the dimension used, or seen as the sum of
some or all dimensions.

General Classifications

International Classifications

ICD-10 is the basis for the billing of inpatient stays in
Switzerland. Once every 2 years, the Swiss Confederation
publishes its own version of the ICD-10 classification, which
is a translation of the ICD-10, German Modification (ICD-10
GM), which is a slightly modified version of the ICD-10
released by the World Health Organization (WHO) [35]. Every
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expression in the list was first encoded with the ICD-10 WHO
version to evaluate gaps in the list and perform subset definitions
for specific use cases. Second, the list was encoded using the
Swiss ICD-10 GM version. The encoding was performed using
the official coding rulebook for hospital stays in Switzerland
[36]. This dimension has been added in the aim of performing
automatic coding of inpatient stays for billing, prediction tools
for problems versus diagnosis, or support of pathways. Several
versions of the ICD-10 are encoded, according to years, or to
the source, including the WHO’s original ICD-10.

ICPC-2 is a classification used to encode general practice
clinical activities and primary care. It belongs to the WHO
family of international classification [21]. This classification
was chosen by the clinicians from the outpatient clinics for its
ability to classify problems in simple categories relevant for
care, such as symptoms, diagnosis, screening, or procedures.
In addition to the activities of outpatient clinics, including
research, this classification is used to generate alerts when
adding multiple problems with the same ICPC-2 encoding.

The Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms
(SNOMED CT) is a term with more than 340,000 concepts and
1 million relationships [7,37]. It is described as the most
comprehensive clinical health care terminology in the world
and has become central to semantic interoperability. It has been
chosen as the United States standard for encoding diagnoses
and problem lists [38]. SNOMED CT includes powerful features
such as the combination of concepts (postcoordination) or the
expression constraint language, which can be used to perform
complex queries on SNOMED CT encoded data. SNOMED
CT is one of the pillars for the semantically driven activities for
data science at HUG and allows the connection of many
different aspects of the EHR, such as problem lists, formularies,
and other structured data. It allows complex queries, such as
every problem related to an organ, or including an inflammatory
process. Owing to the size and complexity of the terminology,
encoding several expressions in SNOMED CT requires a
significant amount of time and experience. The encoding of the
expressions uses only single or multiple precoordinated
elements, a step toward fully postcoordinated expressions.

National Classifications

CHOP [34] is used to encode and bill surgical interventions.
Goals similar to those of the ICD-10 GM were added. Every
expression in the list that can be mapped to a CHOP code was
mapped and updated annually when the new version was
released.

Internal Classifications
Several internal classifications are used in specific contexts,
which are illustrated hereafter.

Department or Specialty-Specific Lists

Adult and pediatric emergency departments use specific problem
lists, which were included in the process. Most of the time, these
lists were derived from the ICD-10. Appropriate dimensions
were added, including specialty preferences. The adaptations
were systematically validated by specialty experts. The same
process has been applied in several specialties, such as oncology
and neurosurgery.

Clinical Decision Support

Some expressions and dimensions have been added specifically
to support computerized provider order entry, exemplified with
antibiotic prescription support to improve choice of antibiotics,
monitor, and lower antibiotic resistance. The expressions related
to that list were added, properly encoded, and their belonging
to problems related to antibiotic prescription added in a new
dimension, so that it could be used in several modules of the
EHR.

Surgical Intervention List

One key development enabled the use of the list as a unique
source of expressions for surgical intervention planning and
documentation. When an intervention is planned in the hospital,
it triggers a chain of events that will lead to the intervention.
The operating room must be booked, staff must be appointed,
specific devices and materials must be ordered, etc. Historically,
this process was separated into silos, medical, paramedical, or
logistic with separate lists. The list of surgical interventions
used for operating room planning was manually integrated into
the common list as a new dimension. This integration was made
by specialties and is still ongoing. It allowed the common list
to become a single source of expressions for surgical
intervention planning.

Nutrition and Dietetic Diagnoses List

The most recent development of the list focused on the
diagnoses used by the dieticians and nutritionists, which was a
list of expressions extracted from the Terminologie
Internationale de Diététique et de Nutrition [39]. These
expressions were curated and integrated as a new dimension,
making the common list the single source of expressions for
the nutritionist and dieticians of the hospital.

Other Dimensions
Other specific dimensions are useful for numerous purposes.
The gender specificity dimension defines whether an expression
is gender specific, such as vasectomy. The intervention
dimension defines an act performed and differentiates it from
interventions requiring surgery theater. Multiple other
dimensions are used for numerous purposes, such as possible
abbreviations of the expression, preferred terms, chronic or
acute, etc.

Language
The expressions being in French, an English translation was
prepared, and keywords of the expressions were added in both
French and English.

Results

Evolution of the List
The list of problems presented in this work had to compete with
17 specific, specialty vertical, local problem lists and was
proposed as an additional choice for clinicians. They could
freely choose between their usual lists and the new one. This
competitive approach was a strong incentive to stick to the needs
of clinicians and become their preferred list. Within the first
year, the new list became the most used in most cases, and the
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legacy lists were then removed. The 2 first years required
frequent adjustments, but with a slowing down frequency up to

the current situation, which is on specific demand, such as
COVID-19, or monthly. Table 1 summarizes the major releases.

Table 1. Major releases, corpus size, and comments.

ModificationsActive problems, nDate of release

45,946January 2017 • First production deployment

45,458September 2017 • Partial integration of expression for surgery planning
• Corrections of expressions

51,255January 2018 • 5867 expressions created from legacy list use and free-text entries

50,822February 2018 • Integration of expressions for antibiotics prescription and monitoring project
• Corrections of expressions

52,040May 2018 • 1091 expressions created from legacy list use and free-text entries

52,211November 2018 • Integration of the list for adult emergency ward
• Abbreviations system integration

51,824August 2019 • 310 expressions created on demand from users

52,956January 2020 • Integration of expressions for surgery planning
• Integration of a list of diagnoses used by dieticians and nutritionists
• Integration of the list for pediatric emergency ward

52,958April 2020 • Emergency adding of 2 expressions for SARS-CoV-2 cases

20,120August 2020 • Inactivation of 32,840 never used expressions
• Preferred term system integration

In January 2017, the list was deployed in the geriatric and
general pediatric division of the HUG, as well as part of the
rehabilitation medicine division and ambulatory primary care

division. The list was then progressively deployed in new
divisions. Table 2 summarizes these deployments and Table 3
exposes some descriptive statistics of the current list.

Table 2. Deployment of the list in new divisions by date.

DivisionDate

NeurosurgeryApril 2017

NeurologyMay 2017

Visceral surgeryMay 2017

Psychiatry (adult and pediatric)November 2017

RehabilitationNovember 2018

Adult emergencySeptember 2019

Internal medicineSeptember 2020

OncologySeptember 2020

CardiologySeptember 2020
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Table 3. Some descriptive statistics of the list.

Expressions (N=20,120), n (%)Type of expression or encoding

20,120 (100)Active expressions

2127 (10.57)Abbreviations

20,120 (100)ICPC-2a encoding

11,860 (58.95)ICD-10b WHOc 2008 encoding

18,481 (91.85)ICD-10 GMd 2018 encoding

1223 (6.08)CHOPe 2019 encoding

9222 (45.83)SNOMED CTf encoding

805 (4)Gender specificity encoding

8013 (39.83)Acute or chronic specificity encoding

1855 (9.22)Intervention encoding

985 (4.89)Surgery planning

553 (2.75)Antibiotic decision support

1108 (5.51)Adult emergency ward

939 (4.67)Pediatric emergency ward

139 (0.69)Nutrition and dietetics

aICPC-2: International Classification of Primary Care, 2nd edition.
bICD-10: International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision.
cWHO: World Health Organization.
dICD-10 GM: International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision, German Modification.
eCHOP: Swiss Classification for Surgical Interventions.
fSNOMED CT: Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms.

For us, an important success indicator is that currently, 3 major
divisions, internal medicine, geriatrics, and rehabilitation,
decided to remove free-text entry possibility, judging that the
common list was sufficiently complete for their use.

In 4 years, 7270 expressions were added from legacy lists,
free-text, or users’ requests. After 3 years of use, all 32,840

expressions that were never used or linked to any specific project
were inactivated from the source and deleted for production.
The current version of the list contains 20,120 active
expressions. The evolution of the number of expressions in the
list is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Evolution of the number of active expressions in the common list.
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Use of the List
After 4 years of use, all problems created were extracted from
HUG’s data warehouse, representing 1,146,135 problem
creations. Among them, 59.69% (684,102/1,146,135) were
chosen from the common list, 14.83% (169,970/1,146,135)
from legacy lists, and 25.48% (292,063/1,146,135) entered as
free-text entries. Over the legacy list problems, 63.01%
(107,095/169,970) were created during the first year. In
December 2017, the month with the largest proportion of
free-text entries, 37.47% (8321/22,206) of the problems were

created using this method. In December 2020, the last month
of the observation period, 18.38% (4547/24,738) of the problems
were created using free text and 80.18% (19,836/24,738) using
the list.

From the common list, 15,232 distinct expressions were used
at least once. Figure 2 shows the absolute number of problems
created by the month and their origin. Legacy lists combine all
problems arising from the 17 legacy lists in production in the
HUG at the time of the first deployment and are progressively
abandoned.

Figure 2. Number of problems created by month according to their origin.

Figure 3 displays the proportion of problems chosen in the
common list versus legacy lists and free-text entries.

Figure 3. Proportion of problems created by month according to their origin.

The 20 most frequently used expressions in the list are listed in
Table 4. Free-text entries and expressions from the legacy lists
were not included.
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Table 4. The 20 most frequently used expressions of the common list over 4 years.

Uses, nEnglish translationExpression

16,974Arterial hypertensionHypertension artérielle

6391Acute renal failureInsuffisance rénale aiguë

5219HypercholesterolemiaHypercholestérolémie

5045Normal vaginal delivery of a livebornAccouchement normal d'un nouveau-né vivant par voie basse

4550AppendicectomyAppendicectomie

4230Treated arterial hypertensionHypertension artérielle traitée

4159Cardiac decompensationDécompensation cardiaque

3707Thoracic painDouleur thoracique

3363HypokalemiaHypokaliémie

3323Cognitive disorderTroubles cognitifs

3212HyponatremiaHyponatrémie

3118SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) infectionInfection à SARS-CoV-2 (COVID19)

3055Atrial fibrillationFibrillation auriculaire

3051Type 2 diabetesDiabète type 2

3002Chronic renal failureInsuffisance rénale chronique

2898Serious protein-energy malnutritionMalnutrition protéino-énergétique grave

2844DyslipidemiaDyslipidémie

2833ObesityObésité

2756AsthmaAsthme

2749Abdominal painDouleur abdominale

Finally, the list was exploited for various research activities,
training machine learning models using various mappings,
predicting billing codes of a stay using the ICD-10 encoding,
or for workload predictions during the multiple waves of the
pandemic. This work has not been discussed in this paper.

Discussion

Principal Findings
After 4 years of deployment and iterative improvements, a list
of 20,120 active expressions mapped to more than 14 semantic
dimensions was deployed in most major divisions of HUG and
used to create 684,102 new problems. Specific dimensions
allowed the list to be used for various purposes, such as surgical
planification, decision support or nutrition, and dietetic
diagnosis.

Manually building a problem list is a time-consuming task and
starting from the clinician language as a source of expressions
is a double-edged sword. It aims to improve information
precision to support clinicians in finding the most appropriate
expressions that best represent the conditions of patients. Cost
tends to increase noise when proposing numerous expressions
with small variation, syntactically, semantically, or both,
depending on the completer used. This effect can be mitigated
using the features of the dimensions, either syntactically, such
as abbreviations and common variants, or semantically, by using
the aggregation properties of classificatory dimensions. This
allows us to search for the entirety of the list while reducing the

number of possibilities proposed to the most pertinent set. These
tools were not discussed in this work. Finally, statistics on the
use of the list are important to improve it, such as progressively
filtering out never used expressions or improving granularity
in existing ones that are extended by free texts, for example.

We noticed that problems appearing frequently in practice tend
to have multiple variations, with various levels of granularity
or additional information, naturally improving the
expressiveness of the list and the ease for clinicians to find the
most appropriate element. On the other hand, rare problems
tend to have fewer representations, if any in the list thus
reinforcing the need to keep free-text entries.

The many dimensions that have been encoded allow the
comparison of the list of expressions and their coverage for the
respective coverage of classifications. For example, taking
ICPC-2 and ICD-10, the immediate observation is that the list
contains elements that can be expressed in both classifications,
but in many more lexical variants. On the other hand, many
classifications are not found in the list, for many of them not
codable elements or unmet conditions in our setting. As a result,
the list covers more than any of the classifications separately
but only meaningful expressions. Moreover, it frees care
professionals from the task of knowing multiple classifications
and their structures. This reduces the compression of information
while maintaining strong interoperable capabilities through
semantic dimensions.
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Semantic dimensions are a major addition of this approach.
They bridge the need for various representations of a concept
as expressed by clinicians with the need for semantic
interoperability. By encoding each expression into all relevant
dimensions, it was possible to reuse the created problems for
other goals, for example, by extracting subsets related to a
specific disease through ICD-10 encoding, all patients that
undergo a specific procedure using the CHOP encoding or more
complex queries such as all problems that include an
inflammation process through the SNOMED CT encoding.
However, the maintenance costs of these dimensions are
important. The more dimensions there are, the more work it
requires to add a new expression, as it must be encoded in
possibly all of them. Moreover, classification updates (such as
a new version of the ICD-10) sometimes require a full reading
and update of the encoding.

The semantic dimensions linked to intrahospital use cases
allowed the list to be used for multiple projects. Specific subsets
for divisions, such as emergency wards, were beneficial for
convincing users to start using the common list. The surgical
planning addition promoted the list as a central source of
expressions and concepts outside of the care domain. The role
of the list as a central source of expressions for patients’
problems is shown by the number of projects that included the
addition of a dimension to the list. In a virtuous circle, the more
the list was known, the more demands were made to adapt it to
new needs.

As every project of this type, the final challenge is to convince
users to use the module and teach them how to do so correctly.
This has been heavily pushed in this work by the Medical and
Quality Directorate, the team designing the problem list module
in the HUG. Teaching both in person and through videos helped
disseminate the use of the module in divisions that historically
did not use it.

During the first year of deployment, the module was introduced
and promoted in 4 new divisions of the hospital. This increases
the number of users and the number of problems created. Those
new users with no experience of the problem module are
arguably the reason for the initial augmentation in the proportion
of free-text entries seen in Figure 3. The diminution in problems
created from the legacy list is to account for the progressive
removal of those lists from the module. After this initial period,
the proportion of free text diminishes progressively from 37.47%
(8321/22,206) in December 2017 to 18.38% (4547/24,738) in
December 2020, the lowest percentage in the full period. It is
interesting to note that this period of 1 year also corresponds to
the time it took for the common list to become the most used
method for creating problems.

This reduction in the proportion of free-text entries shows that
the common list corresponds to the needs of care professionals
and that its adoption is progressing. Although it is not possible
to determine the proportion of this evolution because of the
content of the list, the functionalities of the problem module,
or the dissemination effort, it seems likely that it is a

combination of the three, and that only a transversal approach
could succeed in this transition.

The situation before the deployment of the common list seemed
preferable because the proportion of free-text entries was low
and the use of legacy list was well-established. However, the
final situation is arguably better for several reasons. First, the
legacy lists lacked proper semantic interoperability. They were
manually modified versions of existing classifications, with the
limitations described before and the added complexity of
manual, unverified modifications. They were not harmonized,
and it was not possible to group or analyze problems from
multiple lists without manual reading of the expressions. This
prevented those lists from being used for other purposes, as the
common list allows.

The apparent decrease in the number of problems created in
April and May 2020 is explained by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Indeed, the HUG stopped their elective activity and shifted to
treating only patients with COVID-19, which reduced the
number of patients with various problems and reduced the
overall number of problems created.

Sustainability
Sustainability is an important aspect of large-scale projects,
such as the creation of a common multipurpose problem list.
For this specific issue, a common list presents interesting
properties. As explained before, it can be extended vertically
in 2 axes by adding new expressions and horizontally by adding
new dimensions. This allows the list to quickly integrate new
expressions, such as during the COVID-19 pandemic, or new
dimensions such as dietetics and nutrition diagnoses. However,
the amount of work required for vertical or horizontal extensions
is not the same. A new expression can be encoded in all
dimensions in a matter of minutes; however, in the worst case,
the addition of a dimension requires going through every
expression. Although, as the list has been kept to a manageable
size by focusing only on expressions used in practice, this work
can be performed with reasonable resources. Therefore, this list
presents good flexibility and sustainability.

Reproducibility
The approach taken in this study was focused on the language
of the clinicians. Therefore, the list of expressions is highly
dependent on the clinicians, their language, their cultural
background, and the population they cover. Therefore, the list
itself will always be the most useful in the hospital where it has
been created. However, the approach proposed to create the list
is reproducible in any hospital wanting to create a problem list
and for other use cases where a controlled vocabulary can be
used but does not fit the language used in practice by caregivers.

Lessons Learned
This work allowed us to draw significant learning for the
building and implementation of a problem list. These are listed
in Textbox 1.
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Textbox 1. Key learnings.

Key learnings

• Existing controlled vocabularies are too narrow or subject oriented to be used natively as problem lists.

• It is possible to build a problem list starting from the clinician’s language to better match their needs.

• It is possible to reduce the expressivity needed for a problem list to a meaningful set of expressions used in practice.

• On purpose semantic dimension encoding allows secondary use of data.

• Internally building a list of expressions allows flexibility and quick adjustments when needed.

Limitations
Although the data and analysis included in this work were
carefully carried out, some limitations are worth noting. First,
the evaluation data were analyzed as a source of problems
created. However, this does not translate to the complexity of
the deployment of the list in the hospital. Indeed, the problem
module is deployed in the EHR globally, but some divisions
use it, while others do not. Inside these divisions, some teams
of residents are more used to the module than others. Additional
data should be gathered to track the dissemination effort, the
training provided, to understand when the module was adopted
in which division and by whom.

Finally, the proportion of common list, free text, and legacy list
problems is only a proxy for user preferences. It does not
account for other elements, such as division-specific guidelines
or orally transmitted habits. To credit the progression of the
common list to its quality is a conclusion that should be
confirmed by a closer evaluation, in partnership with the users.

Conclusions
Overall, there is still room for improvement when building and
implementing a problem list in the production environment of
care. Most of the existing efforts use terms from existing
terminology rather than focusing on the language used by
clinicians. The perfect problem list that contains what care
professionals want and can be used for every other use-case is
yet to be created.

The proposed approach breaks with common approaches for
the building of problem lists by directly addressing the gap
between existing controlled vocabularies and real clinicians’
language when expressing a patient’s problem. Second, it brings
new perspectives for secondary use by encoding the expressions
in various semantic dimensions, allowing specific uses of the
list in the hospital and beyond.

By applying this approach, more than 50,000 expressions were
manually curated into a common problem list integrated in the
EHR. Through iterative updates, the list was enriched and
refined to 20,120 active expressions matching users’ needs.
More than 14 semantic dimensions were added to the list,
including 5 major classifications and multiple dimensions
internal to the hospital, such as division-specific adaptations,

surgical planning, antibiotic prescription support, nutrition, and
dietetic diagnoses. These additions pushed the adoption of the
common list as a central, harmonized source of expression in
the hospital. The recent decision of 3 major divisions of the
hospital to remove the option to make free-text entries shows
that the list corresponds to the needs of the users.

Manually creating and updating a set of expressions directly
extracted from clinical documents has succeeded in HUG to
engage users in transitioning from legacy systems to a new
module including the common list. The overall number of
problems created is increasing, while the problems entered as
free text are decreasing.

The manual work required to build and maintain the list is
substantial in the 3 domains, maintenance of the expressions,
development of the problem module, and dissemination of its
use. However, this approach provides a solution for keeping
data interoperable while not constraining the user and allowing
multiple use cases.

Moreover, with the large adoption of the list in the HUG, new
perspectives open and new types of projects are possible.
Ongoing developments include oncologic diagnoses with the
addition of a dimension mapping expression to the third edition
of the International Classification of Disease for Oncology,
extension of the surgical planning dimension, or creation of the
2021 version of the ICD-10 GM and CHOP dimensions. The
addition of dimensions for new international classifications,
such as the eleventh revision of the ICD, are also evaluated.
However, the improvement of the SNOMED CT dimension is
currently prioritized over these additions, owing to the quantity
of information expressible in SNOMED CT, the multiple
mappings existing between SNOMED CT and other controlled
vocabularies, and the national recommendation of this
terminology for interoperability in Switzerland.

In addition, the common list allows new research projects in
the medical domain, such as analysis of the problems
documented for patients with COVID-19 or focusing on the
language, such as the study of the search terms entered by
clinicians compared with the problem selected in the list.

An evaluation of the impact of the list on the workload of
clinicians and on the secondary uses of the produced data should
be made to further validate the approach.
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Abstract

Background: The widespread adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) has facilitated the secondary use of EHR data for
clinical research. However, screening eligible patients from EHRs is a challenging task. The concepts in eligibility criteria are
not completely matched with EHRs, especially derived concepts. The lack of high-level expression of Structured Query Language
(SQL) makes it difficult and time consuming to express them. The openEHR Expression Language (EL) as a domain-specific
language based on clinical information models shows promise to represent complex eligibility criteria.

Objective: The study aims to develop a patient-screening tool based on EHRs for clinical research using openEHR to solve
concept mismatch and improve query performance.

Methods: A patient-screening tool based on EHRs using openEHR was proposed. It uses the advantages of information models
and EL in openEHR to provide high-level expressions and improve query performance. First, openEHR archetypes and templates
were chosen to define concepts called simple concepts directly from EHRs. Second, openEHR EL was used to generate derived
concepts by combining simple concepts and constraints. Third, a hierarchical index corresponding to archetypes in Elasticsearch
(ES) was generated to improve query performance for subqueries and join queries related to the derived concepts. Finally, we
realized a patient-screening tool for clinical research.

Results: In total, 500 sentences randomly selected from 4691 eligibility criteria in 389 clinical trials on stroke from the Chinese
Clinical Trial Registry (ChiCTR) were evaluated. An openEHR-based clinical data repository (CDR) in a grade A tertiary hospital
in China was considered as an experimental environment. Based on these, 589 medical concepts were found in the 500 sentences.
Of them, 513 (87.1%) concepts could be represented, while the others could not be, because of a lack of information models and
coarse-grained requirements. In addition, our case study on 6 queries demonstrated that our tool shows better query performance
among 4 cases (66.67%).

Conclusions: We developed a patient-screening tool using openEHR. It not only helps solve concept mismatch but also improves
query performance to reduce the burden on researchers. In addition, we demonstrated a promising solution for secondary use of
EHR data using openEHR, which can be referenced by other researchers.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e33192)   doi:10.2196/33192
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Introduction

Clinical research is a scientific research activity that considers
patients as the main research object and focuses on the diagnosis,
treatment, and prognosis of diseases. The identification of
research subjects during clinical research is one of the major
challenges. A study [1] in Britain showed that of the 114
surveyed clinical studies, only 35 (31%) could complete patient
screening as planned. During the design of the research protocol,
researchers develop detailed conditions for eligible patients. In
the past, researchers collected eligible patients by asking
clinicians or manually issuing recruitment ads. However, this
is a labor-intensive and time-consuming task and can be helpful
in small clinical research. The widespread adoption of electronic
health records (EHRs) has enabled the secondary use of EHR
data for clinical research.

However, there exist many obstacles to be overcome in using
EHR data for clinical research. Fragmentation of clinical data
and proprietary health information systems make it a challenge
to adopt some specific screening methods [2-6]. These methods
require detailed communication among researchers, clinicians,
and information technology personnel each time. So, it is a
time-consuming and error-prone process due to communication
errors [7]. Only a few EHR vendors adopt health information
standards and accommodate controlled terminologies [8].
Researchers have to express their query requirements into
keywords to select patients from EHRs [9-12]. Due to these
conditions, query tools based on EHRs are required for clinical
research. Form-based query interfaces, such as Informatics for
Integrating Biology & the Bedside (i2b2) [13], provide a
promising direction for queries on EHRs. These interfaces
partially meet query requirements by providing controlled query
inputs for built-in coded concepts. However, complex screening
conditions cannot be effectively and accurately expressed this
way, especially for derived concepts. Wagholikar et al [14]
proposed that derived concepts can only be expressed by
Structured Query Language (SQL), which is a challenging task.
The lack of domain-specific high-level expression of SQL makes
it difficult for researchers to express these derived concepts. In
addition, these query interfaces, such as i2b2, are mostly treated
as clinical data warehousing and store EHR data through the
star model. When faced with subqueries and join queries, query
tools based on relational databases are inefficient [15].

Accordingly, a user-centered patient-screening tool with
high-level expressions based on a standardized and scalable
clinical data repository (CDR) can facilitate the use of EHR
data in clinical research. OpenEHR is regarded as a promising
tool to help build a CDR and support the expression of complex
screening conditions. It provides a new formal modeling
paradigm from clinical contents [16]. Its several features make
it attractive in helping build patient-screening tools for clinical
research. First, it provides open, semantically enabled,
standard-based, vendor-independent, and use-case agnostic
information models to represent clinical concepts [17]. It reuses
existing archetypes in many particular clinical use cases across
templates to reduce time and effort to enable semantic
interoperability among different systems. This feature lays a
solid foundation for the development of a CDR. Some studies

on openEHR-based CDRs have been proposed [18-20]. Second,
openEHR divides models into the archetype model (AM) and
the reference model (RM). The AM can be used to represent
domain knowledge. Within the AM, many coded values set or
coding vocabularies can be drawn from controlled terminology
resources [21-25]. Engineers only need to focus on developing
software based on the RM, which facilitates maintainability
[26]. This way, developers can provide different
implementations for specific requirements. In addition, it
provides openEHR openEHR Expression Language (EL) [27]
to specify archetype rules and decision expressions. OpenEHR
EL can be used to represent high-level query expressions
combined with coding concepts. Domain-specific languages
have shown promise in many use cases. So, openEHR EL makes
it possible for clinical researchers to query on EHRs compared
to SQL.

However, it is still an open question how openEHR can be
applied in patient screening for clinical research. Specifically,
two questions need to be tackled, the lack of high-level
expressions and inefficient queries. Accordingly, in this study,
openEHR EL is used to provide high-level expressions for
queries, especially for derived concepts. Meanwhile, inefficient
queries are generated for these derived concepts because they
consist of simple concepts and complex constraints. Therefore,
Elasticsearch (ES) [28] is introduced to build the underlying
CDR for patient screening. By generating hierarchical indexes
for corresponding archetypes and templates, our method avoids
executing join queries and subqueries. To the best of our
knowledge, there are almost no such query tools aimed at
complex medical concepts in openEHR-based CDRs using ES.

The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows. Our method
is proposed in the Materials and Methods section. After query
requirements are collected, a representation method is proposed
for eligible criteria based on archetypes and openEHR EL.
Afterward, ES is used to generate hierarchical indexes based
on archetypes. Finally, a screening tool is developed to support
patient-screening tasks. The Results section gives the screening
condition representation and execution performance evaluation.
The Discussion section describes the contributions of our
method and some relevant issues and future directions. Finally,
conclusions are summarized.

Methods

Requirement Collection
Since it is difficult to collect actual query requirements in
clinical research due to fragmented requests, conflicts of interest,
security, etc, we considered clinical trials as representative
examples of clinical research. A clinical trial is an experiment
designed to answer specific questions about possible new
treatments or new ways of using existing (known) treatments.
To analyze the requirements of screening in clinical research,
389 stroke-related clinical trials were collected up to January
1, 2020, from the Chinese Clinical Trial Registry (ChiCTR)
[29], including 2178 inclusion criteria and 2513 exclusion
criteria, with a total of 4691 screening criteria. All these criteria
were considered as the query requirements in this paper.
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Representation of Screening Conditions
One of the major functions of patient-screening tools is to
transform screening conditions in free text into
computer-readable expressions. Ross et al [30] analyzed the
composition and structure of screening conditions. Weng et al
[31] surveyed the formal representation of eligibility criteria in
clinical trials. Many representation methods in these studies can
be used. One of the main considerations in the development of
patient screening is to make it compatible between the
representation of screening conditions and data representation
in EHRs.

OpenEHR is proposed to represent the data structure in EHRs.
EL is part of the openEHR specification for specifying archetype
rules and decision language expressions. OpenEHR EL is based
on the openEHR information model and is consistent with the
structure in EHRs. Therefore, our study uses openEHR EL to

represent screening conditions. OpenEHR EL provides complete
arithmetic operators, relational operators, logical operators for
different kinds of operations, and limited operations about time
and collections. These operators do not meet the requirements
of complex screening conditions in some cases (eg, for patients
who meet the requirements of “white blood cell count continues
to decrease in a specific duration after chemotherapy and
radiation”).

Consequently, for representing screening conditions, our method
can be divided into two parts:

1. Defining concepts from openEHR archetypes and templates
directly

2. Generating concepts by openEHR EL according to clinical
requirements

The process of representing screening conditions is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. A process of representation for screening conditions. EHR: electronic health record; EL: Expression Language.

Screening Concept Definition
The screening conditions are composed of medical concepts
and related constraints. Aiming at resolving the mismatch
between screening concepts and data items in EHRs, a method
was designed to define screening concepts from openEHR

archetypes and templates, which are used to build data structures
in EHRs. This way, screening conditions can be represented in
a consistent way with EHRs to promote screening performance.
For the management of screening concepts and the
representation of complex constraints, relevant attributes need
to be defined, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Definition of attributes of concepts.

DescriptionAttribute

The name of a conceptName

Parent concept of the current concept, used to represent the hierarchical relationship among conceptsParent

The path of concepts as an identifierPath

The data type of concepts, which decides allowed constraintsType

The unit of concepts, especially for laboratory test conceptsUnit

The start time when an event happens, used to represent temporal constraintsStartTime

The end time when an event ends, used to represent temporal constraintsEndTime

The value of quantifiable concepts, such as the WBCa count, or used to represent some constants such as the lower limit of
blood pressure

Value

aWBC: white blood cell.

OpenEHR archetypes define complete domain contents for
clinical concepts, which are loosely bound to attributes and

constraints for the consideration of generality and reusability
in design. The template is a reasonable composition of one or
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several archetypes, which can be further constrained. Therefore,
openEHR templates are used to directly define screening
concepts. The rules for the definition of concepts are as follows:

1. A template corresponds to an archetype with detailed
constraints, such as local optionality, default values. So, it
is considered as a concept set. Each attribute node in the
template is mapped to the subconcepts under the concept
set.

2. When the attribute node in the template is mapped to a
concept, the ontology name of the node is treated as the
name of the concept. The data type of the node is used as
the type of the concept, and the path of the node in the
openEHR template is mapped to the path of the concept.
For hierarchical relationships among different concepts,
parent attributes can be identified by the preceding part of
the children’s paths because these paths can be treated as
identifiers of these attributes.

3. For DV_QUANTITY attributes, the attribute “units” can
be mapped to the unit attribute of the concept.

4. For DV_CODED_TEXT attributes, the attribute
“defining_code” can be mapped to subconcepts under this
concept. This attribute definition can be from different
terminology services. Therefore, for the same subconcept,
there may exist several data items under the
DV_CODED_TEXT attribute’s concept.

5. For other data types, relevant node items are just mapped
to screening concepts according to step 2.

For the StartTime and EndTime of screening concepts, it is
meaningless to extract from templates. Because these time
attributes are related to specific clinical events, they can be
specified to clinical concepts when screening patients. For
example, the laboratory test may contain several concepts about
time, such as result time, test time, and specimen receipt date

and time. According to different application scenarios or the
understanding of different researchers, the concept of a white
blood cell (WBC) count can be bound to a different StartTime
and EndTime.

Screening Concept Generation
Although some concepts can be defined according to rules
directly from openEHR templates, there exist complex concepts
and constraints that cannot be derived from these templates in
practical cases, such as “white blood cell count continues to
decrease in a specific duration after chemotherapy and
radiation”. For the constraint “decrease,” no ready-made
expression nor operators can represent it. In addition,
chemotherapy is indicated by relevant drugs in general, such as
altretamine, bendamustine, and azacytidine, instead of kept in
EHRs directly. These expressions, such as chemotherapy, need
to be specified by combining existing concepts and constraints.

OpenEHR EL is used to express complex constraints based on
templates. Applying openEHR EL to generate customized
concepts requires declaring variables, binding variables and
data items in EHRs, and defining the logical expressions of
simple concepts.

To declare variables, openEHR EL supports variable
declarations, assignments, and expressions. So, customized
concepts can be generated in the form of variables. For example,
chemotherapy can be generated, as shown in Figure 2.

The mapping between openEHR templates and concepts has
been realized in the process of screening concept definition and
the structure of an EHR comes from archetypes and templates.
As a result, the derived concepts are customized and can be
directly used as the variable in EL expression to realize implicit
binding.

Figure 2. The representation of “derived concepts” chemotherapy.

These customized concepts consist of logical expressions and
defined concepts directly from templates. According to different

types of constraints, the customized ways can be divided into
three types:
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1. The first way is to constrain defined concepts by arithmetic
operators. For example, the body mass index (BMI) does
not occur in EHRs directly. To screen patients by this
condition, the BMI is defined as “BMI := weight/height^2”.

2. Another way is to generate customized concepts with
relational operators. For example, cognitive impairment
can be generated, as shown in Figure 3. The Mini-Mental
State Exam (MMSE) is a widely used test of cognitive
function. Any score of 24 or less (out of 30) indicates an
abnormal cognition. This kind of knowledge can be an

intuition for clinical researchers on stroke but is not
identified by screening tools.

3. Complex customized concepts can be generated by
combining arithmetic operators or condition chains by
logical operators. Figure 4 gives an example of this. The
cognitive impairment diagnosis concept can be defined
directly from templates about problem/diagnosis. Two test
scales are used to measure the different levels of cognitive
impairment. By combining these three expressions, the new
customized concept can help screen more eligible patients
with high accuracy.

Figure 3. The representation of derived concepts, which is based on relational operators.

Figure 4. The representation of derived concepts by logical operators.

There are other issues to consider in the generation of
customized concepts. One of the issues is the generation of
nested concepts. Because some concepts are complex, only
simple concepts defined from templates cannot meet the
requirements of clinical scenarios. In these cases, intermediate
concepts need to be first generated, and then customized

concepts are expressed based on these intermediate concepts.
For example, although obesity/overweight can be defined in
openEHR templates with a specific terminology from the
International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision
(ICD-10), numbered E66, some expressions can be treated as
the same criteria semantically, as follows in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The representation of intermediate concepts for derived concepts.
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Constraints About Screening Concepts
Operators provided by openEHR EL meet the maximum
requirements of representation to express existential, arithmetic,
logical, and relational constraints. In some cases, it is a challenge
to represent constraints about collections and time.

The screening conditions about collections are highly flexible.
In general, knowledge engineers are required to define these
constraints for specific clinical requirements. For different
medical institutions, even different clinicians, the understanding
of these constraints can be different. Therefore, according to
collected screening conditions, some constraints are predefined
for convenience, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Predefined constraints for collections.

ParameterELa expressionConstraint name

Concept name[concept].count()=1First time

Concept name; self-defined threshold value for the comparison[concept].max()-[concept].min()<[value]Stable

Concept name[concept].last()>[concept].first()Increase

Concept name[concept].last()<[concept].first()Decrease

aEL: Expression Language.

To further constrain some concept set, the screening tool
supports clinical research to self-define new constraints and edit
existing constraints, in addition to using predefined constraints.

Allen et al [32] summarized 13 temporal representation patterns
for comparing two events. They are represented by expressions
in our tool, as shown in Table 3.

These temporal constraints cannot meet the requirements in
some cases, for example, “The patient was treated with heparin
within 48 hours.” According to the analysis about collected

criteria, an “interval” attribute was introduced into our tool
based on Allen et al's [32] patterns to represent the interval
between different clinical events, for example,
“diff([concept1].StartTime, [concept2].EndTime) [><=]
Interval”.

By combining these extended constraints and the 13 patterns
proposed by Allen et al [32], most screening conditions can be
represented about temporal constraints. For example, “The
patient was treated with heparin within 48 hours” can be
represented in two ways, as shown in Figure 6.

Table 3. Representation of Allen temporal patterns.

DescriptionExpressionName

Concept1 occurs before Concept2.[concept1].StartTime<[concept1].EndTime<[concept2].StartTime<[concept2].EndTimeBefore

Concept2 occurs at the end of Concept1.[concept1].StartTime<[concept1].EndTime=[concept2].StartTime<[concept2].EndTimeMeets

Concept1 occurs before Concept2 and
ends before Concept2.

[concept1].StartTime<[concept2].StartTime<[concept1].EndTime<[concept2].EndTimeOverlaps

Concept1 and Concept2 occur at the
same time, and Concept1 ends first.

[concept1].StartTime=[concept2].StartTime<[concept1].EndTime<[concept2].EndTimeBegins

Concept1 and Concept2 occur at the
same time, and Concept2 ends first.

[concept1].StartTime=[concept2].StartTime<[concept2].EndTime<[concept1].EndTimeBegunBy

Concept1 occurs after Concept2, and
Concept1 ends before Concept2.

[concept2].StartTime<[concept1].StartTime<[concept1].EndTime<[concept2].EndTimeDuring

Concept1 occurs before Concept2, and
Concept1 ends after Concept2.

[concept1].StartTime<[concept2].StartTime<[concept2].EndTime<[concept1].EndTimeContains

Concept1 and Concept2 occur and end
at the same time.

[concept1].StartTime=[concept2].StartTime<[concept2].EndTime=[concept1].EndTimeEquals

Concept1 occurs after Concept2, and
Concept1 ends after Concept2.

[concept2].StartTime<[concept1].StartTime<[concept2].EndTime<[concept1].EndTimeOverlappedBy

Concept1 occurs after Concept2, and
both end at the same time.

[concept2].StartTime<[concept1].StartTime<[concept1].EndTime=[concept2].EndTimeEnds

Concept1 occurs before Concept2, and
both end at the same time.

[concept1].StartTime<[concept2].StartTime<[concept2].EndTime=[concept1].EndTimeEndedBy

Concept1 occurs at the end of Concept2.[concept2].StartTime<[concept2].EndTime=[concept1].StartTime<[concept1].EndTimeMetBy

Concept2 occurs before Concept1.[concept2].StartTime<[concept2].EndTime<[concept1].StartTime<[concept1].EndTimeAfter
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Figure 6. An example of temporal constraints.

Execution of Screening Conditions
Different from the method where the screening expression and
constraints are directly hard-coded, such as i2b2, ANother Tool
for Language Recognition (ANTLR) [33] is used to parse
openEHR EL expressions. In addition, a translator is
implemented to transform the screening conditions into the
underlying query language. The decoupling design uses the
mechanism of openEHR two-level modeling and makes it easy
to keep maintainability.

Most openEHR-based CDRs are based on relational databases
[19,20]. The data scattered in multiple tables make it
unavoidable to bring multitable joins and subqueries. To
improve query performance, this study decided to use a
dedicated search engine to execute queries. ES can store, search,
and analyze a large amount of data in a short time and can meet
the performance requirements of patient screening as a
distributed search engine. Similar to relational databases, each
typed field can be indexed and queried. The architecture is
designed for the execution of queries in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The architecture of query execution for screening conditions. API: Application Programming Interface; EHR: electronic health record; EL:
Expression Language; ES: Elasticsearch.

Data are stored as a document in ES, and the document's schema
is defined by mapping. The index is similar to a database, and
the type is similar to the table structure in a relational database.
ES documents store data in the form of key–value pairs, and
documents can also be used as class types of values to achieve
hierarchical storage. To query EHR data in an index, this study
proposed a method that maps openEHR templates to index
structures.

Specifically, openEHR templates are used to generate
corresponding entities conformed to the Java Persistence
Application Programming Interface (API), or JPA [34],
according to a series of rules. Then, mapping relationships
between entities and indexes are described according to the
ES-related annotations provided by a hibernate search [35].
Finally, a schema of the index structures is generated by using
the existing hibernate search framework. The flowchart is shown
in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The flowchart of mapping between templates and ES. API: Application Programming Interface; EHR: electronic health record; ES: Elasticsearch;
JPA: Java Persistence API.

Mapping Rule Definition
Mapping rules decide the detailed structure of the index, which
plays a significant role in performance. Template index-mapping
rules can be divided into several parts:

1. Data type mapping
2. Hierarchical relationship mapping
3. Naming strategies

A composition archetype and a corresponding template are
required as a container to import other archetypes, including
demographic, imaging examination, laboratory test, problem
diagnosis, medication order, and procedure. The composition
template is designed into a single index in ES. Corresponding
to the definition of screening conditions, attribute nodes and
the hierarchical relationship are the focus in the mapping
process.

Data Type Mapping
The data types of openEHR template attributes are defined in
the RM, and since each field of ES has a type, each RM needs

to add corresponding field-type annotations to map to the
corresponding entity object types. Table 4 shows the mapping
relationships between commonly used data types and entities.

Field annotations decide not only the data types in ES but also
the analyzers that carry out indexing and text processing used
in these fields. All data types are mapped into three field types:

1. GenericField: Use a default field type and analyzer for the
specific attribute type according to provided strategies by
the hibernate search.

2. KeywordField: It only works for string fields whose value
is treated as a single keyword. So, it is appropriate for
terminology-constrained diagnosis, laboratory tests, imaging
examination, etc.

3. FullTextField: Compared with KeywordField, data are
treated as free text, and so this only works for string fields.
The text is split into several tokens as an index. Here, for
string fields in DV_CODED_TEXT and DV_TEXT, two
kinds of field annotations are added so that they can be
queried in different ways.
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Table 4. Data type mapping rules for openEHRa.

Field annotationField typeAttributeData type

GenericFieldBooleanvalueDV_BOOLEAN

KeywordField; FullTextFieldStringvalueDV_CODED_TEXT

KeywordFieldStringcode

GenericFieldIntegermagnitudeDV_COUNT

GenericFieldLocalDatedateTimeDV_DATE

GenericFieldLocalDatedateTimeDV_DATE_TIME

GenericFieldDurationdurationDV_DURATION

KeywordFieldStringidDV_IDENTIFIER

GenericFieldDoublemagnitudeDV_QUANTITY

KeywordFieldStringunits

KeywordField; FullTextFieldStringvalueDV_TEXT

GenericFieldURIuriDV_URI

aEHR: electronic health record.

Hierarchical Relationship Mapping
The composition template corresponds to only one index
structure. The imported archetypes generate hierarchical
relationships in this index. Attributes with basic data types, such
as string, int, and date, can be indexed as value fields. These
imported archetypes and underlying slotted archetypes and
attributes of collection types are indexed as object fields. Several
Java Persistence entities are built according to these archetypes.
The detailed rules are as follows:

1. Each archetype corresponds to a master entity object that
contains the indexed annotation.

2. Slotted archetype and collection-type attributes are mapped
into a new embedded entity in the master entity. However,
there exists a difference between these two types. A slotted
archetype can be treated as an independent medical concept
and is considered as a normal object field, which means all
of its attributes are flatted during indexing. For an attribute
of collection type, it is mostly attached to a major medical
concept and cannot be used on its own. Therefore, it is
mapped into a nested field type, which can keep the original
structure in the archetypes.

3. Every generated entity is labeled with an ID field that
uniquely identifies a document.

4. Every generated entity is also labeled with a timestamp
field, which is treated as a major time marker for
comparison, which can be specified during data integration.

5. Every field type defined in the openEHR RM is considered
as an embedded entity.

Naming Strategies
1. The name of attributes in archetype data types is predefined

according to Java field names. Particularly, the Java string
field, which is annotated with two annotations,
KeywordField and FullTextField, is mapped to two fields

named “{java field name}_keyword” and “{java field
name}_text”.

2. For attributes within entry archetypes directly, the names
are defined with their textual name mentioned in the
ontology section of archetypes. This text is joined with “_”.
For unique identification in the index, every attribute's name
is prefixed with the archetype concept name; for example,
“ B o d y  s i t e ”  i n
openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.problem_diagnosis.v1
will be named with “problem_diagnosis_Body_site”.

3. For attributes within slotted and collection-type archetypes,
the name is decided by two parts: one is these direct parent
archetypes; the other is entry archetypes imported in the
composition template. For multiple levels of archetypes,
the name is provided recursively.

Development of a Screening Tool
Based on the proposed method above and requirements analysis,
we developed a patient-screening tool on EHRs using openEHR.
The system architecture is shown in Figure 9. Our tool uses a
loosely coupled architecture where all modules are connected
loosely so that they can be maintained and replaced more easily.
To be specific, the system is mainly divided into three parts:

1. Concept editing and management: This is to realize the
maintenance and management of screening concepts by
definition and generation. Clinical researchers can edit and
revise these concepts according to specific requirements.

2. Screening conditions’ construction/execution: An
easy-to-operate visual interface is provided for users to edit
screening conditions, and then restful APIs are used to
execute queries in ES.

3. Results of screening configuration: Aimed at different data
requirements, researchers can predefine specific data views
in forms. This module makes it more convenient to get
access to screening results by customized views.
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Figure 9. System architecture for the patient-screening tool. API: Application Programming Interface; EHR: electronic health record; EL: Expression
Language.

Concept Editing and Management
The main function of this module is to manage screening
concepts and to provide a concept generation function based on
openEHR templates and openEHR EL so that users can quickly
realize the mapping between screening concepts and EHR data.

OpenEHR templates used for EHRs are obtained from the
template repository and parsed by tools provided by the

openEHR community [36]. The screening concepts are
generated based on the obtained templates. Since templates used
by the electronic medical record system are for routine delivery
of health care, part of them is not required for clinical research.
So, these templates and related nodes can be selected according
to real situations. Basic concepts can be defined from these
templates, complex or derived concepts should be generated by
the basic concepts, and constraints should be provided by
openEHR EL, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Editing concepts after selection in template.

Screening Conditions’ Construction/Execution
Screening conditions’ construction/execution is the core
component of this screening tool, with which researchers
formally construct screening conditions. Based on the screening
conditions, a query is executed by calling the restful API
provided by ES.

A graphical editing interface is provided to support the
construction of screening conditions. It is designed to organize
components in hierarchical form to accomplish construction.
Screening conditions can be divided into different groups
corresponding to different visual components. Every screening
concept is filled into a single group. Meaningful feedback is
necessary because researchers do not know the exact data in
EHRs. When constructing screening conditions, the number of
results for the screening conditions in every group is
immediately queried to support the revision of conditions. By
default, groups are connected by logic conjunctions. Logical
disjunction can be used within groups. For a single group for a
screening concept, multiple constraints can be added by just

dragging visual components filled with necessary information.
Temporal constraint controls can be added between different
groups. The user interface is shown in Figure 11.

Screening conditions contain complex collection and temporal
constraints. Users can define customized visual components of
constraints according to their own needs. Through the defined
visual components, the corresponding openEHR EL expressions
are generated to express complex conditions, as shown in Figure
12.

Screening conditions are constructed each time from scratch.
It is unnecessary and time consuming because some conditions
seem to be similar to a certain extent, such as conditions
including the same concepts. So, our tool provides a function
for saving constructed screening conditions for reuse after
execution. Later, users can reuse the screening conditions
without construction again. These screening conditions are
saved in hierarchical form, and the required screening conditions
are dragged and dropped at the corresponding level of the
current conditions.
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Figure 11. The user interface for construction of screening conditions.

Figure 12. Derived concepts' generation.
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Results of Screening Configuration
The screening results’ viewing assists researchers to view the
details of selected patients to further determine whether the
patients meet the requirements. Some research platforms usually
use the case report form (CRF) to record patient data. Our tool
relies on a developed CRF generation service to help researchers
customize patient result forms so that they can view information
according to specific needs.

Results

Experiments for Representation
An experiment was carried out in an openEHR CDR based on
a grade A tertiary hospital in China. In total, 500 sentences in
the collected 389 clinical trials were randomly selected to
analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed tool. A
clinician and two information technology personnel joined the
experiment. The clinician was responsible for providing medical

domain knowledge and giving reliable proof when faced with
different opinions. One of the information technology personnel
took charge of the issues about openEHR, and the other was
the core developer of the tool.

In this CDR, more than 30,000 concepts were directly defined
from 34 openEHR templates. These concepts were used to
represent 500 eligible criteria mentioned above. In these
conditions, 589 concepts were found. Among the concepts
found, 513 (87.1%) concepts could be represented and 471
concepts could be directly defined from templates. In addition,
42 concepts needed to be generated by the configurable
operation, and there still existed a challenge to represent 76
concepts. Table 5 shows the part of configurated concepts.

At the same time, our experiment was also carried out in an
i2b2 web client to figure out the differences between our tool
and the client. By comparing the provided query functions, the
differences are given in Table 6 (Y means yes, and N means
no).

Table 5. Part of configurated concepts.

Mentioned times (n)Descriptive expressionName

78current_date_time() - encounter.StartTimeCourse of a disease

10(Systolic blood pressure≥120 and systolic blood pressure≤220) and (40≤heart
rate≤100) and blood oxygen saturation≥92% and body temperature≤38.5

Stable condition

227<mmsea<30In good spirits

1attached(aspirin) or attached(clopidogrel)Dual-antiplatelet therapy

11cognitive_impairment_diagnosis or mmse<24 or mocab<26Cognition impairment

2obesity_diagnosis or icd_10_obesity or bmi_obesityObesity/overweight

2attached(sulpiride) or attached(risperidone)Psychotropic drugs

ammse: Mini-Mental State Exam.
bmoca: Montreal Cognitive Assessment.

Table 6. Comparison with the i2b2a web client.

Examplei2b2Our toolDetailsConstraint support

Patients with strokeYY—Exist

Patients aged 30-80 yearsYY—Relational

Cerebral infarction or cerebral hemorrhage and
subarachnoid hemorrhage

YY—Logical

Operation time <1 h or >3 hNYDurationTemporal

Antiplatelet drugs within 2 weeks before surgeryYYInterval among different clinical
events

Treated with botulinum toxin injection within 6
months

NYInterval related to a single clinical
event

First onsetYYCountCollection

Average treatment time less than 1 h per weekNNComplex computation on collections

WBCb count decreasingNY—Self-defined constraint

Stable conditionNY—Self-defined concept

ai2b2: Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside.
bWBC: white blood cell.
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Evaluation for Performance
An evaluation was performed to validate the query performance
of our method. The used data are from the hospital mentioned
before. EHRs store all the information generated during the
routine delivery of health care, and part of them is about
management and charge information, which are not required
by clinical research. So, a total of seven archetypes and related
templates were selected, including demographics, examinations,
and laboratory tests. The selected templates are shown in Table

7. Considering the sensitivity of data and the complexity of data
integration, only data related to cerebrovascular diseases were
extracted, including 95,226 records of demographics, 449,880
records of admission, 4,239,454 records of physical sign
information, 5,832,990 records of laboratory tests, 12,966,659
records of order information, 158,240 records of diagnostic
information, and 176,798 records of imaging examination. The
data storage structure was generated based on archetype
relational mapping [19] and our template index-mapping method
and is shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14, respectively.

Table 7. OpenEHRa archetypes for EHR structures.

ArchetypeName

openEHR-EHR-ADMIN_ENTRY.person.v1Person

openEHR-EHR-ADMIN_ENTRY.Patient_Admission.v2Patient admission

openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.lab_test_single.v1Laboratory test

openEHR-EHR-INSTRUCTION.order.v1Order

openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.Imaging_examination_report.v2Imaging examination

openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.physical_sign.v1Physical sign

openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.problem_diagnosis.v1Problem diagnosis

aEHR: electronic health record.

Figure 13. Database schemas by archetype relational mapping.
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Figure 14. Index structure for the openEHR template. EHR: electronic health record.

The test cases were executed in Windows 10 with 16GB RAM
and an Inter(R) Core (TM) i5-4590 CPU including Microsoft
SQL Server 2014-12.0.2269.0 and Elasticsearch-7.11.1.

Our study selected six screening conditions as test cases, and
each test case was tested five times in two test environments to
eliminate accidental errors. The execution time of the screening

conditions was separated into two parts: translation time of
expressions and query time in underlying persistence layers.
The selected six test cases are shown in Table 8.

The test results of these test cases are shown in Table 9 (for
archetype relational mapping) and Table 10 (for template index
mapping). Their comparison result is shown in Figure 15.
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Table 8. Test cases for performance evaluation.

DescriptionConditionTest case

Occur in a single table, no join operation requiredPatients with evacuation of intracerebral hematomaQuery1

Occur in a single table, no join operation requiredFemale patients between 20 and 60 yearsQuery2

Occur in two table, join operation between two ta-
bles required

60-70-year-old female patients diagnosed with cerebral hemorrhage or
cerebral infarction

Query3

Occur in three tables, join among three tables re-
quired

Women between 60 and 70 years diagnosed with cerebral hemorrhage or
cerebral infarction taking aspirin

Query4

Occur in four table, join operation among four ta-
bles required

Female patients between 60 and 70 years diagnosed with cerebral hemor-

rhage or cerebral infarction undergoing a WBCa laboratory test and taking
aspirin

Query5

Sort and aggregation operation probably requiredThe last WBC count more than 10×109/LQuery6

aWBC: white blood cell.

Table 9. Test results for archetype relational mapping.

Number of results (n patients)SQL execution time with index (ms)SQLa execution time without index (ms)ID

40301547Query1

857059256Query2

1536257284Query3

1541835253Query4

10648936497Query5

14,58321932484Query6

aSQL: Structured Query Language.

Table 10. Test results for template index mapping.

Number of results (n patients)Total time (ms)Query time (ms)Translation time of ELa (ms)ID

40682246Query1

8570721062Query2

15361114962Query3

15420064136Query4

10622875153Query5

14,583533364169Query6

aEL: Expression Language.
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Figure 15. The performance comparison results between two methods. SQL: Structured Query Language.

The test results show that the number of screening results
obtained by the two methods is the same, and it can be
considered that the screening tool proposed can correctly obtain
screening results.

Considering query performance, in general, SQL queries with
an index outperform SQL queries without an index. For queries
using SQL (Query1 and Query2) without joins, the more data
in the table, the longer the execution time. In addition, the query
time increases rapidly (Query3, Query4, and Query5) during
joins among three tables or even four tables.

With regard to execution using ES, it does not show obvious
advantages among queries without joins, such as Query1 and
Query2. However, for queries that are related to joins, ES
outperforms SQL queries because the patient data are indexed
with a single document, there is no need for joins among
different documents, and the performance is more stable. At the
same time, there exists only a small gap between the execution
time of the search engine and the translation time of screening
conditions. Considering the volume of EHR data on disks and
the translation running in memory, the translation time has a
serious influence on query performance. Therefore, there is still
significant room for further improvement.

In comparison between the two methods, the screening execution
method in our study showed better performance than the
SQL-based method, especially in the screening context of
multitable joins (Query4 and Query5).

Discussion

Principal Results
We proposed a patient-screening tool using openEHR to
transform screening conditions into expressions for queries on
EHRs. The tool is designed to support queries on EHRs directly
within a local context. To sum up, our tool has the following
features:

• First, the tool supports definition and generation from
openEHR archetypes and templates. These concepts can
be simple concepts and derived concepts. In previous
studies, many tools have just provided a fixed-concept set
based on some terminologies. Although a related study is
proposed to extend concepts, these extended concepts can
be only added by SQL expressions, which is a big challenge
for clinical researchers.

• Second, the tool improves the performance of screening
compared with SQL-based methods. With the continuously
increasing data in EHRs, there is a serious bottleneck for
queries in these situations. Our method proposes an
implementation of openEHR AMs to promote query
enhancement based on ES. It is worth taking as a reference
to design other query tools not limited to clinical research.

• Third, the tool provides a promising solution for secondary
use of EHRs in clinical research for the openEHR
community. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such
tool based on openEHR. Our study shows that although
openEHR specifications are mostly designed for the EHR
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environment, they can be used for clinical research in a way
proposed in this study. Although our method is proposed
within the context of openEHR, other information models
can be translated into openEHR information models, which
is proved by previous research [37]. In this way, our method
can be used in these information models.

Ability of Representing Complex Concepts
According to the results of experiments for representation,
87.1% of concepts can be represented by our method. In
addition, 76 concepts (12.9%) were not expressed successfully
because of the complexity of screening conditions. Some reasons
are as follows:

• First, no appropriate archetypes or templates can be used
to generate these concepts. In other words, the necessary
basic concepts are not covered by the EHR information
models. In addition, the concepts that occurred in conditions
are not recognizable by our templates due to differences.
With this kind of issue, more archetypes and templates need
to be encouraged to be developed for specific requirements.
In addition, more local knowledge should be introduced
into templates.

• Second, some concepts do not occur in a structured way.
For example, “severe coronary stenosis” is mostly recorded
in the description of imaging examination. In these
situations, concepts cannot be defined from openEHR
templates directly for screening. This limitation can be
solved in two ways. One is to do what i2b2 does. New
concepts can be extracted from medical texts with natural
language processing (NLP), and a mapping relationship
can be built between these new concepts and original text
for backtrack during querying. Another way is to process
these medical texts independently, and new strategies can
be proposed to query texts together with structured data.

• Third, some concepts mentioned in these conditions are
coarse grained and fuzzy. It is difficult to define a
comprehensive expression to meet all requirements for all
queries because of different knowledge backgrounds and
considerations. For example, in the condition “patients
diagnosed with the diseases that may lead to dysphagia,”
it is difficult to represent ”the diseases.“ The definition of
”the diseases“ is general involving many concepts. Diseases
leading to dysphagia can be of different types, including
brain/nervous system diseases, muscle diseases, and
esophageal diseases. The results of the definition can be a
big list. In addition, different departments focus on different
types of diseases. For example, stroke, Parkinson's disease,
and other brain/nervous system diseases are considered in
psychiatry departments. Oncology departments tend to
consider esophageal carcinoma when finding dysphagia.
The general description of concepts in screening conditions

is common, and they play a significant role in hindering
accurate querying.

Limitations and Future Directions
Visual editing tools can reduce the burden of researchers, but
they still require a certain amount of manual work. For example,
such tools provide some modules such as reusing existing
conditions for convenience. Developing new screening
conditions from scratch is still inevitable, especially for complex
conditions and conditions that have not been used before. With
the continuous development of NLP technology, screening
conditions in free text can be automatically converted into
executable queries, such as SQL or openEHR EL expressions
in this paper.

Stubbs et al [38] proposed the task of patient screening using
EHRs. Some contestants [39,40] used text data to determine
which patients meet the criteria by using rule-based methods,
neural networks, etc. Some studies [41-44] have transformed
conditions into a computer-interpretable format with information
extraction. Criteria2Query [45] provides a natural language
interface to help find eligible patients. In addition, some
text-to-SQL methods are proposed to execute queries on EHRs
[46]. This reduces the workload by predicting the SQL query
for a given condition about a database.

To some extent, these studies greatly relieve the burden of
researchers by allowing familiar way of humans to construct
queries. Their work reduces the extensive interaction issues
with systems/databases or administrators. However, the
end-to-end process hinders manual participation, considering
extremely complicated conditions. Meanwhile, for concept
mismatch between conditions and EHR data, they do not provide
an available solution.

Considering the advantages of NLP technology and the method
proposed in this paper, the future direction for us is to combine
machine learning methods, rule-based methods, and engineering
to improve queries on EHR. Their combination will outperform
any single method.

Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a patient-screening tool for clinical
research using openEHR. The tool helps solve concept
mismatch, especially for derived concepts. The use of ES
improves query performance compared with SQL-based
methods. The tool is applied to stroke-related clinical research
and shows promise. Moreover, we demonstrated a promising
solution for secondary use of EHR data using openEHR. In the
future, we will enhance the tool by leveraging NLP techniques
to enable automatic query formulation for simple and derived
concepts to further reduce the burden of researchers.
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Abstract

Background: Chronic health conditions are on the rise and are putting high economic pressure on health systems, as they require
well-coordinated prevention and treatment. Among chronic conditions, chronic wounds such as cardiovascular leg ulcers have a
high prevalence. Their treatment is highly interdisciplinary and regularly spans multiple care settings and organizations; this
places particularly high demands on interoperable information exchange that can be achieved using international semantic
standards, such as Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine–Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT).

Objective: This study aims to investigate the expressiveness of SNOMED CT in the domain of wound care, and thereby its
clinical usefulness and the potential need for extensions.

Methods: A clinically consented and profession-independent wound care item set, the German National Consensus for the
Documentation of Leg Wounds (NKDUC), was mapped onto the precoordinated concepts of the international reference terminology
SNOMED CT. Before the mapping took place, the NKDUC was transformed into an information model that served to systematically
identify relevant items. The mapping process was carried out in accordance with the ISO/TR 12300 formalism. As a result, the
reliability, equivalence, and coverage rate were determined for all NKDUC items and sections.

Results: The developed information model revealed 268 items to be mapped. Conducted by 3 health care professionals, the
mapping resulted in moderate reliability (κ=0.512). Regarding the two best equivalence categories (symmetrical equivalence of
meaning), the coverage rate of SNOMED CT was 67.2% (180/268) overall and 64.3% (108/168) specifically for wounds. The
sections general medical condition (55/66, 83%), wound assessment (18/24, 75%), and wound status (37/57, 65%), showed higher
coverage rates compared with the sections therapy (45/73, 62%), wound diagnostics (8/14, 57%), and patient demographics
(17/34, 50%).

Conclusions: The results yielded acceptable reliability values for the mapping procedure. The overall coverage rate shows that
two-thirds of the items could be mapped symmetrically, which is a substantial portion of the source item set. Some wound care
sections, such as general medical conditions and wound assessment, were covered better than other sections (wound status,
diagnostics, and therapy). These deficiencies can be mitigated either by postcoordination or by the inclusion of new concepts in
SNOMED CT. This study contributes to pushing interoperability in the domain of wound care, thereby responding to the high
demand for information exchange in this field. Overall, this study adds another puzzle piece to the general knowledge about
SNOMED CT in terms of its clinical usefulness and its need for further extensions.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e31980)   doi:10.2196/31980
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Introduction

Background
Chronic health conditions are on the increase, constituting a
long lasting disease burden for patients [1,2], and posing high
economic pressure for health systems [3,4], as they require
well-coordinated prevention and treatment. Among the chronic
conditions, diabetes and vascular diseases causing chronic
wounds are common [5]. The prevalence of chronic wounds is
estimated to be 2.21 per 1000 people worldwide and is expected
to increase [6]. There are different types of chronic wounds
depending on the primary disease and the site, for example,
diabetic foot ulcers, leg ulcers, and pressure ulcers. Among
them, leg ulcers constitute the most common chronic wounds
[6]. Also known as ulcus cruris or chronic leg wound, a leg
ulcer is a skin defect located on the lower leg or the foot that
fails to heal. Leg ulcers are caused by underlying cardiovascular
diseases, most often peripheral arterial occlusive disease or
venous insufficiency [7]. Furthermore, they are associated with
severe complications, such as pain, immobility, local and
systemic infections, and even amputations [8].

As with most chronic diseases, an interdisciplinary regimen
promises to be an effective clinical therapy strategy for chronic
leg wounds [9,10]. To achieve optimal treatment results for
patients with wounds, physicians from multiple medical fields
and disciplines such as dermatology, cardiology, surgery,
primary care, specialized wound care nurses, and physical
therapists are part of the interdisciplinary team [11]. In addition
to the interprofessional nature of chronic wound care, it is also
highly interorganizational, as patients with leg ulcers are most
often treated in ambulatory settings with multiple health care
providers involved, such as ambulatory nursing organizations,
physician offices, and specialized wound care facilities [2].

The characteristics of chronic wound care, and its
interdisciplinary and interorganizational aspects, demand
information exchange about the patients between the attending
medical professionals to coordinate and manage care. The
healing time and disease burden can thereby be curtailed [12].

Wound Care and Information Interoperability
To standardize and improve the documentation and
communication process, various data sets for wound care were
defined. Among them are the minimum data set for generic
wound assessment [13], the electronic wound summary [14],
and the National Consensus for the Documentation of Leg Ulcer
(NKDUC) [15,16]. The minimum data set is a proposed item
set for generic wound assessment in England. The electronic
wound summary is a German national standard under
development that describes the structure and type of information
exchange at patient discharge. The NKDUC item set was
published by the Institute for Health Services Research
Dermatology and Nursing at the University Medical Centre
Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany. A representative consortium

of clinicians, health care delivery organizations, and health
insurers developed and consented this data set to standardize
the assessment and record-keeping of chronic leg wounds. The
data set considers international literature and medical guidelines
[15,16] and is also applicable outside of Germany. The NKDUC
is a comprehensive data set that goes beyond biomedical
information and aims to describe the patient holistically.

Designed by the relevant professions, consented data sets such
as the NKDUC are the prerequisite for meaningful
record-keeping and facilitate interorganizational and
interprofessional information exchange, which is a crucial
process in the domain of wound care. Health information
technology (HIT) systems such as electronic health records,
patient health records, and patient portals can unfold the full
potential of clinically consented data sets as they enable
real-time, location-independent information exchange that
complies with patient data protection regulations [17]. However,
information sharing across HIT systems with different data
models requires a standardized semantic representation of the
data set’s content so that the systems can process the received
clinical information appropriately [18,19]. A translation of the
elements of a data set into a reference terminology guarantees
semantic interoperability across HIT systems, thereby
incentivizing adoption and data sharing.

Aiming for semantic interoperability in health care, the
International Health Terminology Standards Development
Organisation (IHTSDO) publishes and maintains the
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine–Clinical Terms
(SNOMED CT). SNOMED CT promises to be the leading
reference terminology for clinical terms on a global scale that
enables health care professionals to exchange the semantics of
data, that is, its clinical meaning [20]. SNOMED CT is a
multi-hierarchical terminology that represents a clinical idea as
a single SNOMED CT concept with a unique SNOMED CT
identifier. Compared with other terminologies such as
International Disease Classification Version 10 (ICD-10), which
focuses on disease classification, SNOMED CT aims to describe
the complete domain of health care entities with a high degree
of specificity interrelating the concepts [21]. Hence, it promises
to have the potential to cover the information elements of wound
care. Furthermore, besides communication and record-keeping,
standardized and interoperable clinical documentation from
multiple clinical sites constitute the backbone of data-driven
clinical decision support systems that may further improve
treatment outcomes [18]. In recent years, an increasing number
of countries have adopted SNOMED CT at the national level,
including Switzerland and Austria, which joined IHTSDO in
2016 and 2018, respectively. Germany also followed suit in
2021 [22].

SNOMED CT has proven its usefulness in different areas of
health care, such as, trauma information in emergency medicine
records [23], cancer registries [24], and cardiology [25].
SNOMED CT therefore lends itself to be tested for chronic
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wounds as well to provide solutions to foster interdisciplinary
leg wound care [26]. However, there is limited scientific
research and evidence of how well chronic wounds can be coded
in SNOMED CT; to our knowledge, there are only 2 studies.
The first study mapped a set of 13 items relevant to pressure
ulcers on SNOMED CT [27]. In the second study, a regional
wound assessment document comprising 116 items was mapped
using SNOMED CT, showing a coverage rate of 50.6% [28].
However, both studies were limited to the investigation of
nursing-specific source documents. Therefore, mapping of a
profession-independent, more comprehensive, and
interdisciplinary consented data set to study the expressiveness
of SNOMED CT promises to be rewarding in terms of revealing
the potentials and limits of SNOMED CT. Such studies may
also provide evidence and valuable insights for stakeholders on
the use of SNOMED CT and for realizing interoperability in
wound care. In addition, they might motivate clinicians to
discover SNOMED CT and its usability in specific domains.

Objective and Research Questions
The principal objective of this study is to investigate the rate at
which SNOMED CT—using precoordinated concepts—covers
the medically relevant expressions and terms used in the care
of people with chronic wounds, particularly with chronic leg
wounds. This procedure should provide evidence on the
expressiveness of SNOMED CT in this medical domain and,
therefore, its clinical usefulness and the potential need for
extensions. Accordingly, this study pursued the following
research questions:

1. Which leg ulcer concepts should be matched with
SNOMED CT?

2. What is the reliability of the mapping process?
3. What is the coverage rate of SNOMED CT for leg wound

terms and expressions, that is, how many source items are
present in SNOMED CT?

Methods

Wound Care Item Set and General Methodology
To test the expressiveness and clinical usefulness of SNOMED
CT in the care of patients with chronic wounds and chronic leg
wounds in particular, a wound care item set based on
international medical guidelines and standards with a high
degree of clinical acceptance is needed. Consequently, it was
decided to use the NKDUC mentioned above, which is a good
example of a clinical data set to serve pars pro toto for others.
The decision was made on the grounds that it is a standardized
data set drawing on international recommendations and thus,
features the necessary validity [15,16]. Furthermore, it embraces
a rich set of terms mirroring the wound assessment, wound
status, diagnostic measures, and treatments.

To meet the research objective and answer the research
questions, this study comprised three main consecutive
methodological blocks: First, a formal information model based
on the NKDUC was designed. Second, mapping was conducted
according to the Technical Report 12300:2014 of the ISO [29].
Its 21 mapping principles guided the entire mapping process

(Multimedia Appendix 1). Finally, the coverage rate was
determined.

Information Model
The information model was developed using all NKDUC items
of the following sections: patient demographics, general medical
condition, wound assessment, wound status, diagnostics, and
therapy. Therefore, only NKDUC items that were consented
by the NKDUC consortium in a Delphi-based process were
used [15]. Other sections were excluded, that is, patient-related
outcomes, patient education, and nutritional status, as they
exclusively referred to external sources, such as questionnaires,
for example Wound-QoL (Questionnaire on quality of life with
chronic wounds) [30].

Created mainly for a clinical audience, the NKDUC has a flat
tabular structure. Classes and class attributes of the information
model were derived from this structure, including value sets
consented by the NKDUC consortium as enumerations. The
information model used the class diagram notation of the Unified
Modeling Language. On the basis of this model, all items (ie,
class names, attributes, and value sets) constitute the set of items
that were mapped to SNOMED CT.

Wherever possible, we aimed to reduce the redundant
information of the NKDUC introduced through its hierarchical
structure. For example, the NKDUC item metabolic disorders
contains further detailed items such as diabetes mellitus and
hyperuricemia. SNOMED CT already contains this relationship
through its taxonomy, governed by the concept model [31]. In
this case, we included both conditions, that is, diabetes mellitus
and hyperuricemia, sparing their parent concept.

Mapping
In the second methodological block, the NKDUC items
represented in the information model were mapped onto the
target terminology SNOMED CT. Mapping of the items was
performed as a nonautomatic procedure. As such, it was
manually conducted by 3 clinicians, that is, nurses experienced
in wound care with a master’s degree in health management
and a major in health informatics. Before the mapping process
started, all 3 nurses were trained to work with the SNOMED
CT. The training mainly focused on the logical model, which
provides the fundamental structure of SNOMED CT, and the
concept model, which specifies both the top-level concepts (ie,
hierarchies) and the arrangement of concepts within and between
these hierarchies. The mapping was conducted in 2019 using
the international SNOMED CT version (January 2019) and the
IHTSDO SNOMED CT browser. In this study, only
precoordinated SNOMED CT concepts were used for the
mapping to scrutinize the coverage rate.

Each of the 3 nurses mapped the complete NKDUC. First, they
translated each source item into English. Each mapper was then
instructed to use this translation to identify the semantic
equivalent concept from the target terminology. As SNOMED
CT concepts may share meaning but differ in granularity, the
mappers were advised to scan the hierarchy of identified
concepts and select a single concept that provides the highest
semantic intersection between the source item and the target
concept. As a result, each mapper created a simple reference
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set: a one-to-one relationship between the NKDUC and
SNOMED CT [29].

To answer the second research question, the interrater reliability
of the mapping was assessed by computing the Fleiss κ statistic.
This statistic quantifies the concordance between the maps,
expressing the reliability with a number ranging within the
closed interval from zero to one (0≤κ≤1), with high Fleiss κ
values reflecting a high agreement between the mappers [32,33].
The advantage of this statistic is that it acknowledges that
agreement occurs randomly and accounts for it so that its
estimate is more robust than the proportional agreement [34].
This assessment was performed for the overall mapping and
the six distinct sections of the NKDUC.

Equivalence Rating and Coverage Rate
The third methodological block included three successive steps:
(1) the semantic equivalence of the previously created maps
was rated, (2) the final concept was chosen, and (3) the coverage
rate of the mapping was calculated (research question 3).

The equivalence rating was conducted according to the scheme
described by ISO/TR 12300. According to this scheme, the
semantic equivalence of the map, expressing its quality, was
categorized using five degrees (Multimedia Appendix 2). The
first degree describes the semantic equivalence of meaning
(lexical as well as conceptual); the second degree does so too,
but with synonymy. The third and fourth degrees indicate that
both concepts share meaning; the former describes a broader

meaning of the source concept, whereas the latter has a narrower
meaning. Finally, the fifth degree indicates that mapping is
impossible to achieve, as the target terminology lacks concepts
that share meaning with the source concept.

The equivalence rating was independently conducted by two
assessors (JH and MP), both experienced in health informatics
and interoperability in wound care. Again, the reliability of the
equivalence rating between both assessors was evaluated using
the Fleiss κ statistic. Both assessors then selected the final
concept and defined the final equivalence rating in a joint
discussion. This procedure resulted in a final map for which the
coverage rates were calculated.

Data were entered and stored in Microsoft Excel. Data
processing and analysis were performed using the Python
programming language and additional open-source packages
[35,36]. The data and Python scripts are available on the web
(Multimedia Appendix 2).

Results

Information Model
The information model derived from the NKDUC revealed 268
distinct items for mapping. It included 25 classes, 66 attributes,
23 value sets, and 23 relations. Figure 1 shows an overview of
the information model. The complete model is shown in
Multimedia Appendix 2.

Figure 1. The information model (unified modelling language class diagram), with a subset of 3 selected value sets shown in dark-yellow (ulcer location,
ulcer type, and condition). The class diagram only showcases the attributes for selected classes, for example, patient, wound, and wound status (orange:
patient demographics, light red: general medical condition, purple: wound diagnostics, green: ulcer status, yellow: ulcer assessment, and sky-blue:
therapy). VAS: visual analog scale.
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Mapping and Reliability Rating
In the second methodological block, the previously identified
268 items were mapped first then the reliability was analyzed
(Table 1). Regarding the overall reliability, the Fleiss κ value
was κ=0.512. This value falls in the range of 0.41 and 0.60,
which, according to Landis et al [37], can be considered a
moderate degree of agreement. In addition, we analyzed the

reliability of the mapping for each section of the NKDUC. In
this context, the three mappers were most concordant for the
section general medical condition with κ=0.754, which is
considered a substantial agreement. The section Patient
demographics and Wound assessment showed moderate
agreement. The raters were most discordant for the sections
wound status (κ=0.366), therapy (κ=0.367), and diagnostics
(κ=0.280), which is considered as fair agreement [36].

Table 1. Interrater reliability of the three mappers that conducted the mapping (N=268).

Number of items, n (%)Reliability: Fleiss κ

34 (12.7)0.575Patient demographics

66 (24.6)0.754General medical condition

24 (9)0.568Wound assessment

57 (21.3)0.366Wound status

14 (5.2)0.280Diagnostics

73 (27.2)0.367Therapy

268 (100)0.512Overall

Equivalence Rating and Coverage Rate
In the third methodological block, the map was finalized on the
basis of equivalence rating methodology. According to the Fleiss
κ value of κ=0.702, the reliability of the equivalence rating of
the 2 assessors can be considered a substantial agreement [36].
The reliability values of the equivalence rating per section are
provided in Multimedia Appendix 3.

On the basis of the equivalence rating, 79.1% (212/268) of the
NKDUC items had a match in the target terminology SNOMED
CT (Table 2). With respect to distinct degrees of equivalence,
43.7% (117/268) NKDUC items shared lexical and conceptual

meaning (degree 1) and 23.5% (63/268) items shared meaning
through synonyms (degree 2), yielding a total of 67.2%
(180/268) items in the two highest categories. Furthermore,
11.9% (32/268) NKDUC items matched to SNOMED CT with
semantic asymmetry combining degrees 3 and 4, among which
2.2% (6/268) items had a broader (degree 3) and 9.7% (26/268)
items had a narrower (degree 4) meaning than SNOMED CT.
Finally, 20.9% (56/268) items remained unmatched, described
as degree 5 in the ISO/TR 12300 equivalence scheme. Table 2
breaks down the coverage rates according to equivalence
categories and Table 3 shows examples for each equivalence
category (see Multimedia Appendix 4 for the detailed coverage
rates per equivalence category).

Table 2. The mapping coverage rate is presented using ISO/TR 12300 equivalence categories for the complete National Consensus for the Documentation
of Leg Wounds and its sections (N=268).

Section, n (%)Overall
(n=268), n
(%)

Equivalence categories

06: Therapy
(n=73)

05: Diagnostics
(n=14)

04: Wound
status (n=57)

03: Wound assess-
ment (n=24)

02: General medi-
cal condition
(n=66)

01: Patient demo-
graphics (n=34)

45 (61.6)8 (57.1)37 (64.9)18 (75)55 (83.3)17 (50)180 (67.2)Semantic symmetric
match present (degrees
1 and 2)

12 (16.4)3 (21.4)7 (12.3)1 (4.2)4 (6.1)5 (14.7)32 (11.9)Semantic asymmetry
match present (degrees
3 and 4)

16 (21.9)3 (21.4)13 (22.8)5 (20.8)7 (10.6)12 (35.3)56 (20.9)Semantic match absent
(degree 5)
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Table 3. Examples of the equivalence rating.

TargetSource (NKDUCa)Degree of equivalence (ISO/TR 12300)

(SCTIDc)SNOMED CTb (descriptor)

446841001Ankle-brachial pressure index (observable

entity)

Ankle-brachial pressure indexEquivalence of meaning; lexical, as well as conceptual

402862000Arteritic leg ulcer (disorder)Ulcus cruris arteriosumEquivalence of meaning, but with synonymy

700149001Periwound skin condition (observable entity)Skin conditionSource concept is broader and has a less specific
meaning than the target concept

405009004Infection status (observable entity)Wound infectionSource concept is narrower and has a more specific
meaning than the target concept

N/AN/AdExtent of wound areaNo map is possible

aNKDUC: National Consensus for the Documentation of Leg Wounds.
bSNOMED CT: Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine–Clinical Terms.
cSCTID: Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine–Clinical Terms Identifier.
dN/A: not applicable.

The overall coverage rate (covering degrees 1 and 2) was 67.2%
(180/268). When considering the semantic equivalence for each
section distinctly, the sections general medical condition, wound
assessment, and wound status had the highest coverage rates,
that is, 83% (55/66), 75% (18/24), and 65% (37/57),
respectively. In contrast, the section patient demographics had
the lowest coverage rate (17/34, 50%) and the highest number
of unmatched items (12/34, 35%; Table 2). Regarding
wound-specific information covered according to the two best
degrees (1 and 2), wound assessment ranked first (18/24, 75%)
and wound diagnostics last (8/14, 57%), with wound status and
therapy ranking in between. The overall wound-specific
coverage rate was 64.3% (108/168). When considering
symmetric and asymmetric coverage (degrees 1-4), the
wound-specific overall rate increased to 78% (131/168).

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study investigated the expressiveness of SNOMED CT in
the domain of chronic wounds. It presents a mapping according
to the ISO/TR 12300 formalism between the internationally
grounded and nationally consented German data set NKDUC
and the international terminology SNOMED CT. The
NKDUC-based information model developed before the
mapping revealed 268 items to be mapped. Conducted by 3
health care professionals, the mapping showed moderate
reliability (κ=0.512). The coverage rate of SNOMED CT was
67.2% (180/268; symmetric match) overall and 64.3% (108/168)
specifically for wounds.

Coverage Rate
The achieved coverage rate can be regarded as satisfactory as
there is a direct, symmetric match in SNOMED CT for
two-thirds of all mapped items (180/268, 67.2%, degrees 1 and
2). An additional 11.9% (32/268) of the mapped items received
a rating of an asymmetric match (degrees 3 and 4), which adds
to 79.1% (212/268) coverage. Wound assessment ranked first
(18/24, 75%) and wound diagnostics ranked last (8/14, 57%).

The mapping of a regional, nurse-specific wound care data set
from the United Kingdom, Columbia, and Canada yielded a
coverage rate of 50.7% [28]. In comparison, the overall coverage
rates on the basis of precoordinated concepts in other clinical
domains, for example emergency medicine (89%) [19], were
higher but could also be as low as 30% in the case of the human
phenotype ontology [38]. In this context, the coverage rates in
this mapping could be deemed satisfactory.

Considering the distinct NKDUC sections, heterogeneous
coverage rates became apparent. At the end of both extremes,
the section general medical condition had the highest coverage
with over 83% (55/66) and the section patient demographics
had the lowest coverage at 50% (17/34). The former section
(general medical condition) mainly contains a list of
ulcer-relevant conditions also found in the ICD-10 classification.
Past ICD-10 mappings with SNOMED CT showed that it covers
those items generally well [39], which explains the high
coverage rate of this section. The latter section (patient
demographics) contains German-specific items, such as
educational, marital, professional, and health insurance status,
for which few matching concepts were identified in SNOMED
CT. The reduced coverage rate in this section reflects the fact
that the mapping was performed using the international
SNOMED CT version for German-specific items. Our findings
support the need to fill these gaps in the German-specific items
for a national German SNOMED CT version.

Although the wound-specific sections (ie, wound status, wound
assessment, diagnostics, and therapy) showed a fair to
reasonable coverage rate, the mappings thereof remained
incomplete. For example, 57% (8/14) of the items in the
diagnostics sections could be mapped literally to the same term
or synonym.

In addition, our investigation revealed gaps in expressing
wound-care-specific terms in SNOMED CT. Clinically,
interdisciplinary data sets that are based on the literature and
consented by medical experts, such as the NKDUC, provide
valuable insights for identifying and filling these gaps.
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One approach to this is post coordination, which is used across
different domains such as cardiology and clinical phenotyping
data [18]. Governed by SNOMED CT’s compositional grammar
and by composing existing SNOMED CT concepts,
postcoordination generates semantically equivalent expressions
for source terms that are unavailable as precoordinated concepts
in SNOMED CT. Therefore, SNOMED CT expands its
semantics and can fill gaps in a map. Postcoordination seems
especially promising when the target concepts have a broader
meaning (degree 4), as postcoordination can narrow down the
meaning of existing concepts. Moreover, even for missing
matches (degree 5), postcoordination offers a solution. For
example, postcoordination would lead to the following
SNOMED CT expression to code a leg ulcer smear procedure:

(16314007 |Microbial smear examination
(procedure)|: {363700003 |Direct morphology
(attribute)| = 56208002 |Ulcer (morphological
abnormality)|, 363704007 |Procedure site (attribute)|
= 416077002 | skin and/or subcutaneous tissue
structure of lower limb (body structure)|}).

However, postcoordination is more complex and requires more
effort from implementers [40], and using precoordinated
concepts may facilitate the implementation. Hence, maps to
precoordinated concepts promise faster adoption than their
postcoordinated counterparts. Despite these disadvantages, the
findings of this study reveal the need for postcoordination.
Future initiatives are necessary to cover the entire domain of
wound care in SNOMED CT. These initiatives require a rigorous
consensus-building process to generate and validate the concepts
for clinical use. In this study, our findings suggest that the
wound-specific sections diagnostics and wound status may
benefit the most from postcoordination as they showed the
lowest coverage rates. However, when postcoordination fails,
missing concepts should be added to SNOMED CT, for
example, German-specific items mentioned above. Furthermore,
new concepts to describe the progress of epithelization and
granulation status to record wound healing are good examples
to illustrate this need.

Both approaches, postcoordination and adding missing concepts,
promise to close the semantic gaps identified in SNOMED CT
and would allow NKDUC, and probably other documentation
standards in wound care, to reach semantic interoperability. In
summary, the findings show that SNOMED CT is partially
ready for use in wound care documentation. However, further
measures, such as those explained above, seem desirable.

Reliability
The strength of these findings depends highly on the reliability
of mapping. The overall reliability of κ=0.512 is what the
reference literature describes as a moderate agreement between
the mappers. This statistic indicates that the findings of the
mapping stand on solid ground.

However, in this mapping process, rather than selecting items
from a small set of options, the raters had to choose from a vast
range of SNOMED CT concepts, as it provides over 350,000
precoordinated concepts. This circumstance makes it generally
more difficult to find a consensus, especially for source items

where similar target concepts are available. This conclusion is
supported by the fact that the Fleiss κ statistic tends to decrease
as the number of categories increases [41]. To increase
reliability, intermediary discussions among mappers would have
been beneficial. However, all mappers followed the same
mapping rules to support the reliability of the mapping.

When comparing different NKDUC sections, heterogeneous
reliability values could be found. For example, mappers were
more discordant for concepts concerning diagnostics compared
with those concerning general medical conditions. This situation
may imply that sections showing low reliability are challenging
to map, either because there are many similar SNOMED CT
concepts with high semantic overlap, the NKDUC items are
ambiguous, or both cases hold true. Reliability values and
coverage rates seem to be related as lower Fleiss κ values for
wound status (0.366), diagnostics (0.280), and therapy (0.367)
tend to correspond with lower coverage rates of 65% (37/57),
57% (8/14), and 62% (45/73), respectively. Similarly, higher
reliability values for general medical condition (0.754) and
wound assessment (0.568) vary with higher coverage rates of
83% (55/66) and 75% (18/24), respectively. Therefore, in either
case, the mapped SNOMED CT concepts in the sections with
lower reliability must be validated carefully before their use in
clinical practice.

Information Model
Although the information model derived from the NKDUC
primarily served as a source for identifying the items to be
mapped, it also allows statements about the general validity of
NKDUC by comparing this information model with others. For
example, the openEHR template wound assessment panel and
wound presence assertions [42], which partly represent wound
phenomena, embrace similar content as the corresponding parts
of the NKDUC information model. This overlap hints at the
validity of this information model as well as the mapping and
implications for SNOMED CT. Furthermore, it seems promising
to integrate the identified SNOMED CT concepts into
wound-specific openEHR archetypes and templates to enhance
interoperability in the domain of chronic wound care [43].

Limitations
There are some limitations to be considered when interpreting
the results. Most importantly, as mentioned above, this study
did not make use of postcoordination, which most likely limited
a higher coverage rate as postcoordination usually extends the
content of SNOMED CT through compositional expressions
[44]. However, this study was conducted to investigate the
predefined content and its coverage rate in the ulcer care domain
using the NKDUC as an example of a national consented
collection of ulcer-relevant items. We plan to implement
postcoordination for an upcoming mapping of the NKDUC to
SNOMED CT to further fill semantic gaps and improve the
coverage rate required for actual implementation in systems
used in clinical care. Furthermore, as NKDUC focuses on
cardiovascular leg wounds, the coverage rate for items of further
wound types, such as pressure ulcers, must be investigated
additionally.
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Another limitation of this study is the absence of a German
SNOMED CT version, which necessitates an intermediary
translation by each mapper, which may have introduced bias.
To avoid this bias and increase interrater reliability, an additional
validation step between the translation of the source concept
and its mapping to SNOMED CT may have been beneficial.
However, differences in the translations tend to be less biasing
when synonyms are available, as is the case for SNOMED CT,
and can cover these different translations. To overcome the lack
of a German SNOMED CT version, a German translation group
was formed by the Swiss, Austrian, and German National
Release Centers in 2021 to develop guidelines and initiate
translation projects [45]. The mapping that was developed in
this study may support the German translation group and
contribute to the translation for the domain of wound care.

Conclusions
This study investigates the expression of SNOMED CT in the
wound care domain based on a comprehensive, clinically

consented data set. The results encourage the use of SNOMED
CT and build the foundation for semantically interoperable
systems to foster information exchange, which is crucial in the
interprofessional and interorganizational setting of chronic
wound care. Furthermore, the mapping followed the instructions
of ISO/TR 12300 and determined the reliability as well as the
equivalence and coverage rate. We thereby showcase a
replicable procedure that can be used as a blueprint to produce
reliable and transparent mappings in other domains as well.

Overall, this study adds another puzzle piece to the general
knowledge about SNOMED CT in terms of its clinical
usefulness and its need for further extensions. Semantic
interoperability through SNOMED CT has become the most
powerful in interdisciplinary and interprofessional scenarios
across care settings, of which wound care is an excellent
example.
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Abstract

Background: Medical information management for stroke patients is currently a very time-consuming endeavor. There are
clear guidelines and procedures to treat patients having acute stroke, but it is not known how well these established practices are
reflected in patient documentation.

Objective: This study compares a variety of documentation processes regarding stroke. The main objective of this work is to
provide an overview of the most commonly occurring medical concepts in stroke documentation and identify overlaps between
different documentation contexts to allow for the definition of a core data set that could be used in potential data interfaces.

Methods: Medical source documentation forms from different documentation contexts, including hospitals, clinical trials,
registries, and international standards, regarding stroke treatment followed by rehabilitation were digitized in the operational data
model. Each source data element was semantically annotated using the Unified Medical Language System. The concept codes
were analyzed for semantic overlaps. A concept was considered common if it appeared in at least two documentation contexts.
The resulting common concepts were extended with implementation details, including data types and permissible values based
on frequent patterns of source data elements, using an established expert-based and semiautomatic approach.

Results: In total, 3287 data elements were identified, and 1051 of these emerged as unique medical concepts. The 100 most
frequent medical concepts cover 9.51% (100/1051) of all concept occurrences in stroke documentation, and the 50 most frequent
concepts cover 4.75% (50/1051). A list of common data elements was implemented in different standardized machine-readable
formats on a public metadata repository for interoperable reuse.

Conclusions: Standardization of medical documentation is a prerequisite for data exchange as well as the transferability and
reuse of data. In the long run, standardization would save time and money and extend the capabilities for which such data could
be used. In the context of this work, a lack of standardization was observed regarding current information management. Free-form
text fields and intricate questions complicate automated data access and transfer between institutions. This work also revealed
the potential of a unified documentation process as a core data set of the 50 most frequent common data elements, accounting
for 34% of the documentation in medical information management. Such a data set offers a starting point for standardized and
interoperable data collection in routine care, quality management, and clinical research.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e27396)   doi:10.2196/27396
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Introduction

Background
Stroke is the second most common cause of death worldwide
and is the most important cause of permanent disability in adults
[1]. Owing to the increasing aging of the population, a steady
incidence rate would probably lead to an increasing number of
people being affected by stroke in Germany in the next decades
[1].

In addition, the treatment of the disease and the consequent
damage generate immense costs for the health system and thus
the population [2]. The high incidence and prevalence rate of
this disease in Germany induces numerous studies, the creation
of therapy guidelines and regulations for proper initial treatment
of stroke patients, and preventive measures. Currently, there
are more than 300 certified stroke units in Germany [3]. These
stroke units have to comply to a multitude of certification criteria
and pass regular audits [3]. Primary as well as standardized
secondary prevention (including early recurrence prevention)
are also of great importance, and procedures for treating carotid
artery stenosis are regulated by the S3 guidelines [4].

What about information management regarding stroke patients
are there sufficient standards and guidelines for hospitals as
well? It is common knowledge that patient documentation is a
time-consuming endeavor. The documentation already starts in
the emergency room when basic patient data are collected, and
the medical history and initial examination results are recorded.
Subsequent examination results, vital parameters, and health
changes were documented according to a fixed time schedule.
Even after hospitalization, a large amount of data are recorded
during follow-up examinations, rehabilitation, or clinical
research. Medical documentation accounts for 25% of the
physician’s workload and takes up as much time as direct patient
care [5].

Objective
Although there are clear certification requirements for stroke
units, guidelines for therapy, extensive rehabilitation networks,
secondary prevention, and numerous research papers, the
question arises as to what measures are taken to improve the
collection and processing of data. Standardization allows for a
sound way of transferring data between departments and
institutions, which saves time and money [6,7]. Do such
standardizations or maybe even a transferable core data set
already exist? Queried institutions denied questions regarding
standardizations for routine clinical documentation, software,
transmission interfaces, or a core data set; there is also no
superordinate institution for coordinating the exchange of data.
The certification criteria for stroke units specify certain
examinations, examination scores, and therapy cycles;
documentation is expected, but there are no specific
requirements or standards.

In some federal states of Germany, the only clear requirement
specific to information management concerning stroke units is
mandatory participation in the stroke registry for quality
assurance. Clinics must provide a form with 77 data elements
for each patient and are required to complete at least 90% of

these [8]. The data elements are revised annually and partially
adjusted.

The association of German stroke registries, the
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutschsprachiger Schlaganfall-Register
(ADSR), is a voluntary association of regional quality assurance
projects regarding stroke treatment. The ADSR was founded
in 1999 with the objective of developing a standardized data
collection for stroke cases. It creates regional as well as
supraregional comparisons based on scientific, quality-related,
and epidemiological viewpoints. There are yearly meetings for
members to reconcile documentation forms and discuss uniform
quality indicators. These quality indicators are developed by a
multidisciplinary work group, including representatives of the
Deutsche Schlaganfall Gesellschaft (German Stroke Society),
the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Neurologie (German Association
of Neurology) and the Stiftung Deutsche Schlaganfall-Hilfe
(German Stroke Foundation). Approximately 300,000 data
records are evaluated by the ADSR each year [9]. The
documentation for the stroke registry is usually conducted with
additional software, so data from routine documentation are not
taken over. Redundant documentation performed in parallel for
different applications increases the effort and susceptibility to
errors.

There are also registries for quality assurance in the domain of
early rehabilitation and rehabilitation in general. The Hessische
Krankenhausgesellschaft (Hesse Hospital Association) and
health insurance associations in Hesse have come to a
contractual agreement in this regard, but supraregionally there
is no obligation to participate.

Problems with existing documentation procedures are not new.
For many years, medical information management has been
analyzed and discussed in the field of health informatics. Thus,
studies similar to this one exist for other diseases, such as for
acute myeloid leukemia [10] or acute coronary syndrome [11].
Since 2015, the German Research Foundation has funded several
projects that aim to establish an information infrastructure for
research data. In this context, more than 500,000 additional data
models were processed at the Institute of Medical Informatics
in Münster [12].

So far, endeavors regarding information management for stroke
patients in Germany have been covered, but what is the
international situation with regard to this? Are there standards,
interfaces for different medical documentation sources, or even
a specification of a core data set? The National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) is a research
institute belonging to the National Institutes of Health and is
supported by the Department of Health and Human Services.
One of the objectives of the NINDS is to develop data standards
for clinical research and accessible tools while improving data
quality and cost control [13,14]. Data elements from case report
forms, clinical routine forms, guidelines, and clinical data
standards are available to identify core data elements [13,15-17].

There are also registries for patients who had stroke in other
countries. Thus, data structures from the Austrian Stroke
Registry were included in this study [18].
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In summary, the objective of this work is to contribute to a
crossdomain core data set for patients who had stroke that could
function as a standard and be used for data exchange.

Methods

Overview of the Methods
Figure 1 illustrates the conducted main steps from the definition
of documentation contexts over transfer of uniformly structured
data and semantic coding to create and comparison of common
data elements’ (CDEs).

Figure 1. Overall workflow for definition of CDEs from existing documentation forms. CDE: common data element; ODM: operational data monitor;
UMLS: Unified Medical Language System.

Definition of Documentation Contexts and Form
Collection
Patient documentation forms for stroke patients were collected
from hospitals, rehabilitation facilities, research papers,

registries, and standards for the period from 2014 to 2017
(Figure 2). The selection was conducted by 2 medical experts
including 1 clinical stroke expert based on the availability of
documentation forms and broad content coverage in clinical
research and care.

Figure 2. Designated contexts. ADSR: Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutschsprachiger Schlaganfall-Register; CDC: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention;
ECASS-4: European Cooperative Acute Stroke Study-4; NINDS: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke.

Documentation forms were collected from different contexts to
provide a broad landscape of clinical care and clinical research
documentation. The process of form collection and ensuring
broad coverage by different documentation contexts is based
on an established approach for CDE generation in the field of
acute myeloid leukemia [10] and acute coronary syndrome [11].
Core contexts include routine clinical documentation, trial and

register documentation, and international standards. To regard
stroke-specific documentation, the context rehabilitation was
added, as this was considered a highly relevant part of follow-up
stroke care.

The core contexts of this work as follows:
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1. Clinical routine documentation (stroke units): For this work
the clinical routine documentation of the University Hospital
Münster as a tertiary care hospital and the Elisabeth Hospital
Gütersloh as an acute care hospital is considered, as well
as the documentation from a tertiary care hospital in France.
All forms were selected and made available by specialists
working at these hospitals.

2. Documentation from rehabilitation: this category contains
the clinical routine documentation from a facility for early
rehabilitation in Gütersloh, a rehabilitation clinic in
Meerbusch, a registry for early [19] and general
rehabilitation [20] and also trial documentation from the
University Hospital Halle [21].

3. Registries and quality standards: Two data models from
the association of German stroke registries (ADSR) are
considered, one regarding acute care for stroke patients in
hospitals and one regarding thrombectomy and lysis therapy
after stroke [9,22]. Moreover, a registry from Austria was
included in the analysis [18].

4. Documentation from clinical trial research: The University
Hospital Heidelberg provided the documentation for two
clinical trials, a phase 3 trial researching lysis therapy for
stroke patients (parameters: randomized, multicentre,
double-blind, and placebo-controlled) and a trial researching
decompressive surgery after severe stroke (parameters:
prospective, multicentre, randomized, open, and controlled)
[23,24].

5. International standards: The NINDS in the United States
provides a list of the 50 most CDEs collected mainly from
clinical trial documentation and guidelines [25].
Furthermore, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) provides performance measures for the
quality of care–both of these data sets are considered in this
work [26].

Processing of Documentation Forms and Semantic
Coding
The collected forms were transformed into a unified document
structure, called the operational data model (ODM) by the
Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium. To do this,
forms were created using the ODM editor available on the
Medical Data-Models portal [12]. This portal is a metadata
registry operated by the Institute of Medical Informatics in
Münster and can be used to create, analyze, share, and reuse
medical forms; it serves as an infrastructure for academic
medical research (noncommercial) [16]. Each data element in
the ODM format was assigned a Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS) concept code. The UMLS Metathesaurus [27]
contains UMLS concepts and incorporates important
terminology, classification, and coding standards. For instance,
the data element birth date of patient was allocated to the
concept code C0421451 Patient Date of Birth.

Analysis and Generation of CDEs
UMLS-encoded ODM forms were analyzed using the CDE
generator to identify common concepts and to generate CDEs
[28]. The CDE generator is a publicly accessible tool and was
used to count and display assigned UMLS codes ordered by
frequency. It also enables the generation of cumulative concept

coverage and pairwise comparisons of different documentation
contexts. A concept was selected as a common concept if it
appeared in at least two documentation contexts. By adding the
most common information on datatypes, and permissible values
from the analyzed sources, the corresponding CDEs were
generated. A similar methodology was applied to other disease
domains before [10,11].

Some concepts had to be aggregated and corrected to reveal
overlaps between domains, for example, the concept C0525032
International Normalized Ratio and the concept C0030605
Activated Partial Thromboplastin Time Measurement were
subsumed under the concept C0005790 Blood Coagulation
Tests as part of the code harmonization. All forms and UMLS
codes were checked by an experienced UMLS coder, and the
resulting list of CDEs was also reviewed by a neurologist and
a stroke specialist.

Finally, a list of the most frequented CDEs can be generated.
In the following, the top-30 CDE extract shows the 30 most
frequent concepts, which were used in at least two
documentation contexts. The resulting list is shared on the
Medical Data-Models portal for reuse.

Results

Data Collection
A total of 3287 data elements were identified based on 15
medical information management systems (Figure 2), from
which 1051 unique medical concepts emerged.

UMLS Coverage and Missing Concepts
Some data elements could not be assigned to a UMLS concept
code in an unambiguous way; for instance, individual answers
to intricate questions or complex instructions that were simply
ticked off in a form (eg, dose: 0.9 mg × kg body weight,
maximum dose 90 mg, 10% initially as a bolus, the rest over
60 minutes via a syringe pump). Moreover, administrative items
such as dates and signatures appearing in medical reports were
excluded from the concept code allocation. This study mainly
focuses on medically relevant concepts.

Cumulative Concept Coverage
Cumulative frequencies help assess the heterogeneity of
concepts. Among 1051 unique medical concepts, the 50 most
frequent ones accounted for 34% of all concept occurrences in
the collected stroke documentation (Figure 3). Expanding this
to the 100 most frequent concepts leads to a coverage rate of
50%. The most frequent concept, C0031809 Physical
Examination, refers to the general physical examination
including the examination of the liver, the kidneys, the lungs,
etc. Another frequently appearing concept (with a frequency of
43) was C0003280 Anticoagulants containing thrombosis
prophylaxis and therapy, the dosing of heparin and vitamin K
antagonists, etc; the concept C3702515 Evaluation of Speech,
including examinations concerning articulation disorders,
dysarthria, and apraxia, also appeared often. After the 363 most
frequent concepts, the subsequent ones appeared only once. A
complete list of concepts is provided in Multimedia Appendix
1.
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Figure 3. Cumulative concept coverage.

Comparison of Documentation Contexts

Comparison of Clinical Routine Documentation and
Documentation from Registries and Quality Standards
(Context A and C)
Overall, routine clinical documentation of the stroke units
contained 537 unique medical concepts and 206 concepts in
registries and standards. Afterwards, the domains could be
compared with the CDE generator. There was an overlap of 100

concepts between the information managements of the three
stroke units and the information managements of the registries
and standards (3 as well, Table 1); therefore, 100 concepts
appeared in both domains, for example, concepts like C0543414
Tobacco Use or C0007465 Cause of Death. In contrast, concepts
such as C0018810 Heart Rate only appeared in the information
managements of the stroke units and C0162578 Thrombectomy
only appeared in the information management of the registries
and standards.

Table 1. Overview of overlaps between different contextsa.

Context E: internation-
al standards (56 dis-
tinct concepts)

Context D: clinical trial
research (181 distinct
concepts)

Context C: registries
and quality standards
(206 distinct concepts)

Context B: rehabilita-
tion (475 distinct con-
cepts)

Context A: clinical
routine documentation
(537 distinct con-
cepts)

Contexts

35/6.5%/62.5%84/15.6%/46.4%100/18.6%/48,5%147/27.4%/30.9%537/100.0%/100.0%Context A: clinical
routine documentation
(537 distinct con-
cepts)

28/5.9%/50.0%52/10.9%/28.7%85/17.9%/41.3%475/100.0%/100,0%147/30.9%/27.4%Context B: rehabilita-
tion (475 distinct con-
cepts)

25/12.1%/44.6%56/27.2%/30.9%206/100.0%/100.0%85/41.3%/17.9%100/48.5%/18.6%Context C: registries
and quality standards
(206 distinct con-
cepts)

26/14.4%/46.4%181/100.0%/100,0%56/30.9%/27.2%52/28.7%/10.9%84/46.4%/15.6%Context D: clinical
trial research (181
distinct concepts)

56/100%/100%26/46.4%/14.4%25/44.6%/12.1%28/50.0%/5.9%35/62.5%/6.5%Context E: internation-
al standards (56 dis-
tinct concepts)

aThe first number (italicized) represents the number of common concepts between two contexts. For example, the second grid cell shows 147 shared
concepts between context A and B, which corresponds to an overlap rate of 27.4% regarding context A (147/537) and 30.9% regarding context B
(147/475).

Comparison of Clinical Routine Documentation and
Documentation from Clinical Trial Research (Context
A and D)
While the information management of the stroke units contained
537 unique medical concepts, the documentation from the

clinical trial research (consisting of two trials, Table 1) yielded
181 unique medical concepts.

In total, 84 of these 181 concepts appeared in both the
documentation from clinical trial research and clinical routine
documentation, so there was an overlap of 46.4% between these
domains. Examples of such overlapping concepts are C0030193
Pain, C0005790 Blood Coagulation Tests, and C3476804
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NIHSS. Results from physical therapy (C0949766 Physical
Therapy) were only recorded in the stroke units but did not
appear in the clinical trials. By contrast, the concept C3872877
Hemicraniotomy was only found in the documentation from
clinical trial research.

Comparison of National Registries and Standards
(Germany) and International Standards (Context C and
E)
Documentation from national registries and standards revealed
206 unique medical concepts, whereas only 56 concepts emerged
from international standards. A total of 25 concepts appeared
in both domains, for example C0003811 Cardiac Arrhythmia,
C0003280 Anticoagulants, and C0001948 Alcohol Consumption.
The concept C2984908 Modified Rankin Scale was only present
in the German registries and standards and the concept
C0013658 Educational Status only appeared in international
standards.

International Standards and Documentation From
Clinical Trial Research in Germany (Context E and D)
Documentation from two clinical trials conducted in Germany
yielded 181 unique medical concepts, whereas the top list from
the NINDS and the performance measures from the CDC
contained 56 concepts. Of these 56 international standards
concepts 26 (46%) overlapped with the concepts from the
clinical trials, which represented 14.4% of the German trial
documentation. Concepts like C0005823 Blood Pressure,
C2361123 Discharge Date, and C0040044 Thrombolytic
Therapy appeared in both domains, whereas the concept
C0009566 Complication only appeared in the German clinical
trials and the concept C0001948 Alcohol Consumption only
appeared in the NINDS list of international standards.

Comparison of the Clinical Routine Documentation for
Stroke Units and Rehabilitation Facilities (Domain A
and Subdomain of B)
The routine documentation of the three stroke units contained
537 unique medical concepts, whereas the documentation of
the rehabilitation clinics contained 475 unique medical concepts.

A comparison between these domains revealed an overlap of
147 concepts, for example, C0011900 Diagnosis, C0154251
Lipid Metabolism Disorders, and C1305855 Body Mass Index.
The concept covering results from the ECG (C0013798:
Electrocardiogram) was only present in the stroke unit
documentation and C0260682: Tracheostomy Status and
C0233414: Disturbance of Attention are examples of concepts
that only appear in the documentation of the rehabilitation
facilities.

Overview of CDEs
A list of the 50 most frequent concepts (based on the selection
of a medical expert and medical computer scientists) could be
created. Table 2 shows an extract containing the top 30 and
sorted to different documentation categories. The absolute
frequency of a concept could exceed the number sources (n=15),
as some concepts appeared more than one in a source. A model
implementation for an extended list of the 50 most common
concepts was created as a Clinical Data Interchange Standards
Consortium–compliant implementation for reuse (attached in
the Multimedia Appendix 1).

Moreover, the actual implementation according to the Clinical
Data Interchange Standards Consortium ODM is available on
the web [12] (Figure 4).
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Table 2. Top 50 of most frequent concepts with absolute concept frequency and sorted by medical categorya.

EDCBAACFDocumentation categoryConceptNo.

✓✓✓✓12Administrative/demographicsPatient internal identifier1

✓✓✓✓9Administrative/demographicsPatient name2

✓✓✓✓✓9Administrative/demographicsGender3

✓✓✓✓✓19Administrative/demographicsPatient date of birth, age4

✓✓✓✓✓13Administrative/demographicsDate of admission5

✓✓✓✓✓12Administrative/demographicsDischarge date6

✓✓✓✓17Administrative/demographicsLiving situation (alone, independent, or family home)7

✓✓✓✓18Administrative/demographicsDeath (finding, date/time)8

✓✓✓✓23Diagnostic/medical historySymptom findings in relation to time, time to treatment9

✓✓✓✓✓132Diagnostic/medical historyDiagnosis (transient ischemic attack, Ischemic stroke and
localization, brain hemorrhage, and localization)

10

✓✓✓✓21Diagnostic/medical historyHistory of cerebrovascular accident and further medical
history

11

✓✓✓19Diagnostic/medical historyEtiology12

✓✓✓✓✓104Diagnostic/medical historyPre-existing conditions and risk factors13

✓✓✓✓✓67Diagnostic/medical historyVital signs (blood pressure, heart rate, SpO2, breathing
rate, body temperature)

14

✓✓8Examination/follow-upNeurologic symptoms and neurological deficit15

✓✓✓✓65Examination/follow-upGeneral physical examination16

✓✓✓✓✓142Examination/follow-upNational Institutes of Health Stroke Scale17

✓✓✓✓23Examination/follow-upDysphagia/deglutition disorders18

✓✓13Examination/follow-upQuality of vision-vision disorders?19

✓✓✓✓25Nursing issues, rehabilitationModified Rankin Scale20

✓✓✓17Nursing issues, rehabilitationBarthel index21

✓✓✓73Apparatus-based diagnosticsDiagnostic imaging (magnetic resonance imaging, com-
puted tomography, and ultrasonography)

22

✓✓✓✓9Apparatus-based diagnosticsAngiography and digital subtraction23

✓✓✓93Laboratory: blood panelRoutine blood tests24

✓✓✓✓✓37MedicationMedication list25

✓✓✓✓✓43MedicationAnticoagulants26

✓✓✓✓✓30MedicationAntiplatelet agents27

✓✓✓✓✓23Treatment detailsThrombolytic therapy28

✓✓26Treatment detailsAngioplasty and stenting29

✓✓✓38Treatment detailsPhysiotherapy and ergotherapy30

aThe common data elements (CDEs) for physiotherapy and ergotherapy are listed together in the 30th line. Columns, A, B, C, D and E present the
occurrence of CDEs in the documentations of the according contexts (findings in Figure 2: Context A: Clinical routine documentation (stroke units),
Context B: Documentation from rehabilitation, Context C: Registries and quality standards, Context D: Documentation from clinical trial research, and
Context E: International standards).
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Figure 4. The core data set in stroke care and research is available at the MDM-portal of the Institute of Medical Informatics in Münster [29].

Discussion

Principal Findings
This work systematically compared data from routine care,
research, and quality management to derive a core data set,
which could function as a starting point for further
standardization efforts. The 50 most frequent of the 3287
concepts could already cover 34% of all concepts occurring in
the entire data item collection. This shows the high potential of
a potential core data set. The list has been published and
exported in various documentation formats. This could facilitate
data exchange between different institutions

During form collection, a few factors surfaced that made it a
challenging endeavor: Issues related to intellectual property and
confidentiality aspects impeded the availability of
documentation forms, especially that of case report forms used
in clinical trial research. Moreover, the software used in
hospitals and rehabilitation facilities varied quite a bit, and often
data were not available in digital form.

A general problem, especially with regard to routine
documentation, is the numerous free-form text fields, which are
only coded by an unspecific concept. In clinical routines,
medical findings are often entered as free-text, whereas specific
data points are usually queried in registries and standards and

clinical trial research. The information captured by specific
queries was also often found in free-form text fields in routine
documentation; for example, a free-form text field asking for
pre-existing conditions on the one hand and checkboxes for
specific conditions (such as hypertension and atrial fibrillation)
on the other.

We noticed a relatively small overlap of 25 concepts between
national and international standards (comparison of national
registries and standards [Germany] and International Standards
[Context C and E]), which could be explained by the fact that
German registries and standards focus mainly on routine
documentation whereas the international standards of the NINDS
on clinical trial research.

Clinical trials usually try to answer specific research questions
(International standards and Documentation from Clinical Trial
Research in Germany [Context E and D]). There was an overlap
of 26 concepts between the international standards (represented
by the top list of NINDS with the performance measures of
CDC) and the documentations from clinical trials in Germany,
but the overlaps were limited to basic patient data such as body
weight, vital signs, and gender.

An interconnected and unified solution would facilitate the
exchange and reuse of data, which would bring many benefits;
for example, the automatic creation of text blocks for discharge
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summaries would be possible. A more transparent
documentation process would also simplify the efforts for
standardization and quality assurance. Patient data from routine
clinical documentation could be transferred to rehabilitation
facilities, registries, and researchers conducting clinical trials.
Data could also be reused, for instance, for further studies
(secondary use), and it could easily be used for electronic health
records.

This insight is not new, although earlier works and studies have
already pointed out potential savings of both cost and time on
the basis of CDEs for a more unified documentation process
[6,7,11,30,31]. However, the implementation of CDEs and
semantic annotations is not trivial. Some medical facilities and
institutes would need to upgrade all their software and data
entry forms that are currently still kept in paper form. There are
many free-form text fields in current forms that are completed
by individuals in a subjective manner. In this study, only the
headers of free-form text fields were allocated to the concept
codes. This led to important information not being covered, a
smaller number of assigned concept codes, and thus, some
overlaps are not recognizable.

UMLS is currently the most important approach for unifying
the terminologies of biomedical resources, such as web-based

databases and medical dictionaries. However, there are many
UMLS codes that are quite similar and semantically nearly
identical. Examples of such UMLS concept codes are C2361123
Discharge Date, C2710998 Hospital Discharge Date, and
C2361122 Discharge Date:Time Stamp--Date and Time:Point
in Time:^Patient:Quantitative. The coder has to decide which
one to use, so encoding is a time-consuming process that is
ideally performed by an experienced coder. A medical expert
with experience in coding reviewed the concept of encoding
for this work. The problem of uniform quality assurance for the
assignment of CDEs was described previously [32,33].

Conclusions
Standardizing data from medical information management
systems is necessary to reduce the amount of work needed for
patient documentation and to allow for efficient querying,
transfer, and reuse of data. Currently, there are no uniform
standards for data collection regarding stroke across different
domains. It would be strongly advisable to create a committee
or work group to harmonize research and care relevant
documentation for effective data reuse. This work provides a
list of harmonized common data items based on existing
stroke-related documentation, which can be reused to harmonize
future documentation efforts in stroke-related care or research.
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Abstract

Background: Precise prediction of contrast media–induced acute kidney injury (CIAKI) is an important issue because of its
relationship with poor outcomes.

Objective: Herein, we examined whether a deep learning algorithm could predict the risk of intravenous CIAKI better than
other machine learning and logistic regression models in patients undergoing computed tomography (CT).

Methods: A total of 14,185 patients who were administered intravenous contrast media for CT at the preventive and monitoring
facility in Seoul National University Hospital were reviewed. CIAKI was defined as an increase in serum creatinine of ≥0.3
mg/dL within 2 days or ≥50% within 7 days. Using both time-varying and time-invariant features, machine learning models, such
as the recurrent neural network (RNN), light gradient boosting machine (LGM), extreme gradient boosting machine (XGB),
random forest (RF), decision tree (DT), support vector machine (SVM), κ-nearest neighbors, and logistic regression, were
developed using a training set, and their performance was compared using the area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (AUROC) in a test set.

Results: CIAKI developed in 261 cases (1.8%). The RNN model had the highest AUROC of 0.755 (0.708-0.802) for predicting
CIAKI, which was superior to that obtained from other machine learning models. Although CIAKI was defined as an increase
in serum creatinine of ≥0.5 mg/dL or ≥25% within 3 days, the highest performance was achieved in the RNN model with an
AUROC of 0.716 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.664-0.768). In feature ranking analysis, the albumin level was the most highly
contributing factor to RNN performance, followed by time-varying kidney function.

Conclusions: Application of a deep learning algorithm improves the predictability of intravenous CIAKI after CT, representing
a basis for future clinical alarming and preventive systems.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e27177)   doi:10.2196/27177

KEYWORDS

acute kidney injury; artificial intelligence; contrast media; deep learning; machine learning; kidney injury; computed tomography

Introduction

Computed tomography (CT) using contrast media is necessary
to clinically detect abnormalities, but the administration of

contrast media can lead to acute kidney injury (known as
contrast media–induced acute kidney injury [CIAKI]). This is
a critical issue due to subsequent risk of irreversible kidney
dysfunction and increased mortality [1]. This adverse
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relationship is more critical in intra-arterial administration of
contrast media than in intravenous administration [2].
Nevertheless, frequent use of CT scanning with intravenous
contrast media increases the risk of nephrotoxicity, which
requires prophylaxis and monitoring of kidney functions [3].
Prediction of intravenous CIAKI after CT scanning may be
clinically essential to prepare for intervention in advance, but
most relevant studies have primarily focused on intra-arterial
CIAKI [4]. Models generated in some studies have predicted
intravenous CIAKI, but these models had limitations because
model performance was evaluated using a training set (rather
than a test set) [5-10], an updated definition of CIAKI was not
used [5-12], a prophylaxis protocol was not described [5,10,11],
cases with intra-arterial administration of contrast media were
combined in the analysis of intravenous cases [6,9,10], and
confounding factors were not sufficiently considered [6-10].

Deep learning algorithms have achieved successful prediction
of patient outcomes [13,14], which will change the paradigm
of clinical decision making from diagnosis to treatment. Among
deep learning algorithms, the recurrent neural network (RNN)
can learn and characterize a temporal data set. In the nephrology
field, using a time-varying data set of kidney function and vital
signs, the predictability of outcomes has improved, such as
acute kidney injury [15] and intradialytic complications, which
are better than other machine learning (eg, gradient boosting
machine) [16] and discrete-time logistic regression [17] models.
Precise prediction of intravenous CIAKI may be difficult
because multiple conditions have interactive and complex effects
on its risk, and heterogeneous features of patients along with
fluctuating dynamics of kidney functions before CT scanning
may also complicate precise prediction. Herein, we addressed
whether an RNN model with a time-varying data set including
kidney functions could predict the risk of intravenous CIAKI
better than other machine learning or conventional scoring
models.

Methods

Data Source and Study Patients
A total of 19,628 patients underwent CT scanning with
intravenous administration of contrast media at the 1-day-care
facility of the Seoul National University Hospital between
February 2007 and January 2019. This facility was built for the

purpose of monitoring and preventing CIAKI in patients at risk,
such as those with reduced kidney function or comorbidities.
During admission, patients received hydration with 500 mL of
0.9% saline before and after intravenous administration of
contrast media and 1200 mg of N-acetylcysteine for 3 days
[18,19]. Kidney function was subsequently monitored for 2-7
days after CT scanning. Patients aged less than 18 years (n=5),
with end-stage kidney disease (n=335), and no information
about serum creatinine levels 28 days before and 7 days after
CT scanning (n=5103) were excluded. Accordingly, 14,185
cases were included in the analysis (Multimedia Appendix 1).
The institutional review board of the National University
Hospital approved the study design (no. H-1812-134-997),
which was conducted in accordance with the principles of the
Declaration of Helsinki.

Study Features and Outcomes
Baseline characteristics, such as age, sex, weight, height,
comorbidities (eg, coronary artery disease, any cancer, liver
cirrhosis, glomerulonephritis, kidney transplantation), protocol
of CT scanning and volume of contrast media, vital signs (eg,
systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, heart rate,
respiratory rate, and body temperature), and medications (eg,
β-blocker, calcium channel blocker, angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitor, angiotensin receptor blocker,
hydrochlorothiazide, spironolactone, furosemide, statin,
metformin, sodium-glucose cotransporter 2 inhibitor, dipeptidyl
peptidase-4 inhibitor, other oral hypoglycemic agents, and
insulin), were collected using the patients’ electronic medical
records. Vital signs were measured at the time of admission to
the facility. Laboratory findings were measured up to 1 month
before CT scanning, and variables such as white blood cell
count, hemoglobin, hematocrit, platelet count, cholesterol,
albumin, total bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase, aspartate
transaminase, alanine transaminase, uric acid, blood urea
nitrogen, glucose, calcium, phosphate, sodium, potassium,
chloride, and bicarbonate were evaluated. The estimated
glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) was calculated using the
Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration equation
[20]. Time-varying features included serum creatinine, eGFR,
and elapsed times before CT scanning, and time-invariant
features included all the other features. The baseline
characteristics are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics.

P valuebNon-CIAKI (n=13,924)CIAKIa (n=261)Total (n=14,185)Features

<.00167.6 (56.7-78.5)65.2 (54.1-76.3)67.5 (56.7-78.4)Age (years), mean (range)

.3310,757 (77.3)195 (74.7)10,952 (77.2)Male, n (%)

.9424.0 (20.7-27.3)24.0 (20.4-27.6)24.0 (20.7-27.3)Body mass index (kg/m²), mean (range)

Type of CTc, n (%)

N/Ad4287 (30.8)73 (28.0)4360 (30.7)Abdomen and pelvis

N/A3233 (23.2)90 (34.5)3323 (23.4)Liver

N/A1313 (9.4)17 (6.5)1330 (9.4)Urogenital

N/A989 (7.1)15 (5.7)1004 (7.1)Chest

N/A4102 (29.5)66 (25.3)4168 (29.4)Others

.0198.3 (82.1-114.6)99.8 (81.5-118.1)98.3 (82.1-114.6)Contrast media volume (mL), mean (range)

Vital signs

.002126 (116-138)130 (117.5-141)126 (116-138)Systolic blood pressure (mmHg), median (IQR)

.0175 (68-83)78 (70-83.5)75 (68-83)Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg), median (IQR)

<.00168 (61-79)73 (62-82)68 (61-79)Heart rate (/min), median (IQR)

.3318.3 (17.5-19.2)18.3 (17.4-19.1)18.3 (17.5-19.2)Respiratory rate (/min), mean (range)

.1236.4 (36.1-36.7)36.4 (36.1-36.8)36.4 (36.1-36.7)Body temperature (°C), mean (range)

Comorbidities, n (%)

<.0014744 (34.1)126 (48.3)4870 (34.3)Diabetes mellitus

.266760 (48.5)136 (52.1)6896 (48.6)Hypertension

.161912 (13.7)28 (10.7)1940 (13.7)Coronary arterial disease

.1911294 (81.1)220 (84.3)11514 (81.2)Cancer, any type

.0052195 (15.8)58 (22.2)2253 (15.9)Liver cirrhosis

.08426 (3.1)13 (5.0)439 (3.1)Glomerulonephritis

.29222 (1.6)2 (0.8)224 (1.6)Kidney transplantation recipient

Medication, n (%)

.145352 (38.4)112 (42.9)5464 (38.5)Antihypertensive agents

<.0011834 (13.2)71 (27.2)1905 (13.4)Diuretics

.172672 (19.2)59 (22.6)2731 (19.3)Statins

.072495 (17.9)58 (22.2)2553 (18.0)Hypoglycemic agents

Blood findings

<.00112.2 (10.7-13.7)11.15 (10.1-12.4)12.2 (10.6-13.7)Hemoglobin (g/dL), median (IQR)

<.00136.8 (32.5-41.1)33.6 (30.4-37.95)36.8 (32.4-40.9)Hematocrit (%), median (IQR)

<.0014.1 (3.8-4.3)3.8 (3.5-4.2)4.1 (3.8-4.3)Albumin (g/dL), median (IQR)

<.00122 (17-27)25 (19-35)22 (17-27)Blood urea nitrogen (mg/dL), median (IQR)

<.0011.44 (1.24-1.67)1.58 (1.27-2.01)1.44 (1.25-1.67)Creatinine (mg/dL), median (IQR)

<.00147.2 (38.9-56.1)42.7 (30.4-54.3)47.1 (38.9-56.1)eGFRe (mL/min/1.73 m²), median (IQR)

aCIAKI: contrast media–induced acute kidney injury.
bP values were derived from the chi-square tests for categorical variables and the Student t-test or the Mann-Whitney U test for continuous variables.
cCT: computed tomography.
dN/A: not applicable.
eeGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate.
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CIAKI was defined as an increase in serum creatinine of ≥0.3
mg/dL within 2 days or ≥50% within 7 days according to the
Kidney Disease Improving Global Outcomes guideline [21]. In
a sensitivity analysis, the other definition recommended by the
European Society of Urogenital Radiology was used, such as
an increase in serum creatinine of ≥0.5 mg/dL or ≥25% within
3 days [22]. As a long-term outcome, information about kidney
progression (ie, doubling of serum creatinine, >50% decrease
in eGFR, and the need for dialysis and transplantation) and
all-cause mortality were obtained using the patients’ electronic
medical records, the Korean end-stage renal disease registry,
and the National Database of Statistics, Korea.

Model Development
Patients were randomly assigned into a training set (70%) to
develop the model and a test set (30%) to examine the
performance of the model, wherein the occurrence of CIAKI
was evenly distributed between the two sets. To develop the
RNN model, we combined RNN and multiplayer perceptron
(MLP) components. As an RNN component, we used the long
short-term memory (LSTM) architecture, which is composed
of input, output, and forget gates [23]. The median number of
time-varying serum creatinine/eGFR values was 16 during the
median timeframe of 4 years (1-9 years) before CT scanning.
With respect to these results, 16 consecutive time-varying
features were used in the RNN model. These features entered
stacked cells and a subsequent dense layer (ie, RNN module),

while time-invariant features were processed by 3 dense layers
of the MLP module. The results were finally concatenated and
then passed through 4 dense layers as a merging module. A
dropout layer (rate=0.5) was followed behind each dense layer,
while internal LSTM layers used input dropout (rate=0.5) and
recurrent dropout (rate=0.5) [24]. Batch normalization layers
were located at the end of RNN and multilayer perceptron
modules and after the first and third layers of the merging
module. Binary cross-entropy loss was used as a loss function
to calculate the difference between actual and predicted labels.
The Adam method was used for an optimizer [25], and the best
parameter was selected using 10-fold cross-validation. Figure
1 presents the schematic diagram of the RNN model. To provide
the model training process, we have added the Python code in
Multimedia Appendix 2. The script includes data preprocessing,
splitting, modeling, and training process information.

We also developed other machine learning models, such as a
light gradient boosting machine (LGM), an extreme gradient
boosting machine (XGB), a random forest (RF), a decision tree
(DT), a support vector machine (SVM), a κ-nearest neighbor,
and logistic regression, to compare their performance to the
RNN model. These models could not handle time-varying
features; therefore, only time-invariant features were included
in the models. Tenfold cross-validation was used in the
hyperparameter-tuning process, and candidate hyperparameters
are listed in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the recurrent neural network. C: concatenate; CIAKI: contrast media–induced acute kidney injury; Cr: creatinine;
Dense: dense layer; LSTM: long short-term memory; MLP: multilayer perceptron; eGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate; RNN: recurrent neural
network.

Feature Importance
Feature importance in the performance of the RNN model was
evaluated using SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) [26].
This method explains the model outcome as a sum of values
attributed to each input feature, allowing the SHAP value to be
interpreted as feature importance. The gradient SHAP model
was applied to calculate the SHAP value [26]. The sum of SHAP
values was used in the case of time-varying features. For
non-RNN models, LinearExplainer (logistic regression and
SVM) and TreeExplainer (DT, RF, XGB, and LGM) were used
[26].

Statistical Analysis
Categorical and continuous variables are expressed as
proportions and the means ± SD if they had a normal distribution
and as medians with IQRs if they were non-normally distributed.
Missing values of time-invariant features (4219 cases [28.5%]
had at least 1 missing value) were imputed by the
κ-nearest-neighboring imputer based on information in the

training set [27]. If there were missing values in time-varying
features (7031 cases [49.6%] had at least 1 missing value),
masking was used during training of the RNN model. Model
performance was evaluated in the test set using the area under
the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) and
compared between models using the Delong test. All P values
were set as two-sided, and values less than 0.05 were defined
as significant. Statistical analyses were performed using R
software (version 4.0.2; The Comprehensive R Archive
Network: http://cran.r-project.org) and Python (version 3.8.3;
Python Software Foundation: http://www.python.org).
TensorFlow 2.3.0 (Google Brain, Google Inc.) was used as a
deep learning framework [28], and other machine learning
algorithms were performed by Scikit-learn [29].
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Results

Baseline Characteristics
The mean age of cases was 67.5 (SD 11.1) years, and 22.8%
(n=3233) were female. The median values of serum creatinine
and eGFR were 1.4 mg/dL (IQR 1.3-1.7 mg/dL) and 47.1
mL/min/1.73 m² (IQR 38.9-56.1 mL/min/1.73 m²), respectively.
The most common protocol was CT of the abdomen and pelvis
(n=4360, 30.7%), followed by the liver (n=3323, 23.4%) and
urogenital area (n=1330, 9.4%). Other baseline characteristics
of the patients are presented in Table 1. The values of baseline
characteristics did not differ between the training and test sets
(Multimedia Appendix 4).

CIAKI and Long-Term Outcomes
Intravenous CIAKI occurred in 261 (1.8%) patients after CT
scanning (1.8% in the training set and 2.0% in the test set).

During the median follow-up period of 4 years (IQR 2-7 years),
renal progression and all-cause mortality were identified in 3400
(24.0%) and 3762 (26.5%) patients, respectively. The CIAKI
group had a higher risk of these outcomes compared with the
non-CIAKI group (P<.001 for renal progression and P=.042
for all-cause mortality; see Multimedia Appendix 5).

Model Performance
When model performance was evaluated in the test set, the RNN
model achieved the highest AUROC of 0.755 (95% confidence
interval [CI] 0.708-0.802), followed by the RF (0.726 [95% CI
0.674-0.778]) and logistic regression (0.690 [95% CI
0.632-0.748]) (Table 2). The AUROC of the RNN model was
greater than that obtained from other machine learning models
(P<.05), except the RF, and the corresponding curves support
these results (Figure 2).

Table 2. AUROCa of machine learning models in predicting intravenous CIAKIb.

P valuedAUROC (95% CIc)Models

.010.690 (0.632-0.748)Logistic regression

<.0010.629 (0.566-0.693)κ-Nearest neighbor

<.0010.644 (0.580-0.707)SVMe

<.0010.633 (0.573-0.694)DTf

.170.726 (0.674-0.778)RFg

.0060.665 (0.607-0.722)XGBh

<.0010.651 (0.589-0.713)LGMi

N/Ak0.755 (0.708-0.802)RNNj

aAUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
bCIAKI: contrast media–induced acute kidney injury.
cCI: confidence interval.
dCompared to the receiver operating characteristic curve of the RNN model.
eSVM: support vector machine.
fDT: decision tree.
gRF: random forest.
hXGB: extreme gradient boosting machine.
iLGM: light gradient boosting machine.
jRNN: recurrent neural network.
kN/A: not available.
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Figure 2. AUROC for predicting intravenous CIAKI in the machine learning models. AUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve;
CIAKI: contrast media–induced acute kidney injury; DT: decision tree; KNN: κ-nearest neighbor; LGM: light gradient boosting machine; LR: logistic
regression; SVM: support vector machine; RF: random forest; RNN: recurrent neural network; XGB: extreme gradient boosting machine.

We further compared the performance of the RNN model with
other published scoring models. Eight studies have developed
models to predict intravenous CIAKI [5-12]. The flowchart of
study selection and their associated information is presented in
Multimedia Appendix 6 and Table 3, respectively. Of these 8
models, 5 used specific features to develop models, such as
cystatin C [6-8,10], homocysteine [7], neutrophil
gelatinase-associated lipocalin [10], β2-microglobulin [10], and
urine output [9]. Accordingly, 3 other models, such as the

Mehran score [30], which was originally developed for patients
undergoing intra-arterial administration of contrast media during
coronary angiography but had also undergone CT scanning in
1 study [11], and two logistic regression–based models without
testing of an independent data set [5,12], were compared to the
RNN model. The performance of these 3 models was lower
than that of the RNN model with the following AUROCs: 0.521
(P<.001) in the Mehran score and 0.539 (P<.001) and 0.645
(P=.022) in the other 2 logistic regression-based models.
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Table 3. Previous studies predicting intravenous CIAKIa.

AUROCb in
test set

Modeling
methods

Features, nPatients, n (train-
ing/test)

Prophylaxis proto-
col

CIAKI
(%)

CIAKI defi-
nition

Study subjectsStudies

N/Ad (0.794
in training
set)

Nomogram2750/0Not declared4.5≥0.5 mg/dL
or ≥25%
within 3
days

Abdominal CTc

in emergency de-
partment

Kim et al
[5]

N/A (0.826
in training
set)

Baseline ratio

of CysCg/Cr

2373/0Oral fluid intake,
2 L

14.2≥0.5 mg/dL
or ≥25%
within 48 h

CAGe or CT in
hospitalized pa-

tients with sCrf

levels between
0.8 and 1.3
mg/dL

Wacker-
Gussmann

et al [6]d

N/A (0.829
of homocys-
teine in train-
ing set)

AUROC with
single feature

5580/0Oral fluid intake,
500 mL

9.8≥0.5 mg/dL
or ≥25%
within 48 h

Coronary CT in
patients with

eGFRh of ≥60

mL/min/1.73 m2

Li et al [7]

N/A (0.781
of CysC in
training set)

AUROC with
single feature

2424/0Oral fluid intake,
500 mL

12.3≥0.5 mg/dL
or ≥25%
within 48 h

Coronary CT in
patients with
eGFR of ≥60

mL/min/1.73 m2

Li et al [8]

N/ARIFLEj crite-
ria

1149/0No routine proto-
col

60.1≥0.5 mg/dL
or ≥25%
within 3
days

CAG or CT in in-
tensive care unit

Hocine et

al [9]i

0.864Mehran score80a/137Not declared40.9>0.5 mg/dL
within 48 h

CT pulmonary
angiogram in in-
tensive care unit

Ho et al
[11]

0.749Scoring sys-
tem based on
logistic regres-
sion

32185/5390.9% Saline with
N-acetylcysteine

2.46>25% within
2-6 days

CT in cancer pa-
tients with eGFR
of <45

mL/min/1.73 m2

Jeon et al
[12]

N/A (0.684
of β2-mi-
croglobulin
in training
set)

AUROC with
single feature

590/0Not declaredN/A>0.5 mg/dL
or >25%
within 48-72
h

CAG and CT in
hospitalized pa-
tients

Banda et al

[10]k

aCIAKI: contrast media–induced acute kidney injury.
bAUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
cCT: computed tomography.
dN/A: not available.
eCAG: coronary angiography.
fsCr: serum creatinine.
gCysC: cystatin C.
heGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate.
iUsed the Mehran risk score.
jRIFLE: Risk Injury Failure Loss of kidney function and End-stage kidney disease classification.
kIncluded patients with both intravenous and intra-arterial administration of contrast media.

Sensitivity Analysis
For sensitivity analysis, another definition of CIAKI was used,
an increase in serum creatinine of ≥0.5 mg/dL or ≥25% within
3 days [22]. The RNN model was the best model in predicting
the risk of CIAKI, with an AUROC of 0.716 (95% CI
0.664-0.768), which was greater than that of most of the other
machine learning models (Multimedia Appendix 7). The

corresponding curves support these results (Multimedia
Appendix 8).

Other machine learning models were trained after including 48
features (ie, 16 sets of serum creatinine, eGFR, and elapsed
times) as an independent feature without timed order. The results
are summarized in Multimedia Appendix 9. Although these
features were considered in the models, the model performance
was less than that of the RNN model.
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Furthermore, the original pipeline was separated into 4 models
(MLP alone, MLP plus merging, RNN alone, and RNN plus
merging), and their performance was compared with that of the
original pipeline (named a default model). The AUROC plots
are presented in Multimedia Appendix 10. The deep learning
model with the MLP module alone and the RNN module alone
had AUROCs of 0.705 (95% CI 0.647-0.763) and 0.702 (95%
CI 0.642-0.763), respectively. After adding the merging module
to these models, the AUROCs were 0.710 (95% CI 0.653-0.768)
in the MLP-plus-merging module and 0.675 (95% CI
0.610-0.740) in the RNN-plus-merging module. All these values
were lower than the value from the original deep learning model.

To evaluate the effect of the model complexity on performance,
we built other deep learning architectures, such as a simple
model (ie, 1 less dense layer in the RNN module, MLP module,
and merging module) and a complex model (ie, 1 more dense
layer in the RNN module, MLP module, and merging module).
The AUROCs were 0.751 (95% CI 0.702-0.801) and 0.734
(95% CI 0.678-0.791) in the simple and complex models,
respectively. We also developed models with a single LSTM
layer having a simpler RNN architecture (named “single model”)
and with two stacked bidirectional LSTM layers having a more
complex RNN architecture (named “bidirectional model”). The
single and bidirectional models had AUROCs of 0.746 (95%
CI 0.696-0.795) and 0.717 (95% CI 0.656-0.777), respectively.
The AUROC plots of these models compared to that of the

original model (named “default model”) are described in
Multimedia Appendix 11.

Feature-Ranking Analysis
Feature importance in RNN performance was estimated using
SHAP (Figure 3A). Serum albumin had the highest impact on
model output, and time-varying serum creatinine was ranked
second. Age, several laboratory features (eg, sodium, protein,
and alkaline phosphatase), and vital signs (eg, systolic blood
pressure) were also highly ranked. We also explored SHAP
values in non-RNN machine learning models (Multimedia
Appendix 12). In the RF model and the LGM model, which
achieved the second- and third-highest performance, SHAP
values were highly correlated (Pearson’s correlation of the mean
of absolute SHAP values=0.781; P<0.001; Multimedia
Appendix 13), and the time-invariant features with high impact
in the RNN model (eg, albumin, sodium, and protein) were also
highly ranked.

Figure 3B shows 2 representative cases with CIAKI. The model
predicted the risk of CIAKI as 0.680 (true-positive) and 0.264
(false-positive) in the upper and lower cases, respectively.
According to SHAP analysis, hyponatremia, hyperkalemia,
time-varying serum features, and low eGFR contributed to
precise prediction in the upper case. In the lower case, although
serum albumin, calcium, and other parameters underestimated
the risk of CIAKI, the time-varying features and low eGFR
corrected this false prediction.
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Figure 3. SHAP analysis of the RNN model. (A) Feature ranking according to SHAP value. (B) Two cases to explain the risk of intravenous CIAKI
with SHAP values. RNN: recurrent neural network; SHAP: SHapley Additive eXplanations; CIAKI: contrast media–induced acute kidney injury; Alb:
albumin; ALP: alkaline phosphatase; BT: body temperature; Ca: calcium; Chol: cholesterol; Cl: chloride; CO2: bicarbonate; DBP: diastolic blood
pressure; eGFR; estimated glomerular filtration rate; Glu: glucose; HCT: hematocrit: K: potassium; Na: sodium; P: phosphate; PR: pulse rate; PreCr;
baseline creatinine; Prot: protein; SBP: systolic blood pressure.

Discussion

Principal Results
Intravenous CIAKI is a critical issue because it contributes to
poor outcomes [31], as noted in its association with renal
progression and increased mortality above. This study first
applied the RNN algorithm to predict intravenous CIAKI with
a greater AUROC than that obtained from other machine
learning or conventional scoring models. These results indicate
that the time-varying data of kidney function (ie, serum
creatinine and eGFR) significantly contribute to the precise
prediction of intravenous CIAKI. SHAP analysis demonstrated
that feature importance could help understand how risk is
estimated.

Because kidney function fluctuates over time, a single value of
serum creatinine or eGFR may not perfectly represent the kidney
function of patients. Certain attempts using time-varying kidney
functions by time-dependent Cox regression [32] and trajectory

analysis [33] have improved the precise estimation of kidney
function. Recently, deep learning with the RNN model showed
favorable performance in predicting acute kidney injury [15],
implying the additive benefit of time-varying kidney functions
to the model performance. Patients with comorbidities, including
cancer, diabetes mellitus, and chronic kidney disease, are
recommended for frequent follow-up of their kidney function
because these data can be used to better predict the trend of
kidney function than a single estimation. In this regard, the
present RNN model achieved the highest performance in
predicting intravenous CIAKI with time-varying features.

Deep learning architecture is complex and difficult to interpret
in nature and is referred to as a black box. To overcome this
limitation, this study applied SHAP to concretely explain the
model output. Using SHAP values, clinicians can comprehend
how the risk probability is explained by the results of various
features and decide whether the model output is feasible. If the
model prediction seems to be imprecise, as in the lower case in
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Figure 3B, the SHAP values in features highly relevant to the
model performance provide room for reconsideration.

Limitations
Despite these informative results, there are limitations to be
discussed. The study design was retrospective and needs to be
validated in future independent cohorts. Unidentified factors,
such as urine output and heart function, may provide additional
information about the risk of CIAKI, but the present data set
included most clinically used features. The prophylaxis protocol
may differ between centers, and thus, the present RNN model
may need to be adjusted when applied externally.

Conclusions
Application of a deep learning algorithm improves the
predictability of intravenous CIAKI, and our model performs
better than other machine learning and conventional scoring
models. These results may be attributable to the consideration
of time-varying kidney functions, in addition to time-invariant
features, and corresponding SHAP values may maximize the
utility of the model in clinics. If proactive management of
intravenous CIAKI is possible via precise prediction, overall
patient outcomes will improve. The study results represent the
basis of this goal.
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Abstract

Background: Linguistic accessibility has an important impact on the reception and utilization of translated health resources
among multicultural and multilingual populations. Linguistic understandability of health translation has been understudied.

Objective: Our study aimed to develop novel machine learning models for the study of the linguistic accessibility of health
translations comparing Chinese translations of the World Health Organization health materials with original Chinese health
resources developed by the Chinese health authorities.

Methods: Using natural language processing tools for the assessment of the readability of Chinese materials, we explored and
compared the readability of Chinese health translations from the World Health Organization with original Chinese materials from
the China Center for Disease Control and Prevention.

Results: A pairwise adjusted t test showed that the following 3 new machine learning models achieved statistically significant
improvement over the baseline logistic regression in terms of area under the curve: C5.0 decision tree (95% CI –0.249 to –0.152;
P<0.001), random forest (95% CI 0.139-0.239; P<0.001) and extreme gradient boosting tree (95% CI 0.099-0.193; P<0.001).
There was, however, no significant difference between C5.0 decision tree and random forest (P=0.513). The extreme gradient
boosting tree was the best model, achieving statistically significant improvement over the C5.0 model (P=0.003) and the random
forest model (P=0.006) at an adjusted Bonferroni P value at 0.008.

Conclusions: The development of machine learning algorithms significantly improved the accuracy and reliability of current
approaches to the evaluation of the linguistic accessibility of Chinese health information, especially Chinese health translations
in relation to original health resources. Although the new algorithms developed were based on Chinese health resources, they
can be adapted for other languages to advance current research in accessible health translation, communication, and promotion.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e30588)   doi:10.2196/30588

KEYWORDS

machine learning; health translation; Chinese health resources

Introduction

Translation serves as an important educational tool for health
education and health promotion among multilingual and
multicultural populations [1-3]. Health literacy research shows
that improving the linguistic accessibility and understandability
of health translations can have an important impact on the uptake
of health recommendations by medical professionals and health

authorities [4]. Current approaches to multicultural health
resource evaluation are chiefly qualitative and use clinically
developed guidelines or the judgement of health professionals
[5,6]. There are several limitations to these approaches. First,
there is the potential inconsistency of evaluation among medical
professionals. Second, generalized, principled evaluation of
health agencies tends to have low adaptability or flexibility, but
users of health translations represent vulnerable populations
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who vary in their language, culture, education backgrounds,
cognitive abilities, and health literacy [7]. Third, evaluation by
experts requires longer timeframes, particularly with large
quantities of translation resources. In situations of health
emergencies which require rapid, more regular communication
of information of health risk prevention or management, this
can be technically challenging. Finally, logistically, the expert
evaluation of health translations in minority languages can be
costly [8,9] or is simply not available when there is a lack of
suitably qualified medical professionals with adequate
knowledge and understanding of minority languages as the
target languages of health translations.

In medical and health research, an established approach to the
quantitative evaluation of health education resources is the use
of readability tools. Some widely used comparable readability
tools include Flesch reading ease score, the Gunning fog index,
Flesch-Kincaid grade level readability, the Coleman-Liau index,
the SMOG index, the automated readability index, and the
Linsear Write formula [10-14]. The mathematical design and
the functions of these readability tools primarily focus on 3
large dimensions of the linguistic accessibility of health
resources for the public: morphological complexity (average
number of syllables per word, average characters per word, and
average number of letters per word), syntactic complexity
(average sentence length and average number of words in
sentences), and semantic complexity (percentage of hard words).
These readability tools offer fast, convenient measurements of
original health resources and provide instant evaluation of the
suitability of a new health text for readers of a certain education
level. They can also be applied in the study of translated
resources in English or European languages.

The limitation of these readability diagnostic tools is also
known. First, the measurement of linguistic or textual
complexity at the morphological level is based on the calculation
of syllables or letters which can hardly be applied in languages
that use different alphabets or symbols. For example, East Asian
languages like Chinese, Japanese Kanji, and Korean use strokes
instead of letters or syllables. Even within the same language,
written language varieties; for example, the traditional or
simplified versions of Chinese, or the hiragana, katakana, and
romanji of Japanese can compound the measurement of
linguistic complexity significantly. Second, existing medical
readability formulae tend to exploit the orthographical or
sentential structures of texts. The design of these readability
formulae assumes that linguistic readability can be explained
or controlled by reducing the length of individual words,
sentences, or the frequency of occurrence of specialized
terminology. This assumption has simplified the complexity of
the cognitive mechanism that underlies the reading and
understanding of specialist health information [15,16]. This
includes notably textual logic or coherence devices, such as
pronouns, personal pronouns, or conjunctions. In corpus
translation studies, the enhanced use of these functional
linguistic devices is known as translational features or
translationese [17-20]. However, whether these functional
categories in translationese can be deployed systematically in
professional health translations to increase the readability of
translated health resources remains underexplored.

Our study developed new techniques to improve current
approaches to Chinese health translation readability evaluation.
First, we increased the dimensions of quantitative analyses by
incorporating functional categories including pronouns, personal
pronouns, conjunctions, and negative conjunctions to the
existing measurements of morphological and sentential structural
complexity. Second, we adapted the measurements of
morphological complexity of European languages to
character-based Asian languages. This included adding new
morphological measurements of Chinese 2-character words,
Chinese 3-character words, average strokes per character,
high-stroke characters, low-stroke characters, and middle-stroke
characters. Chinese 2- and 3-character words represent the
common Chinese vocabulary; meanwhile, 4-character words
are more associated with idioms or idiomatic expressions, and
words of 4 or more characters are likely to be either specialized
terminology, proper nouns, or translated expressions. The
morphological complexity of Chinese characters is measured
by the number of strokes in each character. High-stroke
characters are comparable to polysyllabic words in English or
European languages.

In our study, a third adaption to the existing medical readability
tools involved the expansion of semantic categories. Among 7
widely used medical calculators, only the Linsear Write formula
and the Gunning fog index incorporate “hard,” “difficult,” and
“easy” words in the calculation of the linguistic readability of
health translations. The addition of words of varying cognitive
difficulty represents an advance from the quantification of health
information readability based on word or sentence length, such
as is done in the Flesch reading ease score, Flesch-Kincaid grade
level readability, Coleman-Liau index, SMOG index, and
automated readability index. However, the addition of easy
versus hard words in Linsear Write formula and Gunning fog
has an inherent methodological limitation, notably the lack of
a clear, consistent definition of easy or hard words. The
interpretation of lexical difficulty is open to the understanding
of the users of these readability tools, thus causing inconsistency
in the evaluation results among users of the same tool or between
different readability tools. In this study, this inherent variability
of the Linsear Write formula and Gunning fog was controlled
by 6 clearly defined, quantifiable linguistic features based on
cognitive and corpus linguistic research on their relevance for
the semantic complexity of texts.

Table 1 lists these semantic categories: type and token ratio,
density of content words, difficulty words, ratios of noun
phrases, normalized frequency of noun phrases, and sentences
with complex semantic categories (ie, polysemes). Here, the
definition of difficult words is based on the extraction of the
3000 most common Chinese character words in the Academia
Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese developed by
Academia Sinica. Character words which are not listed in the
top 3000 words are retrieved as difficult Chinese words.
Although the current threshold level of easy versus difficult
words based on the first 3000 words in the balanced Chinese
corpus is subjective, this corpus approach provided a more
transparent and consistent reference point for different users of
the new readability system (Table 1). The use of standardized
semantic categories instead of absolute values as in the Linsear
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Write formula and Gunning fog can help reduce the impact of
the length of the texts on the readability evaluation results. This
is particularly useful for the evaluation of the Chinese health
translations collected in the World Health Organization (WHO)
website, which are of varying lengths based on the health topics
and genres. The standardized semantic categories are type-token

ration (TTR; proportion of different words within the total words
of a text), density of content words (the proportion of content
words within the total words of a text), ratios of noun phrases
(proportion of noun phrases within the total words of a text),
and normalized frequency of noun phrases (proportion of noun
phrases per 10,000 words).

Table 1. New multidimensional framework of the linguistic readability of health translations in Chinese.

FeaturesCategory

Two-character words, three-character words, average strokes per character, high-stroke characters (above 21 strokes),
low-stroke characters, middle-stroke characters (11-20 strokes)

Morphology

Average sentences per paragraph, average words per sentence, simple sentencesSentences structure

Type-token ratio, content words, density of content words, difficult words (beyond the most common 3000 words),
ratios of noun phrases, normalized frequency of noun phrases,

sentences with complex semantic categories (polysemes)

Semantics

Conjunctions, positive conjunctions, negative conjunctions, personal pronouns, pronouns, adverbs of negationLogic and coherence

Methods

Data Collection
With an increasing number of health translations accessible on
the internet and rapidly developing computational techniques,
the development of cost-effective, robust algorithms for the
computerized evaluation of the linguistic accessibility of health
translations has become possible. This study explored machine
learning techniques to effectively analyze and diagnose the
linguistic accessibility of health translations by professional
translators of the WHO. Two comparable corpora were
constructed containing professional Chinese health translations
developed by the WHO (350 full-length translations). The
reference materials used to compare with Chinese health
translations were original, public-oriented health educational
resources published by China Center for Disease Control and
Prevention (CCDC). These resources are regarded as
authoritative health information widely disseminated by
governmental organizations, industrial sectors, and the media.
The use of original Chinese health education resources instead
of human evaluation of the linguistic accessibility of health
resources has both its methodological advantages and
limitations. First, human evaluation is known to be susceptible
to inconsistency unless there are clear, well-defined criteria of
selecting human evaluators, such as age, gender, educational
background, health literacy, and cognitive abilities. Although
this could help limit the variability in the human evaluation, the
evaluation results can be hardly representative of larger, more
diverse populations. Another practical issue is the lack of
well-established, national guidelines of the level of health
educational resources for the public in China. This stands in
contrast with English-speaking countries where health
authorities provide clinical guidelines or recommendations for
the suitable readability level of health resources to ensure access
to health information by the greater population. Furthermore,
few Chinese health resources have been assessed by
international health website accreditation authorities (HON.net).
This made it difficult to identify and collect health education
resources in Chinese that could meet international health
resource development guidelines or clinical and research-based

recommendations. The use of CCDC resources was based on
2 considerations. The first was the authority of these resources
in China, as the CCDC is the national disease prevention
authority and the health educational materials by the CCDC
have wide circulation within the country. Second, the quality
control provided by the CDCC website content editor ensures
the usability and understandability of the resources for the public
in China. In this study, during the construction of the subcorpus
of original Chinese health educational resources, native Chinese
speakers were instructed to select and collect resources intended
by the public, rather than technical materials written for medical
health professionals, such as disease epistemology or clinical
research. This was facilitated by the design of the CCDC
website, which has designated sections for public health
education resources to describe and explain complex or common
diseases and symptoms. This data collection strategy has its
limitation: there is a lack of national guidelines of health
resource development, and thus the readability or accessibility
of health content is not regulated or controlled by national or
organizational standards. The content difficulty of these original
Chinese health resources on the CCDC website may well be
mixed. To overcome this issue, a large number of full-length
original Chinese articles were randomly collected from the
CCDC website to match the corpus of Chinese health
translations of the WHO. Descriptive statistics of original and
translated Chinese health texts are given in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Statistical Analysis
Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the differences between the 2
comparable corpora of translated and original health resources
covering diverse health topics. The Chinese translations were
collected from the website of the WHO, and the original Chinese
health resources were published on the website of the CCDC.
The P values were derived from the Mann-Whitney test with
SPSS version 20 (IBM Corporation). The results show that there
were statistically significant differences between the translated
and original Chinese resources in 20 of the total 22 linguistic
and textual features studied. It was found that at the
morphological level, there were more low-stroke characters in
the original Chinese resources (mean 407.76), which was 1.4
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times more than in the translated Chinese health resources (mean
285.06). However, there were also more middle- and high-stroke
characters (around 1.6 times) in the original Chinese health
resources than in the translated Chinese ones. As a result, the
average stroke per character of the original Chinese (mean 7.86)
was significantly higher than that of the translated Chinese
materials (mean 7.71; P=.01). There were more 2- and
3-character words in the original Chinese health resources (mean
2-character words 160.73; mean 3-character words 13.77) than
in translated ones (mean 2-character words 114.49; mean
3-character words 8.29). Most of the modern Chinese lexis is
made of 2 or 3 characters, suggesting that the lexical familiarity
of original Chinese resources could be higher than the translation
materials. Second, in terms of information load, the average
TTR of the original Chinese texts (mean 0.59) was significantly
lower than that of the translated texts (mean 0.62; P<.001).
Similarly, the average words per sentences of the original
Chinese texts (mean 10.83) was significantly lower than that
of the translated Chinese resources (mean: 11.9: P<.001).

By contrast, the average sentences per paragraph of the original
Chinese texts was almost double that of the Chinese health
translations (mean 3.32; P<.001). This suggests that the
translated health materials were longer and contained more
information than did the original Chinese health texts and that
the original Chinese materials featured longer paragraphs with
more sentences despite the average sentence lengths being
shorter. Another interesting finding was that there were more
single sentences in the translated Chinese materials (mean 0.46)
than in the original Chinese health texts (mean 0.32). This may
be explained by the more frequent use of logical and coherence
words in the original Chinese health texts than in the WHO
translations. For example, there was a statistically significant
higher use of conjunctions in the original Chinese (mean 14)
than in the Chinese health translations (mean 11.53; P=.01),
there were more negative conjunctions in the original Chinese
(mean 2.03) than in the translations (mean: 1.44, P=.03), and
there were more pronouns and personal pronouns in the original
Chinese (mean: 2.36 for pronouns; 1.12 for personal pronouns)
than in the Chinese health translations (pronouns: mean 1.47,
P=0.01; personal pronouns: mean 0.7, P=.04). At the semantic
level, although the difference between the original and translated
Chinese health resources was not significant in terms of the
ratio of noun phrases, the normalized frequency of noun phrases
was much higher in the original (mean 321.89) than in the
translated Chinese health texts (mean 314.58; P=.04). It was
useful to notice that the mean of sentences with complex
semantic categories (polysemes) was statistically higher—almost
double—in the original Chinese resources (mean 14.42)
compared to the translated Chinese ones (mean 7.61; P<.001).
Finally, the density of content words in the original Chinese
(mean 0.83) was statistically higher than that of the translated
health texts (mean 0.81).

The statistical comparison (using the nonparametric test for 2
independent samples: Mann-Whitney test) indicated a mixed
feature of the linguistic accessibility of original and translated
Chinese health resources. It suggested that at the morphological
level, the original Chinese health texts are more complex than
are translated health texts, as the average number of strokes in

characters was higher in the original Chinese texts than in the
translated Chinese ones. However, this issue was somewhat
offset by the higher use of more familiar lexis in the original
text compared to the translated health materials, as the mean of
2- and 3-character words was significantly higher in the original
Chinese health texts than in the Chinese health translations.
Next, at the semantic level, the statistical comparison showed
that the original Chinese health texts were more complex than
the Chinese health translations, as evidenced by the higher
density of content words and the higher mean of sentences with
polysemes. However, this issue occurred in conjunction with
the higher information load of Chinese health translations than
of the original health texts, as illustrated by the higher TTRs
and higher average words per sentences of health translations.

In terms of the logical structure and coherence of sentences,
although there were more simple sentences in the Chinese health
translations and more compound sentences in the original
Chinese health texts, the latter featured more coherence devices
such as pronouns and personal pronouns to assist with the
reading and understanding of the original Chinese health texts.
This mixed outcome of the comparison between the 2
comparable corpora suggests that the assessment of the linguistic
accessibility of health resources should be balanced and
multidimensional to avoid any partial, biased assessment
outcome. The proposed multidimensional corpus analysis
contrasts with the use of medical readability tools which focus
on the morphological and syntactic features of health texts, such
as word length in letters or syllables or sentence lengths in
words. The machine learning modeling results to be shown
demonstrate that semantic, logical, and coherence features are
also equally important for building effective evaluation models
of the linguistic accessibility of Chinese health translations.

Development of Machine Learning Models
Machine learning models are different from conventional
statistical methods. First, machine learning does not require a
normal distribution to fit the data to existing statistical models.
Machine learning is essentially data driven and is free to learn
any functions underlying the training data without any implicit
assumptions. This is especially the case for tree-based machine
learning algorithms, such as gradient boost trees, decision trees,
and random forest. With conventional statistical methods, the
values of the independent variables and dependent variables
must be both present to model their relationships, whereas with
machine learning, once the algorithm has been well tested and
validated, it can be used to predict the outcome of the target
variable based on the information collected from the predictor
variables. That is, machine learning can be used to make
high-precision predictions. This suits the purpose of this study,
whose aim was to develop a cost-effective health translation
accessibility prediction model which can predict whether a
certain health translation differs significantly from the original
Chinese health education resources developed for the public of
native Chinese speakers, for example, the health education
resources we collected carefully from the website of the CCDC
as the national health authority in China.

Effective machine learning models can instantly detect any
potential reading barriers caused by linguistic accessibility issues
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of health translations, allowing translation and international
health agencies to revise translations before their release to the
public. Linguistically more accessible health translations in turn
can help achieve better outcomes of health education programs
and campaigns among vulnerable populations with limited
English proficiency and low education and health literacy levels.
In this study, random forest and extreme gradient boosting tree
(XGBoost tree) were used to solve a classification problem:
that is, to predict whether a certain Chinese health text is more
likely to be of the linguistic accessibility level of an original
Chinese health text or of a Chinese health translation based on
the modelling of the linguistic features as the predictor variables
to be extracted from an unlabeled health text in Chinese.

To overcome model overfitting, 5-fold cross-validation on the
whole data set was conducted. In each 5-fold cross-validation,
the entire data set was divided into 5 portions of approximately
equal numbers. Four folds of data were used as the training data
to develop the machine learning models, and the remaining fold
was used as the test data set to calculate the model performance
metrics including area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (AUC), sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy. After the
iterations, each fold was used as the test set exactly once. The
5-fold cross-validation can help detect overfitting machine
learning models that have large differences in the performance
metrics of the 5 test data sets.

In this study, hyperparameter tuning of XGBoost tree involved
the following steps. The maximum tree depth for base learners
(max_depth) controls the depth of the tree. The greater the depth
is, the more complex is the model and the higher are chances
of the model overfitting. There is no standard value for adepts.
Larger data sets require deep trees to learn the rules from a
complex data set. The value ranges between 0 and infinity. In
the cross-validation process, we set max_depth to the default
value of 6. The number of estimators or boosted trees was set
to the default value of 100. The minimum sum of instance
weight needed in a child node (min_child_weight) is another
effective overfitting prevention method. It is calculated by
second-order partial derivatives and ranges between 0 and
infinity. The larger the value, the more conservative the
algorithm is. This was set to the default value of 1 in this study.
The maximum delta step (max_delta_step) specifies the
maximum step size that a leaf node can take. It ranges between
0 and infinity, and increasing the positive value will make the
update step more conservative. It was set to 1 in this study. The
learning objective was set to binary logistic regression, as the
target variable had 2 outcome categories: the original Chinese
health education resources and the translated Chinese health
resources. The hyperparameter subsample refers to the
subsample ratio of the training instance. For example, setting
the subsample to 0.5 means that the algorithm randomly collects
half of the entire data set to build the tree model. This method
can prevent overfitting. The value of the subsample was set to
0.5 from its typical range of 0.5 to 0.8. Eta refers to the machine
learning rate at which the algorithm learns the latent patterns
and structures in the training data set. Smaller eta leads to slower
computation and thus prevents overfitting. Smaller etas can be
compensated for by increasing the number of boosted trees or
estimators. Typically, the value of eta lies between 0.01 and

0.3, and 0.1 was set as the default value in this study. The
hyperparameter colsample_bytree controls the number of
features or variables supplied to a tree model, with a typical
value ranging between 0.5 to 0.9, and it was set to 0.5 in this
study. Lastly, α and λ values which control L1 and L2
regularization, were set to 1 and 0, respectively, to prevent
overfitting.

Similar to XGBoost tree, random forest is another powerful
ensemble learning technique that outperforms single learning
algorithms in machine learning model development. In random
forest, decision trees are used as the base learner, and
bootstrapping aggregation combines these decision trees together
to achieve high prediction accuracy. The minimum number of
samples and training data required to be at a leaf node
(min_samples_leaf) was set to 3. The maximum depth was set
to 6. The number of features to use for splitting was set to auto.
In the model construction process, the ensemble learning
methods selected to increase the prediction accuracy included
bootstrapping, bagging, and extremely randomized trees. In the
process of hyperparameter optimization, on each iteration, the
algorithm chooses a difference combination of the features. The
maximum number of iterations was set to 1000, and the
maximum evaluations was set to 300.

Results

In the evaluation of the performance of the new machine
learning models developed using XGBoost, random forest, and
C5.0 decision tree, logistic regression was used as the baseline,
as logistic regression has been used widely in both conventional
statistical methods and traditional machine learning modelling.
Table 2 shows that the logistic regression model was statistically
significant. Table 3 shows the entered selection of important
predictor variables in the final logistic regression model. It was
found that among the initial 22 predictor variables (Multimedia
Appendix 1), 4 predictor variables were identified as large
contributing variables to the logistic regression model. These
were average sentences per paragraph, middle-stroke characters,
difficult words, and conjunctions. When the original Chinese
health resources were used as the reference category, the Exp
(B) values showed that textual features, including as higher
average sentences per paragraph, higher middle-stroke
characters, and higher use of difficult words were important
features associated with the original Chinese health resources.
For example, the average sentence per paragraph (P<.001) had
an Exp (B) value of 0.44. This means that with the increase of
one unit in average sentence per paragraph, the odds of the text
being a Chinese health translation over the odds of the text being
an original Chinese health text were 44%. Similarly,
middle-stroke characters (P=0.03) had an Exp (B) value of 0.97.
This suggests that with other variables being the same and with
the increase of 1 middle-stroke character, the odds of the text
being a Chinese health translation over the odds of the text being
an original Chinese health text were 97%. Difficult words
(P=.04) as the predictor variable had an Exp (B) value of 0.976.
This means that with the increase of one difficult word, the odds
of the text being a Chinese health translation were 2.4% lower
than the odds of the text being an original Chinese health text.
This finding suggests that higher use of difficult words is an
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important feature of original Chinese health educational
resources when compared to Chinese health translations. By
contrast, the predictor variable of conjunctions (P=.02) had an
Exp (B) of 1.122, which means that with the other variables
being the same and with the increase of 1 conjunction, the odds
of the text being a Chinese health translation were 12.2% higher

than the odds of the text being an original Chinese health
education text. This corpus statistical finding can be explained
by the theoretical hypotheses of translation studies such as
translationese: the increased use of linguistic devices like
conjunctions enhanced the textual cohesion of translated
materials.

Table 2. Variables in the equation for the original reference category.

95% CI for Exp (B)Exp(B) Sig.a

(P value)

WaldSE B Variables

Upper boundLower bound

   .073.1422.4324.311Intercept

0.5890.3290.44<.00130.5030.149–0.821Average sentences per paragraph

1.0010.9830.992.102.7320.005–0.008Frequency of noun phrases per 10,000 words

1.760.9341.282.122.3670.1620.249Average words per sentences

0.9980.9430.97.034.5180.014–0.031Middle-stroke characters

1.0230.9871.0050.590.2910.0090.005Content words

0.9990.9530.976.044.0840.012–0.025Difficult words

1.0350.9891.012.311.0530.0110.012Two-character words

1.2321.0231.122.025.930.0470.115Conjunctions

1.140.8881.006.930.0080.0640.006Sentences with complex semantic categories

14.4350.2922.052.470.5210.9950.719Ratio of noun phrases

1.2090.6770.905.500.4610.148–0.1Pronouns

1.3750.6320.932.720.1270.198–0.071Personal pronouns

1.50.8471.127.410.6770.1460.12Negative conjunctions

asig: significance.

Table 3 shows the comparison of the AUC of the 3 machine
learning models in comparison with the traditional logistic
regression model: C5.0 decision tree has an AUC of 0.969,
which is followed by random forest with an AUC of 0.957 and
XGBoost tree with an AUC of 0.914. To evaluate the statistical
significance between these models in terms of AUC
improvement, the pairwise corrected resampled test was
conducted as shown in Table 4. To overcome multiple

comparison, the significance level was adjusted to 0.008 using
Bonferroni correction. The result showed that the 3 new machine
learning models (ie, C5.0 decision tree, random forest, and
XGBoost tree) significantly improved the performance of the
prediction, as their AUCs were significantly higher than the
AUCs of logistic regression. There was no significant difference
between C5.0 decision tree and random forest, which were
significantly more precise than was XGBoost tree.

Table 3. Mean area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.

Asymptotic 95% CIAsymptotic sig.b (P value)SEAUCaTest result variable(s)

Upper BoundLower Bound    

0.9510.878<.0010.0190.914XGBoost treec

0.9840.93<.0010.0140.957Random forest

0.9920.945<.0010.0120.969C5.0 decision tree

0.8180.718<.0010.0250.768Logistic regression (baseline)

aAUC: area under the curve.
bsig: significance.
cXGboost tree: extreme gradient boosting tree.
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Table 4. Paired-sample t test of the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.

Asymptotic 95% CISE differencebAUCa differenceAsymptoticTest result pair(s)

Upper boundLower bound  Sig. (2-tailed P value)c,dz 

–0.012–0.0730.179–0.043.006–2.74XGBTe-RFf

0.1930.0990.2090.146<.0016.118XGBT-LRg

–0.018–0.090.175–0.054.003–2.967XGBT-C5h

0.2390.1390.1970.189<.0017.405RF-LR

0.023–0.0460.161–0.011.51–0.655RF-C5

–0.152–0.2490.193–0.201<.001–8.094LR-C5

aAUC: area under the curve.
bUnder the nonparametric assumption.
cNull hypothesis: true area difference = 0.
dA P value <0.008 is statistically significant (using Bonferroni correction). P values were derived from the pair-wise corrected resampled t test.
eXGBT: extreme gradient boosting tree.
fRF: random forest.
gLR: logistic regression.
hC5: C5.0 decision tree.

Discussion

Next, through successive permutation, we examined the impact
of textual features as predictor variables on the change in
percentage of AUC in the best-performing machine learning
algorithms, the C5.0 decision tree, and the baseline algorithm
of logistic regression. Table 5 shows that a number of textual
features contributed to changes in the mean AUC of logistic
regression (0.768), notably, average sentences per paragraph
(4.8%), simple sentences (2.6%), normalized frequency of noun
phrases per 10,000 words (2.4%), average strokes per character
(1.6%), conjunctions (1.5%), content words (1.3%), low-stroke
characters (1.2%), and sentences with complex semantic
categories (1.1%). By contrast, C5.0 decision tree which had a
statistically better AUC (0.914) and featured a different set of
textual features as key contributors to changes of the algorithm’s
AUC. These included density of content words (7.3%), average

words per sentence (3.2%), simple sentences (2.9), negative
conjunctions (2.1%), positive conjunctions (2%), personal
pronouns (1.8%), average sentences per paragraph (1.1%),
high-stroke characters (1.1%), and TTR (1.1%). Only 2 textual
features were identified as important contributors to both
algorithms (causing a 1% or more decrease in AUC): simple
sentences and average sentences per paragraph. Both simple
sentences and average sentences per paragraph are
measurements of the syntactic complexity of sentences. Existing
medical readability formulae attempt to capture these features
using average sentence length or average number of words in
sentences. Morphological complexity was measured with
different natural language features in the 2 algorithms. Logistic
regression measured morphological complexity using average
strokes per character and low-stroke (under 10 strokes)
characters. C5.0 decision tree measured morphological
complexity using high-stroke (over 20 strokes) characters.
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Table 5. Changes in the area under the receiver operator characteristic curve through successive permutation of features.

C5bLRaFeature

00.011Sentences with complex semantic categories

00.013Content words

00.012Low-stroke characters

00.01Adverbs of negation

00.016Average strokes per character

0.0010Two-character words

0.0010.015Conjunctions

0.0010.009Ratios of noun phrases

0.0010.024Normalized frequency of noun phrases per 10,000 words

0.0020Three-character words

0.0020.01Difficult words

0.0040.001Middle-stroke characters

0.0080.001Pronouns

0.0110.048Average sentences per paragraph

0.0110.005Type-token ratios

0.0110.01High-stroke characters

0.0180.01Personal pronouns

0.020.009Positive conjunctions

0.0210.007Negative conjunctions

0.0290.026Simple sentences

0.0320.007Average words per sentences

0.0730.01Density of content words

aLR: logistic regression.
bC5: C5.0 decision tree.

Both machine learning algorithms identified and explored
additional linguistic dimensions which were not studied in
exiting medical resource readability assessment formulae. The
first was information load, which refers to the amount and
complexity of information contained in the texts. Logistic
regression measured information load using natural language
features, such as normalized frequency of noun phrases per
10,000 words and content words. Both categories contributed
more than 1% of the changes in the AUC of logistic regression.
Noun phrases are phrases which contain nouns and function as
nouns in a sentence, and they are used extensively in medical
and scientific writing. Higher normalized frequencies of noun
phrases can significantly increase the information load of
scientific discourse. C5.0 decision tree by contrast measured
the information load of translated and original Chinese health
resources using the density of content words, which was the
percentage of content words of both content and function words
in the Chinese texts. Content words include part-of-speech
categories, including nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and verbs,
whereas functional words comprise auxiliary verbs, pronouns,
articles, and prepositions. A higher density of content words
was found as a statistically significant feature of original Chinese
health resources (mean 0.83) when compared to translated

Chinese health resources (mean 0.81). TTR is another widely
used measure in corpus linguistics to measure lexical diversity
or richness. A higher TTR indicates an increased variety of
words, and this was a significant feature of Chinese health
translations (mean 0.62) when compared to the original Chinese
health resources (mean 0.59).

Another dimension of linguistic features which was identified
by the 2 machine learning algorithms based on natural language
features was textual coherence and logical structure, which are
not included in existing medical readability formulae. Logistic
regression measured textual structure by using conjunctions,
whereas the C5.0 decision tree algorithm exploited natural
language features, such as negative conjunctions, positive
conjunctions, pronouns, and personal pronouns. The original
Chinese health resources featured a higher use of all these
linguistic classes to heighten the logical structure of the Chinese
health texts, whereas the translated Chinese health resources
exhibited a more conservative use of these functional lexical
categories. This finding cannot be explained by the hypothesized
translationese or universal translation pattern of lexical
simplification or normalization which is achieved through an
increased use of functional devices such as conjunctions and
pronouns. Rather, this may be a product of the influence from
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the source language, as English scientific discourse tends to use
more passive sentence structures, whereas pronouns and
personal pronouns are more common in everyday Chinese texts
that use more direct, positive sentences. These linguistic features
are related to the cognitive and logical properties of health texts.
Although these textual features have not been incorporated into
medical readability formulae, they are highly relevant to widely
used health education resource development guidelines, for
example, the Patient Education Materials Assessment Tool,
which is a systematic method developed by the US Department
of Health and Human Services to evaluate the understandability
and actionability of patient education materials. Positive
conjunctions and adverbs of negation may impact the logical
sequence of health information, which is specified in the Patient
Education Materials Assessment Tool as a key criterion for
assessing the linguistic understandability of health educational
resources.

Linguistic accessibility has an important impact on the reception
and utilization of translated health resources among multicultural
and multilingual populations with a high proportion of
immigrants. Linguistic understandability of health translation
has been understudied. Automated predictive analyses of the
linguistic accessibility of new health translations before their
release to the public can significantly improve the
cost-effectiveness and efficiency of bilingual, multilingual health
education programs and the use of health translation resources
by the public. This paper introduced machine learning
techniques to the study of the linguistic accessibility of health
translations by comparing Chinese translations of the WHO
materials with the original Chinese health resources developed
by the Chinese health authorities. Three new machine learning
models (XGBoost tree, random forest, and C5.0 decision tree)
were developed and compared in terms of their accuracy, AUC,
sensitivity, and specificity with the traditional logistic regression
modeling being used as the baseline. The selection of textual
features was based on existing research on corpus-based
translation studies, cognitive linguistics, health literacy, and
public health education. A number of textual and linguistic
features were selected, which included morphological features,
such as 2- and 3-character words, average strokes per character,
low-stroke characters, and middle-stroke or high-stroke
characters; features of sentential structures, such as average
sentences per paragraph, average words per sentences, sentences
with complex semantic categories, and single sentences;
semantic features, such as TTRs, content words, density of
content words, difficult words, and normalized frequency of
noun phrases; and textual logic and coherence features, such as
conjunctions, negative conjunctions, personal pronouns, and
pronouns. Five-fold cross-validation was conducted in the model
development process to ensure the reliability and replicability
of the new machine learning models.

In the evaluation of the performance of the machine learning
models, cross-model comparison was conducted. To counteract

the issue of multiple comparisons and the risk of erroneous
inferences, the significance level of the paired model comparison
was adjusted to 0.008 using Bonferroni correction. The pairwise
corrected resampled tests showed that C5.0 decision tree,
random forest, and XGBoost tree all outperformed logistic
regression with statistically higher AUCs. The impact of
linguistic features on the AUC of the best-performing model,
C5.0 decision tree, and the baseline logistic regression model
was analyzed through eliminating 1 textual feature at a time
from the whole set of textual features built within each
algorithm. It was found that, like most existing linguistic
readability evaluation formulae developed in medical research,
both C5.0 decision tree and the baseline logistic regression
model measured the morphological and syntactic complexity
of health texts. Medical readability formulae focus on the
average number of letters or syllables within words, or the
average number of words within sentences, while machine
learning models measure morphological and syntactic
complexity using natural language features. Furthermore,
machine learning models increase the dimensions of the analysis
of linguistic accessibility of health texts.

The 2 new dimensions exploited by machine learning were
information load and textual coherence. Information load was
measured by natural language features including normalized
frequency of noun phrases, density of content words, and TTR.
Textual coherence and logical organization were measured by
the 2 large categories of functional words, conjunctions
(positive, negative) and pronouns (including personal pronouns).
These quantitative models can serve as highly accurate,
automated analytical tools to help predict linguistic accessibility
of health translations in Chinese and represent a methodological
advance from existing qualitative approaches in terms of the
reliability, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness of the evaluation.
The development of machine learning algorithms significantly
improves upon the accuracy and reliability of current approaches
to the evaluation of the linguistic accessibility of Chinese health
information, especially Chinese health translations in relation
to original health resources. Although the new algorithms
developed were based on Chinese health resources, they can be
adapted for other languages to advance current research in
accessible health translation, communication, and promotion.

Automated predictive analyses of the linguistic accessibility of
new health translations before their release to the public can
significantly improve the cost-effectiveness, efficiency of
bilingual and multilingual health education programs, and the
use of health translation resources by the public. We developed
new machine learning algorithms to help predict linguistic
accessibility of health translations in Chinese, which represents
a methodological advance from existing qualitative approaches
in terms of the reliability, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness of
the evaluation.
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Abstract

Background: Myocardial injury after noncardiac surgery (MINS) is associated with increased postoperative mortality, but the
relevant perioperative factors that contribute to the mortality of patients with MINS have not been fully evaluated.

Objective: To establish a comprehensive body of knowledge relating to patients with MINS, we researched the best performing
predictive model based on machine learning algorithms.

Methods: Using clinical data from 7629 patients with MINS from the clinical data warehouse, we evaluated 8 machine learning
algorithms for accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) curve, and area
under the precision-recall curve to investigate the best model for predicting mortality. Feature importance and Shapley Additive
Explanations values were analyzed to explain the role of each clinical factor in patients with MINS.

Results: Extreme gradient boosting outperformed the other models. The model showed an AUROC of 0.923 (95% CI 0.916-0.930).
The AUROC of the model did not decrease in the test data set (0.894, 95% CI 0.86-0.922; P=.06). Antiplatelet drugs prescription,
elevated C-reactive protein level, and beta blocker prescription were associated with reduced 30-day mortality.

Conclusions: Predicting the mortality of patients with MINS was shown to be feasible using machine learning. By analyzing
the impact of predictors, markers that should be cautiously monitored by clinicians may be identified.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e32771)   doi:10.2196/32771

KEYWORDS

myocardial injury after noncardiac surgery; high-sensitivity cardiac troponin; machine learning; extreme gradient boosting

Introduction

Myocardial injury after noncardiac surgery (MINS) is associated
with cardiovascular events and fivefold increased postoperative

mortality, affecting up to the first 2 years after surgery [1].
Recently, MINS is accepted as the leading cause of
postoperative mortality [2,3]. Along with the increased risk of
mortality, the prevalence is also high, reported to be above 20%
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[2,3]. Many previous studies have reported risk factors for the
occurrence of MINS [4-7], but relatively less attention has been
given to perioperative factors that are associated with mortality
in patients who were diagnosed with MINS. We reported
perioperative factors that affect mortality after MINS [8-11].
However, our previous studies evaluated variables independently
and not in a comprehensive manner.

In this study, we trained and evaluated machine learning models
by leveraging the risk factors of patients with MINS and aimed
to find a model with the best performance. Furthermore, we
validated the performance of the model with the test data set
that was curated by the same method with the training data set.
By quantifying and comparing the effect of each variable on
the predictive performance of the model, we developed a mobile
app that predicts mortality in patients with MINS. Our findings
may benefit a comprehensive understanding of patient
characteristics related to mortality in patients with MINS.

Methods

The Institutional Review Board at Samsung Medical Center
forwent the approval for this study and the necessity to obtain
informed consent for access to the Samsung Medical Center
Troponin in Noncardiac Operation (SMC-TINCO) registry
(SMC 2019-08-048) and the test data set for validation (SMC
2021-03-187), considering that both data sets were curated in
deidentified form.

Study Population and Data Curation
Samsung Medical Center is a tertiary referral center with nearly
2000 beds and more than 49,000 cases of surgeries performed
every year. Additionally, they provide the clinical data
warehouse called “Darwin-C,” which allows any researcher in
the institution to automatically extract the deidentified data from
this electronic medical record archive system (Multimedia
Appendix 1). Using the “Darwin-C” system, we generated the
SMC-TINCO registry (KCT0004244) and used it in this study.
The SMC-TINCO contains consecutive data of 43,019 patients
who had at least one inspection of cTn-I before or within 30
days after noncardiac surgery from January 2010 to June 2019.

The medical history was summarized by reviewing the
preoperative assessment sheet, and the names and meanings of
44 features in the data sets are listed in Multimedia Appendix
2. The death state of the clinical data warehouse is consistently
validated and updated from the National Population Registry
of the Korea National Statistical Office.

The routine cTn-I assay of SMC was institutionally updated to
high-sensitivity cTn-T from July 2019. Based on this change,
we generated a data set for testing the model. The data set
consists of 6246 adult patients who had postoperative
high-sensitivity cTn-T measured within 30 days after noncardiac
surgery between July 2019 and January 2021.

Definitions and Study End Points
MINS was defined as peak postoperative cTn elevation above
the 99th percentile of the normal limit within 30 days after
surgery, but those with evidence of nonischemic etiology such
as sepsis, pulmonary embolus, atrial fibrillation, cardioversion,

or chronic elevation were not regarded as MINS based on the
recent diagnostic criteria [12]. High-risk surgery was identified
based on the 2014 European Society of
Cardiology/Anesthesiology guidelines [13].

The primary end point was the predictability of 30-day mortality
of patients with MINS based on perioperative factors. For the
secondary outcome, we also evaluated the predictability of
1-year mortality.

Perioperative Management and cTn Measurements
According to the institutional guidelines, postoperative cTn
measurement is not an institutional routine practice. It is
performed selectively on patients with one or more of the
following major cardiovascular risk factors: heart failure, history
of ischemic heart disease, stroke including transient ischemic
attack, chronic kidney disease, diabetes mellitus on insulin
therapy, or high-risk surgery, but symptoms may be determined
at the discretion of the clinician [13].

An immunoassay (Advia Centaur XP, Siemens Healthcare
Diagnostics, Erlangen, Germany) with high sensitivity was used
for cTn-I. The lower detection limit was 6 ng/L, and 40 ng/L
of the 99th percentile was the reference upper limit, as reported
by the manufacturer [14]. In the test data set, a high-sensitivity
assay of cTn-T (Elecsys, Roche, Basel, Switzerland) was
analyzed using cobas e801 (Roche). The 99th percentile
reference upper limit for hs-cTn-T was 14 ng/L.

Development of Prediction Models
To compare the performance of prediction models, we
investigated the eight widely used machine learning algorithms:
extreme gradient boosting (XGB), generalized boosted
regression model (GBM), random forests (RF), support vector
machines (SVM), classification and regression trees (CART),
linear discriminant analysis (LDA), lasso/ridge/elastic net
(GLMNET), and k-nearest neighbors (kNN). The
hyperparameters of each model were optimized based on a grid
search using the area under the receiver operating characteristic
(AUROC). Fivefold cross-validation was used in the model
development. We evaluated each model according to the
accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, AUROC, and area under
the precision and recall curve (AUPRC) values (Multimedia
Appendix 3). We validated the performance of the trained model
using a new test data set.

Feature importance and Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP)
values were used to present the impact of each feature on the
performance of the prediction model. SHAP values show the
characteristic of deriving a marginal distribution and weighted
average by fixing all variables except one and randomly
predicting that one to determine its importance [15]. Features
are sorted in descending order by which the model contributes
to classifying the data. Each patient was represented by one dot
on each variable line. The horizontal location of each dot
indicated whether the effect of a variable was associated with
a higher or lower probability of death. The area on the right
indicates the point where SHAP value is greater than zero.
Variable-specific SHAP values >0 indicate an increased risk
of death.
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Statistical Analysis
Differences were compared using t tests and presented as means
and SDs in two-group comparisons. Categorical features were
presented as numbers with percentages and compared using
chi-square or Fisher exact tests. Statistical analyses were
performed using R 3.6.3 (R Foundation for Statistical
Computing). All tests were two-tailed, and P<.05 was considered
to indicate statistical significance.

Results

Patient Characteristics
In accordance with the definition of MINS, patients younger
than 18 years were excluded from the data sets. Patients who

did not have troponin measured after surgery or had abnormal
levels and nonischemic etiology, such as chest compression,
were also excluded (Figure 1). The baseline characteristics of
the study patients with MINS are presented in Table 1. The age
and gender of the patients in the training and test data sets
showed a similar distribution (Multimedia Appendix 4), but the
distribution of surgical types was slightly different. The number
of patients in gynecology and urology in the test data set was
increased, and other surgeries such as donor transplantation and
bronchial dilation also varied (Multimedia Appendix 5). The
type of surgery performed on patients in each data set and their
mortality are presented in Multimedia Appendix 6.

Figure 1. A flowchart of our retrospective study design. peri-op hs cTn I: perioperative high-sensitivity cTn-I; peri-op hs cTn T: perioperative
high-sensitivity cTn-T; Pts: patients; SMN-TINCO: Samsung Medical Center Troponin in Noncardiac Operation.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of patients with myocardial injury after noncardiac surgery according to 30-day mortality.

Test data setTraining data set

P value30-day mortality
(n=153)

No 30-day mortal-
ity (n=2350)

P value30-day mortali-
ty (n=625)

No 30-day mor-
tality (n=4501)

.100.6 (3.4)0.1 (0.7)<.0017.2 (31.7)2.3 (19.7)Peak cardiac troponin level (ng/L), mean (SD)

.1289 (58.2)1526 (64.9).09394 (63.0)2673 (59.4)Male, n (%)

<.00163.3 (13.6)68.2 (12.8)<.00163.1 (14.2)65.7 (13.8)Age (years), mean (SD)

<.00122.7 (3.9)24.0 (3.8)<.00122.9 (3.5)23.7 (3.8)BMI, mean (SD)

.0234 (22.2)752 (32.0).17363 (58.1)2480 (55.1)Diabetes, n (%)

<.00155 (35.9)1209 (51.4).003378 (60.5)2994 (66.5)Hypertension, n (%)

.1921 (13.7)429 (18.3).6185 (13.6)575 (12.8)Chronic kidney disease, n (%)

.387 (4.6)159 (6.8).0247 (7.5)231 (5.1)Dialysis, n (%)

.1116 (10.5)157 (6.7).7558 (9.3)396 (8.8)Current smoking, n (%)

.7315 (9.8)260 (11.1).8389 (14.2)660 (14.7)Current alcohol, n (%)

.00111 (7.2)430 (18.3).002111 (17.8)1059 (23.5)Coronary artery disease, n (%)

Previous disease

.6912 (7.8)215 (9.1).4660 (9.6)388 (8.6)Old myocardial infarction, n (%)

.0310 (6.5)304 (12.9)<.00136 (5.8)530 (11.8)History of coronary intervention, n (%)

>.994 (2.6)66 (2.8)>.9917 (2.7)120 (2.7)History of coronary artery bypass graft, n (%)

.945 (3.3)66 (2.8).0614 (2.2)174 (3.9)Heart failure, n (%)

>.9917 (11.1)253 (10.8).0178 (12.5)415 (9.2)Stroke, n (%)

.458 (5.2)169 (7.2).4955 (8.8)356 (7.9)Atrial fibrillation, n (%)

.5312 (7.8)229 (9.7)>.9963 (10.1)453 (10.1)Arrhythmia, n (%)

>.998 (5.2)117 (5.0).228 (1.3)95 (2.1)Valvular heart disease, n (%)

.205 (3.3)145 (6.2).3414 (2.2)136 (3.0)Aortic disease, n (%)

.837 (4.6)91 (3.9).0611 (1.8)146 (3.2)Peripheral arterial disease, n (%)

.289 (5.9)206 (8.8).3032 (5.1)282 (6.3)Chronic pulmonary disease, n (%)

.00434 (22.2)798 (34.0).16262 (41.9)1751 (38.9)Active cancer, n (%)

<.0011.6 (1.7)2.1 (2.1)<.0013.8 (2.3)3.2 (2.2)Charlson score, mean (SD)

Operative variables

.5338 (24.8)524 (22.3).03143 (22.9)1216 (27.0)ESCa/ESAb surgical high risk, n (%)

<.00183 (54.2)483 (20.6)<.001318 (50.9)1167 (25.9)Emergency operation, n (%)

.27128 (83.7)2047 (87.1).03528 (84.5)3947 (87.7)General anesthesia, n (%)

.122.7 (2.3)3.0 (2.2)<.0013.1 (2.8)3.7 (2.8)Operation duration (hours), mean (SD)

<.0011.1 (2.0)0.5 (1.5).13112 (17.9)695 (15.4)Packed red blood cell transfusion, n (%)

Postoperative in-hospital events

.242 (1.3)8 (0.3).8116 (2.6)104 (2.3)Type I myocardial infarction, n (%)

>.992 (1.3)28 (1.2).0411 (1.8)151 (3.4)Coronary revascularization, n (%)

>.992 (1.3)27 (1.1).028 (1.3)134 (3.0)Percutaneous coronary intervention, n (%)

<.00110.1 (8.7)3.6 (4.4)<.0019.7 (8.8)3.6 (4.0)C-reactive protein level at discharge, mean
(SD)

Medication at discharge, n (%)

.0015 (3.3)294 (12.5)<.00113 (2.1)1031 (22.9)Beta blocker

<.00118 (11.8)800 (34.0)<.00121 (3.4)1224 (27.2)Calcium channel blocker
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Test data setTraining data set

P value30-day mortality
(n=153)

No 30-day mortal-
ity (n=2350)

P value30-day mortali-
ty (n=625)

No 30-day mor-
tality (n=4501)

.021 (0.7)125 (5.3)<.00114 (2.2)384 (8.5)Diltiazem

<.0019 (5.9)933 (39.7)<.00112 (1.9)1165 (25.9)Stain

<.0017 (4.6)474 (20.2)<.00126 (4.2)497 (11.0)Metformin

<.00173 (47.7)636 (27.1)<.001335 (53.6)1127 (25.0)Insulin

<.0019 (5.9)798 (34.0)<.00110 (1.6)1515 (33.7)Antiplatelet

<.0019 (5.9)677 (28.8)<.00120 (3.2)1105 (24.6)Renin angiotensin aldosterone system in-
hibitor

>.990 (0.0)6 (0.3)<.0013 (0.5)211 (4.7)Direct oral anticoagulant

aESC: European Society of Cardiology.
bESA: European Society of Anaesthesiology

Development of a 30-Day Mortality Prediction Model
The probability of developing a 30-day mortality prediction
model was explored using 8 machine learning algorithms. The
hyperparameters optimized using grid search are summarized
in Multimedia Appendix 7. The performance of each model is
displayed using AUROC and AUPRC plots (Multimedia
Appendix 8) along with various indexes (Multimedia Appendix
9). The performance of the kNN, CART, LDA, SVM,
GLMNET, and GBM models was lower than that of the RF and

XGB models. The RF and XGB models showed comparable
performances. The AUROC of the RF model (0.927) was higher
than that of the XGB model (0.923) in the training phase.
However, the AUPRC of the RF model (0.747) was lower than
that of the XGB model (0.763). Additionally, the F1 score and
balanced accuracy of the XGB model (0.678 and 0.784) were
higher than those of the RF model (0.549 and 0.695). When the
models were comprehensively evaluated, the XGB model was
selected as the best performing model for predicting the 30-day
mortality of patients with MINS (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Performance comparison of each 30-day mortality prediction model with the range of (A) AUROC and (B) F1 score. AUROC: area under
the receiver operating characteristic; CART: classification and regression trees; GBM: generalized boosted regression model; GLMNET: lasso/ridge/elastic
net; kNN: k-nearest neighbors; LDA: linear discriminant analysis; RF: random forests; SVM: support vector machines; XGB: extreme gradient boosting.

XGB 30-Day Mortality Prediction Model
Interpretation
We tried to enable models to be actively accommodated by
securing an interpretability and transparency. The importance
of features in the XGB model is based on an algorithm that
reduces based on the impurity index of the binary tree. The
feature importance plot of the XGB 30-day mortality prediction
model is shown in Multimedia Appendix 10. The top 5 features
were C-reactive protein (CRP) level at discharge, antiplatelet

prescription at discharge, peak cardiac troponin levels (ng/L),
insulin prescription at discharge, and operation duration (hours).

The SHAP summary plot for the XGB models is shown in
Figure 3. The XGB models determined that antiplatelet
prescription at discharge was the most important variable,
followed by CRP level at discharge, insulin prescription at
discharge, beta blocker prescription at discharge, and peak
cardiac troponin level (ng/L). According to the SHAP values
of each feature, antiplatelet prescription at discharge was
associated with a lower probability of death (left side of the
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vertical dotted lines). Higher CRP levels at discharge were
associated with a higher probability of death. Insulin prescription
at discharge was associated with higher probability of death.

Additionally, a SHAP dependence plot was used to explain how
a single feature affects the output of the XGB prediction model
(Multimedia Appendix 11).

Figure 3. SHAP summary plot of 30-day mortality prediction extreme gradient boosting model. According to the SHAP values of each feature,
antiplatelet prescription at discharge (ie, purple dots) was associated with a lower probability of death (ie, the left side of the vertical dotted line). Higher
C-reactive protein levels at discharge (ie, purple dots) were associated with a higher probability of death (ie, the right side of the vertical dotted line).
Insulin prescription at discharge (ie, purple dots) was associated with a higher probability of death (ie, the right side of the vertical dotted line). CABG:
coronary artery bypass graft; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; ESA: European Society of Anaesthesiology; ESC: European Society of
Cardiology; SHAP: Shapley Additive Explanations.

Lightening the Model Using Feature Selection
By reducing the number of variables required to use predictive
models, we tried to make the model more acceptable in clinical
practice. We used the recursive feature elimination (RFE)
method to explore the relation between the number of features
and performance. According to the RFE method, the accuracy
of the model is best when the top 28 variables were used.
However, the performance of the model was almost the same

as when the top 10 variables were used (Multimedia Appendix
12). To minimize the number of variables input into the model,
we observed the changes in performance while reducing the
number of variables to 28, 10, and 5.

Light Model With 28 Variables
The list of the top 28 predictor variables chosen by the RFE
method is shown in Multimedia Appendix 12. When the top 28
variables were used to train the model, the performance of the
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XGB model had an accuracy of 0.926, AUPRC of 0.754, and
F1 score of 0.652 (Multimedia Appendix 13). The AUROC was
0.925 (95% CI 0.919-0.931) in the training phase and 0.908
(95% CI 0.877-0.932) in the test phase. The AUROC of the
model did not significantly decrease on the test data set (P=.22;
Multimedia Appendix 14).

Light Model With 10 Variables
The top 10 variables used to train the XGB model were
“crp_predc,” “insulin_dc,” “x_antiplt_dc,” “peaktro,” “ccb_dc,”
“emergencyop,” “opduration,” “statin_dc,” “bb_dc,” and
“optype.” The XGB model had an accuracy of 0.920, AUPRC
of 0.708, and F1 score of 0.616 (Multimedia Appendix 13). The
AUROC was 0.911 (95% CI 0.904-0.918) in the training phase
and 0.904 (95% CI 0.874-0.93) in the test phase. The AUROC
of the model did not significantly decrease on the test data set
(P=.65; Multimedia Appendix 14).

Light Model With 10 Variables Chosen for Clinical
Prediction
We made another model using 10 variables chosen for clinical
prediction. Currently used treatments for MINS include
dabigatran, a type of direct-acting oral coagulant [16], and
potential treatments include antiplatelet agents and statins. We
aimed to create a predictive model after excluding these drugs
from the variables. The 10 chosen variables used were
“crp_predc,” “insulin_dc,” “peaktro,” “ccb_dc,” “ccb_dc,”
“emergencyop,” “opduration,” “bb_dc,” “optype,” “x_raas_dc,”
and “metformin_dc.” The XGB model had an accuracy of 0.916,
AUPRC of 0.672, and F1 score of 0.587 (Multimedia Appendix
13). The AUROC was 0.894 (95% CI 0.887-0.902) in the
training phase and 0.895 (95% CI 0.867-0.923) in the test phase.
The AUROC of the XGB model did not significantly decrease
on the test data set (P=.99; Multimedia Appendix 14).

Light Model With 5 Variables
Multimedia Appendix 12 shows that the prediction accuracy
decreased by approximately 1.9% when the model used 5
variables compared to when the model used 28 variables. For
users who have only a small amount of information about
patients with MINS, we made a lighter model by selecting 5
variables based on the RFE’s feature order. The top 5 variables
used were “crp_predc,” “insulin_dc,” “x_antiplt_dc,” “peaktro,”
and “ccb_dc.” The XGB model had an accuracy of 0.907,
AUPRC of 0.640, and F1 score of 0.505 (Multimedia Appendix
13). The AUROC was 0.890 (95% CI 0.882-0.898) in the
training phase and 0.885 (95% CI 0.856-0.915) in the test phase.
The AUROC of the model did not significantly decrease on the
test data set (P=.80; Multimedia Appendix 14).

Development of a 1-Year Mortality Prediction Model
The AUROC of the 1-year mortality prediction XGB model
was evaluated using the optimized hyperparameters eta=0.1,
gamma=0, max tree depth=4, nround=100, colsample
bytree=0.6, min child weight=1, and subsample=1. The AUROC
of the model was 0.857 (95% CI 0.85-0.864) on the training
data set and 0.794 (95% CI 0.756-0.826) on the test data set
(Multimedia Appendix 15). The AUROC decreased on the test
data set, and a statistically significant difference was observed
compared to the AUROC of the training data set (P<.001).
However, the prediction of the model is still valuable because
the accuracy (0.95) on the test data set was above the no
information rate (P=.001; Multimedia Appendix 16).

The feature importance plot of the 1-year mortality prediction
model is shown in Multimedia Appendix 17. The top five
features were the CRP level at discharge, peak cardiac troponin
level (ng/L), operation duration (hours), antiplatelet prescription
at discharge, and ucharlson score.

The SHAP summary plot for the models is shown in Multimedia
Appendix 18. The XGB models determined that the CRP level
at discharge was the most important variable, followed by the
ucharlson score, antiplatelet prescription at discharge, insulin
prescription at discharge, and operation duration (hours).
According to the SHAP values of each feature, a higher CRP
level at discharge and ucharlson score were associated with a
higher probability of death. Antiplatelet prescription at discharge
was associated with a lower probability of death, and insulin
prescription at discharge was associated with a higher
probability of death.

Development of an App With 30-Day Mortality
Prediction XGB Model
The app, Leveraging R Shiny, was developed for practical use
of the 30-day mortality prediction XGB model (Figure 4). Users
can download the app for free via the public link [17]. Three
versions of light models developed in this study are incorporated
in the app: the top 10 features model, chosen 10 features model,
and top 5 model. Each model was explored to find the optimal
threshold for predicting patients at high risk of death. The
optimized thresholds were applied to each model: 0.65 for the
top 10 model; 0.53, chosen 10 model; and 0.68, top 5 model
(Multimedia Appendix 19). Each user can choose a model type
according to the type of variables that can be entered in a
medical situation. A value for each variable corresponding to
the target patient is entered and the Action button is pressed for
probability output of the patient’s demise in 30 days. After
adjusting certain variable values, clinicians can observe changes
in mortality and apply them to treatment decisions.
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Figure 4. Internet app for predicting 30-day mortality of patients with MINS. CCB: calcium channel blockers; MINS: myocardial injury after noncardiac
surgery.

Discussion

In this observational cohort study, we demonstrated the
predictability of mortality in patients with MINS based on
perioperative variables using a machine learning method.

Analysis of Model Performance Considering the
Asymmetry of Data
To avoid overestimating the performance of the model, an
imbalanced data set should be treated carefully when training
a supervised classification machine learning model [18,19].
Along with accuracy, we wanted to interpret the performance
of the model using indicators such as precision, recall, F1 score,
AUPRC, and no information rate. In addition, for calibrating
imbalanced data, four methods including oversampling,
undersampling, both-sampling, and Random Over-Sampling
Examples–sampling were carried out on the training data set,
but the model’s performance was significantly reduced when
the model was applied in the test data set; therefore, these
methods were not accepted (data not shown).

Comparison of 30-Day and 1-Year Preference Model
Performance
We investigated why the 1-year prediction performance was
lower than the 30-day prediction in this study. First, predicting
the distant future is harder than predicting the near future. From
a clinical perspective, although MINS has been reported to be
associated with mortality up to 2 years after surgery, more

clinical events that affect mortality are likely to take place as
the duration of follow-up extends. Additionally, the observation
period of the patients who made up the test data set (1.5 years)
was shorter than that of the training data set (9.5 years). The
observation period of the test data set may have been too short
to reflect the characteristics of a patient who died within 1 year.

Consideration of the SHAP Values of the Charlson
Scores
We observed different relations to SHAP values between the
original Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) scores and the
updated CCI scores. The original CCI score shows a moderate
proportional relationship with the SHAP value. However, the
updated CCI score shows that the SHAP value increased rapidly
in the low scores and was then maintained (Multimedia
Appendix 20). It is assumed that the updated CCI score has
changed the weights of cardiomyopathy, peripheral vascular
disease, and cerebrovascular disease from 1 to 0.

Clinical Implications
MINS is the most common medical complication directly related
to mortality [13]. The rapid detection and appropriate
management of MINS affects many patients at risk of mortality.
The only treatment that was established in randomized trials
was direct oral anticoagulants [16]. However, strengthening of
cardiovascular drugs such as aspirin, statins, and few types of
hypertension drugs have been reported to be linked to reduced
mortality in patients with MINS [10,20]. Our results, show that
the prescription of cardiovascular drugs such as antiplatelet
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agents, antihypertensive drugs, and statins at discharge are
effective in predicting MINS mortality. The CRP level as a
degree of inflammation is linked with the prognosis of coronary
artery disease [21] and shows a strong impact on the model,
which is consistent with previous studies. Therefore, our
findings regarding the mortality of patients with MINS may be
predicted based on perioperative variables, suggesting the
possibility of reducing the mortality of patients with MINS by
correction of perioperative variables.

We were able to reduce the number of variables to 5 with
affordable loss in performance. Using only 5 variables, it is
possible to predict the mortality of patients with MINS with
90.7% accuracy. A smaller number of variables in the prediction
model indicates that it is highly likely to be used in other
hospitals. Hence, we see this result as an important clinical
implication.

Limitations of the Study
Our study has a few limitations. First, model validation was
performed using a test data set having a different time window
from that of the data set used for training and internal validation.
As a study using observational data collected in a single
institution, our predictive models may have limited
generalizability. Using a data set of patients with MINS visiting
different institutions over the same period would allow for more
appropriate external validation.

Second, our results might have been affected by selection bias
and confounding factors. Postoperative hs-cTn measurements
were not routine and optionally performed in patients with
specific cardiovascular risks. Consequently, the possibility of
selection bias may exist and should be considered if the user
wants to apply the model in clinical practice.

Third, after confirming that mortality can be predicted using
observational data, we created and released a mobile app for
users. However, the predictive model developed in this study
cannot be immediately used in routine clinical practice. We
plan to conduct further research to measure the applicability of
the model in clinical practice.

Conclusions
We have confirmed that a 30-day mortality prediction model
can be developed for patients with MINS using observational
clinical data. The XGB algorithm outperformed the LDA, kNN,
CART, SVM, GLMNET, RF, and GBM machine learning
algorithms. To maximize the applicability of the prediction
model in clinic settings, we observed that the number of
variables that need to be input into the model can be reduced
to 5 while preserving the performance of the model. For more
robust evidence, a randomized clinical trial is required to address
the variables explored in this study. However, this study is the
first to report mortality predictability in patients with MINS
using machine learning.
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Abstract

Background: In pulse signal analysis and identification, time domain and time frequency domain analysis methods can obtain
interpretable structured data and build classification models using traditional machine learning methods. Unstructured data, such
as pulse signals, contain rich information about the state of the cardiovascular system, and local features of unstructured data can
be extracted and classified using deep learning.

Objective: The objective of this paper was to comprehensively use machine learning and deep learning classification methods
to fully exploit the information about pulse signals.

Methods: Structured data were obtained by using time domain and time frequency domain analysis methods. A classification
model was built using a support vector machine (SVM), a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) kernel was used to extract
local features of the unstructured data, and the stacking method was used to fuse the above classification results for decision
making.

Results: The highest average accuracy of 0.7914 was obtained using only a single classifier, while the average accuracy obtained
using the ensemble learning approach was 0.8330.

Conclusions: Ensemble learning can effectively use information from structured and unstructured data to improve classification
accuracy through decision-level fusion. This study provides a new idea and method for pulse signal classification, which is of
practical value for pulse diagnosis objectification.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e28039)   doi:10.2196/28039

KEYWORDS

wrist pulse; ensemble learning; support vector machine; deep convolutional neural network; pulse signal; machine learning;
traditional Chinese medicine; pulse classification; pulse analysis; fully connected neural network; synthetic minority oversampling
technique; feature extraction

Introduction

A pulse signal contains a large amount of pathological and
physiological information [1,2], and the signal characteristics
are closely related to diseases (hypertension, atherosclerosis,
etc), especially cardiovascular disease (CVD) and physiological

parameters (pulse wave velocity, blood pressure, etc) [3,4].
Therefore, pulse analysis is widely used for cardiovascular
function assessment and noninvasive early diagnosis of CVD
and related complications [5]. It is a convenient, noninvasive,
and effective diagnostic method that is widely used in traditional
Chinese medicine (TCM). In recent years, smart wearable
devices have become increasingly popular, allowing individuals
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to monitor their own pulse status. However, the important
information contained in the pulse signal requires a highly
experienced TCM practitioner to make a diagnosis, which is
highly variable [6]. In Chinese medicine, pulses are classified
into 28 single-pulse types based on 4 major elements: pulse
depth, pulse rate, pulse shape, and pulse intensity [6,7]. A
patient's pulse may be a combination of several single-pulse
types, that is, a compound pulse [8], and a compound pulse may
carry more physiological information and be more difficult to
distinguish and identify. For example, a slippery pulse and a
flat pulse are the main pulse types in healthy people; a thready
pulse may be due to overexertion and deficiency of qi and blood;
a stringy pulse may be related to liver disorders; a thready,
slippery pulse may be related to colds; a thready, stringy pulse
may be related to kidney disorders; and a stringy, slippery pulse
may be related to coughing, dizziness, and weakness.

Practitioners of Chinese medicine make a diagnosis by touching
the patient's wrist and feeling the patient's pulse with their
fingers for several minutes to determine the patient's pulse type
through experience and make medical decisions accordingly.

Using deep learning or machine learning methods, pulse types
can be better classified to help medical practitioners with
diagnosis. For individuals, without medical background and
experience, the pulse types obtained can also be collected and
analyzed by wearable devices to obtain a preliminary
understanding of their physical condition and can better prevent
CVD. There is already a good deal of scholarly research related
to the classification of pulse types. Xu et al [9] used Lempel-Ziv
complexity analysis to detect arrhythmic pulses. This approach
was applied on 140 clinic pulses for detecting 7 pulse patterns.
Zhang et al [10] referred to the edit distance with real penalty
(ERP) and the progress in k-nearest-neighbor (KNN) classifiers
using an ERP-based KNN classifier on the classification of
pulse waveforms. Garmaev et al [11] used cluster analysis of
the time parameters of a pulse signal to classify pulses. After
clustering, the data were evaluated using the nonparametric
Kruskel-Wallis test. Li et al [12] used five CVD and
complications extracted from medical records as classification

criteria. This convolutional neural network (CNN) could extract
stronger features for pulse signals. Huang et al [13] developed
a high-dimensional pulse classification method to improve pulse
diagnosis accuracy. They extracted 71 pulse features from the
time, spatial, and frequency domains to cover as much pulse
information as possible.

However, most of the above methods extract structured data of
pulse signals and are suitable for traditional machine learning
models; however, unstructured data, such as pulse signals,
contain rich information. Taking advantage of different pulse
signal analysis methods and combining machine learning and
deep learning methods to build pulse signals for classification
models can help TCM practitioners make better pulse diagnoses
and help smart wearable devices more accurately assess the
human health status.

The objective of this paper was to comprehensively use machine
learning and deep learning classification methods to fully exploit
the information about pulse signals.

Methods

System Flow
A deep convolutional neural network (DCNN)- and SVM-based
stacking network (DSSN) selected suitable algorithms to build
classification models based on the structured and unstructured
data extracted by different analysis methods and integrated them
using the stacking method; the overall architecture is shown in
Figure 1. First, the pulse signal was preprocessed to extract the
feature parameters in time and frequency domains, and the data
were reorganized for the pulse signal to prepare the data for the
training of the base learners. An SVM and a DCNN were
selected as the base learners to build the classification models
corresponding to the three analysis methods, and the output
results were combined together to form a new data set. Finally,
the newly generated data set was used to train the meta-learner
so as to build a DSSN pulse signal integrated classification
model.
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Figure 1. DSSN flowchart. During data preprocessing, time and frequency domain features of the pulse signal were extracted, and all pulse data were
organized to the same length. Time and frequency domain features were separately trained by an SVM to obtain prediction results. One-dimensional
data using the DCNN were used to obtain prediction results. Finally, the pulse-type prediction results of the three methods were integrated by an FCNN.
SVM: support vector machine; DCNN: deep convolutional neural network; DSSN: DCNN- and SVM-based stacking network; FCNN: fully connected
neural network.

Data
The experimental data in this paper were provided by the Four
Diagnostic Information Comprehensive Research Laboratory
of Shanghai University of Traditional Chinese Medicine, which
included 7 types of pulse data (4 single pulses and 3 compound
pulses), with a total sample size of 1812 cases; the specific pulse

types and numbers are shown in Table 1. The acquisition device
was a Z-BOX I pulse acquisition instrument with a sampling
frequency of 720 Hz to acquire the pulse signals at the optimal
pulse-taking pressure with an acquisition time of 60 s. Two or
more TCM experts classified the collected pulse signals using
their experience, and the pulse type was determined only when
the majority of the experts agreed on the classification.
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Table 1. Types of pulse signals and data size. There were 4 single pulses and 3 compound pulses. A total of 1812 cases were collected. After balancing
the sample data, the total number of samples reached 4355.

Balanced sample size (n)Sample size (n)Name of pulse typePulse type code

637221Slippery pulse1

64996Flat pulse2

60792Thready pulse3

630657Stringy pulse4

583202Thready, slippery pulse5

614325Thready, stringy pulse6

635219Stringy, slippery pulse7

The experimental data were first preprocessed, the samples were
filtered and noise reduced, single-cycle segmentation of the
pulse signal was performed, and the average single cycle was
taken to represent the pulse signal; seven types of pulse data
are shown in Figure 2. These data set also suffered from sample
imbalance, and the synthetic minority oversampling technique
(SMOTE) algorithm was used to equalize the data set. For data
sets with sample imbalance, the basic approaches are

oversampling and downsampling (ie, copying a small number
of samples and removing a larger number of samples), but both
pose problems: copying samples can easily make the model
overfit, while removing samples can lead to a smaller number
of samples. To solve such problems, the sampling SMOTE
algorithm, which synthesizes new data, can compensate for the
sample imbalance, while trying to avoid overfitting [14].

Figure 2. Seven types of pulse. Single pulses had four types: slippery, flat, thready, and stringy. Compound pulses had three types: thready slippery,
thready stringy, and stringy slippery.

The number of samples in the equalized data set was 4355 in
total after removing samples with failed acquisition and obvious
errors in the waveform in the data set. The number of samples
in each category is shown in Table 1. The SMOTE parameters

were set as k = 5; sample multiplicity N = 7 for the flat, thready
pulse; sample multiplicity N = 3 for the slippery, thready and
slippery, and stringy and slippery pulses; and sample multiplicity
N = 2 for the thready, stringy pulse.
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Time Domain Feature Extraction
The time domain analysis method focuses on the waveform of
the pulse signal in a typical cycle [15], defining the characteristic
points with physiological and pathological significance and then
extracting the corresponding characteristic parameters. In a
single-cycle pulse signal, the peak and trough points of the

waveform have certain physiological significance, and there
are seven main feature points, including the start and end points,
as shown in the marked A-G in Figure 3. The reference points
and significance of the pulse waveform are shown in Table 2.
The time domain feature extraction could be automatically
performed using the algorithm of signal processing.

Figure 3. Basic information about a single-cycle pulse signal. The amplitude information about the pulse signal is represented vertically, and the time
information is represented horizontally.

Table 2. Physiological significance of pulse signal reference points. These points include the start and end points of the pulse signal, as well as the
extreme points of the pulse signal, all of which reflect to some extent the physiological information about the human body.

MeaningReference point

Systolic waveform

Start pointA

Main wave crestB

Main wave gapC

Rebattling the former wave crestD

Diastolic waveform

Descending the middle gorgeE

Rebattling the waveF

End pointG

In this paper, a total of 23 time domain features of the pulse
signal were extracted, including 1 slope feature, 2 area features,
6 amplitude features, 6 time features, and 8 proportional
features; the feature parameters and their specific meanings are
shown in Table 3. When extracting the pulse waveform
parameters, the ratio between different amplitudes was added

as a feature in order to better reflect the waveform
characteristics, such as h2/h1 and h4/h1, because of the large
differences between different pulse waveforms. Similarly, the
ratio between time parameters was increased to better distinguish
between different types of pulse signals.
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Table 3. Time domain features of the pulse signal. These features include 1 slope feature, 2 area features, 6 magnitude features, 6 time features, and 8
proportional features.

Feature nameFeature parameterFeature type

Main wave slopekSlope

Systolic areaA sArea

Diastolic areaA d

Main wave amplitudeh 1Magnitude

Main wave gorge amplitudeh 2

Wave front dicrotic amplitudeh 3

Dicrotic notch amplitudeh 4

Dicrotic wave amplitudeh 5

1/3 pulse widthw

Main wave phaset 1Time

Main wave gorge phaset 2

Wave front dicrotic phaset 3

Dicrotic notch phaset 4

Dicrotic wave phaset 5

Pulse cycleT

Time ratiot1/TProportion

Time ratiot1/t4

Time ratiot5/t4

Pulse width cycle ratiow/T

Main wave gorge main Wave amplitude ratioh2/h1

Dicrotic notch main wave amplitude ratioh4/h1

Dicrotic wave main wave amplitude ratioh5/h1

Systolic:diastolic area ratioAs/Ad

Time and Frequency Domain Feature Extraction
Wavelet packet analysis is an effective signal analysis method
that uses different wavelet bases for signal decomposition and
has a greater advantage in analyzing nonstationary signals. As
a time frequency analysis method, wavelet packet analysis can
zoom in on both time domain information and frequency domain
information and has excellent time frequency local analysis
capability. At present, it is applied to the analysis and
identification of pulse signals, with good results [16]. As shown
in Figure 4 as a schematic diagram of wavelet packet
decomposition, wavelet packet analysis further decomposed
the high-frequency band, while decomposing the low-frequency
band, which improved the time-frequency resolution of the
pulse signal. The low-frequency profile and high-frequency
details of the wavelet packet decomposition, un(t), at different
frequencies is defined as follows:

where t is time, k is the time translation factor, and gk and hk

have an orthogonal relationship, that is, gk = (–1)kh1–k. Defining
the number of coefficients in the j layer as nj, the energy of the
j-th layer is as follows:

The sampling frequency of the pulse signal was 720 Hz, and
the energy of the pulse was mainly concentrated in the frequency
band within 10 Hz. Therefore, the energy characteristics of the
pulse signal in different frequency bands were extracted by
8-layer wavelet packet decomposition. For wavelet feature
extraction of biological signals, sym8 outperforms Haar, dB2,
and dB4 in terms of the performance index, specificity,
sensitivity, accuracy, time delay, and quality assessment of
wavelets [17]. A sym8 wavelet has better regularity and
symmetry, which can reduce the phase distortion caused by the
calculation. Combined with the above analysis, this paper used
a sym8 wavelet to decompose the pulse signal by 8-layer
wavelet packets to obtain 256-dimensional energy features. The
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time and frequency domain features could be automatically extracted by the algorithm of signal processing.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of wavelet packet decomposition.

Classification Methods
The pulse signal features extracted by using time domain and
time frequency domain analyses are structured data, and
unstructured data are obtained by using data reorganization to
obtain one-dimensional data of the pulse signal. For structured
data, a machine learning algorithm was applied; for unstructured
data, a deep learning algorithm was used to train the
classification model. Finally, all results were integrated using
the stacking method. The algorithms used were as follows:

1. SVM: As a base learner, this method was used to train time
domain and time frequency domain data. The penalty parameter
C was set as 2.0, the kernel was set as rbf, and gamma was set
as 3.0. The inputs to the SVM classifier were time domain
features and time frequency domain features of the pulse. The
outputs were the classification results of seven pulse types.

2. DCNN: As a base learner, the pulse signal whose length was
800 was the input to the DCNN classifier, and the outputs were
the classification results of seven pulse types. The network used
in this paper had three convolutional layers. The first layer was
set as filters = 5 and kernel size = 11. The second layer was set
as filters = 25 and kernel size = 9. The third layer was set as
filters = 100 and kernel size = 10. The dense layer was set as
units = 7 and activation = softmax.

3. FCNN: As a meta-learner, the input was results of the three
base learners and the labels were the same as raw data. The
outputs were classification results of the seven pulse types after
stacking. The network had four dense layers. The first and
second layers were set as units = 1024 and activation = relu.
The third layer was set as units = 512 and activation = relu. The
last layer was set as units = 7 and activation = softmax.

In this paper, deep neural networks, including the FCNN, were
implemented by TensorFlow (Google) as the back-end Keras
framework, the loss function was chosen as cross-entropy, the
batch size of the DCNN was set to 8, the batch size of the FCNN
was set to 32, the number of iterations was 1000, the initial
learning rate was 0.001, the stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

optimization algorithm was used, the momentum was 0.9, the
weight recession was 0.0001, the dropout parameter was 0.5,
and the ratio between the training set, validation set, and test
set was 6:2:2. To avoid the overfitting phenomenon caused by
network training, the early stop strategy was used. When the
loss of the neural network on the validation set did not decrease
within 10 cycles, the training was stopped and the model with
the smallest loss on the validation set was selected as the final
training result. The CPU used for the experiments was an Intel
Core i7-8700K with 32 GB of memory and an NVIDIA Tesla
V100 GPU graphics card.

The data set in this paper contained multiple pulse categories,
so it was necessary to combine the classification results of each
category for judgment. In this paper, macroaverage was used
as the judging index, and the average accuracy and average
recall were calculated as follows:

Results

SVM Experimental Results
In training the SVM model, the radial basis function (RBF) was
chosen as the kernel function, in which the main parameters
included the penalty coefficient C and gamma. c indicated the
degree of acceptance of error; the larger the value of C, the less
the classification error was allowed to occur during training,
and the selection of appropriate C could suppress the overfitting
phenomenon of the model. Here, gamma was a parameter of
the RBF, which was used to adjust the range of action of the
model support vector.

To find the best parameter that made the best classification of
the model, this paper used the grid search method to determine
optimal parameter values. When training the classification model
with time domain features and time frequency domain features,
the parameter range of C was set to 1-50, with a step size of 1;
the parameter range of gamma was 1-50, with a step size of 0.5;
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and default values were used for the rest of the parameters. The
results of the optimal classification model are shown in Table

4.

Table 4. Classification results of time and time frequency domain features with an SVMa. The average accuracy rate is the percentage of all pulse type
classifications that are correct. The average recall rate is the ratio of the correct pulse type in the classification result to the pulse type in the sample.
Accuracy is the average of the accuracy of each of the 7 pulse types.

Accuracy (%)Average recall rate (%)Average accuracy rate (%)Classification model

76.176.279.2Time domain feature+SVM

72.872.974.6Time and frequency domain feature+SVM

aSVM: support vector machine.

As can be seen from Table 4, the time domain classification
model had a higher accuracy than the time frequency domain
classification model with the same classifier, reaching 76.1%,
which was 3.3% higher than the time frequency domain
classification model. Meanwhile, the flat accuracy rate and the
average recall rate of the time domain classification model were
79.2% and 76.2%, respectively, which were higher than those
of the time frequency domain classification model.

DCNN Experimental Results
To verify the classification performance of the DCNN used in
this paper, two neural networks, Visual Geometry Group
(VGG)-11 and VGG-16, were selected for comparison
experiments. In the experiments, VGG-11 adopted the standard
network structure and VGG-16 adopted the improved network
structure. The initial learning rate of both CNNs was 0.0001,
and the rest of the parameters were the same as those of the
DCNN. The experimental results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Classification results of different CNNa structures. The average accuracy rate is the percentage of all pulse type classifications that are correct.
The average recall rate is the ratio of the correct pulse type in the classification result to the pulse type in the sample. Accuracy is the average of the
accuracy of each of the 7 pulse types.

Accuracy (%)Average recall rate (%)Average accuracy rate (%)Classification model

74.774.774.4VGGb-11

77.477.377.3VGG-16

79.178.979.1DCNNc

aCNN: convolutional neural network.
bVGG: Visual Geometry Group.
cDCNN: deep convolutional neural network.

As can be seen from Table 5, the DCNN had the highest
accuracy rate, which was 4.4%, and 1.7% higher compared with
VGG-11 and VGG-16, respectively. In the average accuracy
and average recall, the VGG-11 network had the lowest rates
among the three models, which was 4.7% and 1.8% lower
compared with the highest DCNN, respectively.

DSSN Experimental Results
To objectively evaluate the effectiveness of the model DSSN
proposed in this paper, the base learners of the models were
compared, and the experimental results are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Classification results of different algorithms. The average accuracy rate is the percentage of all pulse type classifications that are correct. The
average recall rate is the ratio of the correct pulse type in the classification result to the pulse type in the sample. Accuracy is the average of the accuracy
of each of the 7 pulse types.

Accuracy (%)Average recall rate (%)Average accuracy rate (%)Classification model

72.872.974.6Time and frequency domain feature+SVMa

76.176.279.2Time domain feature+SVM

79.178.979.1DCNNb

83.382.983.2DSSNc

aSVM: support vector machine.
bDCNN: deep convolutional neural network.
cDSSN: DCNN- and SVM-based stacking network.

As can be seen from Table 6, the DSSN model had the highest
classification accuracy among the five methods, reaching 83.3%.
In the average accuracy and average recall, the DSSN model

rates improved by 8.6% and 10%, respectively, compared with
the lowest time frequency domain feature model, and 4.1% and
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4%, respectively, compared with the remaining highest DCNN
model.

Discussion

Using machine learning or deep learning alone for pulse
classification is not effective, but integrating both for learning
can improve the classification accuracy of pulse signals. At the
same time, existing research results on interpretable features of
pulse signals can be absorbed and deep learning algorithms
developed by technology can be used to further explore the
information carried by pulse signals.

Comparison of Seven Pulse Type Classification Results
Using an SVM
As can be seen from Figures 5 and 6, the recognition accuracy
of the time domain classification model was higher than that of
the time frequency domain classification model in the slippery,
thready slippery, thready, thready stringy, stringy slippery, and
stringy pulses, reaching 83%, 78%, 77%, 59%, 67%, and 76%,
respectively, which was 2%-8% higher compared with the time
frequency domain classification model. However, the time
frequency domain classification model had the highest
recognition rate of 95% for the flat pulse, which was 1% higher
compared with the time domain classification model.

Figure 5. Confusion matrix of time domain features by SVM classification. SVM: support vector machine.
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Figure 6. Confusion matrix of time and frequency domain features by SVM classification. SVM: support vector machine.

Overall, the time domain classification model was slightly better
than the time frequency domain classification model. With the
exception of the thready, stringy pulse, the accuracy of the
recognition of the remaining pulse types was not significantly
different. It can also be seen from the figure that the thready,
stringy pulse and the stringy, slippery pulse were the pulse types
with the lowest classification accuracy, and most of them were
incorrectly classified as stringy pulses. In the time domain
classification model, the recognition error rates were 27% and
23% for the thready, stringy and the stringy, slippery pulses,
respectively; in the time frequency domain classification model,
the recognition error rates were 27% and 20%, respectively.
The reason for this situation might be that both the thready,
stringy pulse and the stringy, slippery pulse have the
characteristics of a stringy pulse, and it is difficult for the
classifier to accurately determine their pulse types, leading to
misclassification.

Because of the large number of time domain features extracted
in this paper, only some features were selected for statistical
analysis, as shown in Table 7. Among the seven types of pulse
data, the main wave slope k of the slippery pulse was the largest,
and the main wave amplitude h1 was only second to the stringy,
slippery pulse, which showed the characteristics of the high and
steep main wave of the slippery pulse. The one-third pulse width
w and pulse width period ratio w/T of the stringy pulse were the
largest among the seven types of pulses, which showed the
waveform characteristics of the wide main wave of the stringy
pulse. The main wave amplitude h1 of the stringy, slippery pulse
was the largest, the main wave slope k was only lower than that
of the slippery pulse, and the one-third pulse width w and pulse
width period ratio w/T were larger, which showed that the
stringy, slippery pulse had the waveform characteristics of both
the stringy pulse and the slippery pulse, which was consistent
with the characteristics of both pulses.
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Table 7. Statistical analysis results of some time domain features. Feature parameters were h1, k, w, and w/T for 7 pulse types.

Stringy pulseStringy, slippery
pulse

Thready, stringy
pulse

Thready
pulse

Thready, slippery
pulse

Flat pulseSlippery pulseFeature pa-
rameters

592.404 ±
228.413

636.707 ±
227.226

407.703 ±
157.803

400.857 ±
139.692

356.757 ± 93.869514.706 ±
121.698

610.701 ± 206.724h 1

5.919 ± 2.5436.329 ± 2.4203.957 ± 1.4683.662 ±
1.161

3.912 ± 1.0025.886 ± 1.3946.609 ± 2.241k

0.207 ± 0.0440.176 ± 0.0360.205 ± 0.0430.199 ±
0.034

0.140 ± 0.0300.143 ± 0.0310.126 ± 0.018w

0.245 ± 0.0380.220 ± 0.0330.247 ± 0.0380.214 ±
0.035

0.185 ± 0.0400.165 ± 0.0360.162 ± 0.023w/T

The time domain features not only reflect the waveform
characteristics of the pulse signal but also have certain
physiological and pathological significance. The amplitude of
the main wave, h1, reflects the ejection function of the left
ventricle and the compliance of the aorta; the amplitude of the
main wave isthmus, h2, has the same significance as the
amplitude of the pre-repulse wave, h3, and the sclerosis of blood
vessels or the increase in peripheral resistance leads to an
increase in the amplitudes h2 and h3. The amplitude of the
descending isthmus, h4, reflects the magnitude of peripheral
resistance. The magnitude of the repulse wave, h5, reflects the
level of compliance of the aorta. The magnitude of phase t1
reflects the rapidity of the left ventricular ejection time; the
magnitudes of descending isthmus phase t4 and repulse wave
phase t5 reflect the length of the systolic and diastolic phases
of the left ventricle, respectively. The pulse period T indicates
one cycle of the pulse, corresponding to one cardiac cycle of
the left ventricle. The ratio of the descending isthmus main
wave amplitude, h4/h1, reflects the level of peripheral resistance;
the ratio of the repulse wave main wave amplitude, h5/h1, reflects
the vascular compliance. The time ratio t1/T reflects the rate of
the cardiac ejection function, which increases when the rate
decreases [18]. Wavelet packet analysis is used in the time
frequency domain analysis to extract the energy magnitude of
the pulse signal in different frequency bands, and its distribution
reflects the elastic changes in the blood vessels [19], which also
has some physiological significance.

In the classification algorithm, the SVM uses the kernel RBF
to map the feature parameters into a high-dimensional space to
provide better differentiability between different classes. The

segmentation hyperplane is trained under this space to give the
classification model the ability to recognize different pulse
types. Thus, the time domain and time frequency domain
features characterize the pulse signal from different perspectives,
which can be combined with the SVM algorithm to obtain better
classification results.

Comparison of Seven Pulse Type Classification Results
Using VGG-11, VGG-16, and the DCNN
Figures 7-9 show confusion matrix plots of the three neural
networks on the seven types of pulse data sets. As can be seen
from the figures, the recognition accuracy of the DCNN
improved in different degrees compared with VGG-11 and
VGG-16 for the all categories of pulses except the flat pulse.
Compared with VGG-11, the DCNN had a 6% higher
recognition rate in the fine slippery pulse and the stringy,
slippery pulse and a 5% higher recognition rate in the slippery
pulse and the stringy pulse. Compared with VGG-16, the
recognition rate was 1%-4% higher in all categories of pulses
except the flat pulse. In the flat pulse recognition rate, VGG-16
had the highest accuracy of 98%, which was 3% higher than
that of the DCNN. The recognition rate of the compound pulse
was low overall, where most of the misclassified samples were
classified as single-pulse types contained in the compound pulse,
which might be due to the fact that the compound pulse had
features that made up two of its single-pulse types, resulting in
the classifier being unable to correctly identify its pulse type,
similar to the results of the time-domain and time
frequency-domain classification models. Overall, the DCNN
had better classification performance compared with VGG-11
and VGG-16.
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Figure 7. Confusion matrix of the seven types of pulses by VGG-11. The diagonal elements of the matrix indicate the prediction accuracy of different
types of pulses. VGG: Visual Geometry Group.
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Figure 8. Confusion matrix of the seven types of pulses by VGG-16. The diagonal elements of the matrix indicate the prediction accuracy of different
types of pulses. VGG: Visual Geometry Group.
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Figure 9. Confusion matrix of the seven types of pulses by the DCNN. The diagonal elements of the matrix indicate the prediction accuracy of different
types of pulses. DCNN: deep convolutional neural network.

Comparison of Seven Pulse Type Classification Results
Using a DSSN
It can be seen from Figure 10 that compared with the three base
learners, the DSSN model improved the recognition rate in all
seven pulse categories to varying degrees, with 3%, 2%, 4%,
1%, 10%, 5%, and 10% improvement compared to the highest
recognition rate in each category of the base learners,
respectively. Among them, the thready, stringy pulse, the
stringy, slippery pulse, and the stringy pulse had the highest

improvement effect, which reduced the recognition error rate
to a greater extent. In addition, the DSSN model had higher
recognition accuracy in each category than the DCNN model.
Among them, the recognition rate of the stringy pulse was 10%
higher compared with the DCNN model, and the remaining
pulse types improved by 1%-7%. Therefore, the DSSN could
integrate the advantages of multiple base learners and thus
effectively improve the recognition accuracy of the model.
Compared with existing pulse signal classification models, the
DSSN also had better classification recognition results.
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Figure 10. Confusion matrix of the DSSN. DSSN: deep convolutional neural network (DCNN)- and support vector machine (SVM)-based stacking
network.

Although pulse types are clearly described in TCM textbooks,
different TCM practitioners often interpret pulse diagnoses
differently, depending on their own experience and
understanding of pulses [20]. Even the same TCM practitioner
may make different diagnoses for similar pulse characteristics
in different circumstances. Using machine learning and deep
learning methods for pulse classification can help TCM
practitioners make better pulse diagnoses and improve the
objectivity of the results. Using the DSSN method, the
recognition accuracy for compound pulses can reach more than
70%, while for single pulses, the recognition accuracy is above
85%, and the best one can reach 97%. If the experimental
samples can be enriched and the balance of samples can be
improved, the accuracy of pulse classification can be further
improved, which is promising for application in wearable
devices.

Limitations and Conclusion
The existing work on pulse classification was mainly performed
by machine learning or deep learning. In this paper, pulse
classification was performed by a machine learning model
(SVM) and a deep learning network (DCNN), but the results
were not good. Through the DSSN method, the classification
results of machine learning and deep learning were ensembled

to obtain more accurate pulse type prediction results.
Practitioners of TCM can use this method to assist in the
diagnosis of TCM pulses, thus avoiding the uncertainty caused
by subjectivity. Wearable devices can also use this method to
determine the type of pulse of the user and thus predict the
health status of the user, which is also relevant for the prevention
of some diseases. At the same time, there were some areas for
improvement in this experiment. First, the sample data of the
pulse should be as large as possible, which will help improve
the accuracy rate to some extent. Second, the diagnosis of the
type of pulse signal collected should be integrated with the
diagnosis results of several TCM experts, which can further
improve the objectivity of the data.

A large number of original pulse wave studies have yielded
many interpretable features, and many research results have
been obtained for pulse wave classification. If only deep learning
is used for classification, it will be difficult to use the results of
previous research. Deep learning feature engineering and
structured features reflect different pulse feature information
that can complement each other. Therefore, based on the original
pulse analysis, TCM scholars can combine the advantages of
deep learning algorithms developed by technology to construct
integrated classifiers that can provide better classification results
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by making full use of the information obtained by deep learning feature engineering and artificially constructed features.
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Abstract

Background: Adverse drug events (ADEs) are unintended side effects of drugs that cause substantial clinical and economic
burdens globally. Not all ADEs are discovered during clinical trials; therefore, postmarketing surveillance, called pharmacovigilance,
is routinely conducted to find unknown ADEs. A wealth of information, which facilitates ADE discovery, lies in the growing
body of biomedical literature. Knowledge graphs (KGs) encode information from the literature, where the vertices and the edges
represent clinical concepts and their relations, respectively. The scale and unstructured form of the literature necessitates the use
of natural language processing (NLP) to automatically create such KGs. Previous studies have demonstrated the utility of such
literature-derived KGs in ADE prediction. Through unsupervised learning of the representations (features) of clinical concepts
from the KG, which are used in machine learning models, state-of-the-art results for ADE prediction were obtained on benchmark
data sets.

Objective: Due to the use of NLP to infer literature-derived KGs, there is noise in the form of false positive (erroneous) and
false negative (absent) nodes and edges. Previous representation learning methods do not account for such inaccuracies in the
graph. NLP algorithms can quantify the confidence in their inference of extracted concepts and relations from the literature. Our
hypothesis, which motivates this work, is that by using such confidence scores during representation learning, the learned
embeddings would yield better features for ADE prediction models.

Methods: We developed methods to use these confidence scores on two well-known representation learning methods—DeepWalk
and Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data (TransE)—to develop their weighted versions: Weighted
DeepWalk and Weighted TransE. These methods were used to learn representations from a large literature-derived KG, the
Semantic MEDLINE Database, which contains more than 93 million clinical relations. They were compared with Embedding of
Semantic Predications, which, to our knowledge, is the best reported representation learning method using the Semantic MEDLINE
Database with state-of-the-art results for ADE prediction. Representations learned from different methods were used (separately)
as features of drugs and diseases to build classification models for ADE prediction using benchmark data sets. The methods were
compared rigorously over multiple cross-validation settings.

Results: The weighted versions we designed were able to learn representations that yielded more accurate predictive models
than the corresponding unweighted versions of both DeepWalk and TransE, as well as Embedding of Semantic Predications, in
our experiments. There were performance improvements of up to 5.75% in the F1-score and 8.4% in the area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve value, thus advancing the state of the art in ADE prediction from literature-derived KGs.

Conclusions: Our classification models can be used to aid pharmacovigilance teams in detecting potentially new ADEs. Our
experiments demonstrate the importance of modeling inaccuracies in the inferred KGs for representation learning.
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Introduction

The Challenge of Detecting Adverse Drug Events
Adverse drug events (ADEs) are unintended side effects of
drugs that often lead to emergency visits, prolonged hospital
stays, and worse patient outcomes [1]. They pose substantial
clinical and economic burden—in the United States alone,
morbidity and mortality costs associated with ADEs were
estimated to be approximately US $528 billion in 2016 [2], and
1 in 3 drugs approved in the period from 2000 to 2010 had
safety-related issues after release, some of which led to their
withdrawal from the market [3].

Patients may be prescribed multiple drugs together when they
have multiple coexisting ailments or for combination therapies,
for example, in cancer [4]. In such cases, it is also possible for
ADEs to occur because of a combination of drugs, also termed
polypharmacy. Polypharmacy poses a higher risk of ADEs
because of drug-drug interactions [5,6]. Polypharmacy is also
an increasing burden to health care; estimates suggest that they
cause nearly 74,000 emergency room visits and 195,000
hospitalizations annually in the United States [7].

In general, detecting ADEs is a challenging problem. Clinical
trials are limited by the number and characteristics of patients
tested as well as the duration of the observation period, and they
may not detect all ADEs, especially those with long latency or
those that affect only certain patient groups [8]. Detecting
polypharmacy ADEs is even harder—although it is possible to
test for a few drug interactions [9], it is computationally
infeasible to test for all possible drug combinations [10].
Postmarketing drug safety surveillance, called
pharmacovigilance, is routinely conducted to continuously
update our knowledge of potential ADEs.

Spontaneous reporting systems, which collect voluntary reports
of ADEs, have been the primary data source for
pharmacovigilance. Mining these databases presents several
challenges because of inherent reporting bias and
incompleteness. Methods to detect ADE signals from other data
sources such as social media and clinical data are being actively
developed, but problems of quality and reliability limit the utility
of these sources; the study by Ventola [1] provides a detailed
survey. Biomedical literature, which forms another source of
ADE signals, is also consulted during ADE mining from other
sources. An advantage of these data over others is the presence
of information relevant to potential causal assessment in the
studies described. Furthermore, as biomedical knowledge grows,
this source continues to expand and update itself systematically.

However, the scale is both an advantage and a hurdle.
MEDLINE, the largest index of medical literature, contains
more than 24 million articles, with more than a million new
articles published annually [11]. This enormous scale makes it

challenging to mine the data; therefore, to facilitate knowledge
discovery from such unstructured data, standardized
vocabularies and ontologies have been created. Furthermore,
natural language processing (NLP) techniques have been
developed to automatically infer both clinical concepts and their
relations found in the literature. Such ontologies are also massive
and continue to evolve with growing biomedical literature. An
ontology can be viewed as a heterogeneous knowledge graph
(KG) comprising multiple kinds of vertices (clinical concepts,
eg, drugs and diseases) and edges (relations, eg, Treats and
Is-A-Side-Effect).

Previous literature-based knowledge discovery systems—for
ADE detection as well as for other applications—have mainly
used text and graph mining or supervised learning methods
[12-14] that require careful design of the features from text or
graphs. For instance, certain patterns of relations (edges) among
clinical concepts (vertices) may be used to mine ontologies for
a potential ADE. Finding the right set of patterns can be
challenging—for a given pair of concepts, evidence of an
association, or lack thereof, cannot be discerned from the
presence or absence of a single edge: two clinical concepts may
be indirectly connected and, by multiple paths, be composed of
several relations. Such manual feature engineering is
cumbersome, time consuming, and does not scale with the
rapidly evolving literature and literature-derived KGs.

To enable reasoning on such large and complex KGs and to
automate feature engineering, most recent approaches use graph
embeddings that encode the global structural properties of a
given graph into vectorial representations of its vertices. With
such representations, relations among clinical concepts can be
computed algebraically using vectorial measures of similarity.
Furthermore, these representations can be used as features
directly in machine learning models for tasks such as association
prediction or cluster detection (see Figure 1 for a schematic).
Such approaches have yielded state-of-the-art results in many
tasks, including ADE prediction from KGs [15].

Most representation learning methods have been designed for
graphs from the internet, for example, social media or
e-commerce, where the graph itself is assumed to have very
few or no errors. In contrast, errors are common in
literature-derived biomedical KGs because of the large and
complex clinical vocabulary, which often contains inconsistently
used abbreviations and features frequent use of synonyms and
homonyms, as well as the need to use and link multiple
expert-curated ontologies and insufficient labeled data sets for
the underlying NLP tools used [16-18]. The best previous
embeddings, Embedding of Semantic Predications (ESP;
detailed in the section ESP Method), which was designed for
such literature-derived graphs, does not account for such noise
due to NLP inference.
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Figure 1. Knowledge graphs are obtained through natural language processing on biomedical literature. Clinical concept representations learnt from
such graphs are used as features for machine learning tasks. ISA: is a.

NLP algorithms quantify the confidence in their inference of
extracted concepts and relations from the literature. Our
hypothesis, which motivated this work, is that by using such
confidence scores during representation learning, the learned
embeddings would yield better features for predictive models.
In this study, we developed techniques to use these confidence
scores during representation learning to model inaccuracies in
literature-derived KGs due to NLP inference. We illustrate the
use of our technique on two well-known representation learning
methods: DeepWalk [19] and Translating Embeddings for
Modeling Multi-relational Data (TransE) [20]. We show how
confidence scores can easily be incorporated in both these
methods as weights that bias the methods to choose higher
confidence edges and nodes over lower confidence edges and
nodes during representation learning. Thus, we developed the
weighted versions of these methods: Weighted DeepWalk and
Weighted TransE.

We rigorously evaluated these methods on benchmark data sets
for drug-ADE prediction and polypharmacy prediction. In both
tasks, our weighted versions were able to learn representations
that yielded more accurate predictive models than ESP and the
unweighted versions of DeepWalk and TransE, with
improvements of up to 5.75% in the F1-score and 8.4% in the
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)
value. Thus, our experimental results demonstrate the benefit
of modeling inaccuracies in the inferred KGs for representation
learning. Better representations, in turn, lead to better
classification models for ADE prediction.

Background and Related Work

Biomedical KGs
The primary source of scientific clinical knowledge is
biomedical literature, which records details of clinical trials
conducted, case studies, and systematic reviews. To facilitate
knowledge discovery from such unstructured data, standardized
vocabularies and ontologies have been created; for example,
the Unified Medical Language System Metathesaurus [21]
contains more than 5 million clinical concepts—identified by
controlled unique identifiers—that have been organized into
structured ontologies.

NLP techniques that have been designed to infer both clinical
concepts and their relations found in the literature automatically
create ontologies from the rapidly growing body of biomedical
literature. Data sources such as molecular databases, drug banks,
or social media may also be used as additional inputs. Examples
include the Semantic MEDLINE Database (SemMedDB) [22]
and KnowLife [23]. These automatically generated ontologies

have been found to be immensely useful to support hypothesis
generation [12], literature-based knowledge discovery [24], and
predictive modeling [25].

In this work, we used the SemMedDB, where clinical concepts
are identified in PubMed abstracts through entity recognition
algorithms and then mapped to their controlled unique
identifiers. Various heuristics are used to infer the relations
between concepts (see the study by Rindflesch and Fiszman
[18] for details). The SemMedDB infers 30 different kinds of
relations such as Treats, Causes, Predisposes, and Prevents
among clinical concepts of various types that include diseases,
drugs, procedures, and biological structures. These relations are
organized into [subject-predicate-object] triplets (eg, [drug
A-Treats-disease B]), where both the subject and object are
clinical concepts and the predicate is a relation. There are more
than 96 million such triplets extracted in the SemMedDB.

The SemMedDB contains useful information about each triplet
including the following:

1. Co-occurrence scores of [subject-predicate-object] triplet:
the number of times the triplet is inferred from the
literature—higher number indicates higher confidence in the
association.

(2) Subject-score and object-score: confidence score of the
mapping found by NLP recognition algorithms between a text
string and the subject or object concept. These scores were used
in the methods we developed.

The collection of such triplets can be viewed as a heterogeneous
graph comprising multiple vertex types (clinical concepts) and
multiple edge types (predicates). This graph-based view enabled
us to mine the KG using graph analytics tools. For instance,
predicates only show direct relations between two concepts,
whereas the graph illuminates indirect relations through various
paths connecting the two concepts.

Learning Clinical Concept Representations From KGs

Graph Embeddings
Statistical machine learning models typically assume inputs as
feature vectors. To obviate the need for manual extraction of
features from text and graph inputs, representation learning aims
to learn features or representations from the input directly, in
an unsupervised manner. Representation learning from graphs
is an active research area; see the studies by Goyal and Ferrara
[26] and Yang et al [27] for general surveys and the study by
Wang et al [28] for a survey on representation learning on KGs.
The representations are vectorial representations of the vertices
of the graph. They are also called graph embeddings because
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of the similarities in both the representation learning algorithms
and their uses to the word embeddings in NLP.

Formally, for any given graph G = (V, E), with vertex set V and
edge set E, a graph representation learning algorithm learns a

d-dimensional latent representation xvi ∈ d, d « |V| for each
vertex vi ∈ V that captures global structural and semantic
relations (as described below) in the graph. We first outline
skip-gram negative sampling (SGNS), a widely used neural
architecture for obtaining word embeddings in NLP, and later
describe how SGNS is used or adapted to obtain graph
embeddings.

SGNS Approach
SGNS is a neural approach to learn word representations from
text data [29]. The key idea is to train a neural network to predict
the context of each word in the input text corpus, where context
is defined as a window of neighboring words. Usually,
preprocessing steps remove uninformative words such as
stop-words (a, an, the...) before training, and one-hot encoding
is used for input and output of the network. The window size
is a parameter set during training. For each word, context words
for every occurrence in the text corpus are extracted to form the
training data (Figure 2). After the network is trained using
gradient descent, the learned weights are used as word
embeddings. The model can use negative samples—where words
not found in the neighborhood are used—during training.

Figure 2. Skip-gram negative sampling: A window of words around a term constitutes its context. Word embeddings are obtained from the weights
of a neural network trained to predict context words of a term. K-dim: K dimensions; M-dim: M dimensions; N-dim: N dimensions; SGNS: skip-gram
negative sampling.

ESP Method
To obtain embeddings of clinical concepts using
[subject-predicate-object] triplets, also called predications,
Cohen and Widdows [30] designed the ESP method based on
the SGNS architecture. In ESP, the context of a subject concept
is defined as the set of objects that it relates to through one or
more predicates. In addition, their model was explicitly trained
to enable analogical reasoning, with respect to biomedical
relations, by defining binding operators (eg, exclusive OR

[XOR], denoted by ⊕) on the representations of concepts and
predicates. Thus, if there is a predicate such as drug
A-Treats-disease B, then from the corresponding representations,
they aim to have drug A⊕treats≈disease B. This is learned
during training by modifying the SGNS architecture to predict
the object (eg, disease B) from the XOR of the predicate and
subject (drug A⊕treats; Figure 3). With these modifications,
ESP obtains embeddings of both clinical concepts and predicates
using a gradient descent–based optimization similar to that of
SGNS.

Figure 3. Embedding of Semantic Predications embeddings from [subject-predicate-object] triplets: the objects of a subject term form its context, and
the skip-gram negative sampling architecture is modified to predict each context from the term and the predicate. ISA: is a.

ESP has not been developed by viewing the collection of triplets
as a KG. When viewed from the KG perspective, we recognize
that ESP trains its embeddings by using only its immediate
neighbors in the graph. It is possible to learn embeddings that
can explicitly incorporate more distant information, that is, by
using a context for training that includes not just neighboring
vertices but also vertices that are two or more hops away on the
KG, for instance, through walk-based approaches that we
describe next.

DeepWalk Method
There are many graph embedding algorithms based on random
walks. Although the details differ, they share the underlying

idea of using random walks on the graph to define a context for
a vertex and to generate training data similar to those for
learning word embeddings. Then a neural architecture can be
used to obtain vertex representations. We outline DeepWalk
[19], one such walk-based algorithm. DeepWalk obtains training
data through random walks from each vertex on the input graph
and uses SGNS to obtain vertex representations (Figure 4). Note
that DeepWalk assumes a homogeneous input graph;
information regarding multiple vertex types and edge labels is
not used and, hence, is not shown in Figure 4. The random walk
generator randomly selects the next vertex to walk to from its
neighborhood, that is, vertices that are connected by an edge.
For each vertex in the input graph, select N sequences of L
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vertices each. In each sequence, at the kth step, the k+1st vertex
is randomly sampled with probability:

where H(vj) denotes the neighborhood of vj. Additional
implementation details can be found in the study by Perozzi et
al [19].

The simple idea of DeepWalk has been extended in many ways
for homogeneous graphs. Relatively fewer walk-based

approaches have been developed for heterogeneous graphs.
Among them, Metapath2Vec is an effective method that uses
metapath schemes to predefine the types of edges to be selected
during random walk selection [31], an approach that works well
in sparse graphs with relatively few edge types. However, the
generation of such metapath schemes is difficult for biomedical
KGs that are typically very dense and have many edge types.
There are approaches, which are different from walk-based
approaches, that have been designed directly for KGs, such as
TransE, which we describe next.

Figure 4. DeepWalk: Random walks generate contexts for a vertex, which are used as training data in skip-gram negative sampling to obtain embeddings
for each vertex. SGNS: skip-gram negative sampling.

TransE Method
We briefly describe the intuition behind TransE and refer the
reader to the study by Bordes et al [20] for more details. For a
set of clinical entities E, given a training set S of triplets (h, l,
t)—composed of two clinical entities head h and tail t where h,
t ∈ E—and a relationship (or predication) l, the TransE model
learns k-dimensional vector representations of the entities and

the relationships (where k is a hyperparameter). The idea behind
the TransE model is that the relationship induced by the l-labeled
edges corresponds to a translation of the vector representations.
That is, we want that the vectors obey h + l ~ t when the
predicate (h, l, t) is present in the KG. If the triplet (h, l, t) is
not present, then the vector h + l should be far away from the
tail concept t in vector space (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Schematic of TransE: Triplet (antibiotic, treats, conjunctivitis) is preserved in the vector sum of their representations in 2 dimensions:
h[antibiotic] + l[treats] ~ t[conjunctivitis]. The vector sum h + l is much further from the vector for pain than from the vector for conjunctivitis. TransE:
Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data.

Note that the input of TransE is similar to that of ESP: both use
[subject-predicate-object] triplets. However, ESP generates
binary representations and has a different scheme for the
composition of representations, whereas TransE obtains
real-valued distributed representations with the usual operations
defined on the vector space. Furthermore, TransE does not use

SGNS for training and has a different energy-based framework
for optimization as described below.

Following an energy-based framework, the energy of a triplet
is given by d(h + l, t), where d is a dissimilarity function (eg,
L1 or L2 norm); lower energy triplets are preferred because
they preserve the required vector relationship. Therefore, to
learn the vector representations, a margin-based ranking
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criterion, given below, is minimized over the set of triplets in
the KG:

where [x]+ denotes the positive part of x and y>0 is a margin
hyperparameter and S'(h,l,t) = {(h', l, t)|h' ∈ E} ∪ {(h, l, t')|t' ∈
E} is the set of corrupted triplets. The set S' is composed of
training triplets with either the head diseases or tail diseases
replaced by a random entity (but not both at the same time).
The loss function L favors lower values of the energy for training
triplets than for corrupted triplets and is thus a natural
implementation of the intended criterion. The model uses
stochastic gradient descent optimization to minimize the loss.

Methods

Model 1: Extending DeepWalk to Weighted DeepWalk
We made two modifications to DeepWalk. The first modification
enabled us to sample edges in a heterogeneous graph without
requiring fixed predefined metapath schemes. We then
introduced a bias over the walks that was informed by simple
statistics of the inferred clinical concepts and relations and, thus,
accounted for inaccuracies during NLP inference. Both these
approaches change the sampling strategy in the procedure for
generating random walks of DeepWalk. Other steps involving
SGNS for training remain the same.

We modified the random walk procedure such that an (edge,
vertex) pair was selected for traversal at each step instead of
just a vertex. Thus, if the same vertex could be reached through
two different predicates (edges), they were considered two
separate neighbors during the next step selection in the random
walk. We viewed a subject vertex as one that was connected to
not just another vertex, but also to a pair (predicate, object).
Formally, we defined the set E' = {((p, o), s) iff [s, p, o] is a
valid triplet}. This defines the neighborhood of a vertex vj as a
set of (predicate, vertex) pairs: H'(vj) = {(p, vi)|((p, vi), vj) ∈ E'}.
We incorporated information on the confidence scores from the
SemMedDB using a scoring function in the sampling
distribution at each step of the walk. As a result, the walks were
biased toward vertices and edges with higher confidence. The
selection of the next (edge, vertex) pair was performed by
sampling from the distribution:

where fijp is a score for the corresponding triplet and σN'(vj) is a
softmax function over all the predicates from vertex vj. The

triplet score was computed as a weighted product, where
Wijp = (wjsvj × wisvi × wpcp) and sv represents the score for the
(subject and object) vertices and cp represents the co-occurrence
score of the predicate.

The normalization, using the maximum value, was carried out
to avoid numerical errors due to very large numbers. Each score
had a multiplicative effect that resulted in triplets, with all 3
high scores being highly favored (for the next vertex selection
in a walk) over triplets with any of the 3 scores being low. The
weights were optimized through hyperparameter search. The
softmax function was used to convert the scores to probabilities
at each step of the walk. We performed L2 normalization on
the learned representations to ensure that their L2 norms were
equal to 1. We implemented both the random walk generators
in Python (Python Software Foundation) and used the script
from the study by Mikolov et al [29] for SGNS.

Model 2: Extending TransE to Weighted TransE
Incorporating confidence scores in TransE is relatively
straightforward. As described earlier, the loss function is
designed in such a way that true triplets have lower energy than
corrupted triplets. Using the weight function of the subject,
object, and co-occurrence scores—fijp, defined earlier for
Weighted DeepWalk—we can simply reweight the energy of
the true triplets in such a way that the higher-confidence triplets
have lower energy than the lower-confidence triplets. As fijp
lies between 0 and 1, we can divide the energy of the true triplets
to achieve this reweighting. Thus, the modified loss function
becomes

where [x]+ denotes the positive part of x and y>0 is a margin
hyperparameter and S'(h,l,t) = {(h', l, t)|h' ∈ E} ∪ {(h, l, t')|t' ∈
E} is the set of corrupted triplets as described above.

Drug-ADE Prediction
Our first set of experiments followed the procedure described
in the study by Mower et al [15] for ADE prediction. Figure 6
shows a schematic of the experiment setting, with details
described in the following.
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Figure 6. Experiment setting for drug–adverse drug reaction prediction. ADE: adverse drug reaction; CV: cross-validation; ESP: Embedding of Semantic
Predications; EU-ADR: Exploring and Understanding Adverse Drug Reactions; KNN: k-nearest neighbors; LR: logistic regression; OMOP: Observational
Medical Outcomes Partnership; RF: random forest; TransE: Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data.

Data
We used 2 curated reference data sets that contain drug, disease
pairs: Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP)
[32] and Exploring and Understanding Adverse Drug Reactions
(EU-ADR) [8]. OMOP contains 4 ADEs: myocardial infarction,
gastrointestinal bleeding, liver injury, and kidney injury for 180
drugs. The drugs for which embeddings from the SemMedDB
could not be obtained were removed: 5 in OMOP (corresponding

to the drugs darunavir and sitagliptin) and 1 in EU-ADR (for
the drug nimesulide). Statistics of both the data sets used in our
experiments are presented in Table 1.

ESP embeddings have been empirically evaluated for ADE
prediction on these data sets. For each drug and ADE pair, a
composite feature vector was obtained by binding the
corresponding ESP embeddings. The use of these feature vectors
in a logistic regression (LR) classifier was found to outperform
previous literature-based methods [15].

Table 1. Exploring and Understanding Adverse Drug Reactions (EU-ADR) and Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) data set statistics.

Non-ADE pairsADEa pairsDiseasesDrugsData set

50431065EU-ADR

2301644180OMOP

aADE: adverse drug event.

Unsupervised Representation Learning
To compare the performance of the representation learning
methods, we generated embeddings of all clinical concepts
(nodes) in the SemMedDB using DeepWalk, TransE, Weighted
DeepWalk, Weighted TransE, and ESP. We used the available
implementation of DeepWalk [33] and TransE [34]. We
experimented with multiple hyperparameter sets and selected
the ones that yielded the best loss value during representation
learning. In Weighted TransE and TransE, we set the α value
to .001, batch size to 256 triplets, epochs to 100, and the number
of corrupted triplets for each positive triplet to 1. The embedding
dimension was 100 in both these models. For the DeepWalk
and Weighted DeepWalk models, we set the walk length to 500,

the number of walks to 20, window size to 4, α value to .025,
and an embedding size of 256. For ESP, we used the embeddings
provided by the authors [35], which had a dimension of 8000.

Classification Task and Algorithms
We used supervised binary classification to classify relationships
consisting of (drug, disease) pairs. If a drug could cause a
particular disease as a side effect, the label assigned to the pair
was positive (+1); otherwise, the label assigned was negative
(–1). In ESP, the XOR operator is used on each (drug, disease)
pair’s vector representations (embeddings) to form a single
8000-dimensional input feature vector, which has also been
provided by the authors [35]. For all the other embedding
algorithms, for each (drug-disease) pair, we concatenated the
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vector representations (embeddings) learned from the
SemMedDB KG of the drug and disease to form the input
feature vectors. The performance of each representation learning
technique was evaluated by their classification performance in
this task.

To evaluate the downstream effect of the learned representations
on classification performance, we used 3 different classifiers.
LR is a commonly used linear model. For nonlinear classifiers,
we used two different techniques: k-nearest neighbors (KNN)
and random forest (RF). KNN classifies a test feature vector
based on its distance from the k-nearest training data vectors.
RF is an ensemble-based technique that uses multiple decision
trees to make predictions. All the experiments in this study were
conducted using the scikit-learn library (version 0.24.2) [36].
L1 regularization was used for the LR, information gain
(entropy) criterion was used for the RF, and k=5 neighbors was
used for the KNN classifier. All other parameters were retained
at their default values.

Evaluation
Following the study by Mower et al [15], we evaluated the
classifiers using leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation and
stratified 5-fold (S5F) cross-validation on the following data
sets:

1. EU-ADR
2. OMOP
3. Combined EU-ADR+OMOP

In LOO cross-validation, the number of folds is equal to the
number of instances in the data; in each fold, there is a single
test instance, and the remaining instances are used as training
data for the classifier. S5F cross-validation is an extension of
regular 5-fold cross-validation, where the folds are made by
preserving the percentage of samples for each class. In addition,

we used two other settings (for a total of 5 settings) to evaluate
the generalization performance:

• The classifiers were trained on EU-ADR data and tested
on OMOP data.

• The classifiers were trained on OMOP data and tested on
EU-ADR data.

Standard metrics to evaluate binary classification were used:
the F1-score and the AUC value. Averages (over all the folds
in case of S5F) are reported along with the SD. In the last two
settings, we evaluated the trained model on the same 5 folds
used in settings 1 and 2, respectively, to have performance
values that could be compared.

Visualization of Embeddings
To visually inspect the embeddings, we used the dimensionality
reduction technique: t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
(t-SNE) [37]. Embeddings from all 5 methods—for all 487
(drug, disease) pairs in both the OMOP and EU-ADR reference
data sets—were plotted in 2 dimensions. The implementation
used was from the sklearn library [36]. t-SNE was run with a
learning rate of 600. To select the perplexity parameter, we
empirically evaluated randomly chosen values and selected
those that yielded the best cluster visualization. Perplexity was
set to 30 to visualize ESP embeddings and to 5 for all other
embeddings. In our plots, we represented the false drug-ADE
pairs with an o sign and the true drug-ADE pairs with an x sign.
Each disease was represented by a different color, and there
were 10 diseases in total in the data sets.

Polypharmacy Prediction
In this experiment, we evaluated the efficacy of our
representation learning methods for polypharmacy prediction.
Figure 7 shows a schematic of the experiment setting with
details described in the following.
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Figure 7. Experiment setting for polypharmacy prediction.

Data
We used the benchmark data set for polypharmacy prediction
from the study by Zitnik et al [38], which was also used in the
study by Burkhardt et al [39]. We used the same data set,
including the exact train-test splits, and called it the
polypharmacy data set.

The data consist of 3 types of interactions: drug-drug,
drug-protein, and protein-protein interactions. Drug-drug
interactions contain triplets of the form drug A-SE-drug B where
consuming drug A and drug B together would cause the side
effect (SE) mentioned in the triplet, for example,
aspirin-Kidney-Failure-warfarin. These data were curated from
two databases: Side Effect Resource (SIDER) [40] and Twosides
[6]. We used the preprocessed data of the study by Burkhardt
et al [39], downloaded from the Zenodo website [41], where
triplets for side effects that occurred in fewer than 500 drug

interactions are not used. There are 963 side effects in total.
Protein-protein interactions, which were curated from multiple
databases, indicate physical interactions that have been
experimentally found in humans. Drug-protein interactions
contain experimentally verified small chemicals (drugs) that
target specific proteins. More details can be found in the study
by Zitnik et al [38].

The drug-drug interaction data were divided into 80% training,
10% validation, and 10% test sets. Furthermore, along with
valid interactions, that is, where the 2 drugs cause the reported
side effect, the study by Zitnik et al [38] also provides an equal
number of invalid interactions by using randomly selected drugs
and side effects that do not occur in the valid interactions. There
are 22,89,960 protein-protein interactions and 29,756
drug-protein interactions that were used only during training.
Textbox 1 shows the number of interactions provided in the
benchmark data set.

Textbox 1. Polypharmacy data set statistics.

Number of interactions provided in the benchmark data set

• Train

• Drug-drug interactions: 73,23,790

• Protein-protein interactions (only used during training): 22,89,960

• Drug-protein interactions (only used during training): 29,756

• Test

• Valid drug-drug interactions (label 1): 4,57,196

• Invalid drug-drug interactions (label 0): 4,57,196
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The previous best results published on this data set, to our
knowledge, are those of ESP in the study by Burkhardt et al
[39]. The authors’ approach first learns ESP embeddings from
drug-drug, drug-protein, and protein-protein interactions of the
polypharmacy training data set. Given a test triple—drug 1,
drug 2, and side effect—they bind the embeddings of the drugs,
and if the similarity of the obtained composite vector to the side
effect embedding is more than a fixed threshold, they predict
the triple to be valid. This simple approach was found to
outperform Decagon, a more complex graph neural
network–based approach [38].

Unsupervised Representation Learning
We generated embeddings in two different ways. First, we used
the training data provided to learn embeddings using TransE,
Weighted TransE, DeepWalk, and Weighted DeepWalk. We
used the available implementations of DeepWalk [33] and
TransE [34]. We experimented with multiple hyperparameter
sets and selected the ones that yielded the best loss value during
representation learning. Both DeepWalk and Weighted
DeepWalk embeddings were generated by setting the number
of walks to 25, walk length to 500, window size to 10,
embedding size to 256, and α value to .025. TransE and
Weighted TransE embeddings were generated by setting batch
size to 512, number of corrupted triplets for each positive triplet
to 1, epochs to 100, α value to .001, and embedding size to 100.
In the weighted versions, the occurrence score for a triplet drug
A-SE-drug B is the number of triplets containing the same drug
A (subject) and drug B (object) with no restrictions on the side
effect (ie, they may have different side effects), and subject,
object scores were set to 1.

Second, to evaluate the utility of the SemMedDB as another
auxiliary data source (in addition to protein-protein interaction
and drug-protein interaction networks), we augmented the
training data with 93,974,376 triplets from the SemMedDB.
The subject, object scores and co-occurrence scores of the
SemMedDB were reused as such for the SemMedDB; for the
polypharmacy data set, the subject, object scores and
co-occurrence scores were set to the highest values found in the
SemMedDB (which were 1000, 1000, and 33,478, respectively).
As this was a much larger graph, different hyperparameters
were used to obtain embeddings. DeepWalk embeddings were
generated by setting the number of walks to 375, walk length
to 500, window size to 10, embedding size to 256, and α value
to .025. TransE and Weighted TransE embeddings were
generated by setting batch size to 512, number of corrupted

triplets for each positive triplet to 2, epochs to 1500, α value to
.001, and embedding size to 100.

Classification Task and Settings
The binary classification task was to distinguish the valid and
invalid drug-drug interactions (in the test set provided). After
the embeddings were learned (separately in the two settings),
we trained an RF classifier from sklearn—with the number of
decision trees set to 100 and maximum depth of each tree set
to 20 (all other settings were unchanged from the default)—for
this task. For each drug-SE-drug interaction, the embeddings
of both the drugs and the side effect were concatenated and used
as a feature vector in the classifier. This concatenation yielded
a 300-dimensional feature vector for each triplet in the case of
TransE and Weighted TransE and a 768-dimensional feature
vector in the case of DeepWalk and Weighted DeepWalk.

As there were no invalid interactions in the training set, we
randomly generated 73,23,790 pairs of drug-drug interactions
such that they did not occur in either the training set or test set
provided in the benchmark data.

Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation metrics used were the same as the ones used in
the studies by Zitnik et al [38] and Burkhardt et al [39]: AUC,
area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC), and average
precision at 50 (AP@50) for each of the 963 side effects, which
were then averaged. We compared our results with the published
results reported on the same data set in the study by Burkhardt
et al [39], which used ESP-based embeddings, and in the study
by Zitnik et al [38], which used Decagon, a graph convolutional
network developed for this task.

Results

Drug-ADE Prediction
Tables 2-4 show the F1-scores on the LOO and S5F
cross-validation configurations obtained by the algorithms for
the data sets OMOP, EU-ADR, and the combined
OMOP+EU-ADR data set, respectively. In most cases, we
observed that ESP outperformed TransE and DeepWalk.
However, both the weighted versions—Weighted TransE and
Weighted DeepWalk—outperformed ESP in most cases. Among
the 3 classifiers, for the same embeddings, RF outperformed
LR and KNN in most cases. Overall, Weighted TransE with RF
had the best performance in most cases, with improvements of
up to 5.75% over ESP.
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Table 2. F1-scores from leave-one-out (LOO) and stratified 5-fold (S5F) cross-validation (CV) configurations on the Observational Medical Outcomes
Partnership data set.

Increase (%)cWeighted TransEWeighted DeepWalkDeepWalkTransEbESPaModel

2.230.915e (0.0178)0.899 (0.0186)0.813 (0.024)0.861 (0.0185)0.895 (0.02)LRd S5F, mean (SD)

2.440.923e0.9120.8280.8890.901LR LOO-CV

2.690.838e (0.0155)0.814 (0.0167)0.784 (0.0173)0.793 (0.0163)0.816 (0.016)KNNf S5F, mean (SD)

2.630.859e0.8370.7960.8040.837KNN LOO-CV

1.870.923e (0.0069)0.91 (0.0077)0.82 (0.0091)0.865 (0.0078)0.906 (0.008)RFg S5F, mean (SD)

1.690.936e0.9310.8340.8770.921RF LOO-CV

aESP: Embedding of Semantic Predications.
bTransE: Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data.
cImprovement in performance of the best method over Embedding of Semantic Predications (in each row).
dLR: logistic regression.
eBest result in each row.
fKNN: k-nearest neighbors.
gRF: random forest.

Table 3. F1-scores from leave-one-out (LOO) and stratified 5-fold (S5F) cross-validation (CV) configurations on the Exploring and Understanding
Adverse Drug Reactions data set.

Increase (%)cWeighted TransEWeighted DeepWalkDeepWalkTransEbESPaModel

2.760.857e (0.0635)0.832 (0.068)0.769 (0.089)0.823 (0.073)0.834 (0.066)LRd S5F, mean (SD)

2.730.864e0.8430.7830.8270.841LR LOO-CV

4.020.643 (0.0732)0.639 (0.079)0.646e (0.076)0.55 (0.096)0.621 (0.085)KNNf S5F, mean (SD)

3.740.6630.665e0.6590.6510.641KNN LOO-CV

2.510.855 (0.0162)0.856e (0.0157)0.77 (0.035)0.824 (0.022)0.835 (0.017)RFg S5F, mean (SD)

3.170.877e0.8740.7850.8260.85RF LOO-CV

aESP: Embedding of Semantic Predications.
bTransE: Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data.
cImprovement in performance of the best method over Embedding of Semantic Predications.
dLR: logistic regression.
eBest result in each row.
fKNN: k-nearest neighbors.
gRF: random forest.
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Table 4. F1-scores from leave-one-out (LOO) and stratified 5-fold (S5F) cross-validation (CV) configurations on combined Observational Medical
Outcomes Partnership+Exploring and Understanding Adverse Drug Reactions data set.

Increase (%)cWeighted TransEWeighted DeepWalkDeepWalkTransEbESPaModel

2.030.904e (0.0203)0.897 (0.025)0.843 (0.039)0.855 (0.033)0.886 (0.021)LRd S5F, mean (SD)

2.520.934e0.9280.8560.8710.911LR LOO-CV

2.320.836e (0.032)0.831 (0.047)0.755 (0.049)0.768 (0.043)0.817 (0.035)KNNf S5F, mean (SD)

2.290.848e0.8420.7760.790.829KNN LOO-CV

4.420.898e (0.0208)0.892 (0.021)0.845 (0.025)0.86 (0.024)0.86 (0.021)RFg S5F, mean (SD)

5.750.92e0.8980.8620.8680.87RF LOO-CV

aESP: Embedding of Semantic Predications.
bTransE: Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data.
cImprovement in performance of the best method over Embedding of Semantic Predications.
dLR: logistic regression.
eBest result in each row.
fKNN: k-nearest neighbors.
gRF: random forest.

Tables 5-7 show the AUC values for the LOO and S5F
cross-validation configurations obtained by the algorithms for
the data sets OMOP, EU-ADR, and the combined
OMOP+EU-ADR data set, respectively. We observed the same
trend that was observed with the F1-scores. After accounting
for the weights, the results for both DeepWalk and TransE

improved over those of ESP. On the OMOP data set, LR with
Weighted TransE obtained the highest improvement of 3.85%.
On the EU-ADR data set, KNN performed the best and with
both the weighted versions improved over ESP by approximately
8%. On the combined data set, KNN with Weighted TransE
had the highest improvement over ESP.

Table 5. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve values from leave-one-out (LOO) and stratified 5-fold (S5F) cross-validation (CV)
configurations on the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership data set.

Increase (%)cWeighted TransEWeighted DeepWalkDeepWalkTransEbESPaModel

3.850.971e (0.023)0.932 (0.0287)0.892 (0.026)0.935 (0.022)0.935 (0.024)LRd S5F, mean (SD)

2.660.965e0.9630.9010.9380.94LR LOO-CV

3.170.911e (0.027)0.891 (0.021)0.841 (0.0267)0.858 (0.024)0.883 (0.023)KNNf S5F, mean (SD)

2.440.924e0.8940.8570.8750.902KNN LOO-CV

2.750.971e (0.0069)0.958 (0.0077)0.888 (0.0078)0.931 (0.0091)0.945 (0.008)RFg S5F, mean (SD)

1.140.972e0.9710.8810.9430.961RF LOO-CV

aESP: Embedding of Semantic Predications.
bTransE: Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data.
cImprovement in performance of the best method over Embedding of Semantic Predications.
dLR: logistic regression.
eBest result in each row.
fKNN: k-nearest neighbors.
gRF: random forest.
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Table 6. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve values from leave-one-out (LOO) and stratified 5-fold (S5F) cross-validation (CV)
configurations on the Exploring and Understanding Adverse Drug Reactions data set.

Increase (%)cWeighted TransEWeighted DeepWalkDeepWalkTransEbESPaModel

4.970.929e (0.0743)0.901 (0.096)0.825 (0.0732)0.897 (0.076)0.885 (0.085)LRd S5F, mean (SD)

1.770.919e0.9020.8430.8990.903LR LOO-CV

8.660.712e (0.087)0.702 (0.083)0.753 (0.074)0.634 (0.072)0.693 (0.076)KNNf S5F, mean (SD)

8.740.7520.784e0.7780.7340.721KNN LOO-CV

3.360.924e (0.066)0.924e (0.0635)0.826 (0.068)0.897 (0.089)0.894 (0.0164)RFg S5F, mean (SD)

1.190.933e0.9270.8470.9010.922RF LOO-CV

aESP: Embedding of Semantic Predications.
bTransE: Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data.
cImprovement in performance of the best method over Embedding of Semantic Predications.
dLR: logistic regression.
eBest result in each row.
fKNN: k-nearest neighbors.
gRF: random forest.

Table 7. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve values from leave-one-out (LOO) and stratified 5-fold (S5F) cross-validation (CV)
configurations on the combined Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership+Exploring and Understanding Adverse Drug Reactions data set.

Increase (%)cWeighted TransEWeighted DeepWalkDeepWalkTransEbESPaModel

1.390.945e (0.023)0.93 (0.024)0.901 (0.026)0.925 (0.021)0.932 (0.027)LRd S5F, mean (SD)

2.10.972e0.9690.9230.9350.952LR LOO-CV

2.370.906e (0.039)0.901 (0.0227)0.806 (0.0203)0.823 (0.025)0.885 (0.033)KNNf S5F, mean (SD)

2.780.923e0.90.8370.8550.898KNN LOO-CV

2.170.94e (0.026)0.937 (0.0247)0.9 (0.025)0.93 (0.042)0.92 (0.038)RFg S5F, mean (SD)

–1.10.940.9350.9290.920.951eRF LOO-CV

aESP: Embedding of Semantic Predications.
bTransE: Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data.
cImprovement in performance of the best method over Embedding of Semantic Predications.
dLR: logistic regression.
eBest result in each row.
fKNN: k-nearest neighbors.
gRF: random forest.

Table 8 shows the performance of the methods when the
embeddings and classifiers were trained on OMOP data and
prediction was carried out on EU-ADR data. Table 9 shows the
results of the opposite case: training on EU-ADR data and
prediction on OMOP data. Compared with the values in Tables
2-7, we observed lower F1-scores and AUC values in general.
As the test set was from a different source, it was harder for the

trained models to generalize. The performance trend across the
algorithms remained the same: DeepWalk and TransE did not
outperform ESP, but our weighted versions outperformed ESP.
Weighted TransE had the best performance in most cases, with
improvements of up to 8.4% in AUC value and 3.7% in the
F1-score with LR (as seen in Table 9).
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Table 8. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) values and F1-scores: training on Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership
data and prediction on Exploring and Understanding Adverse Drug Reactions data.

Increase (%)c
Weighted TransE,
mean (SD)

Weighted Deep-
Walk, mean (SD)

DeepWalk, mean
(SD)TransEb, mean (SD)ESPa, mean (SD)Model and metric

Logistic regression

3.070.737d (0.027)0.734 (0.037)0.703 (0.031)0.711 (0.026)0.715 (0.023)F1

0.630.802 (0.019)0.803d (0.018)0.769 (0.0164)0.788 (0.023)0.798 (0.017)AUC

KNNe

3.090.734d (0.024)0.729 (0.029)0.698 (0.042)0.702 (0.038)0.712 (0.028)F1

2.420.804d (0.027)0.801 (0.019)0.764 (0.023)0.767 (0.021)0.785 (0.022)AUC

Random forest

3.310.748d (0.021)0.745 (0.022)0.710 (0.041)0.714 (0.039)0.724 (0.036)F1

1.230.825d (0.007)0.818 (0.006)0.783 (0.005)0.800 (0.008)0.815 (0.007)AUC

aESP: Embedding of Semantic Predications.
bTransE: Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data.
cImprovement in performance of the best method over Embedding of Semantic Predications.
dBest result in each row.
eKNN: k-nearest neighbors.

Table 9. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) scores and F1-scores: training on Exploring and Understanding Adverse Drug
Reactions data and prediction on Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership data.

Increase (%)c
Weighted TransE,
mean (SD)

Weighted Deep-
Walk, mean (SD)

DeepWalk, mean
(SD)TransEb, mean (SD)ESPa, mean (SD)Model and metric

Logistic regression

3.760.635d (0.021)0.632 (0.019)0.597 (0.034)0.604 (0.028)0.612 (0.018)F-1

8.670.737 (0.021)0.739d (0.025)0.666 (0.022)0.678 (0.019)0.680 (0.028)AUC

KNNe

3.940.633d (0.0223)0.628 (0.25)0.589 (0.033)0.598 (0.036)0.609 (0.028)F-1

7.310.734d (0.007)0.731 (0.006)0.648 (0.003)0.665 (0.008)0.684 (0.004)AUC

Random forest

3.330.651d (0.0286)0.641 (0.029)0.601 (0.043)0.617 (0.035)0.630 (0.032)F-1

6.410.763d (0.027)0.750 (0.023)0.675 (0.019)0.685 (0.017)0.717 (0.022)AUC

aESP: Embedding of Semantic Predications.
bTransE: Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data.
cImprovement in performance of the best method over Embedding of Semantic Predications.
dBest result in each row.
eKNN: k-nearest neighbors.

Visualization
Figure 8 shows the t-SNE visualizations of the embeddings
obtained from each of the methods. The cluster structure with
respect to the diseases is clear in all the embeddings. The
intercluster separation seems to be the best for TransE and its
weighted version, where the clusters (after the t-SNE
dimensionality reduction) are also more compactly distributed.

Within each cluster, the positive and negative instances do not
appear to be well separated, although there is some localization
seen in the ESP, DeepWalk, and Weighted DeepWalk clusters.
The results in the previous sections show that, among the
classifiers we tested, RF and KNN had the best performance.
Both indicated that the boundary between positive and negative
instances was nonlinear.
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Figure 8. t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding plots of disease-drug embeddings of the combined Exploring and Understanding Adverse Drug
Reactions+Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership data set. Color indicates disease, and the markers x and o indicate presence and absence,
respectively, of a side effect. ESP: Embedding of Semantic Predications; TransE: Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data.

Polypharmacy Prediction
We first used TransE, DeepWalk, and their weighted versions
to obtain embeddings from the data (without the use of the
SemMedDB). As shown in Table 10, the performance of all 4
methods was superior to that of ESP in terms of the mean AUC
value and mean AUPRC value. DeepWalk outperformed TransE.
The weighted versions were not superior presumably because
the underlying graph was not noisy and the weights based on
co-occurrences alone in the drug-drug interaction graph did not
affect the representation learning.

When the SemMedDB was added as an additional data source
from which to learn embeddings, the results improved, as shown
in Table 10. The maximum increase was seen in the AP@50

metric for both TransE and DeepWalk. This shows that the
addition of the SemMedDB during representation learning
improves the precision of the classifier learned. The weighted
versions were not significantly better than the corresponding
unweighted versions because the Decagon graphs had a
significantly higher number of triplets than the SemMedDB,
which dominated the data.

Overall, the representations learned with Weighted DeepWalk
on the SemMedDB and polypharmacy graphs (drug-drug,
drug-protein, and protein-protein interactions), when used in
the RF classifier obtained the best results advancing the state
of the art by 3.5% in the mean AUC value, 4.3% in the mean
AUPRC value, and 5% in the mean AP@50 value.
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Table 10. Mean (SD) area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC), and average
precision at 50 (AP@50) values (averaged over 963 side effects) on the polypharmacy data set.

Published resultsSemMedDBa+polypharmacy graphs, mean (SD)Polypharmacy graphs, mean (SD)Metric

DecagonESPc
Weighted
DeepWalkDeepWalk

Weighted
TransETransE

Weighted
DeepWalkDeepWalk

Weighted
TransETransEb

0.8720.903
(0.023)

0.935d

(0.020)
0.935d

(0.020)

0.924
(0.024)

0.926
(0.024)

0.932
(0.019)

0.932
(0.019)

0.921
(0.021)

0.921 (0.021)Mean AUC

0.8320.875
(0.034)

0.913d

(0.031)

0.912
(0.031)

0.904
(0.033)

0.906
(0.033)

0.911
(0.030)

0.91
(0.030)

0.875
(0.038)

0.877 (0.037)Mean
AUPRC

0.8030.865
(0.073)

0.909d

(0.064)

0.906
(0.066)

0.916
(0.061)

0.915
(0.061)

0.896
(0.081)

0.896
(0.082)

0.725
(0.167)

0.73 (0.165)Mean
AP@50

aSemMedDB: Semantic MEDLINE Database.
bTransE: Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data.
cESP: Embedding of Semantic Predications.
dBest result in each row.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Unsupervised representation learning enables us to find useful
features from data without requiring task-specific labels, which
can subsequently be used in multiple applications. This is
particularly useful when labeled data for a specific task are
scarce, such as in ADE prediction, and when the data are
complex, which is the case for KGs. Biomedical KGs such as
the SemMedDB are inferred from the literature through NLP.
This inference process introduces noise in the form of erroneous
or incomplete edges and nodes in the KG. We developed new
techniques to model underlying noise during representation
learning from literature-derived biomedical KGs. During NLP
inference, confidence scores were assigned to the inferred
clinical concepts (vertices) and relations (edges). Our method
effectively used these confidence scores during representation
learning to model the inaccuracies in the graphs due to NLP
inference.

We illustrated the use of our technique on two well-known
representation learning methods: DeepWalk and TransE. We
showed how confidence scores can easily be incorporated in
both these methods to develop their weighted versions: Weighted
DeepWalk and Weighted TransE. We compared the performance
of these methods with ESP, which is, to our knowledge, the
best-known representation learning method designed for the
SemMedDB, a literature-derived KG. All the experiments were
performed on benchmark data sets for ADE prediction.

In one set of experiments, the drug and disease embeddings
learned from various representation learning methods were used
to train classifiers and predict on held-out test sets in various
cross-validation configurations. In another set of experiments,
the side effects of drug-drug interactions were predicted using
other drug-drug interactions as well as auxiliary data on
drug-protein and protein-protein interactions. In the latter case,
representations were learned both with and without the use of
KGs. In both sets of experiments, our weighted versions learned
representations that yielded more accurate predictive models

than ESP as well as the unweighted versions of DeepWalk and
TransE. Visual inspection of the learned embeddings shows a
clear cluster structure in compressed 2-dimensional view,
indicating that the disease and drug embeddings have been
learned well from the KG.

In the second set of experiments, the use of biomedical KG as
an auxiliary data source was found to considerably improve the
precision. When the KG was not used as an auxiliary source,
our weighted versions did not outperform the unweighted
versions of DeepWalk and TransE for representation learning
from drug-drug, drug-protein, and protein-protein interaction
graphs. These graphs are not literature-derived, and the weights
were based on co-occurrence scores in lieu of confidence scores.
This shows that when the underlying graphs are not noisy, the
weights may not add much value, although the performance
does not deteriorate.

Our weighted versions of DeepWalk and TransE are, by design,
biased toward triplets that have high co-occurrence scores in
literature-derived KGs. This may not favor some relations that
have low co-occurrence scores. The low score may be due to
the triplet being a recently discovered relation or because it may
be mentioned infrequently in the literature. However, the aim
of graph representation learning methods is to use the entire
KG, including indirectly related concepts, to learn the
representation of a clinical concept. Therefore, if there are other
(older or more frequent) relations that strongly indicate the
possibility of the relation with low co-occurrence, then this
signal is captured during representation learning. It is exactly
this ability of graph representation learning that makes it useful
in link prediction for knowledge discovery [20].

To evaluate this in our specific context, we checked the
predictive accuracy of our weighted approach using the
EU-ADR data set for those true drug-ADE pairs that have
relations with low co-occurrence scores in the SemMedDB.
Table 11 lists the predicates and their co-occurrence scores for
3 drug (subject) and disease (object) pairs. Note that these
co-occurrence scores are much smaller than the maximum value
of 33,478.
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Table 11. Drug, adverse drug event (ADE) pairs from the Exploring and Understanding Adverse Drug Reactions data set with low co-occurrence scores
in the Semantic MEDLINE Database.

Predicates (co-occurrence score)ADEDrug

Causes (6), Predisposes (1)AnaphylaxisDiclofenac

Disrupts (2), Augments (2), Affects (2), Causes (7), Treats (1)AnaphylaxisAspirin

Causes (7), Treats (3), Affects (1)AnaphylaxisAcetaminophen

We checked the predictions for each of the aforementioned 3
pairs using classifiers trained on the SemMedDB representations
generated using Weighted DeepWalk. In all, 3 classifiers—RF,
KNN, and LR—were trained on EU-ADR data after excluding
the pair being tested. The features were obtained by
concatenating the corresponding drug and disease
representations, as was done for the experiments on drug-ADE
prediction. All 3 classifiers correctly identified the 3 pairs as
true positives. This strongly suggests that the representations
could learn the indirect relations from the KG despite being
biased through our weighted approach toward relations with
high co-occurrence scores.

To summarize, all our experimental results clearly highlight the
importance of modeling inaccuracies in the inferred KGs for
representation learning.

Limitations
This study has the following limitations. Our weighting
technique relies on the confidence scores provided and thus, in
turn, depends on the accuracy of these scores. Errors in these
scores may be detrimental to representation learning, and their
effects need to be evaluated further. Model designers should be
aware of this limitation when such weighting schemes are used
in other KGs.

We evaluated the use of our weighting scheme on just two
representation learning methods: DeepWalk and TransE. Many
other methods exist, especially for heterogeneous networks; a
recent survey can be found in the study by Yang et al [27].
Despite the simplicity of these approaches, we obtained very
good results, outperforming the state of the art for ADE
prediction. We believe that the underlying idea of our weighting
scheme can be applied to many other representation learning
methods, which can be investigated in the future.

In our experiments, both OMOP and EU-ADR data sets were
not large. Although in our experiments, we rigorously tested
many cross-validation configurations, accuracy values can differ
in other data sets. We also note that the reported performance
was dependent on the KG used to learn representations from,
and the results may vary with other KGs. This is less of a
concern for the second polypharmacy data set, which was much
larger. The relative performances of the methods showed a
consistent trend across both data sets. Comparisons with more

diverse data sets will further our understanding of the strengths
and limitations of these methods.

Future Work
This work can be extended in many ways. Alternative
approaches to designing the scoring function and weighting
scheme used in our weighting function can be investigated. In
large data sets, it may be possible to learn the weights
automatically from the data by suitably modifying the models.
The weighting scheme can be extended to incorporate additional
information in literature-derived KGs. To leverage the
underlying biomedical literature used, techniques to obtain
causal assessment can also be explored.

Additional experiments can be designed to compare our
approach with a fully supervised approach where both the
embeddings and the classifier are learned jointly. Future work
can also evaluate the effects of KG characteristics on the
performance by experimenting with other KGs. Finally, the
utility of our representations in other tasks such as diagnosis
prediction or finding new clinical associations can also be
evaluated.

Conclusions
Literature-derived KGs are an important resource for analyzing
the wealth of knowledge stored in the growing biomedical
literature. These KGs are inferred through NLP techniques, and
their limitations may result in incomplete or erroneous nodes
and edges. KG embeddings provide a scalable and automatic
way of obtaining features from KGs that can be valuable in
multiple biomedical prediction tasks. Our work demonstrates
the need for modeling noise in the underlying KG and makes
an important step toward improved representation learning from
literature-derived KGs and thus toward effectively using
literature-derived KGs for predictive models.

Our experiments show that such noise-aware representations
in turn lead to classifiers for ADE prediction that are more
accurate than representations learned from the best previous
methods. The new models in this work can be used by
pharmacovigilance teams to detect previously unknown ADEs
for further evaluation. Software implementation of our new
methods and all experiments are publicly available at our
website [42].
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AUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
AUPRC: area under the precision-recall curve
ESP: Embedding of Semantic Predications
EU-ADR: Exploring and Understanding Adverse Drug Reactions
KG: knowledge graph
KNN: k-nearest neighbors
LOO: leave-one-out
LR: logistic regression
NLP: natural language processing
OMOP: Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership
RF: random forest
S5F: stratified 5-fold
SemMedDB: Semantic MEDLINE Database
SGNS: skip-gram negative sampling
SIDER: Side Effect Resource
TransE: Translating Embeddings for Modeling Multi-relational Data
t-SNE: t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
XOR: exclusive OR
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Abstract

Background: There is an increasing body of research on the development of machine learning algorithms in the evaluation of
online health educational resources for specific readerships. Machine learning algorithms are known for their lack of interpretability
compared with statistics. Given their high predictive precision, improving the interpretability of these algorithms can help increase
their applicability and replicability in health educational research and applied linguistics, as well as in the development and review
of new health education resources for effective and accessible health education.

Objective: Our study aimed to develop a linguistically enriched machine learning model to predict binary outcomes of online
English health educational resources in terms of their easiness and complexity for international tertiary students.

Methods: Logistic regression emerged as the best performing algorithm compared with support vector machine (SVM) (linear),
SVM (radial basis function), random forest, and extreme gradient boosting on the transformed data set using L2 normalization.
We applied recursive feature elimination with SVM to perform automatic feature selection. The automatically selected features
(n=67) were then further streamlined through expert review. The finalized feature set of 22 semantic features achieved a similar
area under the curve, sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy compared with the initial (n=115) and automatically selected feature
sets (n=67). Logistic regression with the linguistically enhanced feature set (n=22) exhibited important stability and robustness
on the training data of different sizes (20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%), and showed consistently high performance when compared
with the other 4 algorithms (SVM [linear], SVM [radial basis function], random forest, and extreme gradient boosting).

Results: We identified semantic features (with positive regression coefficients) contributing to the prediction of easy-to-understand
online health texts and semantic features (with negative regression coefficients) contributing to the prediction of hard-to-understand
health materials for readers with nonnative English backgrounds. Language complexity was explained by lexical difficulty (rarity
and medical terminology), verbs typical of medical discourse, and syntactic complexity. Language easiness of online health
materials was associated with features such as common speech act verbs, personal pronouns, and familiar reasoning verbs.
Successive permutation of features illustrated the interaction between these features and their impact on key performance indicators
of the machine learning algorithms.

Conclusions: The new logistic regression model developed exhibited consistency, scalability, and, more importantly,
interpretability based on existing health and linguistic research. It was found that low and high linguistic accessibilities of online
health materials were explained by 2 sets of distinct semantic features. This revealed the inherent complexity of effective health
communication beyond current readability analyses, which were limited to syntactic complexity and lexical difficulty.
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Introduction

For a long time, the study of the quality of language for effective
health communication and education has focused on the
complexity of health and medical educational resources [1-5].
A range of readability assessment tools have been developed
to measure the lexical, grammatical, and syntactic features of
health and educational resources [6-9]. Existing research shows
that lack of linguistic understandability or readability can be
explained by lexical difficulty, and complex grammatical and
syntactic features [10-12]. This has caused the wide assumption
that controlling for these textual features alone can help achieve
the optimized reading experiences of medical and health
materials for most people [13,14].

More recently, increasing research efforts have been geared
toward developing accessible or easy-to-understand health
materials and resources to help reduce the widening health
inequality caused by socioeconomic determinants in societies
with large and diverse vulnerable populations [15-19]. The key
research question is whether previous studies and insights gained
into health material readability can be translated directly into
the design and development of accessible health resources for
diverse populations, or whether there is a one-size-fits-all
approach to accessible health information evaluation.

Natural language processing tools and machine learning
algorithms have gained increasing popularity in health
informatics. These flexible and versatile computational
techniques can achieve high-precision prediction of outcomes
based on the data-driven learning and computing of quantifiable
features of the study object [1,7,10,20]. This represents a
significant advance from statistics, which requires the presence
of both dependent and independent variables to fit their relations
into developed statistical models [21]. In the deployment stage,
validated machine learning algorithms do not require the
outcome variable to be available, as the algorithms can
effectively predict the outcome, either a categorical or
continuous variable, based on the computational learning of
relevant features of the study object [22].

Providing reliable high-precision prediction of the outcome
variable, for example, new online health information before
release to the intended readers, can help identify and reduce
potential barriers to health information understanding and thus
increase the wide social accessibility of critical health
information among diverse vulnerable populations or
populations at risk due to lack of English proficiency and
exposure to English health educational traditions.

Using first-hand materials from a diverse range of English health
websites, our study developed a high-performing machine
learning model to effectively predict the easiness versus
difficulty of original English health information among young
adults from nonnative English-speaking backgrounds. The
machine learning algorithm revealed that while the difficulty

of English health information can be explained by existing
readability research, such as lexical unfamiliarity, medical
terminology, and jargons, as well as syntactic complexity that
can be measured by long and complex sentence structures, the
easiness or understandability of original English material can
be explained by distinct textual and semantic features associated
with the use of common speech act verbs, familiar verbs of
mental acts and processes (understand, learn, trust, feel,
remember, etc), personal names and pronouns, names of social
groups and communities, affiliations, people’s relations,
expressions that assist with the evaluation of events, scenarios,
or circumstances such as probability expressions (can, might,
may be, etc), purposeful expressions that direct or draw the
attention of the readers to key points of the reading material
such as adverbs describing levels, and degrees.

Methods

Data Collection
We collected 1000 original health texts published by national
and international health authorities on a wide range of health
topics ranging from infectious diseases, noncommunicable
diseases (like cancers, diabetes, and cardiovascular diseases),
and environmental health to mental diseases, disability, and
palliative care. These materials were collected and screened for
their information validity. We only kept health texts published
by health authorities and organizations that have extensive
experience in developing and disseminating credible health
information [23-25]. Private, commercial, or nonaccredited
health websites were excluded manually to ensure the reliability
and usability of our research findings for the development,
evaluation, and prediction of public-oriented health educational
resources. The collected health materials were then divided into
2 categories of easy versus difficult materials by a small group
of young adults with nonnative English-speaking backgrounds.
They rated the texts on a continuous scale of 0 to 10, with 0
indicating the easiest level and 10 indicating the hardest level.
Their original ratings were then standardized to z scores, and
the mean z score was taken as the notional value of the reading
difficulty of a certain text. Lastly, we took the grand mean of
the z scores of the 1000 texts and classified the entire corpus
with a binary classification framework. Those below the grand
mean were labeled as easy to read texts, and those above the
grand mean were labeled as difficult health texts for machine
learning algorithm development.

Machine Learning Algorithm Development

Data Normalization
The 1000 health education articles were randomly split into
training data and test data with 700 and 300 samples,
respectively. The training data were used for 5-fold
cross-validation to select the best hyperparameters for the
machine learning algorithms, and the test data were used for
evaluation and validation. The statistic distribution of the
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training and test data were as follows: training data, 384 difficult
and 316 easy samples; test data, 162 difficult and 138 easy
samples. Data normalization is necessary and essential for the
machine learning algorithms to achieve good generalization
and classification performance [26,27], which normalizes and
scales the range of data features to prevent those features with
a larger range from dominating the optimization process. It can
also improve the learning process, and the range of the value
of the collected health text data varies widely from a minimal
value of 0 to a maximal value of 1030. Thus, we performed the
following 3 normalization methods implemented in scikit-learn
[28] on the data: min-max normalization, z-score normalization,
and L2-norm normalization. Min-max normalization scales the
data to a certain range like (0,1) or (−1,1). For z-score
normalization, the rescaled data would have a unit variance and
0 mean. The L2-norm normalization scales the data samples
individually to unit norm, and the sum of the squares of the data
will always be up to 1. The formulas of these 3 methods are
shown in equations (1), (2), and (3), respectively. For the data
sample x, the minimum value is denoted as xmin and the
maximum value is denoted as xmax. The mean of the data is
denoted as xmean, and the SD of the data is denoted as xstd.

Hyperparameter Tuning and Model Selection
We evaluated the following 5 machine learning algorithms on
our constructed health education data: linear model logistic
regression (LR), linear model support vector machine (SVM)
with linear kernel, nonlinear model SVM with radial basis
function (RBF) kernel, ensemble tree model random forest (RF),
and extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) [29]. The nonlinear
and ensemble tree models were able to learn a decision boundary
that is nonlinear in the input space. The algorithms were
implemented in Python with scikit-learn and xgboost packages.

To optimize the performance of the machine learning algorithms,
we performed leave-one-out 5-fold cross-validation on the
training data to fine tune the hyperparameters of each model
via automatic grid search and randomized search methods. For
LR, SVM (linear), and SVM (RBF), where the candidate values
of hyperparameters are discrete, we applied a grid search to
perform an exhaustive search to find the best and cross-validated
parameter values of the model. For the ensemble tree model RF
and XGBoost, where some of the hyperparameters are
continuous, the randomized search method was applied to save
the hyperparameter tuning space and time, which sampled a
fixed number of parameter settings from the specified
distribution instead of performing an exhaustive search. Figures
1 and 2 show the hyperparameter tuning process of the LR and
SVM (linear) models, respectively. The fine-tuned values of
core hyperparameters of the models are shown in Table 1. For
hyperparameters not listed, we used the default value in the
model.

Figure 1. Hyperparameter tuning process of logistic regression. CV: cross-validation.
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Figure 2. Hyperparameter tuning process of support vector machine (linear). CV: cross-validation.
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Table 1. The fine-tuned values of the core hyperparameters of machine learning algorithms.

ValueDescriptionAlgorithm and hyperparameter name

Logistic regression

11.51395399Inverse of regularization strengthC

Support vector machine (linear)

9.236708571873866Regularization parameter. The strength of the regularization is in-
versely proportional to C.

C

linearThe kernel type to be used in the algorithm.kernel

TrueWhether to enable probability estimates.probability

Support vector machine (radial basis function)

221.22162910704503Regularization parameter. The strength of the regularization is in-
versely proportional to C.

C

0.02212216291070450Kernel coefficient.gamma

rbfThe kernel type to be used in the algorithm.kernel

TrueWhether to enable probability estimates. probability

Extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost)

0.7842105263157895Subsample ratio of the training instances.subsample

120Number of boosted trees to fit.n_estimators

2Minimum sum of instance weight (hessian) needed in a child.min_child_weight

4Maximum depth of a tree.max_depth

0.11473684210526315Step size shrinkage used in an update to prevent overfitting.learning_rate

0.5666666666666667The subsample ratio of columns when constructing each tree.colsample_bytree

RFE_SVMa

SVMA supervised learning estimator with a fit method that provides in-
formation about feature importance.

estimator

1The minimum number of features to be selected. min_features_to_select

1The number of features to remove at each iteration.step

Random forest

100The number of trees in the forestn_estimators

4The maximum depth of the tree.max_depth

0.0463703639292683The minimum number of samples required to split an internal node.min_samples_leaf

0.06216133047419098The minimum number of samples required to be at a leaf node.min_samples_split

aRFE_SVM: recursive feature elimination_support vector machine.

Results

Statistical Analyses
We annotated the corpus with the semantic annotation system
developed by Lancaster University, UK [30]. The features were
count data. Table 2 shows the results of the Mann-Whitney U
test of the 2 sets of health texts across 22 of the original 115
semantic features as an illustration of contrasts between easy
and difficult texts. Statistically significant differences (P<.05)
existed for most features. To help with the understanding of the
annotated semantic features, some typical words of each feature
were extracted from the original corpus. A2 included cause,
affect, trigger, develop, progression, depend, evoke,
transmission, modify, etc. Examples from texts classified as
difficult are “neurodegenerative condition that affects the central

nervous system,” “in some cases, evoked potentials (nerve
transmission speed) may be measured and/or a lumbar puncture
(spinal tap) may be required,” and “an attack results in
inflammation and development of one or more lesions, resulting
in scarring (sclerotic plaque), forming on the nerves.” A7
included can, may, might, could, must, etc. Examples from texts
classified as easy to understand are “the second section has an
orange border and can help you understand what may have
happened to you,” “you can ask someone you trust to help you
with these books. This might be a disability support worker or
a family violence support worker,” and “these books are about
where violence can happen and who can do violence.” A12
included problems, hard, tough, etc. Examples from texts
classified as easy to understand are “in fact, most kids run away
due to problems with their families,” “anger is one of the hardest
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emotions to manage because it’s so strong,” “if your friend is
thinking about running away, warn him or her about how tough
it will be to survive on the streets.” A13 included most, at least,
thoroughly, etc. Examples from texts classified as easy to
understand are “thoroughly wash your hands beforehand to
reduce the risk of spreading the infection to others.” A15
included risk, safe, dangerous, danger, exposure, at risk, etc.
B1 included heart, muscles, chest, blood vessel, artery, ventricle,
valve, cardiovascular, and contraction. B2 included arrhythmia,
arteriosclerosis, abnormalities, and Down syndrome. B3
included oxygen mask, medication, antibiotics, vaccines,
diagnosis, paracetamol, ibuprofen, steroids, etc. Q2 included
admit, deliver, talk, speak, call, acknowledge, advice, suggest,
note, question, answer, voice, etc. S2 included women, girls,
children, people, workers, staff, providers, etc. S3 included

partners, friends, girlfriend, boyfriend, etc. S5 included member,
organization, public, community, board, group, personal, etc.
T2 included begin, start to, still be, hold off on, go on and on,
get going; during, all the time, end with, etc. X2 included
understand, learn, trust, feel, remember, seek, check, experience,
reason, inform, review, etc. X7 included want, purposes,
planning, mission, aim, target, requirement, focus, etc. Y1
included radiation, x-rays, telescope, bioterrorism, tissue
engineering, anatomy, laser, etc. Y2 included software, online,
internet, email, computer, websites, screen, etc. Z6 included
not, no, and negative. Z99 included paratyphoid, bleach based,
handwashing, alcohol based, ready to eat, cross-contamination,
unpasteurized, disinfect, salmonellosis, cardiologists,
parainfluenza, etc.

Table 2. Mann-Whitney U test results.

Asymptotic significance (2-tailed) of the
mean difference (P value)

Difficult; mean (SD)Easy; mean (SD)DefinitionCode

.1210.64 (12.83)9.03 (9.41)Cause and effectA2

<.0014.18 (7.30)8.55 (10.48)ProbabilityA7

<.0010.73 (1.55)1.54 (2.35)Easy/difficultA12

.073.96 (4.63)4.75 (5.57)Degree descriptorsA13

.831.46 (3.87)1.17 (3.37)Safety/dangerA15

.1615.80 (21.80)17.09 (31.84)Anatomy and physiologyB1

<.00124.27 (33.45)14.66 (21.20)Health and diseaseB2

<.00112.77 (17.93)8.97 (14.01)Medicines and medical treatmentB3

<.0015.68 (8.57)9.67 (11.76)Speech actsQ2

<.0019.31 (16.12)12.17 (16.58)PeopleS2

<.0010.79 (3.14)1.72 (4.48)RelationshipS3

<.0011.75 (3.38)3.05 (5.68)Groups and affiliationS5

.072.41 (3.35)2.95 (4.09)TimeT2

<.0016.62 (9.35)10.69 (11.19)Mental actions and processesX2

<.0013.39 (5.55)1.78 (3.13)Intention/purposesX7

<.0010.73 (1.52)0.19 (0.58)Science and technology in generalY1

<.0010.60 (2.09)1.33 (3.34)Information technology and computingY2

.513.05 (6.90)2.06 (4.16)Personal namesZ1

<.001136.93 (116.84)120.84 (120.48)grammatical expressionsZ5

<.0014.23 (5.17)3.01 (5.11)NegativeZ6

<.00121.14 (30.53)54.97 (48.37)PronounsZ8

<.00145.70 (54.20)18.63 (29.12)Unmatched expressionsZ99

Model Selection
After hyperparameter tuning, we compared the performance of
5 machine learning models with different normalization methods
to select the best model for our further feature
selection/reduction validation. We reported 5-fold
cross-validation average accuracy on the training data and
accuracy on the test data of all models. For 5-fold
cross-validation, we applied a different random seed so the
5-fold data sets for validation would be different from the data

sets for hyperparameter tuning. The results are shown in Table
3. As shown in the results, L2-norm normalization can improve
the classification performance of the LR, SVM (linear), and
SVM (RBF) models on both training data and test data.
However, z-score and min-max normalization have negative
impacts on model performance. For the ensemble tree model
RF and XGBoost, data normalization is unnecessary in model
development since the large range of feature values can help
the partitioning process. LR with L2-norm normalization, which
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yielded the best performance on both training data and test data, was selected as the best model for further validation.

Table 3. Performance of the 5 selected models with different data normalization methods.

L2-normMin-MaxZ-scoreNot normalizedClassifier

TestTrainingTestTrainingTestTrainingTestTraining

0.8400.8400.7800.8090.7770.8100.8170.823Logistic regression

0.8400.8330.8070.8010.8030.8190.8230.816Support vector machine (linear)

0.8330.8340.7870.8290.7930.8070.8230.833Support vector machine (radial
basis function)

0.8300.7890.8030.7960.8030.7960.8030.796Random forest

0.8370.8030.8370.8370.8400.8210.8400.821Extreme gradient boosting

Automatic Feature Selection: 67 Features
We applied recursive feature elimination (RFE) with SVM as
the base estimator (RFE_SVM) to learn feature importance and
performed feature reduction to remove unimportant features
[31]. During the feature selection process, RFE_SVM decides
whether a certain selected feature is useful or not for the SVM

model to learn the decision boundary. This was achieved via
iteratively eliminating features. Figure 3 shows the automatic
cross-validated tuning process of RFE_SVM with different
numbers of selected features. RFE_SVM learned 67 features,
eliminating 48 unimportant features from the original full feature
set of 115 features. The learned 67 features were automatically
selected (AS) features from machine learning algorithms.

Figure 3. Automatic cross-validated tuning results of recursive feature elimination_support vector machine (RFE_SVM) with different numbers of
selected features.

Expert Feature Review and Refinement
Out of the 67 features selected automatically by the machine
learning algorithm (RFE_SVM), 45 features were manually
eliminated in the following expert review, as these features were
mostly words/expressions that were not directly relevant to
health or medical information. These included A1 (general

actions); A5 (evaluation [good/bad, true/false]); A6 (comparison
[similar/different]); A9 (getting and giving [possession]); A10
(open, finding, showing); B4 (cleaning and personal care); C1
(arts and crafts); E3 (calm/violent/angry emotions); E4
(happiness and contentment emotions); F1 (food); F2 (drinks
and alcohol); F3 (smoking and nonmedical drugs); F4 (farming
and horticulture); G1 (government and politics); G2 (crime, law
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and order); H5 (furniture and household fittings); I1 (money
generally); L1 (life and living things); L2 (living creatures); L3
(plants); M1 (moving, coming, and going); M3 (vehicles,
transport on land); M5 (flying/aircraft); M6 (location and
direction); M8 (stationary); O2 (objects generally); O4 (physical
attributes); P1 (education in general); S1 (social actions, states,
processes); S7 (social actions, states, processes); S9 (religion,
supernatural); T1 (time); W3 (geographical terms); and so on.
The automatic feature selection reduced the original features
by 41.7% from 115 to 67 features, and the subsequent expert

review reduced a further 39.1% from 67 to 22 features. Tables
4 and 5 show the comparison of the performance of LR selected
as the best performing algorithm with the following 3 sets of
features: 115, 67, and 22. We used 70% of the data set as
training data and 30% as test data, and then applied 3-fold
cross-validation. The pair-wise corrected resample t test showed
that with a significantly reduced number of features, the
performance of the algorithm was not affected, even with a
slightly better improvement in terms of model accuracy (mean
difference of accuracy between 22 and 67 features: P=.04).

Table 4. Performance of machine learning models using different sets of features as predictors (logistic regression).

Macro F1, mean (SD)AUCa, mean (SD)Specificity, mean (SD)Sensitivity, mean (SD)Accuracy, mean (SD)Algorithm

0.8367 (0.0153)0.9188 (0.0048)0.8933 (0.0416)0.7767 (0.0321)0.8400 (0.0100)115 features

0.8367 (0.0252)0.9177 (0.0066)0.8333 (0.0643)0.8333 (0.0945)0.8400 (0.0200)67 features

0.8567 (0.0208)0.9108 (0.0045)0.8933 (0.0503)0.8100 (0.0173)0.8567 (0.0208)22 features

aAUC: area under the curve.

Table 5. Pair-wise corrected resampled t test of accuracy differences (using 3 sets of features as predictors).

P value (2-tailed)95% CIMean differenceComparison

UpperLower

Pairwise comparison of accuracy

>.990.0196−0.01960.00%Pair 1: 67 features vs 115 features

.130.0393−0.00601.98%Pair 2: 22 features vs 115 features

.040.02800.00541.98%Pair 3: 22 features vs 67 features

Pairwise comparison of sensitivity

.520.3017−0.18847.30%Pair 1: 67 features vs 115 features

.200.0932−0.02654.29%Pair 2: 22 features vs 115 features

.740.1862−0.2329−2.80%Pair 3: 22 features vs 67 features

Pairwise comparison of specificity

.420.1437−0.2637−6.72%Pair 1: 67 features vs 115 features

>.990.0392−0.03920.00%Pair 2: 22 features vs 115 features

.430.2674−0.14747.20%Pair 3: 22 features vs 67 features

Pairwise comparison of AUCa

.630.0056−0.0079−0.12%Pair 1: 67 features vs 115 features

.280.0103−0.0264−0.87%Pair 2: 22 features vs 115 features

.380.0142−0.0280−0.75%Pair 3: 22 features vs 67 features

Pairwise comparison of F1

>.990.0196−0.01960.00%Pair 1: 67 features vs 115 features

.070.03960.00042.39%Pair 2: 22 features vs 115 features

.070.03960.00042.39%Pair 3: 22 features vs 67 features

aAUC: area under the curve.

Model Validation
We evaluated the stability, robustness, scalability, and
effectiveness of the 22 linguistically enhanced (LE) features.
We first compared the performance of the LE features with all
initial (ALL) 115 features and the 67 AS features on different

sizes of training and test data. The entire data were randomly
split into training data and test data with different split rates
(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8). For instance, with a split rate of 0.2
(denoted as train=0.2), 20% of data were used as training data
and the remaining 80% of data were used as test data for
validation. The receiver operating characteristic curve and area
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under the curve (AUC) metrics were used to evaluate the model
performance.

As shown in Figure 4, the model using LE features consistently
yielded a comparable or higher performance on different training
data set sizes (train=0.4, 0.6, and 0.8) compared with the models
involving ALL and AS features. For the split rate of 0.2, the
model with LE features had a lower AUC score compared with
the models involving ALL and AS features. This was caused

by the underfitting nature of the model involving LE features
(with only 22 features, less variance, and more bias). The models
involving ALL and AS features were more likely to be
overfitting for the number of training data (n=200), which was
very close to the number of features used for classification (115
and 67, respectively). With an increase in the training data size,
the underfitting issue was solved, and the model involving LE
features had better performance compared with the models
involving ALL and AS features.

Figure 4. Stability and robustness of the 22 linguistically enhanced features. ALL: all initial (115 features); AS: automatically selected (67 features);
AUC: area under the curve; LE: linguistically enhanced (22 features); ROC: receiver operating characteristic.

To better evaluate the scalability, effectiveness, and contribution
of the constructed LE features on health educational material
classification, we compared the performance of 5 machine
learning models with different feature sets. The selected machine
learning models were LR, SVM (linear), SVM (RBF), RF, and
XGBoost, and the models were trained on training data and
evaluated on test data. The performance was assessed in terms
of accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity metrics. As shown in
Figure 5, LE features benefited all machine learning models

compared with AS and ALL features, with a comparable or
higher accuracy and sensitivity. The models (RF and XGBoost)
with LE features had lower specificity than the models with AS
and ALL features. Overall, LE features had a positive impact
on the machine learning process, and changing the machine
learning model will not affect the overall learning performance
on health education data, demonstrating its scalability and
effectiveness.

Figure 5. Scalability and effectiveness of the 22 linguistically enhanced features. ALL: all initial (115 features); AS: automatically selected (67 features);
LE: linguistically enhanced (22 features); LR: logistic regression; RBF: radial basis function; RF: random forest; SVM: support vector machine; XGB:
extreme gradient boosting.

Impact of Features on Model Sensitivity and Specificity
The final feature set contained 22 features, as presented in Figure
6, which shows the regression coefficients of the finalized 22
features. Half of the features (n=11) were associated with the
easiness of the health materials, as indicated by their positive
regression coefficients as follows: Z8 (pronouns), 5.717293;
S5 (groups/affiliations), 3.393270; X2 (mental actions and
processes), 3.350851; A7 (probability), 2.942145; A12 (easy
versus difficult), 2.610647; A13 (degree descriptors), 1.462447;
Q2 (speech verbs), 1.093459; Y2 (information

technology/computing), 0.949234; S3 (relations), 0.898446; Z1
(personal names), 0.548855; and S2 (people), 0.135449. The
other half of the features (n=11) were associated with the
difficulty of the health materials, as indicated by their negative
regression coefficients as follows: Z6 (negative functional
words), −0.221485; X7 (intentions), −0.743811; Y1 (science
and technology), −1.903669; A15 (safety/risks), −2.291032; T2
(time), −2.756571; B1 (anatomy and physiology), −3.021697;
B2 (health and disease), −3.793444; A2 (cause and effect verbs),
−4.838672; B3 (medicines and medical treatment), −5.763809;
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Z5 (grammatical expressions), −7.348969; and Z99 (unmatched or out-of-dictionary expressions), −8.749430.

Figure 6. Feature coefficients in the logistic regression model with 22 semantic features. Descriptors are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Figure 7A shows the impact of individual features on the
sensitivity of the LR algorithm. The removal of Z8 (pronouns)
resulted in a mean decrease in sensitivity of 9.69% (P=.047;
95% CI of mean difference −0.1387 to −0.0189). The removal
of A2 (cause and effect) reduced the model sensitivity by 2.69%
to a mean sensitivity score of 0.7907 (SD 0.0163; P=.003; 95%
CI −0.0256 to −0.0181). Another feature that caused a
statistically significant drop in model sensitivity was X2 (mental
actions and processes). The deletion of this feature resulted in
a mean sensitivity decrease of 4.49%, from a mean sensitivity
score of 0.8126 to 0.7761 (SD 0.014; P=.04; 95% CI −0.0625
to −0.0104). The following 11 features also caused decreases
in the model mean sensitivity, but the changes were not
statistically significant: A12 (easy/difficult; mean difference
−0.82%, change to 0.8059; P=.42; 95% CI −0.0293 to 0.016);
A7 (probability; mean difference −1.87%, change to 0.7974;
P=.18; 95% CI −0.041 to 0.0107); B1 (anatomy and physiology;
mean difference −1.71%, change to 0.7986; P=.18; 95% CI
−0.0376 to 0.0098); B2 (health and diseases; mean difference
−1.13%, change to 0.8034; P=.69; 95% CI −0.0773 to 0.0589);
B3 (medicines and medical treatment; mean difference −3.42%,
change to 0.7847; P=.18; 95% CI −0.0752 to 0.0195); Q2
(speech act verbs; mean difference −0.89%, change to 0.8053;
P=.42; 95% CI −0.0318 to 0.0174); S5 (groups and affiliations;
mean difference −0.89%, change to 0.8053; P=.42; 95% CI
−0.0318 to 0.0174); Z5 (grammatical expressions; mean
difference −3.67%, change to 0.7828; P=.08; 95% CI −0.0601

to 0.0005); Z99 (unmatched/out-of-dictionary words; mean
difference −9.28%, change to 0.7371; P=.16; 95% CI −0.1899
to 0.039); T2 (time; mean difference −1.71%, change to 0.7986;
P=.18; 95% CI −0.0376 to 0.0098); and S2 (people; mean
difference −0.89%, change to 0.8053; P=.42; 95% CI −0.0318
to 0.0174). Figure 7B shows the impact of features on the
specificity of the LR model. Decreases in specificity with
removal were noted for the following features: A12
(easy/difficult; mean difference −0.64%, change to 0.8907;
P=.42; 95% CI −0.0253 to 0.0138); A13 (degree descriptors;
mean difference −0.64%, change to 0.8907; P=.42; 95% CI
−0.0253 to 0.0138); A15 (safety/risks; mean difference −0.64%,
change to 0.8907; P=.42; 95% CI −0.0253 to 0.0138); A7
(probability; mean difference −0.64%, change to 0.8907; P=.42;
95% CI −0.0253 to 0.0138); B1 (anatomy and physiology; mean
difference −2.67%, change to 0.8725; P=.25; 95% CI −0.075
to 0.0272); B2 (health and diseases; mean difference −2.03%,
change to 0.8783; P=.21; 95% CI −0.0521 to 0.0158); B3
(medicine and medical treatments; mean difference −1.38%,
change to 0.884, P=.19; 95% CI −0.0337 to 0.0088); Z5
(grammatical expressions; mean difference −1.92%, change to
0.8792; P=.42; 95% CI −0.0758 to 0.0413); Z8 (pronouns; mean
difference −3.95%, change to 0.861; P=.31; 95% CI −0.1238
to 0.053); Z99 (unmatched expressions; mean difference
−3.66%, change to 0.8637; P=.32; 95% CI −0.1178 to 0.0522);
T2 (time; mean difference −0.64%, change to 0.8907; P=.42;
95% CI −0.0253 to 0.0138); and S2 (people; mean difference
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−0.64%, change to 0.8907; P=.42; 95% CI −0.0253 to 0.0138).
The only feature that caused an increase in specificity with its

removal was A2 (cause and effect; mean difference 0.64%,
change to 0.9022; P=.42; 95% CI −0.0138 to 0.0253).

Figure 7. Impact of the features on model sensitivity (A) and specificity (B). Descriptors are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Improving the readability and accessibility of online English
health education resources can have important impacts on the
development of health literacy and the self-health management

skills of readers. Young adults represent a large and increasing
group of online health information consumers. Our study
developed machine learning algorithms to predict the linguistic
easiness versus difficulty for international tertiary students with
non-English speaking backgrounds. We first compared and
selected algorithms through data normalization (L2-norm). LR
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emerged as the best performing algorithm compared with SVM,
RF, and XGBoost when trained on normalized data. We used
RFE with SVM as the base estimator to automatically reduce
the high-dimensional feature space. The automatic feature
selection reduced the original feature set (n=115) by around
40% to 67.

The subsequent expert evaluation resulted in another 40%
reduction in features. The distribution of regression coefficients
aligns well with the statistical analyses. The following features
with positive regression coefficients in machine learning had
significantly higher means in easy-to-understand health materials
(Mann-Whitney U test): Z8 (P<.001), S5 (P<.001), X2
(P<.001), A7 (P<.001), A12 (P<.001), Q2 (P<.001), Y2
(P<.001), S3 (P<.001), and S2 (P<.001). only the following 2
semantic features had statistically similar means in easy and
difficult texts, with positive regression coefficients: A13 (P=.07)
and Z1 (P=.51). The following features with negative regression
coefficients had statistically higher means in difficult health
materials: Z99 (P<.001), Z5 (P<.001), B3 (P<.001), B2
(P<.001), Y1 (P<.001), X7 (P<.001), and Z6 (P<.001). The
following 4 semantic features had a statistically similar
distribution in easy and difficult texts, with negative regression
coefficients: A2 (P=.12), A15 (P=.83), B1 (P=.16), and T2
(P=.07). This suggests that statistical significance is not the
only determinant in the development of LR algorithms. Feature
interaction may also impact the performance of algorithms,
although the impact of individual features on model sensitivity
and specificity was not statistically significant.

To assess the impact of features on model performance, we
conducted successive permutation of features to examine
changes in the sensitivity and specificity of the LR algorithm.
The LR model with the 22 optimized features achieved the
highest sensitivity (mean 0.813, SD 0.018) and the highest
specificity (mean 0.896, SD 0.050), when compared with other
feature sets, which were optimized either automatically or
statistically. Within the best performing model, the following
3 semantic features caused a statistically significant decrease
in model sensitivity for predicting the linguistic easiness of
online health information: Z8 (pronouns), A2 (words describing
causes, effects, or causal relations), and X2 (words describing
mental status, actions, or processes). We interpreted this
important finding in light of the impact of an information logic
sequence on reading experiences. The use of pronouns and
words describing the causal relations can significantly increase

the explicitness of the logical structure of health information
[32-34]. The addition of words describing mental status, actions,
and processes can help with the reasoning and mental processing
of health information [35-38]. Different from the impact on
sensitivity, none of the individual features caused a statistically
significant decrease in specificity for predicting the difficulty
of health materials for international tertiary students. This
finding correlates well with existing research on readability.
Linguistic features, such as word length, word frequency, and
word familiarity, and other structural features have proven to
be highly relevant and reliable predictors of textual complexity
and difficulty [39].

Limitations
Our study developed an LR algorithm with a small number of
features to predict the easiness and difficulty of online health
information. The intended users were young adults with
university degrees but with nonnative English-speaking
backgrounds. The model is limited to this user group. The
extensibility of our study findings to other user groups and
online health materials in other languages remains to be tested
and validated. Another limitation of our study is that the LR
model using the finalized 22 features did not achieve statistically
significant improvement over the LR model using the 115 and
67 features identified automatically. In future research, we will
explore models that can achieve better performance with a small
set of features that are linguistically meaningful and significant
as well.

Conclusion
We developed a high-performing LR algorithm with a small
number of semantic features to predict the easiness versus
difficulty of online English health resources for young adults
(tertiary students) with nonnative English-speaking backgrounds.
We found that reducing the number of features is essential to
prevent overfitting, since models with less features are less
likely to have overfitting issues. Furthermore, machine learning
models with less features are less complex, are more
interpretable, and have better generalization [40]. The result
also demonstrates the stability and robustness of the algorithm
with linguistically relevant features. Our study shows that
incorporating linguistic knowledge and machine learning–aided
feature selection to reduce the feature space can help develop
more efficient and less complex models with a good
generalization ability.
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(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e33105)   doi:10.2196/33105

In “Evaluation of Three Feasibility Tools for Identifying Patient
Data and Biospecimen Availability: Comparative Usability
Study” (JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(7):e25531) the authors noted
one error.

In the originally published manuscript, a funding code was not
included in the “Acknowledgments” section. The following
sentence has now been added to this section:

This work is additionally supported by the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research under
the funding code 01EY1701.

The complete “Acknowledgments” section originally read as
follows:

The authors would like to thank all participating
MIRACUM locations—Dresden, Erlangen, Frankfurt
am Main, Freiburg, Gießen, Greifswald, Magdeburg,
and Mannheim. The authors would like to specially
thank all scientists and researchers who participated
in this study and provided a valuable insight into the
usability of the different query builders through their
loud thoughts and questionnaire evaluations. The
authors would also like to thank Stefanie Schild
(Erlangen), Renate Häuslschmid (Freiburg), and
Preetha Moorthy (Mannheim) for their support in
pretesting the tasks and questionnaires. This study
was conducted as part of MIRACUM. MIRACUM is
funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research within the Medical Informatics Funding

Scheme under the funding codes 01ZZ1801A and
01ZZ1801L.

The present work was performed in fulfillment of the
requirements for obtaining the degree “Dr. rer. biol.
hum.” from the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität
Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU) (CS).

This has been corrected to:

The authors would like to thank all participating
MIRACUM locations—Dresden, Erlangen, Frankfurt
am Main, Freiburg, Gießen, Greifswald, Magdeburg,
and Mannheim. The authors would like to specially
thank all scientists and researchers who participated
in this study and provided a valuable insight into the
usability of the different query builders through their
loud thoughts and questionnaire evaluations. The
authors would also like to thank Stefanie Schild
(Erlangen), Renate Häuslschmid (Freiburg), and
Preetha Moorthy (Mannheim) for their support in
pretesting the tasks and questionnaires. This study
was conducted as part of MIRACUM. MIRACUM is
funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research within the Medical Informatics Funding
Scheme under the funding codes 01ZZ1801A and
01ZZ1801L. This work is additionally supported by
the German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research under the funding code 01EY1701.

The present work was performed in fulfillment of the
requirements for obtaining the degree “Dr. rer. biol.
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hum.” from the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität
Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU) (CS).

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on October 8, 2021, together

with the publication of this correction notice. Because this was
made after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other
full-text repositories, the corrected article has also been
resubmitted to those repositories.
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Abstract

With the rapid growth of information technology, the necessity for processing substantial amounts of health data using advanced
information technologies is increasing. A large amount of valuable data exists in natural text such as diagnosis text, discharge
summaries, online health discussions, and eligibility criteria of clinical trials. Health natural language processing, as an
interdisciplinary field of natural language processing and health care, plays a substantial role in a wide scope of both methodology
development and applications. This editorial shares the most recent methodology innovations of health natural language processing
and applications in the medical domain published in this JMIR Medical Informatics special theme issue entitled "Health Natural
Language Processing: Methodology Development and Applications".

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e23898)   doi:10.2196/23898

KEYWORDS

health care; unstructured text; natural language processing; methodology; application

Introduction

Text data in an unstructured format widely exists in the medical
domain, such as diagnosis records, operation records, discharge
summaries, eligibility criteria of clinical trials, social media
comments, online health discussions, and medical publications.
Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of computer
science, artificial intelligence, and computational linguistics
concerned with the interactions between computers and human
(natural) language texts. NLP aims to provide computer
programs with the ability to process and understand unstructured
text data. In the health arena, NLP techniques have been shown
to be useful in dealing with information overload in the health
and medical domain (eg, aggregation and summarization of
patient notes, treatment analysis, information extraction and
retrieval from massive discharge summaries, and semantic
understanding of patient queries) [1]. NLP may also be applied
for assisting medical decision-making by automatically

analyzing the commonalities and differences of a large amount
of text data and recommending appropriate actions on behalf
of domain experts [2].

Health NLP, as an interdisciplinary field of NLP and health
care, focuses on the methodology development of NLP and its
applications in health care. It facilitates the analysis of the
commonalities and differences of large amounts of text data
and recommends appropriate actions on behalf of domain
experts to assist medical decision-making. In general, it plays
an essential role in processing various types of health text data
and supports health applications to improve health care
efficiency and efficacy.

With the increasing attention on this research field, there are
more and more developments related to health NLP. Velupillai
et al [3] shared the recent advances of health NLP in support of
semantic analysis, covering the development of efficient
methods for health corpus annotation/deidentification and the
leverage of NLP for clinical utility including NLP infrastructure
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for a clinical use case. Kalyan and Sangeetha [4] investigated
the embeddings in health NLP for text representation in deep
learning–based NLP tasks in clinical domains. The National
NLP Clinical Challenges/Open Health Natural Language
Processing (OHNLP) Competition [5] is held for family history
extraction from synthetic clinical narratives using NLP. A
number of health NLP tools and systems were also developed.
For example, OHNLP released a catalog of clinical NLP
software and provides interfaces to simplify the interaction of
NLP systems [6]. Typically, Apache cTAKES [7], as an NLP
system for extraction of information from electronic medical
record clinical free text, aimed to integrate best-of-breed
annotators, providing a world-class NLP system for accessing
clinical information within the free text.

Methods

Health NLP covers a wide scope of methodology research
including topics about methodology research such as NLP
models for medical or social web data (eg, literature, EHRs,
clinical trials, and social media about health care) processing;
health information retrieval and extraction; NLP-assisted health
information aggregation, abstraction, and summarization;
machine learning–based text mining methods for health care;
health care knowledge representation and reasoning; heath text
corpora construction and annotation; and medical ontology and
health knowledge graphs construction.

With respect to the application of NLP methods to the health
care domain, health NLP contains NLP techniques for medicine
personalization; question answering technologies for health
applications; novel tools for medical, clinical, or social web
data interpretation and visualization; innovative NLP systems
for mobile environments for health care applications; NLP for
clinical decision support and informatics; and applications of
advanced NLP methods in clinical practice.

We reviewed 10 published articles in the JMIR Medical
Informatics theme issue Health Natural Language Processing:
Methodology Development and Applications to share the recent
developments of the studies, from methodology research to
applications.

Results

Medical Information Extraction
Medical information extraction is a key technology that supports
the development of medical informatics. Zhang et al [8]
developed a new Chinese electronic medical record (EMR) data
set with six types of entities and proposed a multilevel
representation learning model based on Bidirectional Encoder
Representation from Transformers (BERT) for Chinese medical
entity recognition. The experiments on the Chinese EMR data
set and China Conference on Knowledge Graph and Semantic
Computing 2018 benchmark data set showed that the proposed
method outperformed state-of-the-art methods. Automatic
relation extraction between chemicals and diseases plays an
important role in biomedical text mining. Wang et al [9]
proposed an end-to-end neural network based on a graph
convolutional network and multi-head attention. To improve

the performance, a document-level dependency graph was
constructed to capture dependency syntactic information across
sentences. The graph was applied to capture the feature
representation of a document-level dependency graph, while
the multi-head attention mechanism was used to learn relative
context features from different semantic subspaces. The
experiment results showed that the method achieved the best
F-score, which was superior to state-of-the-art methods. The
graph convolutional network model was effectively used for
dependency information across sentences to improve the
performance of intersentence chemical-disease extraction.
Targeted at extracting the interactions between chemicals and
proteins from the biomedical literature, Wang et al [10] proposed
effectively encoding syntactic information from long text. The
method leveraged graph convolutional networks to capture
sequential information and long-range syntactic relations
between words by using the dependency structure of input
sentences. The evaluation of the ChemProt corpus showed that
the model achieved an F-score of 65.17%, which was 1.07%
higher than that of the state-of-the-art system. The study
indicated that the graph neural network–based model could
better capture the semantic and syntactic information of the
biomedical literature sentence. Temporal information frequently
exists in the representation of the disease progress, prescription,
medication, surgery progress, or discharge summary in narrative
clinical text. The extraction and normalization of temporal
expressions can positively boost the analysis and understanding
of narrative clinical texts to promote clinical research and
practice. Pan et al [11] proposed a rule-based and pattern
learning–based model for extracting and normalizing temporal
expressions from Chinese narrative clinical text. The model
consisted of three stages: extraction, classification, and
normalization. Based on a set of narrative clinical texts in
Chinese containing 1459 discharge summaries of a domestic
Grade-A Class 3 hospital, the performance of the model
achieved the performance compared with baseline methods.
The research of medical information extraction still has the
challenges of insufficient training data size, complex domain
terminology, a large proportion of noise data, and significant
inconsistency among various data types.

Heath Knowledge Graph and Its Applications
Targeted at knowledge graph embedding for semantic
representation of entities and relations, the challenge of how to
learn probability values of triplets into representation vectors
was addressed. Li et al [12] constructed a mapping function
between score value and probability, and introduced
probability-based loss of triplets into original margin-based loss
function. Compared with state-of-the-art TransX algorithms,
the proposed model performed better in all evaluation indicators.
Checking whether the medication is clinically reasonable with
respect to the diagnosis is the key to fraud, waste, and abuse
detection, which is a significant yet challenging problem in the
health insurance industry. Sun et al [13] built an automatic
method to identify the clinically suspected claims for fraud,
waste, and abuse detection by using a medical knowledge graph.
A deep learning–based method was applied to extract the entities
and relationships from knowledge sources, and a multilevel
similarity matching method was developed for entity linking.
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From 185,796 drug labels from the China Food and Drug
Administration, a medical knowledge graph containing
1,616,549 nodes and 5,963,444 edges was constructed for
identifying fraud, waste, and abuse suspects. The research of
health knowledge graphs still has the challenges of complex
text representation, low extract performance, and limited
knowledge graph size.

NLP Methods for Health Text Mining
Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) has been shown to be an
efficient mode to manage advanced lung cancer, and accurate
syndrome differentiation is crucial to treatment. Liu et al [14]
established five deep learning–based TCM diagnostic models
to imitate lung cancer syndrome differentiation. The models
used unstructured medical records as inputs to capitalize on
data collected for practical TCM treatment cases by lung cancer
experts. The experiment result showed the F1-score of the
recurrent convolutional neural network model improved over
models without data augment. The text-hierarchical attention
network model achieved the highest F1-score. Medical records
could be used more productively by constructing end-to-end
models to facilitate lung cancer. The classification of clinical
trial eligibility criteria texts is a fundamental and critical step
in clinical target population recruitment. Zeng et al [15]
proposed an ensemble learning method that integrates the current
cutting-edge deep learning models BERT, Enhanced Language
Representation with Informative Entities, XLNet, and RoBERT.
Through a model ensemble in two layers, the study trained a
model and compared it with a list of baseline deep learning
models on a publicly available standard data set. The results
demonstrated that the proposed ensemble learning method
outperformed a list of baseline methods. The research of NLP
methods still heavily relies on the advancement of machine
learning models.

Advanced Applications
Deidentification of clinical records, as an application, is a critical
step in the use of electronic health records for academic research.
Zhao et al [16] investigated the usefulness of rule-based learners
in a hybrid deidentification system. A data-driven rule learner
named transformation-based error-driven learning was integrated
into a hybrid system. Based on the widely used Informatics for

Integrating Biology and the Bedside deidentification data set,
the learner could offer high performance with generated rules.
After integrating the learner into an ensemble framework, the
performance achieved the best among the community. The
rule-based method thus could offer an effective contribution to
the current ensemble learning approach for the deidentification
of clinical records as a typical application in medical
informatics. An artificial intelligence–based assistive diagnostic
system is designed to diagnose multiple types of diseases that
are common in TCM based on patients’electronic health record
notes. Zhang et al [17] developed a method to simultaneously
diagnose the disease and produce a list of corresponding
syndromes. NLP techniques using a recurrent neural network
model were applied to process unstructured electronic health
record notes to extract clinical information such as signs and
symptoms that were represented by named entities. A total of
22,984 electronic health records from Guanganmen Hospital of
the China Academy of Chinese Medical Sciences were collected
and applied to the diagnostic system. From the evaluation, 187
commonly known TCM diseases could be diagnosed, and a
wider range of TCM disease types was expected to be diagnosed.
The applications of NLP methods tend to be more and more
widespread in the health care domain. However, the challenges,
including the security of data, the actual needs from clinicians,
the validation of results, and user convenience, still need to be
solved in the future.

Conclusion

Health NLP draws more and more attention for its essential role
in a wide scope of both methodology development and
applications. This editorial shares the most recent methodology
research of health NLP and its applications in health care by
reviewing 10 newly published articles on the JMIR Medical
Informatics theme issue Health Natural Language Processing:
Methodology Development and Applications. The research
indicates recent focuses on medical information extraction
(entity, relation, temporal, and interaction extraction),
knowledge graph construction and use, methods for clinical
decision support and informatics, and NLP systems for health
care applications in practice.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in shortages of diagnostic tests, personal protective equipment, hospital
beds, and other critical resources.

Objective: We sought to improve the management of scarce resources by leveraging electronic health record (EHR) functionality,
computerized provider order entry, clinical decision support (CDS), and data analytics.

Methods: Due to the complex eligibility criteria for COVID-19 tests and the EHR implementation–related challenges of ordering
these tests, care providers have faced obstacles in selecting the appropriate test modality. As test choice is dependent upon specific
patient criteria, we built a decision tree within the EHR to automate the test selection process by using a branching series of
questions that linked clinical criteria to the appropriate SARS-CoV-2 test and triggered an EHR flag for patients who met our
institutional persons under investigation criteria.

Results: The percentage of tests that had to be canceled and reordered due to errors in selecting the correct testing modality
was 3.8% (23/608) before CDS implementation and 1% (262/26,643) after CDS implementation (P<.001). Patients for whom
multiple tests were ordered during a 24-hour period accounted for 0.8% (5/608) and 0.3% (76/26,643) of pre- and post-CDS
implementation orders, respectively (P=.03). Nasopharyngeal molecular assay results were positive in 3.4% (826/24,170) of
patients who were classified as asymptomatic and 10.9% (1421/13,074) of symptomatic patients (P<.001). Positive tests were
more frequent among asymptomatic patients with a history of exposure to COVID-19 (36/283, 12.7%) than among asymptomatic
patients without such a history (790/23,887, 3.3%; P<.001).

Conclusions: The leveraging of EHRs and our CDS algorithm resulted in a decreased incidence of order entry errors and the
appropriate flagging of persons under investigation. These interventions optimized reagent and personal protective equipment
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usage. Data regarding symptoms and COVID-19 exposure status that were collected by using the decision tree correlated with
the likelihood of positive test results, suggesting that clinicians appropriately used the questions in the decision tree algorithm.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e32303)   doi:10.2196/32303

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; computerized provider order entry; electronic health record; resource utilization; personal protective equipment;
SARS-CoV-2 testing; clinical decision support

Introduction

COVID-19 is caused by SARS-CoV-2 and has quickly emerged
as a global pandemic since its initial description in December
2019 [1]. The increased testing and isolation of patients with
COVID-19 are important means of limiting the spread of
infection. Many laboratories in the United States have expanded
their testing capabilities rapidly [2]. As a result, the overall
testing capacity in the United States is substantially larger than
what the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and state
health agencies were able provide at the start of the pandemic.
Testing shortages however persisted throughout 2020 and, to a
lesser extent, into 2021 due to inadequate supplies of collection
swabs, viral transport media, RNA extraction regents, and other
reagents and consumables [3,4]. Institutions have had to
prioritize testing by taking into account the severity of illnesses,
the rapidness of results, bed availability, and staffing needs [4].

Electronic health records (EHRs) and computerized provider
order entry (CPOE) systems offer the potential to reduce the
number of medical errors and improve care quality by
facilitating communication, providing access to information,
monitoring patients, providing decision support, and enhancing
clinicians’ situational awareness [5-7]. However, EHRs can
also inadvertently result in clinicians introducing new errors,
overlooking existing orders, and duplicating work [8-10]. Apart
from the need to reduce costs, preventing the duplicate testing
of patients for COVID-19 is essential for conserving existing
testing supplies and maximizing the number of patients that can
be tested.

Although the availability of testing is important, so is the timely
dissemination of test results to care providers to optimally
allocate valuable hospital resources, such as limited supplies of
personal protective equipment (PPE), effectively [4]. Testing
capacities have increased since the early days of the pandemic,
but the proliferation of different testing platforms and
methodologies has led to variations in test turnaround times and
assay sensitivity. Commercial vendors have produced
high-throughput, cartridge-based instruments that promise
shorter testing turnaround times; however, the demand for these
instruments currently exceeds the amount of available supplies
[4].

To meet the testing needs of our patient population despite
equipment shortages, institutions such as our pediatric health
care system had to assemble a variety of COVID-19 testing
modalities with varying performance characteristics. Matching
testing modalities to the appropriate clinical scenario was a
challenge. Some institutions developed decision-making
algorithms to stratify their patient population into risk groupings

[11]. Herein, we describe and evaluate the CPOE clinical
decision support (CDS) tools that were developed to optimize
the ordering of COVID-19 tests; the EHR functionalities that
were leveraged to manage persons under investigation (PUIs);
and the data analysis tools that were essential for monitoring
changing variables, such as ordering patterns and available
reagent supplies.

Methods

Setting and Institutional Approach to Managing the
COVID-19 Pandemic
Our academically affiliated pediatric health care system in North
Texas consists of 3 acute care hospitals that are licensed for a
total of 601 beds and 24 ambulatory specialty care centers.
Together, these facilities care for more than 227,000 unique
patients per year and have provided services, including more
than 19,600 surgeries and 107,800 emergency department visits
[12]. Our health system’s efforts in preparing for patients with
COVID-19 began early in 2020 and included the activation of
the Hospital Incident Command Structure on March 5. A sick
isolation unit was opened on March 23 for the management of
patients who did not require critical care and were either
suspected of SARS-CoV-2 infection—designated as PUIs—or
confirmed to be infected. The first positive SARS-CoV-2 test
result for a patient in our system was received later that month
(March 31). With the activation of the Hospital Incident
Command Structure, we recognized that the pandemic would
require an organized, sustainable, and adaptable approach to
caring for children with COVID-19 while minimizing staff
exposure and optimizing the use of PPE and testing reagents
and supplies. In this study, we describe and evaluate tools that
were developed within the EHR and were vital components of
this approach.

As COVID-19 spread across the world and within the United
States, the epidemiology of the disease morphed over time.
First, cases were seen predominately among patients who had
been exposed to the disease during recent travel. Afterward, the
disease began to spread within communities, but most new
infections were still identified among individuals who had
contact with a limited number of confirmed local cases. Finally,
widespread community transmission developed, and many cases
could no longer be reliably related to a known exposure or travel
history [13-15]. In early 2020, the criteria recommended by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for identifying a
person as a PUI changed several times [16,17]. Reflecting the
changing disease epidemiology, these PUI definitions, which
had initially focused on symptomatic individuals with a history
of travel to Wuhan, China, or a history of contact with a
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laboratory-confirmed case of COVID-19, were later expanded
by the addition of criteria related to travel from mainland China,
travel from affected geographic areas within the United States,
and, finally, even individuals with no known exposure risk
factors [16]. Following the initial pandemic period, during which
SARS-CoV-2 testing was available at our institution only
through public health laboratories, the options for testing
increased first thanks to offerings from commercial reference

laboratories and then due to the launch of an internal,
laboratory-developed test with a turnaround time of
approximately 24 hours. Later, our laboratory implemented
commercial rapid testing platforms that offered further
improvements in turnaround times for a limited number of
specimens depending on the availability of the required kits
(Table 1).

Table 1. The SARS-CoV-2 assays implemented.

Cobas SARS-CoV-
2 (Roche Holding

AG)e

Alinity m SARS-
COV-2 Assay (Ab-

bott Laboratories)d

SARSb Antigen

FIAc (Quidel

Corporation)

Xpert Xpress
SARS-CoV-2

(Cepheid)

Biofire Respiratory
Panel 2.1

(bioMérieux SA)

Modified CDCa SARS-
CoV-2 Assay (laborato-
ry-developed test)

Assay

characteristic

RNARNAAntigenRNARNARNAAnalyte

NP swab in UTMNP swab in UTMAnterior nares
swab

NP swab in UTMNP swab in UTMNPf swab in UTMgSample

collection

Envelope gene and
RdRp gene

Nucleocapsid gene

and RdRph gene

Nucleocapsid

protein

Envelope gene
and nucleocapsid
2 gene

Membrane gene and
surface gene

Nucleocapsid geneSARS-CoV-2
target

0.003 TCID50/mL100 copies/mL113 TCID50j/mL250 copies/mL160 copies/mL260 copies/mLSARS-CoV-2

LoDi

NoneNoneNoneNone21 additional viruses
and bacteria

NoneOther target(s)

Cobas 6800
(Roche Holding
AG)

Alinity m System
(Abbott Laborato-
ries)

Sofia 2 (Quidel
Corporation)

GeneXpert XVI
(Cepheid)

FilmArray Torch
System (bioMérieux
SA)

EMAG (extraction;
bioMérieux SA) and

ABIk 7500 (polymerase
chain reaction; Thermo
Fisher Scientific)

Instrument(s)

864 tests/8-hour
shift

300 tests/8-hour
shift

20 min/test/ instru-
ment module

<1 hour/test/ in-
strument module

<1 hour/test/ instru-
ment module

150 samples/8-hour
shift (extraction and
polymerase chain reac-
tion)

Maximum

throughputl

2.03 (1.56) days0.53 (0.35) days27 (5) min77 (29) min70 (17) min0.79 (0.85) daysTime to results,

mean (SD)m

aCDC: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
bSARS: severe acute respiratory syndrome.
cFIA: fluorescent immunoassay.
dThe assay was performed at reference lab 1.
eThe assay was performed at reference lab 2.
fNP: nasopharyngeal.
gUTM: universal transport medium.
hRdRp: RNA-dependent RNA polymerase.
iLoD: limit of detection (the LoD shown is either the lowest reported [highest sensitivity] value on the package insert or the lowest value observed in
the laboratory).
jTCID50: median tissue culture infectious dose.
kABI: Applied Biosystems.
lMaximum throughput assumes sufficient reagents. Maximum throughput volumes were not achieved for most platforms due to limited reagent allocations.
mThe time from specimen (primary orders) or order (add-on orders) receipt in the lab to result reporting. This includes transport to outside labs (send-out
testing only), laboratory processing, sample preparation, instrument time, and result reporting.

New institutional policies and procedures, in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic, were instituted in parallel with the
changed understanding of the disease’s epidemiology, the
illness, and SARS-CoV-2 transmission. These changes included
the adoption (on April 28, 2020) of universal SARS-CoV-2
testing for all patients who were admitted through the emergency

department or directly to inpatient floors and the intensive care
unit. At first, rapid testing was prioritized for patients with fevers
or respiratory symptoms or those who had close contact with
individuals with SARS-CoV-2 infection, while other patients
were tested by using the laboratory-developed test. This strategy
directed limited resources for rapid testing toward patients with
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the highest likelihood of infection but resulted in a delay in
identifying asymptomatic positive cases, which represent a
considerable portion of SARS-CoV-2 infections in children. As
rapid testing became increasingly available, such tests were
deployed subsequently for all admitted patients.

To optimize the use of resources, such as negative pressure
rooms and PPE, we developed a policy for aerosol-generating
procedures (AGPs). The policy governed the performance of
AGPs, including any preceding SARS-CoV-2 testing and PPE
requirements, in a systematic manner that was driven by
patients’ symptoms, their COVID-19 status (if known), the
prevalence of infection in the community, and the classification
of AGPs into 2 risk tiers. SARS-CoV-2 testing was initially
required in advance for all patients undergoing scheduled
surgery, and the empiric use of PPE, including N95 respirators,
was reserved for urgent or emergent cases when testing was not
feasible. As community spread increased and access to rapid
testing improved, the testing requirement was extended to any
urgent surgical procedures for which sufficient time was
available.

EHR Decision Tree for SARS-CoV-2 Test Order
Placement
Given the scarcity of testing resources and growing demand
during the early phase of the pandemic, formal criteria for

SARS-CoV-2 testing were developed at our institution through
consensus among physician and clinical laboratory leaders.
Prior to the pandemic, our institution did not restrict the ordering
of assays for non–SARS-CoV-2 respiratory viruses nor collect
data on the reasons for ordering such tests systematically.
Developing an ordering system that would be intuitive for
clinicians to use and would capture data to guide the
prioritization of orders and subsequent revisions to indications
for ordering were therefore important priorities. However, the
criteria for ordering specific COVID-19 tests were complex,
and the metadata were frequently revised as new clinical
scenarios were incorporated and new testing options became
available. The implementation of the detailed ordering criteria
in the EHR posed a challenge that increased with the number
of available testing options. More importantly, the growing list
of testing indications was a hard-to-navigate obstacle for care
providers who needed to place orders. To ease the burden of
ordering the correct test from a long list of choices, we built a
decision tree within the EHR to automate the selection process
based on answers that are provided to a branching set of
hierarchical questions. This decision tree (Figure 1) was first
implemented on April 28, 2020, and was subsequently updated
and frequently modified during the early response to the
pandemic.
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Figure 1. Electronic health record decision tree for ordering SARS-CoV-2 tests. This flow diagram shows the branching set of hierarchical questions
that resulted in the capture of data for test prioritization and symptom status identification. LDT: laboratory-developed test; PUI: person of interest;
RP2.1: BioFire Respiratory Panel 2.1.

PUI Flagging in the EHR
In addition to linking clinical indications to the appropriate
SARS-CoV-2 test, the ordering process required setting a flag
in the EHR for any patient who met our institutional PUI criteria.
The flag alerted health care personnel to a patient’s PUI status
and the need to use PPE beyond those for standard precautions,

including N95 respirators or powered air purifying respirators,
when caring for patients.

Testing for an infectious disease usually suggests a clinical
index of suspicion that, in itself, may justify flagging patients
in the EHR for the possibility of being infected with that disease.
In the case of COVID-19 however, institutional policies required
SARS-CoV-2 testing upon admission or before surgery for all
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patients, even in the absence of symptoms or exposure, thereby
rendering the presence of an ordered test functionally
meaningless as an indicator of clinical suspicion. Although
some patients may be asymptomatic carriers and thus could
expose the workforce, the pretest probability of infection in
such patients was not expected to be above that of the general
population. The universal usage of N95 respirators for all health
care encounters during the pandemic was neither recommended
or feasible, given the limited supplies. Therefore, our institution
decided that patients without compatible symptoms or recent
exposure to SARS-CoV-2 would not be designated as PUIs,
even when routine testing is required by institutional screening
protocols. Consequently, in addition to guiding the selection of
the correct SARS-CoV-2 test, the decision tree needed to assign
the appropriate PUI status to each patient based on the indication
for testing.

The introduction of additional testing modalities with decreased
sensitivity compared to that of molecular nasopharyngeal sample
testing modalities presented another challenge. Although
positive results from these less sensitive assays were considered
reliable, negative results were not and required confirmation
with a more sensitive molecular test. Accordingly, the EHR
rules for the clearance of PUI flags were constructed to require
a negative molecular test from a nasopharyngeal sample, even
if the flag had originally been triggered by an order for a less
sensitive screening test.

A flagging system was also created for displaying results from
SARS-CoV-2 tests that had been performed at outside facilities
with interoperable EHRs. Such outside test results were either
flagged as being reliable and approved by our system’s
laboratory as being equivalent to internal testing results (by the
Happy Together EHR collaborative, which includes Children’s
Health, Parkland Hospital, and University of Texas
Southwestern Medical Center) or otherwise flagged as results
for which equivalence to internal testing results could not be
established. Whether flagged patients were being seen in the
emergency department or were directly admitted to the wards,
the availability of this information allowed bedside physicians
to avoid unnecessary SARS-CoV-2 testing, thereby minimizing
the waste of limited testing resources.

EHR Tools and the Maintenance of PPE Supplies
Like many US health care institutions, early in the pandemic,
we recognized the potential for a shortfall in the critical PPE
supplies required for the care of patients with COVID-19,
including N95 respirators. Providing appropriate protection to
health care workers while minimizing PPE consumption made

the accurate identification and flagging of PUIs essential. Our
supply of N95 respirators reached a nadir in late March—less
than 14 days’ worth of stock on hand overall and less than 7
days’ worth of supply for the scarcest respirator size—but
subsequently recovered. Although multiple concurrent strategies,
including UV reprocessing and the enhanced scrutiny of N95
respirator usage, also contributed to the successful management
of this shortfall, the proper assignment of PUI statuses was a
critical component in the struggle to reduce PPE use.
Improvements in the national supply of N95 respirators have
since reduced the acute importance of these considerations, but
the strategies developed during the COVID-19 pandemic for
managing limited PPE supplies will be beneficial approaches
to dealing with future resource challenges.

Results

SARS-CoV-2 Test Ordering Metrics
The frequencies with which orders for SARS-CoV-2 tests
needed to be revised due to user error or had to be repeated were
used as measures for the impact of the CDS tools. The
percentage of tests that were canceled and reordered due to
errors in selecting the correct testing modality was 3.8%
(23/608) prior to CDS implementation and 1% (262/26,643)
after the implementation of CDS (Fisher exact test: P<.001).
The percentages of patients for whom multiple tests were
ordered during a 24-hour period were 0.8% (5/608) and 0.3%
(76/26,643) prior to and after CDS implementation, respectively,
as of October 31, 2020 (Fisher exact test: P=.03).

SARS-CoV-2 Infection Frequency
If the information captured by the decision tree regarding the
assignment of SARS-CoV-2 test modalities and PUI statuses
accurately reflected the risk of infection, it would be expected
that the incidence of positive test results would vary accordingly.
Patients were classified as symptomatic or asymptomatic via
the decision tree based on the presence or absence of a fever
without an identified source or the presence of respiratory
symptoms. Consistent with our expectations, the observed
frequency of positive nasopharyngeal molecular assays for
asymptomatic patients (826/24,170, 3.4%; Table 2) was
significantly lower (Fisher exact test: P<.001) than that
frequency for symptomatic patients (1421/13,074, 10.9%).
Likewise, the incidence of positive test results was higher among
asymptomatic patients with a history of exposure to an
individual with COVID-19 (36/283, 12.7%) than among
asymptomatic patients without such an exposure history
(790/23,887, 3.3%; Fisher exact test: P<.001).
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Table 2. SARS-CoV-2 testing volumes and results by ordering indication.

Positive testsb, n (%)Testing volumeb, NTesting indication categorya

826 (3.4)24,170Asymptomatic patientsc

428 (3.3)12,864Preprocedural screeningd

329 (3.1)10,625Admission screening

33 (8.3)398Screening before behavioral health placement

36 (12.7)283Admission screening of asymptomatic patients with a history of close contact with an indi-
vidual with COVID-19

1421 (10.9)13,074Symptomatic patients

433 (7.8)5573Admission screening or hospitalized patients

31 (10.4)298Preprocedural screeningd

48 (15.6)307Outpatients with risk factors for severe illness

3 (10)30Lower respiratory tract disease without an alternative explanatione

0 (0)3Symptomatic patient with a history of close contact with an individual with COVID-19e

906 (13.2)6863Symptomatic patient without other specified criteria

1146 (7.5)15,341Symptom status not specified

177 (2.6)6796Preprocedural screeningd

791 (14.8)5330Unrestricted send-out testing

72 (13.5)535Testing approved by the Division of Infectious Diseases

2 (2.2)89Patient screening after health care exposure

104 (4)2591Unclassified testing

3393 (6.5)52,585Total testing

aThe testing indication categories listed summarize a larger number of actual indications displayed in the electronic health record, which were dynamically
modified over the course of the pandemic.
bTesting data cover the period from March 13, 2020, through March 24, 2021.
cPatients without fevers and without respiratory symptoms were classified as asymptomatic.
dIncludes testing before surgery and other qualifying aerosol-generating procedures.
eThese criteria were used only briefly during the early phase of the pandemic, after which test eligibility was expanded to include symptomatic patients
and tests did not need to consider these criteria.

Another group of asymptomatic patients for whom we observed
a significantly increased incidence of positive SARS-CoV-2
test results included patients awaiting behavioral health
placement (33/398, 8.3%; other asymptomatic patients without
a history of COVID-19 exposure: 757/23,489, 3.2%; P<.001).
The reason for this increased positivity rate is unclear, but some
of these patients likely had a history of prior infection and were
referred to our facilities for repeated testing before behavioral
health placement to assess for viral clearance. Furthermore, the
behavior patterns of these patients may have included decreased
adherence to prevention measures such as mask wearing and
social distancing, which placed them at an increased infection
risk.

Testing for symptomatic patients when resources were the most
limited was initially targeted toward those who (1) required
hospitalization, (2) had comorbid conditions that increased their
risk for developing a serious illness, (3) had a history of
COVID-19 exposure, or (4) had a lower respiratory tract
infection without another explanation. As the availability of test
reagents improved, test eligibility was expanded more broadly

to include symptomatic patients, and several of these more
specific indications were retired. However, clinicians continued
to use the decision tree to identify hospitalized patients and
those with risk factors for severe illness to prioritize such
patients for rapid testing. All symptomatic patients were
designated as PUIs, even when the decision tree did not require
more detailed information.

Symptom status was not captured for a subset of test orders
(15,341/52,585, 29.2%). Many of these tests were assays that
were either sent out to off-site laboratories for nonhospitalized
patients or collected as screening tests several days in advance
of a scheduled procedure. In the first case, symptomatic patients
were instructed to isolate at home pending the result of the test.
In the second case, presurgical screening results were generally
available by the time patients returned for surgery. The empiric
assignment of PUI statuses in the EHR at the time of testing
was therefore not prioritized for these patients. Since September
2020 however, improvements in implementation resulted in the
consistent capturing of symptom information for ≥80% of tested
patients every month.
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To manage rare or unanticipated circumstances, our testing
algorithm allowed physicians in the Division of Infectious
Diseases to authorize testing for patients who exhibited testing
indications outside of those that were approved and implemented
in the EHR. Once off-site testing became unrestricted, this
approval option was used primarily for requests for locally
performed tests that offered a shorter turnaround time or for
patients who exhibited clinical indications that favored a specific
testing platform. This approval route was needed only for 1%
(535/52,585) of orders, indicating that the decision tree
effectively managed a large majority of scenarios and prevented
the approval activity from becoming an excessive burden on
the physicians who were tasked with evaluating these
nonstandard requests. The yield of positive results from such
tests that were approved by infectious disease physicians was
high (72/535, 13.5%), as was the frequency of positive results
among unrestricted send-out tests (791/5330, 14.8%). These
high rates of positive results suggest that clinicians were
applying appropriate judgement to selecting patients for testing
when considering these ordering options.

Discussion

Principal Findings
During the period following the implementation of CDS for
SARS-CoV-2 test ordering, we documented improvements in
the number of cancelled and reordered tests as well as decreases
in the number of patients who underwent unnecessary duplicate
testing. The goals of CPOE systems include submitting
appropriate and efficient orders for patients [5]. Based on our
data, it can be argued that this was indeed accomplished by
using the decision tree for SARS-CoV-2 test ordering to help
clinicians navigate the complex test eligibility criteria. However,
the implementation of CPOE and CDS systems has been found
to provoke strong emotions in care providers, with negative
emotions being the most prevalent. In addition to contributing
to the stressors that care providers already face, poorly
implemented CDSs can fail if they are too cumbersome to be
used as intended [18]. A successful CDS system needs to (1)
provide clinicians with the best available knowledge when

needed, (2) be highly adopted, (3) be effectively used, and (4)
result in continuous improvements in knowledge [19].

Evaluating the effective adoption of CDS can be difficult, as
care providers always have the option of selecting criteria
randomly in order to complete the ordering process. When
evaluating the positivity rates for the patient groups that were
defined by the decision tree algorithm, we found statistically
significant differences (as expected) in rates of SARS-CoV-2
test positivity between asymptomatic and symptomatic patients
and between asymptomatic patients without a history of
exposure to SARS-CoV-2 and asymptomatic patients with a
history of such exposure. These findings suggest that clinicians
appropriately used the questions in the CDS algorithm to help
triage patients.

Limitations
Our study has several limitations. First, this was an observational
study and not a randomized controlled trial. Therefore, other
interventions and institutional changes could have explained
the decrease in order error rates. Second, the period prior to the
implementation of CDS was relatively brief; during this period,
a comparatively lower volume of testing was performed. Third,
the decision tree was continually modified over time; new
indications, such as patients awaiting behavioral health
placement, were added relatively late into the pandemic. Some
of the positivity rates that were observed in particular patient
cohorts could have been influenced by fluctuations in the
infection rate within the community.

Conclusions
The leveraging of the EHR and implementation of the decision
support algorithm resulted in the decreased incidence of order
entry errors, including decreases in the percentage of cancelled
and reordered SARS-CoV-2 tests and the rate of duplicate
testing, and the appropriate flagging of PUIs. Collectively, these
interventions optimized reagent and PPE usage and protected
health care workers. The data gathered through the decision tree
could be used to predict differences in the likelihood of positive
test results for distinct categories of patients, suggesting that
clinicians appropriately used the questions in the decision tree
algorithm.
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Abstract

Background: The semantic interoperability of health care information has been a critical challenge in medical informatics and
has influenced the integration, sharing, analysis, and use of medical big data. International standard organizations have developed
standards, approaches, and models to improve and implement semantic interoperability. The openEHR approach—one of the
standout semantic interoperability approaches—has been implemented worldwide to improve semantic interoperability based on
reused archetypes.

Objective: This study aimed to verify the feasibility of implementing semantic interoperability in different countries by comparing
the openEHR-based information models of 2 acute coronary syndrome (ACS) registries from China and New Zealand.

Methods: A semantic archetype comparison method was proposed to determine the semantics reuse degree of reused archetypes
in 2 ACS-related clinical registries from 2 countries. This method involved (1) determining the scope of reused archetypes; (2)
identifying corresponding data items within corresponding archetypes; (3) comparing the semantics of corresponding data items;
and (4) calculating the number of mappings in corresponding data items and analyzing results.

Results: Among the related archetypes in the two ACS-related, openEHR-based clinical registries from China and New Zealand,
there were 8 pairs of reusable archetypes, which included 89 pairs of corresponding data items and 120 noncorresponding data
items. Of the 89 corresponding data item pairs, 87 pairs (98%) were mappable and therefore supported semantic interoperability,
and 71 pairs (80%) were labeled as “direct mapping” data items. Of the 120 noncorresponding data items, 114 (95%) data items
were generated via archetype evolution, and 6 (5%) data items were generated via archetype localization.

Conclusions: The results of the semantic comparison between the two ACS-related clinical registries prove the feasibility of
establishing the semantic interoperability of health care data from different countries based on the openEHR approach. Archetype
reuse provides data on the degree to which semantic interoperability exists when using the openEHR approach. Although the
openEHR community has effectively promoted archetype reuse and semantic interoperability by providing archetype modeling
methods, tools, model repositories, and archetype design patterns, the uncontrolled evolution of archetypes and inconsistent
localization have resulted in major challenges for achieving higher levels of semantic interoperability.

(JMIR Med Inform 2021;9(10):e31288)   doi:10.2196/31288
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Introduction

Due to the rapid development of information and communication
technologies and their continuous application in the medical
domain, massive electronic medical data and information have
been generated by medical information systems, services, and
devices. These vast amounts of medical data and information
have the potential to improve the safety and quality of medical
services, reduce the cost of such services, and promote medical
research [1]. The realization of this potential needs to be
supported by the effective application of advanced information
and communication technologies that manage medical big data,
such as big data analysis technologies and artificial intelligence
technologies. However, the effective application of these
technologies is premised on implementing semantic
interoperability, which is an indispensable basis for the
construction, sharing, analysis, and use of medical big data. The
semantic interoperability of clinical data and information has
been a critical challenge and hot topic in medical informatics
[2].

To implement and improve semantic interoperability,
international standard organizations have developed approaches
for constructing standards based on multilevel medical
information models. Such organizations include Health Level
Seven (HL7) International [3], the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) [4], and the openEHR Foundation
[5].

To promote the exchange and sharing of medical information,
HL7 International has developed a series of standards based on
the HL7 development framework and medical information
models, including the HL7 v2 and v3 messaging standards and
HL7 Clinical Document Architecture standards. These standards
and models have made important contributions to the
improvement of semantic interoperability, especially semantic
interoperability in the electronic exchange of messages and
medical documents [6,7]. The HL7 Clinical Document
Architecture standards have become core standards for the
interoperability of medical documents. Although HL7 v3 can
improve semantic interoperability, the inconsistency and
complexity of its reference information model and modeling
approach have limited its implementation [8].

To solve the complexity problem, HL7 International launched
the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) standard
and a limited set of information models to easily implement
semantic interoperability [9]. FHIR provide a set of resources
for expressing the structure and semantics of the most commonly
exchanged information and provide a flexible extension
mechanism for defining the semantics of information that is not
included in FHIR. The feasibility of using FHIR to improve the
semantic interoperability of medical information systems and
applications has been verified [10-13].

ISO13606 is a series of health informatics standards that
facilitate electronic health record (EHR) data exchange and
communication between EHR systems and data repositories
[14]. ISO13606 is based on the openEHR 2-level modeling
method, which involves a simplified reference model, and is
regarded as a subset of the openEHR specifications [15].

The openEHR Foundation provides a comprehensive
information architecture for representing the entirety of EHR
content in a structured and interoperable form. This architecture
includes a modeling framework that uses domain-specific
languages and intuitive modeling tools. The openEHR
Foundation tries to achieve sustainable semantic interoperability
by using a consistent multilevel modeling method to define
reusable domain concepts and their formal semantics [16].

The models within the openEHR approach consist of a reference
model, archetypes, and templates. The reference model is a
stable information model that defines a logical medical
information architecture and includes a demographic information
model, an EHR information model, the EHR Extract Information
model, data types, and data structures. An archetype is a reusable
information model that comprises a maximal set of content
element definitions and general constraints. Templates are
context-specific data set definitions that are created by
combining and constraining relevant archetypes for generating
forms, documents, data persistence, and messages. Archetypes
and templates are defined by domain experts using a formal
editorial and publication process to foster semantic
interoperability.

OpenEHR-related research is gradually becoming one of the
most discussed semantic interoperability–related research topics.
Such research involves archetype modeling [17-23], data
persistence [24-26], language design [27], model mapping [28],
model retrieval [29,30], and reuse [19].

The openEHR approach has been adopted in many countries to
improve the semantic interoperability of medical information
systems [31], such as those in Norway [30], China [17], Portugal
[32], Brazil [15,33], and Germany [34]. Moreover, the feasibility
of improving semantic interoperability based on the openEHR
approach has been verified in many domains, including
genomics [21], clinical decision support systems [34], clinical
registries [35], clinical data sets [36], and EHRs [37].

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no research on
verifying the feasibility of implementing semantic
interoperability in different countries based on the openEHR
approach.

Methods

Study Design
In order to verify the feasibility and degree of implementing
semantic interoperability in 2 countries based on the openEHR
approach, we conducted a semantic comparison of the
archetypes in 2 acute coronary syndrome (ACS)–related clinical
data registries from China and New Zealand.

In this paper, the analyzed ACS-related data registry from China
was the Coronary Computed Tomography Angiography (CCTA)
registry [35], which is used to improve the early detection of
coronary atherosclerosis as part of a national key research and
development project. The CCTA registry was designed to collect
clinical data from patients who have undergone CCTA
examination. The analyzed ACS-related registry from New
Zealand was the All New Zealand ACS Quality Improvement
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(ANZACS-QI) program. The ANZACS-QI registry is a cardiac
registry for ACS events and cardiac procedures. The data
management of these two registries was based on the openEHR
approach [36].

Archetype reuse is key for establishing semantic interoperability
based on the openEHR approach. Therefore, the semantic
expression comparison of reused archetypes can be conducted
to determine the degree to which different openEHR-based
clinical systems and applications achieve semantic
interoperability.

This paper proposes a semantic archetype comparison method
for determining the degree of semantic interoperability via
archetype reuse in 2 ACS-related clinical registries from 2
countries. This semantic archetype comparison method consisted
of the following four steps: (1) determining the scope of reused
archetypes; (2) identifying corresponding data items within
corresponding archetypes; (3) comparing the semantics of
corresponding data items; and (4) calculating the number of
mappings in corresponding data items and analyzing results, as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The procedure for the semantic archetype comparison method.

Determining the Scope of Reused Archetypes
The scope of reused archetypes was determined based on the
comparison of archetype names, types, descriptions, and
metadata. An archetype name is an archetype’s unique identifier,
and it reflects an archetype’s semantics, including the archetype
type, corresponding domain concept, and version information.
The types of archetypes include the observation, instruction,
action, evaluation, and administrative archetypes.

The continuous improvement of archetypes over time results
in changes in the archetype version based on certain rules.
Localizing existing archetypes also leads to changes in archetype
names, which usually manifest as the addition of suffixes to
archetype names. Therefore, while determining the scope of
reusable archetypes, if the names of 2 archetypes were the same
or if there was a localization relationship between 2 archetypes,
they were matched for reuse.

Identifying Corresponding Data Items Within
Corresponding Archetypes
It was necessary to identify the corresponding data items in
each pair of corresponding reused archetypes. This was done
by comparing the data items’ semantic descriptions. If the

semantic descriptions of 2 data items were the same or similar,
they were marked as corresponding data items; otherwise, they
were marked as noncorresponding data items. Noncorresponding
data items indicated semantic gaps or differences among the
data items from reused archetypes that may hinder semantic
interoperability.

Comparing the Semantics of Corresponding Data Items
The semantic comparison of the corresponding data items within
reused archetypes mainly involved data element names and
semantic descriptions. In accordance with this procedure, the
corresponding data items within reused archetypes were labeled
as “direct mapping,” “name conversion,” and “content
conversion” data items based on the mapping results, as shown
in Figure 2. These semantic mapping–based data item types
were used to determine the degree to which an archetype’s data
items supported semantic interoperability. The “direct mapping”
corresponding data items could support complete semantic
interoperability without human intervention. The “name
conversion” corresponding data items could support semantic
interoperability via manual or automated name mapping. The
“content conversion” corresponding data items referred to items
that made it challenging to achieve semantic interoperability.
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Figure 2. The process of the semantic archetype comparison.

Calculating the Number of Mappings in Corresponding
Data Items and Analyzing Results
First, the number of mappings for each data item type among
the corresponding data items in each reused archetype and in
all reused archetypes was calculated. Second, the direct mapping
ratio and the mappable ratio of the corresponding data items in
each reused archetype and in all reused archetypes were
calculated. Finally, the data obtained from the abovementioned
calculations were analyzed to illustrate the reusability of related
archetypes from the two registries.

Results

To illustrate the feasibility of implementing semantic
interoperability between the two coronary clinical data registries
based on the openEHR approach, we compared the
corresponding data elements within reused archetypes by using
statistical analyses.

The Scope of Reused Archetypes and Corresponding
Data Items
By comparing the ACS-related archetypes in the two registries,
8 pairs of reused archetypes were identified. These are shown
in Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Corresponding acute coronary syndrome–related reused archetypes from China and New Zealand.

Reused archetypes from China

1. openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.problem_diagnosis.v1

2. openEHR-EHR-ACTION.medication.v1

3. openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.imaging_exam_result.v0

4. openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.blood_pressure.v2

5. openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.tobacco_smoking_summary.v1

6. openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.family_history.v2

7. openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.body_weight.v2

8. openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.height.v2

Reused archetypes from New Zealand that corresponded with those from China

1. openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.problem_diagnosis_nehta.v1

2. openEHR-EHR-ACTION.medication.v1

3. openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.imaging_exam.v1

4. openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.blood_pressure.v1

5. openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.tobacco_use_summary.v1

6. openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.family_history.v1

7. openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.body_weight.v1

8. openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.height.v1
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The semantic comparison of data items in the reused archetypes
revealed 89 pairs of corresponding data items and 120
noncorresponding data items from the two countries. Of the
120 noncorresponding data items, 86 were from the reused
archetypes in China, and 34 were from the reused archetypes
in New Zealand. Further, 50.9% (89/175) of the data items from
China were corresponding data items, and 49.1% (86/175) of
the data items were noncorresponding data items. Additionally,
72.4% (89/123) of the data items from New Zealand were
corresponding data items, and 27.6% (34/123) of the data items
were noncorresponding data items.

The reasons for and the proportion distribution of the
noncorresponding data items in the reused archetypes were
compared and analyzed. Of the 86 noncorresponding items from
China, 83 were generated via archetype evolution and 3 were
generated via archetype localization. Further, 31 of the 34
noncorresponding data items from New Zealand were generated
via archetype version evolution and 3 were generated via
archetype localization.

Results of the Semantic Comparison of Corresponding
Data Items
The results of the semantic comparison of corresponding data
items in reused archetypes are shown in the Table 1.

Table 1. The results of the semantic comparison of corresponding data items in reused archetypes.

Mappable ratio, %Direct mapping

ratio, %

Content conversion

data items, n

Name conversion

data items, n

Direct mapping

data items, n

Total number

of data items

Domain concept

89331539Diagnosis

10081052126Imaging exam

100750134Medication

100100001616Blood pressure

86141067Smoking history

10071051217Family history

1001000055Weight

1001000055Height

98802167189All concepts

“Direct mapping” data items referred to data items in reused
archetypes that could support semantic interoperability without
any modification. The semantics of the “name conversion” data
items were the same, but the names of the data items were
different (eg, “Problem/Diagnosis” vs “Problem/Diagnosis
name” for the corresponding reused “diagnosis” archetypes).
“Name conversion” data items referred to corresponding data
items that could also support semantic interoperability, but some
additional conversion mapping would be required. However,
“content conversion” data items had the problem of incomplete
semantic matching between data items and therefore limited

the realization of semantic interoperability. As such, the
“mappable ratio” of data items that supported semantic
interoperability included the “direct mapping” and “name
conversion” data items.

The mapping ratios of the corresponding data items of the reused
archetypes are shown in Figure 3. The mappable proportion of
all corresponding data items within reused archetypes was as
high as 98% (87/89). Except for the mapping ratios of the
“diagnosis” (8/9, 89%) and “smoking history” (6/7, 86%)
archetypes, the mapping ratios of the corresponding items of
all archetypes were 100%.
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Figure 3. The various mapping ratios of the corresponding data items of reused archetypes.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Archetype reuse is the main determinant of the semantic
interoperability of openEHR-based medical information. This
study attempted to verify the feasibility of achieving semantic
interoperability and the extent to which the semantic
interoperability of clinical information can be achieved by
assessing archetype reuse in 2 ACS registries from China and
New Zealand. The results of our novel semantic comparison
method indicated that the ratio of direct mappings between the
corresponding data items of reused archetypes reached 98%
(87/89), and of the 8 reused archetypes, 6 (75%) had data items
that achieved a direct mapping ratio of 100%. This very high
degree of reused archetype direct mapping proves the feasibility
of achieving semantic interoperability by using the openEHR
approach.

Although the two clinical data registries for China and New
Zealand both contained data about ACS, they have different
scopes due to their different purposes. The ANZACS-QI registry
is used to support clinical quality improvement and research,
whereas the CCTA registry is used to improve the early
detection of coronary atherosclerosis. Therefore, the aspects
that are important for New Zealand may not be as relevant to
China and vice versa. For example, invasive management and
emergency management are two essential parts of ACS
management in New Zealand; however, the CCTA registry
barely covers these aspects. Conversely, CCTA examination is
the cornerstone aspect of the CCTA registry; however, this is
not relevant to the ANZACS-QI registry.

For the past 2 decades, extensive research on achieving semantic
interoperability through archetype reuse has been undertaken
by the openEHR community. Further, valuable insights have
been gained through the evaluation of real-world deployments.

Although the flexibility and extensibility of the openEHR
approach allow for a high degree of freedom when creating and
modifying archetypes for specific purposes, it is critically
important to ensure that these archetypes can be reused. To this
end, extensive efforts and resources have been devoted to the
development and sharing of archetypes at an international level.
The development of volunteer-created editorial processes and
the Clinical Knowledge Manager (CKM) model repository [38],
which is freely available to the global openEHR community,
were significant steps toward creating more than 500 archetypes
that represent a substantial portion of EHRs. These efforts have
provided an essential foundation for archetype reuse among
various applications worldwide.

Although these efforts have drawn remarkable attention and
have resulted in significant breakthroughs, there are still
important challenges to archetype reuse among various systems
and applications [5,17,19,22,23]. These challenges include (1)
the uncontrolled evolution of existing archetypes across various
versions of the CKM; (2) inconsistencies in new archetype
development; (3) unanticipated semantic changes generated in
successive versions of an archetype; and (4) inconsistencies in
localization and terminology bindings.

We observed several of these issues in our study. For example,
t h e  s e m a n t i c  m i s m a t c h  b e t w e e n  t h e
“openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.problem_diagnosis.v1”
archetype in the international CKM and the
“openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.problem_diagnosis_nehta.v1”
archetype in the Australian National E-Health Transition
Authority version of the CKM resulted in the inability to directly
map all data elements. Another example is the use of two
di ffe ren t  vers ions  of  a rche types—the
“openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.family_history.v2” archetype
and the “openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.family_history.v1”
archetype in the two modeling registries.
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From a methodological point of view, a graphical archetype
discovery method [29] and formal archetype modeling methods
[17,22,23,35,39] for facilitating robust archetype development
have previously been proposed and validated. Although these
efforts could improve archetype reuse, achieving real-world
semantic interoperability, as illustrated in this study, between
2 ACS registries largely depends on human factors. Therefore,
a prescriptive modeling framework is needed. Integrating
semantic-based model discovery and automated modeling
assistance services into archetype development tools is a
potential solution for meeting this need. However, to the best
of our knowledge, such methodologies and tools do not exist
and warrant future research. In addition, the establishment of
archetype update notification services, which would notify
developers of information systems (ie, those that use existing
archetypes) about changes, can be very helpful for ensuring the
continuity of semantic interoperability over time as new changes
are incorporated.

This Discussion section would be incomplete if we did not
highlight the parallels between openEHR archetypes and HL7

FHIR, as both are formal models of health care information.
The comparison of the FHIR and openEHR approaches is shown
in the Table 2. On one hand, while anyone can create new
archetypes that meet specific requirements, FHIR do not allow
for the creation of new resources but provide extensions and
profiling mechanisms for customizing existing resources. On
the other hand, the openEHR multilevel modeling method,
which is based on a stable reference model, provides a
well-defined framework for expressing complex concepts and
adapts to the rapid evolution of domain concepts better than the
FHIR approach. Although the centrally developed and published
FHIR are concrete and immutable (ie, factors that foster model
reuse), the unbounded extension mechanism still relies on human
factors for aligning resources with existing extensions.
Ultimately, the compromise between the freedom of creating
new information models and the need to ensure semantic
alignment at a global scale applies equally to both the openEHR
and FHIR formalisms. Therefore, our methodology and results
should also be applicable to FHIR.

Table 2. The comparison between the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) and openEHR approaches.

OpenEHR approachFHIR approachComparison aspects

OpenEHR defines the structure and semantics of all health
information in electronic health records and is engineered
for persistence and health information exchange.

FHIR is a new Health Level Seven specification for
defining the structure and semantics of health care in-
formation that is involved in health information ex-
change. It is not engineered for persistence and the
modeling of all electronic health record data.

Scope and purpose

The model has a discrete and stable layer that comprises
building blocks, upon which archetypes are built.

The model does not have a separate layer and uses a
mix of data types and structural resources.

Reference model

OpenEHR archetypesFHIRInformation model

OpenEHR templateFHIR profileComposition and constraints

New archetypes or archetype specializations for adding
new data items, value sets, and tighter constraints

FHIR extensions that are discoverable via Uniform
Resource Identifiers

Extensibility

Localization is a well-defined section in archetypes for
data elements and value sets.

Localization is not well defined. Localization is possi-
ble with extensions, but this is under review.

Localization

Supports terminology bindingsSupports terminology bindingsTerminology support

The archetypes allow for the linking of other archetypes
via an archetype slotting mechanism.

The resources may refer to those outside of FHIR.Reference relationship

Due to the ever-increasing amounts of clinical domain
knowledge and various local implementation needs, the
consistency and reusability of new or modified archetypes are
grand challenges to implementing semantic interoperability. In
our study, we were fortunate, as the number of these
inconsistencies were minimal. As such, we were able to
demonstrate the feasibility of achieving a very high level of
semantic interoperability between 2 clinical registries from 2
very distinct countries.

Conclusions
The feasibility of implementing semantic interoperability in 2
ACS registries that are based on the openEHR approach was
verified by the results of our semantic comparison of reused
archetypes. Continuous improvement and localized archetype
modification may reduce the proportion of direct mappings
among data items in reused archetypes and result in a gap
between actual semantic interoperability and theoretical
semantic interoperability. Although the openEHR community
has provided an essential foundation for archetype reuse through
robust editorial processes and a freely available CKM, there are
still important challenges to archetype reuse.
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